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Abstract

Abstract

Modern telecommunication networks are experiencing a dramatic evolution and increase in 

complexity. Major technological advances have transformed networks into software controlled 

systems. An increasing degree of intelligence is being introduced in telecommunication networks, 

and new paradigms are being developed to satisfy customer demand for rapid deployment of 

increasingly sophisticated services. Such a fusion of telecommunications and computing as a 

distributed processing environment gives rise to a dramatic increase in control complexity and 

fragility. Services have to co-exist and co-operate across platforms and may give rise to 

undesirable feature interactions. Unexpected perturbations may also ripple through the network to 

give widespread outages. These problems are exacerbated by regulatory policies demanding open 

interconnection of networks of competing operators and service providers together with 

internetworking of services. Threat to network integrity is high in such an environment and its 

preservation is of paramount importance. But the traditional manual approach to the maintenance 

of network integrity which relies on the knowledge of individual experts is no longer valid. There 

is a need to develop formal and systematic methodologies to preserve network integrity; 

frameworks to pre-empt, detect and quickly resolve failures in telecommunication networks and 

the services they support. This thesis addresses these issues. A definition of network integrity is 

proposed and the main problems that jeopardise network integrity in modern telecommunication 

systems are discussed. An integrity framework to categorise integrity levels and assist in the pre

emption of severe integrity degradation is presented. Methodologies to aid with the provision and 

maintenance of systems with high integrity levels are introduced. The work focuses on the need to 

use and improve modelling techniques. The use of formal description languages as a basis for the 

modelling activity is investigated, in particular the ITU standard SDL (Specification and 

Description Language), and findings from modelling a case study are presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Once upon a time, there was a telephone network. This network provided basic voice 

communication to a large number o f people, and it had been around for many years, and it was 

very well known and reliable. Each country had one state owned telephone company 

managing a telephone network. Then digital technology arrived, and with it, a number o f great 

advances, like fast and powerful computers and later, computer networks. Other revolutionary 

technological innovations also took place, and the telephone networks benefited from them. 

These advances were gradually introduced in the telephone networks, providing them with 

more and more flexibility, processing power and functionality. In addition, most o f the 

formally state owned telephone companies were privatised, and policies fostering competition 

and open network interconnection emerged. This takes us to today, when that old and well- 

known telephone network has undergone so many changes that it is hardly recognisable.

The modem networks are designed to provide a whole range o f new services to increasingly 

more demanding customers. They are dynamic, subject to continuous evolution and 

upgrading. The former telephone companies are now called Telecommunication 

Organisations, since voice telephony is only one of the many services on offer. Emphasis is
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put on the services that these modem networks can provide, and new paradigms are being 

developed for the fast and efficient provision of these services. The result is extremely 

complex software controlled networks, which are in fact huge distributed systems.

Maintaining the integrity o f such complex systems is a very difficult issue. Changes are 

happening at an accelerating speed, and hence expertise is limited and telecommunication 

organisations still rely, to a great extent, in past working practises and methodologies, which 

are not necessarily suited for the modem networks. Legacy systems, relying heavily on human 

expertise and manual intervention are still largely in place. But the immense complexity o f 

modem networks and services is well beyond the comprehension o f single individuals. 

Expertise is fragmented, and automated procedures and techniques become increasingly 

necessary in order to manage the vast amounts of data and knowledge needed to understand 

the operations of modem telecommunication systems.

The vulnerability o f modem telecommunication networks is causing increasing concem in 

telecommunication organisations, standards bodies and other organisations. A major milestone 

occurred in the early nineties, when public attention in the USA was brought to the 

vulnerability o f the new network technologies by the severity of the signalling failures that 

afflicted several carriers, and the difficulty to re-establish service. This originated a number o f 

initiatives from govemment and non-government organisations to investigate methods to 

measure and maintain network integrity. Public awareness also developed in Europe, and in 

1994, the Commission o f the European Union sponsored a study to investigate network 

integrity under the Open Network Provision environments (ONP)'. In the study, carried out by 

University College London, attention was brought to a number of areas deserving 

consideration, and to the need for the development of pre-emptive measures to minimise the 

threat o f integrity degradation.

Currently, the usual method employed to minimise the threat to network integrity is to carry 

out exhaustive, expensive and tim e consuming testing prior to the introduction of new 

technology, software and/or services. Even this cannot possibly test the myriad permutations 

and combinations o f signal messages and associated processing that take place across 

networks with a large base o f customers and services. The position is exacerbated when 

networks are interconnected.
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This is the context where this work was born, motivated by the recognised need to:

a) Develop a formal and quantitative definition of network integrity that can be commonly 

understood and used to identify the degree of integrity within which a network operates.

b) Investigate ways to improve the design and maintenance of modern telecommunication 

networks and services, minimising the risk of large scale integrity degradation.

The objective of this project is to assist this process by developing an initial screening

methodology that can be used in the design stages.

The subject is important because:

a) Customers and national economies are ever more reliant on good, reliable 

communications; the financial consequences of network outages both to customers and 

network/service providers (rebates, compensation and litigation) can be very large.

b) Increasing control complexity of networks, particularly with introduction of intelligent 

network architecture, driven by market needs for ever more sophisticated services, 

increases risk to integrity.

c) The competitive environment results in new scenarios, e.g. EU regulators forcing 

incumbent Telecommunication Operators to allow ever more complex interconnect to the 

networks of competitors and service provider equipment thereby increasing the risk to 

integrity.

1.2. Project description

The motivation for this project was to investigate methodologies for the preservation of 

network integrity in telecommunication networks. The reader will appreciate the extremely 

large size and complexity of the problem space we were facing. Firstly, the meaning of 

network integrity must be clarified, as many different interpretations exist depending on the 

context in which the term is employed.

' The concept of ONP has been developed by the European Commission for the implementation o f competition, to 

facilitate access to and use o f telecommunication networks and services -  nationally and throughout Europe
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The focus here is on developing a pre-emptive approach to maintain network integrity. An 

initial definition o f  network integrity was “the ability o f  a network to retain its specified 

attributes in terms o f  performance and functionality” [Ward 95]. This definition has been 

taken as the basic starting point for this work. A principal aspect o f  the definition is that 

integrity refers to the ability to maintain certain properties.  Network integrity is then the 

ability o f  a network to maintain a safe state in which it is invulnerable to external 

perturbations. If  the network is in a state o f  high integrity, these perturbations can be easily 

‘abso rb ed ’ by the system without having undue effect. Alternatively, if the network is in a 

state o f  low integrity, the same perturbations might have more serious consequences, and may 

cause failure. Hence, we regard netw ork integrity as related to robustness, invulnerability and 

incorruptibil ity. The  proposed definition of  network integrity will be discussed in detail in 

chapter 3.

It must be clarif ied that the term ‘ne tw ork ’ does not refer only to a collection of  physical 

com ponents  connected  together, but also to the functionality they provide. Hence, network 

integrity refers to both the integrity o f  the physical network and, more importantly, the 

integrity o f  the services that the network provides. It is this second aspect that this work is 

concerned with, i.e. network integrity is viewed here from a services perspective.

SIGNALLINGQoS

TESTING

SECURITY

PERFORMANCE

RELIA BILrrV ROBUSTNESS

Figure 1. The integrity jigsaw puzzle
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Network integrity is a relatively new topic and there is limited literature on the subject. 

However, it has parallels with many different areas, e.g. signalling, testing, network 

management, security, quality o f service, etc., where there is expertise. But, as shown in 

Figure 1, this expertise is isolated and does not integrate easily into a coherent approach. 

Effort must be made to integrate these isolated branches o f expertise under the umbrella 

requirements o f integrity. Such an expertise base will be well beyond the comprehension of 

one individual. Therefore, it is o f paramount importance that it is incorporated into a 

meaningful and manageable structure, easily accessible by a variety o f specialists. This was 

the theme o f the first part o f the project. The initial stages consisted o f research and 

investigation work, to identify areas o f relevance to the problem, and the connections between 

them. From those findings, a general ‘integrity framework’ was developed containing key 

actions that should be undertaken to improve the integrity o f modem networks and services. 

At this point, it became necessary to reduce the problem domain and take a narrower and more 

specific route. This led to the second major phase o f the work, which consisted o f the 

application o f modelling techniques for the integrity analysis.

1.3. Methodology

The methodology employed in this work comprises a number o f different activities. These

include:

a) Literature research. This was the main activity during the first stages o f the project, in 

order to obtain the necessary background information for the work. This provided the 

general picture from which specific routes o f research were followed. In these later 

stages, further literature research was also undertaken in those specific areas.

b) In order to obtain a realistic view o f the state o f the art and an awareness o f the real issues 

in commercial organisations, a study was carried out in one major telecommunications 

organisation in the UK. This study included field trips to operational sites and interviews 

with key experts in a variety o f areas. The study also included an analysis o f findings and 

a proposal o f recommendations to the telecommunications organisation to overcome the 

problems identified.

c) Modelling and simulation work constitute the practical side o f the project, the objective 

being to understand the operation o f advanced services, identify where complexity 

resides and potential causes o f failures, and how these aspects effect the degree o f 

integrity.
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1.4. Structure of thesis

The main body o f this thesis is structured into eight chapters. The first two chapters contain 

the introduction to the work and the background material, including a review of exiting 

approaches to the integrity problem. The remaining chapters constitute the author’s 

contribution to the problem.

Chapter 2 sets the scene and provides the background information for the work. A general 

overview o f the main characteristics of modem telecommunication networks and markets is 

given, focusing on those areas that have a direct effect in the complexity and integrity of the 

networks. A brief overview o f Intelligent Networks and Signalling System Number 7 is 

included in appendices A and B respectively. A review of concepts related to integrity and 

existing approaches is also included in this chapter.

Chapter 3 describes the approaches proposed by the author for the design and support of high 

integrity networks and services. The contribution contains three main areas, namely a pre

emptive network integrity definition, and overall integrity framework and a modelling 

framework. The chapter finishes with a discussion o f alternatives for further work and the 

arguments for the selected alternative.

The remainder o f the work focuses on the use of modelling and simulation techniques for 

integrity preservation, and the selected approach was to focus on modelling a case study. The 

description o f this case study is included in chapter 4. Several models o f the case study were 

built. Chapter 5 contains a description of a C++ model, the relevant findings and results. An 

analytical model was developed for validation, and this is included in appendix C.

Following the limitations identified in the use of C++, an investigation of alternative 

languages and tools was carried out. As a result, the work focused on the study of SDL^ and 

its suitability for integrity modelling. An SDL model of the case study was built. Chapter 6 

includes the description of this model, and an analysis o f SDL capabilities, limitations 

encountered for this work and proposed solutions.

Chapter 7 returns the focus to the integrity frameworks and methodologies proposed in earlier 

chapters, by discussing the application of the simulation work and results with respect to the

SDL is the CCITT Specification and Description Language
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construction and testing o f  such frameworks. A review o f the proposed modelling 

methodologies is also undertaken in the light o f the SDL modelling experience.

The thesis ends with the concluding remarks in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

The integrity problem in 

telecommunication systems

2.1. Introduction

This chapter consists of two parts. Firstly, section 2.2 defines the problem of integrity in 

telecommunication systems and examines what are the characteristics of these systems that 

make integrity such a big issue. Secondly, in section 2.3 existing approaches related to the 

integrity problem are reviewed and evaluated in relation to the approaches pursued by this 

work. The chapter ends with the conclusions in section 2.4.

2.2. Defining the problem

Telecommunication services and networks are experiencing dramatic changes. New 

technologies are being used with the objective of providing frameworks that allow faster and 

easier development of services. Telecommunication networks are now distributed processing 

systems with many different makes of processor, e.g. exchanges, and difficult to re boot if 

they fall over. There is a climate of change and evolution, where the historical provision of 

POTS is becoming something of the past. Operators are adopting new technologies and
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architectures to respond to the demand for new and more advanced services. The regulatory 

frameworks are also changing. New regulatory policies, fostering competition, demand the 

open interconnection of networks of competing operators and service providers together with 

internetworking of services. The result is a dramatic increase in complexity in the 

telecommunication environments. This extreme complexity increases the risk of failures or 

errors that may jeopardise the integrity of the networks. Not only the risk of outages is higher, 

but also their effects become more damning.

In such a new and increasingly complex environment traditional manual approaches to detect 

and fix faults become unfeasible and the need to adopt systematic and formalised methods to 

maintain the integrity of the networks and the services supported arises. This requires 

understanding of the current and forthcoming telecommunication networks and identification 

of high complexity areas and potential sources of problems. This section contains an analysis 

of the most representative characteristics, changes and trends in telecommunications and their 

impact in network integrity. Following the ideas introduced in [McDonald 94] the evolution in 

telecommunications is determined by changes in technology, new government regulations and 

increased customers reliance on telecommunications services. The following sections discuss 

the changes on each of these three areas and their effect in the integrity of the networks.

2.2.1. Customer demand

Customer demands are driven by the need to:

a) tailor services to better suit an individual or particular business purpose;

b) find the appropriate service providers who can provide the optimum commercial 

arrangements, e.g. price;

c) obtain reliable and safe telecommunication capabilities;

d) achieve particular qualities of service which may not always be ‘the best’ but rather 

would be appropriate to a particular business purpose.

These increasingly sophisticated customer demands impose the need for fast development and 

rapid introduction of a large number of complex services, both global and domestic. This has a 

great effect in network integrity for several reasons, such as:

a) global services require inter working between different networks, each of them with their 

own infrastructure and architecture, this being the source of potential threats to network 

integrity; it can therefore be concluded that there is an increasing risk of network integrity
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being compromised by problems arising from interconnected networks and equipment 

connected to the network; this is dealt with in section 2.2.3.1.

b) digitalisation of communications permits to represent all information and entertainment as 

a stream of bits, and this has been the main driver in the multimedia revolution [Willis 

and Dufour 95]; the different media (voice, images and data) have different characteristics 

and requirements in terms of quality of service, increasing the management complexity, 

with added complications due to correlation amongst the different types of traffic streams;

c) mobility, of both people and information, introduces a higher degree of complexity in the 

areas of signalling, addressing and management of data;

d) a large number of services, each one consisting of a particular set of features, must coexist 

in the same platforms; this raises the feature interaction problem, dealt with in section

2.2.2.4, when the behaviour of a particular feature interferes with the behaviour of others.

A major driver for the development of the telecommunications industry is the influence of 

large and multinational corporations, increasingly looking for telecommunications solutions to 

improve efficiency and responsiveness, often on a global basis [Leakey 94]. This group tends 

to provide the major driving force for the introduction of new services. At the same time, the 

demand for more sophisticated communication facilities such as tele-working, tele-shopping 

and personalised service offers is increasing in the domestic market sector, this being the 

driver for most of the innovative services [Valdar et al. 92].

2.2.2. Technology

The main features of a telecommunication network can be categorised into three groups, 

namely transmission, switching and signalling and control. All three of these areas have 

evolved significantly, particularly during the last two decades. A major milestone was the 

introduction of digital systems, which permit the evolution from analogue transmission and 

switching techniques towards the digital software controlled networks of nowadays. Digital 

transmission in telephony was first invented in the 1930s, when Pulse Code Modulation 

techniques were patented. However, this technique together with time division multiplexing 

techniques were not technically viable until the 1960s. Since then, digital transmission 

gradually became more cost effective and it has been progressively adopted.

In the same way that digital techniques were adopted in the transmission field, digital 

exchanges were also introduced. The first digital toll switch, the No. 4 EES, was introduced in
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the United States in 1976 and it has a capacity of 47000 Erlang, almost 8 times the capacity of 

its analogue predecessor, the 4A Crossbar [McDonald 94]. In the UK, the first widely used 

digital exchanges. System X, were put into the main BT network in 1980. In a similar way, 

digital technology has also been introduced in local exchanges. Analogue switching systems 

have progressively been substituted by digital switching during the last two decades, so that 

nowadays very few analogue exchanges remain. Digital technology has transformed old 

analogue telecommunication networks into software controlled systems. Stored program 

control (SPC) now exists in virtually every network element, from digital exchanges to user 

terminals [Redmill and Valdar 94]. This has had two major effects. On the one hand, the 

dramatic increase of capacity; on the other, increased network flexibility and functionality for 

new services.

Finally, in the signalling arena a major milestone has been the evolution from channel 

associated signalling (CAS) systems to Common-channel signalling (CCS). Details of these 

signalling methods will not be discussed here. Only a brief overview is presented in section

2.2 .23, but the reader may refer to [Manterfield 91] for more details. The main difference is 

that, whereas in CAS systems the transfer of signalling information is conducted over 

signalling capability that is specific to a particular circuit, in CCS systems the physical tie 

between the signalling path and the traffic circuit is removed. One major advantage of CCS 

systems is that the signalling information is not restricted to the control of traffic circuits. CCS 

systems provide higher speed and increased flexibility, and they become most beneficial when 

adopted in parallel with digital exchanges and digital transmission techniques.

All the above mentioned advances in transmission, switching and signalling and control have 

converged to result into networks with much higher capacity, higher speed and, even more 

importantly, high functionality which permits to use the telecommunication networks for the 

provision of a large variety of services beyond the traditional voice telephony. This requires 

new technologies and much more sophisticated signalling systems and protocols. 

Telecommunication networks and the services they support have become dramatically more 

complex, and this high complexity and lack of experience with these new approaches is one of 

the reasons that makes the preservation of network integrity so difficult.

The following sections expand on some of the most relevant technological advances that 

characterise modern telecommunication networks, with emphasis on their connection to 

network integrity. In particular, focus is on the signalling aspects, because the role of 

signalling and associated protocols has become increasingly important in the provision of
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network capabilities. It is also an area of fast growth in complexity, and hence likely to result 

in integrity issues. There is a section on Intelligent Networks (IN), because it is a very 

representative example of where things are heading. IN capabilities have started to be 

introduced in some networks, but it is fair to say that they are still mostly a conceptual 

architecture, and there is a general lack of practical experience and understanding of the 

implications of IN architectures on the integrity of the networks; particularly in the 

interconnect scenario. IN is not the only option, and it indeed has its detractors. After the 

introduction of IN, other approaches are being developed. This is the case of the TINA 

(Telecommunications Information Networking Architecture) initiative, which attempts to 

propose an integral platform to support the introduction of new services and the service and 

network management functions. The TINA approach represents a shift from protocol-based 

telecommunication engineering principles to software engineering techniques, based on objet 

orientation and distributed systems.

Regardless of the specific architecture adopted, telecommunication networks are becoming 

huge distributed interactive systems, and hence they are subject to problems characteristic of 

distributed computing environments, such as concurrency and real-time issues. These types of 

problems and their effect on the integrity of the networks need addressing. We have 

considered IN because, at the time of commencement of this work, it was one of the 

paradigms that generated most interest and activity within the telecommunications industry 

and research communities. With technologies based on distributed computing the concept of 

signalling as it is understood now disappears. In such environments, there is not a distinct 

separation between signalling and data because every type of information is transferred in the 

same way. Traditional signalling protocols are replaced by more flexible Distributed 

Processing Environment (DPE) mechanisms. This is however predominantly in a theoretical 

stage, and current telecommunication networks still operate using specific signalling 

protocols, mostly the Signalling system Number 7 (SS7) [Manterfield 91]. This is the reason 

why, although we mostly refer to signalling in a broad sense of the word, meaning any 

exchange of control and management information, a brief overview of SS7 has been included 

in section 2.2.2.3.

2.2.2.1. Software based network control

Modern networks are software controlled and the services they provide are established by the 

interaction of application programs in appropriate network elements via messaging over the 

signalling network. Interactions also occur between support systems and embedded network 

intelligence for the purpose of service and network management. In the future, it is
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increasingly likely that IT (Information Technology) applications in customer terminal 

equipment for multimedia services will require heavy interaction with network control. Should 

invalid messages be exchanged between application programs then miss-operation can disrupt 

the normal operation of the network, closing it down in extreme situations. When constituent 

parts of the networks of different TOs and SPs are interconnected, the probability of such 

perturbations occurring arises, causing threats to network integrity. Moreover, the behaviour 

of such interconnected software is non-linear and possibly chaotic and hence most impossible 

to predict. Network integrity is therefore a control engineering problem and one of the more 

important aspects of modern Performance Engineering.

Modern networks are subject to problems characteristic of distributed systems. Functionality 

is provided by a number of processes that operate separately and communicate between each 

other. This raises concurrency and real time issues such as deadlocks and live-locks. 

Deadlocks occur when two communicating processes are stalled because they both are waiting 

for a message from one another. Live-locks are more complex situations in which both 

processes remain active but they enter a ‘vicious circle’ where they keep exchanging the same 

set of messages indefinitely. An example of a live-lock situation between two processes can be 

described as follows. Suppose that process B receives a message M^b from another process A. 

This instigates a number of actions in process B, and as a result a message Mba is sent from 

process B to process A. If the receipt of message Mba causes process A to send the message 

M ab to process B, the livelock situation occurs. Processes A and B will continue exchanging 

the same messages Mab and M ba indefinitely.

Threats to network integrity are predominantly due to software faults and issues related to 

distributed processing. These problems are extremely complex, and massive effort is required 

to understand and detect them in order to protect the integrity of the networks and services.

2.2.2.2. Intelligent Networks and Service Creation

Intelligent Networks (IN) represent a major milestone in the recent evolution of 

telecommunications. The IN is gradually being adopted by major operators and it is believed 

that they will be the predominant technology across the world within the next few years. 

Hence, understanding service provision under the IN paradigm and emerging issues is of great 

relevance to identify integrity threats.

A general view of an Intelligent Network (IN) is that it is simply about the convergence of 

telecommunications and computing. Quoting Willis and Dufour in [Willis and Dufour 95],
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“the simplest way to imagine this, is to think of the manual switchboard operator of a hundred 

years ago, i.e. the intelligence, knowledge and information held by the operator is replaced by 

data and logic embedded in computer programmes” . Perhaps the characteristic that most 

distinctly defines an IN is that the control of services is functionally separated from basic call 

processing. This separation makes possible the rapid creation and deployment of services in 

switched networks. The IN also defines an architecture of modular and reusable network 

functions that provide service/network independence.

The International Telecommunications Union -Telecommunications Technical Committee 

(ITU-T) has proposed an evolving sequence of standards that support IN. The starting point is 

a core structure of capabilities called Capabilities Set 1 (CS-1), which will be advanced by the 

addition of extra capabilities and services to form the next definition, CS-2. The process is 

proposed to continue to produce CS-x, each new set built on the last, with ever expanding 

capabilities. A brief introduction to IN is included in Appendix A.

The IN concept would not be possible without the introduction and development of common 

channel signalling. This is dealt with in the next section.

22.2 .3 . Signalling

Signalling has been defined as ‘the life-blood, the vitalising influence, of telecommunication 

networks’ [Manterfield 91]. Signalling and the associated signalling protocols is the language 

by which the different network elements communicate. Due to its critical nature, signalling is 

experiencing rapid evolution and growth in complexity. A major advance has been the 

introduction of common-channel signalling in conjunction with digital systems.

Signalling information can be transferred in two ways. The first way are the so called channel- 

associated signalling (CAS) systems, where the signalling information is transferred over the 

circuit itself or dedicated signalling capacity is provided for each circuit within the 

transmission link. The second type of signalling systems are common-channel signalling 

(CCS) systems, where a common signalling path is provided for a number of circuits. Figure 2 

illustrates the principles of both signalling systems for both access and inter-exchange 

signalling. In general, CAS systems are used in ‘old-technology’ networks in which exchanges 

use analogue techniques and transmission systems are primarily analogue. Modern CCS 

systems, on the other hand, are optimised for ‘modern-technology’ networks, where both 

exchanges and transmission systems adopt digital techniques.
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CCS is being widely adopted throughout the world, and the role of common channel signalling 

has become more and more important with the evolution of digital networks and intelligent 

network capabilities. The principal advantages of CCS systems are as follows;

a) In CCS systems, the transfer of signalling information is achieved by sending messages 

down the common signalling path. These messages are composed of a number of fields, 

each containing a certain type of information, such as the circuit identifier, the service 

identifier, etc. The structure of the messages is defined by the specification of the 

signalling system. The use of messages provides a high degree of flexibility that is not 

present in CAS systems, where the number of signals is limited.

o  
o

o
Exchange A Exchange B

C ustom ers
Speech circuit 
S ignalling capacity

a) Concept o f  channel associated signalling

Exchange A Exchange B

C ustom ers
Speech circu it 
S ignalling channel

b) Concept o f  common-channel signalling

Figure 2. Concepts of channel-associated signalling and common- 

channel signalling

b) An immediate consequence of having a message based signalling system is that the 

signalling information is not restricted to specific services. This flexibility provides the 

ability to add new features and respond to new network requirements.

c) Because the signalling information is sent over a dedicated signalling channel, separated 

from the speech circuit, this signalling information is not restricted to the control of traffic
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circuits. Effectively, the signalling channel can be used for the transfer of any type of 

information.

d) CCS systems make use of the intermittent nature of signalling for voice traffic circuits. 

The signalling activity when setting up and releasing a circuit is high; however, on 

average the signalling activity for a circuit is low, because there is no signalling when 

calls are not being made and during the conversation phase of a call. Hence, a CCS 

channel can be used to handle numerous traffic circuits.

e) The transfer of signals in CCS systems is much faster than in CAS systems. A greater 

amount of information can be transferred at one time by one message.

In summary, the use of messages to transfer signalling information in CCS systems provides a 

high degree of flexibility. The repertoire of signalling information is much larger than in CAS 

systems, and messages can be transferred at any stage of a call without affecting the calling 

and called customers. The signals are transferred very quickly, and this permits the inclusion 

of far more information without an increase in post-dialling delay. The use of a dedicated 

signalling channel for the transfer of the signalling information provides the ability to send 

general data, not just information related to the control of traffic circuits. Hence, CCS systems 

can be used for non-circuit related applications, such as provided in Transaction Capabilities 

in SS7 (see appendix B). Consequently, CCS systems can easily include new features, hence 

permitting the incorporation of new services in a flexible and comprehensive manner.

The role of CCS systems has become increasingly important with the evolution of digital 

networks, intelligent networks and mobile services. Initially, CCS was mostly used for call 

control, i.e. establishment and release of a call and the associated circuit-switch connection. 

Then the ability to provide non-circuit associated signalling capabilities started to be used. 

With the progress of Intelligent Network (IN) it has been used for access to service control 

and data systems from telephone exchanges to provide various advance services. The 

flexibility provided by the use of non-circuit related signalling results in an increased 

complexity to the signalling scenarios. This complexity is exacerbated by the need of 

providing global services and the interworking scenarios between networks and between 

service providers and networks. The interconnect issues are dealt with in section 2.2.3.1.
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The CCITT Signalling System No. 7

The trend in service provision is towards the distribution of network functions and service 

control. Distribution brings the need to communicate, and this is the function of signalling. 

Modern intelligent network principles demand flexible, reliable and efficient signalling 

systems. It is essential that the protocols used for signalling between the network functions are 

service independent to allow new services and features to be implemented without upgrades to 

the signalling systems. Standardisation of the signalling systems is also important, particularly 

in a multi-vendor network or where interconnect to other networks is required. These two 

situations will be present in Europe, the latter as a result of the European Commission ONP 

policies and the ETSI mandatory standards. The standard signalling system widely used in 

today's digital networks is the ITU-T Signalling System number 7 (SS7). This is a digital, 

message-based common channel signalling system. An overview of the SS7 protocol is 

included in Appendix B.

As stated in [ONP-UCL 94], para. 26-30, problems with signalling can compromise the 

integrity of the networks, particularly in an interconnection environment, where problems may 

migrate between different networks. The situation becomes more critical as services become 

ever more sophisticated, needing ever increasing and more complex signalling activity. In 

[ONP-UCL 94], some examples of the types of problem that can compromise network 

integrity are stated, e.g. signalling feedback loop, SCP (Service Control Point, see Appendix 

A) failure, incorrect message treatment, etc. This is only a partial list, and further work needs 

to be undertaken to identify and categorise different types of problems.

CCS Vulnerabilities. The USA experience.

CCS technology provides increased capability and flexibility to incorporate new services. But 

CCS networks also present a very high complexity and a number of vulnerabilities that may 

result in network integrity violations. The integrity of the signalling network is a major factor 

in the overall integrity of networks and services. The inherent complexity of CCS networks is 

aggravated by a number of factors, such us the following [Hoang et al. 93]:

a) The diversity of manufactures, which results in a disparity of implementations due to 

different interpretations of requirements or standards.

b) The CCS networks tend to have very heavily concentrated links and a limited number of 

Signal Transfer Points -  STPs - (refer to Figure 3), hence failures in the CCS network can 

severely and rapidly impact services.
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c) CCS networks have to be robust and flexible enough to accommodate future traffic 

volumes, which are experiencing a fast and steady growth.

d) The interconnection of carriers provides technical and administrative challenges to assure 

interoperability between networks.

e) Adequate surveillance capability is required to be provided by each CCS node and by a 

separate independent entity that monitors the entire network, records unusual events and 

provides a timely and accurate global status from a network performance point of view. In 

addition there is need for surveillance across networks.

f) The need for effective signalling network recovery procedures and global network 

controls for re-initialisation in order to minimise the disruption or loss of service to 

customers.

Public attention in the USA was brought to the vulnerability of the new network technologies 

by the severity of the SS7 related failures that afflicted several carriers. In January 1990 

AT&T suffered a nine-hour breakdown which had nation-wide impact and affected 65 million 

calls. At least six separate outage incidents occurred in service territories controlled by Pacific 

Bell and Bell Atlantic, during summer 1991, impacting 10 million customers. More outages 

were reported the following autumn. Details about the USA experience regarding these 

failures and the subsequent measures taken by regulatory bodies and other forums and 

committees can be found in [ONP-UCL 94], appendix B, and in [Hoang et al. 93]. A brief 

summary is described here.
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Figure 3. Typical SS7 architecture
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Further investigations after the summer 1991 outages revealed that these outages were caused 

by CCS vulnerabilities. Figure 3 illustrates a typical SS7 network architecture employed in the 

USA [ONP-UCL 94], appendix B. This is a separate overlay network above the bearer 

network. The signalling network structure is a mesh, or quad, with the Signal Transfer Points 

(STPs) being the key components. Each STP is duplicated by a mated pair. The function of the 

STPs is to relay messages from the originating Signalling Points (SP) to their destination.

The common characteristic in all the events that occurred in the summer 1991 was the spread 

of congestion between multiple STPs as well as switches. Abnormal events occurred in stages, 

the combination of which resulted in substantial loss of signalling and, therefore, service 

capability. The first event that was observed was internal congestion within an individual STP. 

This started with a triggering event, such as massive simultaneous link failures, which resulted 

in excessive accumulation of messages queued by an STP for transmission on at least one 

signalling link. When the transmit buffer of the signalling link filled up, it lead to additional 

buffering in other internal buffers. Due to a software bug, back up propagated through the 

internal buffers, leading to accumulation of messages in receive buffers. This caused SIB 

(status indication busy) messages to be sent to the connected nodes. After receiving SIB 

messages continuously for an excessive amount of time, the connected nodes took the 

congested link out of service, as specified by the protocol. This resulted in isolation of some 

nodes from the CCS network, thereby impacting service at these nodes. The software bug 

mentioned above prevented activation of standard SS7 congestion control procedures: i) 

discarding of messages, based of priority, when the number of queued messages exceeds 

certain thresholds, and ii) notification to adjacent nodes, via TFC (transfer controlled) 

messages, that congestion exists. As a result, congestion spread from the initially affected STP 

throughout the network. If TFCs messages had been sent, the adjacent nodes would have 

slowed down traffic to the congested STP, allowing congestion to abate as the initial 

congested STP cleared its backlog of messages.

These outages alerted the telecommunications world to the threats to network integrity and 

reaffirmed the need for industry-wide initiatives to decrease network integrity risks. They 

helped to identify a number of integrity issues, and as a result a number of initiatives and 

efforts were undertaken by suppliers, carriers and regulators to decrease the risks to network 

integrity. Some of these issues and initiatives are as follows:
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a) The need for enhancements to SS7, especially regarding its performance during severe

congestion and ability to recover became apparent. A working group, consisting of

members from Bellcore, Bell Atlantic, Pacific Bell, AT&T, DSC and Northern Telecom, 

Inc, identified several specific SS7 areas of improvement to enhance recovery and 

minimise congestion. Additional work with the industry and ANSI (American National 

Standards Institute) standards committee T1 led to the publication of a Bellcore Technical 

Advisory on congestion control and enhancements.

b) Software diversity must be implemented in the STPs in order to reduce the risk of having 

the same defective software present in all four STPs that belong to the same local quad. In 

[Hung et al. 94] four alternatives to achieve software diversity in common channel 

signalling networks are discussed, namely: i) multiple software developments in STPs; ii) 

different software generics for back up; iii) mixed supplier STP pairs; and iv) E-links sets 

to different supplier STPs. Although these alternatives could improve network reliability, 

there is a trade-off for increased costs and more complex operational procedures.

c) The outages also raised the need for more exhaustive interoperability testing. Two major

programmes were put into place. One effort is specific to testing between interconnected

network elements and is achieved through Bellcore’s Interoperability Analysis 

Programme (lAP) whereby suppliers interconnect their lab facilities through Bellcore to 

facilitate product-to-product testing. Another effort is specific to testing between 

interconnected networks. In October 1991, Bellcore provided to the industry a proposal 

for additional interoperability testing that would be performed in a non-live or lab 

environment. This initiative is known as the Internetwork Interoperability Test Plan 

(IITP). The HTP is an industry-wide group focussing interoperability testing for assuring 

network integrity of the interconnected networks while inducing adverse conditions. Co

operative internetwork testing for integrity of CCS networks is done through the IITP.

d) The issue of sharing information about outages was raised, and regulatory authorities 

released new rules requiring U.S. carriers to promptly report outages that exceed certain 

values of service disruption. In addition, the Network Reliability Council (NRC) was 

established by the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) in January 1992 to obtain 

technical advice and public input on a variety of telecommunication issues [T lA l.2/97- 

001R3]. The NRC provided the FCC and the Telecommunications industry with 

recommendations for prevention of service outages in public telecommunications 

networks and minimisation of the impact of such service outages. The charter of the NRC 

was renewed in January 1994 to address issues concerning changes in 

telecommunications networks. Another chartering was also announced in April 1996, but
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with a modified name, the Network Reliability and Interoperability Council (NRIC). 

NRIC is charged with developing recommendations dealing with the applicable areas of 

the Telecommunications Act of 1996. The Network Reliability Steering Committee 

(NRSC) was formed by ATIS (Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions) 

under the recommendation of the NRC in May 1993. The mission of the NRSC is to 

ensure a continued high level of network reliability. In particular, the NRSC produces 

quarterly and annual reports analysing network outages. These reports are for the FCC 

and the telecommunications industry. The NRSC also refers network outage issues to 

other industry forums and groups.

The studies and initiatives undertaken by these study groups received considerable co

operation from the industry. The industry players are fully aware that it is mutually beneficial 

to co-operate on such ventures, since any service outages are detrimental to the public image 

for the industry as a whole.

2.2.2 4. Feature interactions

Technology is expected to support rapid and flexible introduction of increasingly complex sets 

of services. Thus, the main goal of the Intelligent Network (IN) is to provide a framework for 

the fast introduction and expansion of telecommunication services in a multi-supplier, 

competitive environment. The network provides a collection of services which, on their own, 

are a collection of features that co-operate to provide an overall service structure. One of the 

major obstacles in this environment is the feature interaction problem; i.e. a service feature 

may interact with other existing features in some undesirable way, resulting in adverse 

behaviour.

The problem of unintended feature interactions is not new. It already exists within the scope of 

current network services. These are usually dealt with on a case by case basis using manual 

investigation techniques. The usual approach to feature interaction is to exhaustively test all 

possible feature interactions when a feature is first designed [Brothers et al. 93]. When a 

feature interaction is detected or predicted, either the two features are not permitted to be 

active together, or methods for resolving it are determined. This exhaustive and manual 

approach has been feasible, so far, in the public network because the number of features 

supported was very limited. However this approach is no longer valid in new IN-type 

environments characterised by the availability of a large number of features, together with the 

need for interconnect across several separately controlled administrative regions and the 

increasing number of vendors supplying network systems and services to the public 

telecommunications network. Hence, substantial importance is now being placed upon
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developing rigorous and automated techniques to resolve feature interactions. Extensive 

literature can be found on the subject of feature interaction, mostly for IN services. The USA 

experience and approaches for feature interaction analysis, detection and resolutions can be 

found in [Cameron et al. 93] [Brothers et al. 93] [Cameron and Velthuijsen 93] [McConnell et 

al. 93]. An approach to feature interaction detection using SDL' models is described in [Kelly 

et al. 94]. The issue of feature interaction in multimedia services is analysed in [Tsang et al. 

95].

Examples

A large number of feature interaction problems have been identified already. These are a few 

classical example identified in the USA [Cameron et al. 93]:

a) Originating Call Screening and Call Forwarding: a screened number, X, can be obtained 

if a user. A, calls a user B and B forwards the call to X.

b) Calling Number Delivery (CND) and Unlisted Number (UN): CND delivers the calling 

party's directory number to the called party; UN is a directory service feature that 

prevents a subscriber's number from being released; these two services are by their nature 

incompatible; in most cases it is not a problem, but failure to provide CND can cause 

some systems to block the call on security grounds.

c) Multiway Calling and Emergency Calling: in Multiway Calling a user must put the 

second party on hold before contacting the third party; if an emergency call is made, call 

control goes to the operator and Multiway calling is impossible.

Causes

Feature interaction problems arise for a number of reasons. The main cause is that new 

services are developed in isolation from existing services and others under development. 

Standards do not always evolve at the speed that providers and operators would wish, and 

hence often different proprietary network solutions are adopted by the telecommunications 

industry. As a result there are many, and varied, protocols in both the access and core network, 

and a number of similar but incompatible services.

A further case of interworking problems is associated with the methods used to define both 

existing and future systems. Because of the informality of the current methods, it is not

' SDL is the ITU Specification and Description Language.
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possible to understand the precise behaviour and the implications associated with new product 

definitions.

The need for new services is forcing the pace, with technology expected to deliver ever-faster 

service provision with an increasingly complex set of services. Two specific scenarios need to 

be resolved. For current systems, there is the task of identifying problems and solving these by 

modifying the service in operation. For coming scenarios, there is a need to change working 

practices to avoid the problems of yesterday by, for example, developing all networks and 

services in a common context, and technology and methods are needed to help.

In [Cameron et al. 93] a classification of feature interactions is provided based on their causes. 

The following three main types of causes are differentiated:

a) Violation of feature assumptions: a feature’s specification makes assumptions about its 

environment; such assumptions are likely to be violated in long-lived systems, resulting in 

various interactions.

b) Limited network support, e.g. limited network equipment signalling, limited

functionalities for communications among network components, etc.

c) Intrinsic problems in distributed systems: telecommunication systems are huge, real-time, 

reactive systems; the distribution of feature support in the network and the customisation 

of features by each individual can create interactions that require co-ordination.

Effects

The effects of feature interaction can be viewed from two viewpoints. The first perspective 

focuses on the user perception, since a feature interaction can cause services to behave in an 

unintended manner. In this sense, feature interactions are related to the quality of service, and 

the associated costs are in the form of loss of revenue.

The second perspective focuses on the effect that the feature interaction has on the

performance or integrity of the network itself. Here, the costs associated with the problem of 

feature interactions are related to the equipment, personal and resources need to be made

available in order to resolve the interaction conflict.

The two approaches, i.e. user perception and effect on the network, are linked, since a severe 

degradation in the performance of the network is obviously of concern of the users as well.
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Approaches to manage them

The concept of a multi paradigm approach to solve the feature interaction problem seems to be 

becoming generally accepted, on the basis that it will not be feasible to resolve all possible 

feature interactions at any one stage in the lifecycle or with any one technique. This must be 

combined with a ‘divide and conquer’ philosophy, as proposed in [Cameron et al. 93], 

whereby the problem is split into a number of sub problems which can be dealt with using 

specific techniques. However, some people also believe that effort should concentrate in 

resolving as many feature interactions as possible at the beginning of the products lifecycle,

i.e. in techniques of avoidance and specially detection of interaction during the specification of 

features. In this way, it is possible to highlight the potential interworking problems long before 

they are introduced into the network where they degrade the quality of service and are costly 

to rectify. For example using formal specifications and descriptions of services may help in an 

early detection of feature interaction problems [Kelly et al. 94].

There are two possible approaches to managing feature interaction [Cameron et al. 93]. The 

first approach consists of removing causes of interactions in order to avoid the occurrence of 

interaction by carefully designing an infrastructure to support the deployment of features and 

impose feature design rules. This approach presents two major disadvantages. One is that it 

may be too limiting given the diverse needs of customers. The other is that proper 

infrastructures can eliminate certain causes of interactions, but it will not be possible to predict 

and avoid all of them. Hence, the second approach is needed. This second approach consists of 

detecting and resolving the remaining interactions, developing software tools to aid in the 

detection and assist in the design.

Once detected, interactions can be resolved by prioritisation, feature alternation, or mutual 

exclusion. Alternatively, they could be left unresolved. There are two reasons why feature 

interactions would be left unresolved. One is the trade-off between costs associated with the 

feature interaction problem, and the cost of fixing it. The other is that fixing a particular 

interaction problem can itself cause other problems that did not exist before.

2.2.3. Regulatory environment

The telecommunications market has changed drastically over the last few years. As stated in 

[Avendano and Hamelberg 93], historically, in most countries telecommunication operators 

were government services, or if they were formally independent from the State they were still
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protected by some kind of monopoly regime for most of the services they offered. The 

situation is now changing drastically. New technologies have been widely adopted and as a 

consequence, a host of new services are being introduced, some of them offered by the 

traditional telecom operators, but others by new competing players in the field. From the 

1980s, increasing competition made it necessary to give telecom operators more flexibility, 

and that included the separation from the State and changing them to private companies. The 

telecommunications industry is changing from monopolies to privatisation and competition, 

and this has important implications in the provision of telecommunication services [Valdar 

89]. A major milestone in Europe was the publication of the EU's Green Paper on 

Telecommunications in 1987. This called for, among other things, more competition in 

services and in terminal equipment, as well as for the complete separation of regulatory 

functions and operational activities. It also introduced the concept of Open Network Provision 

(ONP).

The concept of ONP has been developed by the European Commission for the implementation 

of competition, to facilitate access to and use of telecom networks and services -  nationally 

and throughout Europe. One of the essential points of ONP is the interconnection of networks 

and inter networking of services. Viable competition can only be expected if new competitors 

and services can access the functionality and capacity of existing networks, together with their 

customer base. A consistent interconnect policy has therefore to be developed to facilitate the 

process towards full liberalisation of the telecommunications market. The ONP Voice 

Telephony Directive represents the first stage of a European interconnect policy. In it, 

interconnectivity between public networks for the voice telephony service is mandated and 

national regulatory authorities are called upon to ensure that reasonable requests for 

interconnection from authorised providers of voice telephony services are met. This Directive 

is only a first step, since it applies exclusively to voice telephony and leaves open what 

‘reasonable requests’ are. After 1998, when full liberalisation has become a reality, it is likely 

that interconnection agreements concerning many different telecommunication networks and 

services will be negotiated between the parties involved. The regulatory authorities will have 

to contribute to this process by facilitating a framework for negotiations between the parties in 

which as many parameters as necessary are specified.

The ONP aims to open the networks of dominant Telecom Organisations (TOs) to new 

competitors - service providers (SPs) or other licensed operators (OLOs) - to gain access to the 

TO s customer base or use the resources/services of TOs to offer their competitive services. 

Therefore, an environment of extensive interconnected networks and SPs could develop.
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Network Integrity can be compromised by problems migrating between interconnected 

networks and equipment connected to the network, particularly for interconnected networks 

comprising equipment from multiple suppliers, where interface standards may have been 

interpreted differently.

Policies to enhance competition are also being applied in the USA, i.e. the ONA (Open 

Network Architecture) policy [ONP-UCL 94], p. B3-B4. The Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) is an independent government agency whose mission is to encourage 

competition in all communications markets and to protect the public interest. In response to 

direction from the Congress, the FCC develops and implements policy concerning interstate 

and international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite and cable.

In such competitive environments, where time to market is a key factor, there is a need to 

deliver very quickly, and this sometimes results in integrity affairs being given low priorities. 

However, measures need to be taken to avoid severe outages and to construct new frameworks 

for the development of networks and provision of service where attention is paid to potential 

integrity risk at all stages.

2.2.3.1. Interconnect

As a result of regulatory policies that foster competition and open markets, interconnect of 

networks of competing operators and service provides becomes a major issue. Initially, new 

competitive operators and service providers need to interconnect to the networks of 

established telecommunications operators. In the future, as these now new operators and 

service providers become well established, the interconnect scenarios are likely to experience 

a great increase in complexity.

The risk of breach of network integrity is increased when networks are interconnected. The 

interconnect point may become a point of weakness and possible source of problems that can 

jeopardise the integrity of the interconnected networks. One major cause of this can be 

incompatibilities in the software and protocols used at either side of the interconnect and 

wrong translations at the boundary. Thus, if two interconnected networks use different 

signalling systems, or even a slightly different implementation of the same standard, this can 

lead to misinterpretation of signalling messages with associated detrimental consequences. For 

example, in the SS7 protocol certain aspects are not explicitly specified hence allowing some 

variations in the implementation. Two examples are described in [Hoang et al. 93]. One is the 

fact that the protocol does not state the internetwork routing schemes, and as a result routing
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may be implemented in a different way across the interconnected networks. Specifically, in 

the event of link failures the use of different routing schemes by each of the interconnected 

networks may impact traffic loadings on individual links or interpretation of messaging. The 

other example is regarding implementation of timers. Because the protocol allows for 

variations in timer settings, one network may, unknowingly, time-out on some function, which 

could effectively send a false indication to the interconnected network.

There appears to be a strong relationship between the complexity of an interconnect, in terms 

of such aspects as signalling activity and the number and range of network elements that are 

accessed to provide a particular service, and the degree of risk to integrity [ONP-UCL 94], 

para 29. In this sense, POTs would be low complexity but IN based services can present high 

degrees of complexity. For example, they require significant volume of transaction signalling 

to various databases. Conditions of interconnect will be influenced by risk and hence 

complexity - more complex internetworked services will require more demanding interconnect 

conditions. Therefore, to assist assessment of request for interconnect it is desirable that a 

broad measure of complexity be developed. This work is essential both from the industrial and 

regulatory points of view. Industry needs this type of quantitative definition to construct 

meaningful service level agreements or contracts between network operators for network 

interconnect, or between operators and service providers for service provision. From the 

regulatory point of view, this work is needed as a basis to impose regulatory conditions that 

can be arbitrated in quantitative terms. In the past, dominant operators have dictated the rules 

and developed their own criteria by which they would allow or reject interconnect to OLOs. 

Now, these major operators are being forced interconnect by the regulatory bodies, and hence 

the need to have clear, fair and well-understood criteria to referee interconnect agreements.

Interconnect scenarios will become increasingly complex for two main reasons. The first 

reason is that the number of competing telecommunication organisations that require 

interconnect is growing dramatically. Increasing number of OLOs (Other Licensed Operators) 

and SPs (Service Providers) require interconnect to the networks of established 

Telecommunications Organisations (TOs). Regulatory policies aim to open the networks of 

dominant TOs to new competitors -  SPs or OLOs -  to gain access to the TO’s customer base 

or use the resources of TOs to offer their competitive services. An environment of extensive 

interconnected networks and SP equipment could therefore develop. The networks of 

dominant TOs are interconnected to those of competing or specialised network operators 

(OLOs) to obtain total connectivity between customers. Initially, OLOs gain access to the 

PTO’s customer base to offer cheap trunk calls, sometimes known as trunk by-pass, but OLOs
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are now competing by direct access to customers, e.g. cable TV operators. Mobile operators 

connect to obtain connectivity to customers on fixed networks. Increasingly sophisticated 

private networks are also interconnected to the public networks. In the future environment of 

highly sophisticated IN-like services, an increasing number of Service Providers will also 

require access to fix and mobile networks to offer specialised services. A complex mesh of 

networks and management systems will therefore arise, where the preservation of network 

integrity becomes extremely difficult.

The second reason why interconnect scenarios are becoming so complicated is the need for 

new advanced types of interconnect. Up until now the interconnect has been limited to POTS 

(Plain Old Telephony Service) and interconnect between fixed and mobile operators. 

However, nowadays, and increasingly in the near future, new and more sophisticated types of 

interconnect will be required for advanced services based on modern service provision 

paradigms, e.g. ISDN and Intelligent Networks. As a consequence, the approaches currently 

taken to interconnect testing need to be reviewed, and new policies that embrace these new 

interconnected scenarios must be developed. The future information infrastructure, with its 

proliferation of Service and Information Providers etc. and open (plug and play) interfaces sill 

exacerbate the situation.

Major TOs have a good deal of expertise in testing of ‘simple’ network interconnect, i.e. 

POTS with CCITT SS No 7. The interconnect agreements with OLOs are based on the results 

of these testing procedures. Interconnect policy requirements are set with the aim of protecting 

the integrity of the networks, e.g. by prohibiting unauthorised use of the TO network as a 

Signalling Transfer Point (STP), which may decrease the capacity for genuine signalling and 

possibly compromise the integrity of the TO network. Interconnect policing involves two main 

areas, namely the design of the physical architecture of the interconnect, and the definition of 

the policing requirements for interconnect. A common criteria for the design of the physical 

architecture of the interconnect is to reduce complexity, by for example restricting 

interconnect to a limited number of points. Regarding policing, the study carried out in the 

major TO revealed that, at the time of the study, most of the policing is embedded in the 

switches an it is undertaken at the message Transfer Part (MTP) level of the SS7. The policing 

consists of discarding invalid messages that arrive in the exchanges. It is recognised that the 

introduction of new IN-like services requiring non-circuit related signalling will require 

interconnect at the SCCP (Service Connection Control Part) level. Appropriate action needs to 

be taken for SCCP interconnect testing and policing at the SCCP level and higher levels in the 

SS7 structure. This will introduce a dramatic increase in complexity of interconnect testing
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and policing, but the im pact o f  future IN approaches in interconnect is still unknown. For this 

reason TO s are still reluctant to full IN interconnect.

SCP

OLO networkEstablished TO network
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SSPSSP
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Figure 4. Alternatives for IN interconnect

Figure 4 illustrates different alternatives for IN interconnect, namely:

1. The O LO  or SP connect their SCP to an SSP in the established T O  network. This 

alternative introduces a high risk for the TO, because the O L O /S P  has direct access to 

their switches, e.g. contention  problems may arise due to several SCPs trying to access the 

switches, high risk o f  feature interaction, etc.

2. The O LO /SP  has a partition in the established T O ’s SCP. This alternative seems to 

represent a lower risk for the integrity o f  the T O ’s network.

3. Direct connection betw een the O LO /SP  and the T O ’s SCPs, by means o f  an interworking 

function (IW F) that performs the necessary security and integrity checks. With this 

approach, the SCPs would be able to resolve the feature interactions, because the SCP is 

where the intelligence resides. There are two options to avoid problems, namely, to 

im pose requirem ents to the service providers as to what they can put in the SCP (testing 

and guidance to SPs), or real time management to resolve conflicts (prioritising in real 

time and stopping processes when necessary).

N ew  em erging interconnect scenarios will have a great impact in the integrity o f  the networks. 

T O s will need to define their architectures and policing for these types of  interconnect that 

best guarantee protection o f  their network integrity.
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2.3. A review of related approaches to the problem

The maintenance of network integrity is being recognised as an issue of paramount importance 

in the current and forthcoming telecommunications scenarios. Regulators are showing their 

concern regarding the preservation of network integrity within the open regulatory framework 

envisaged by the Open Network Provision policies (ONP). An example is the study [ONP- 

UCL 94]. However, this is still a relatively new topic, and there are not unified concepts, 

agreed definitions or recommendations. Hence, an initial requirement towards developing a 

framework for network integrity is to clarify what is understood by network integrity. The 

meaning of network integrity is not clearly specified, and a number of different interpretations 

arise depending on the context in which the term is employed or on the person who uses it. In 

the context of data systems, integrity usually refers to the incorruptibility and completeness of 

the data. In other contexts, integrity is associated to the security of the data flowing in the 

networks, in terms of privacy and secrecy. Conversely, integrity may be associated to 

hardware failures of equipment.

The following sections review existing definitions and concepts related to integrity and failure 

quantification measures, and provide an analysis of these approaches in comparison to the 

network integrity definition proposed here.

2.3.1. Concepts related to integrity

The interpretation of network integrity can vary considerably depending on the context in 

which the term is used. There are a number of other concepts and measures related to it. This 

section contains an overview and literature review of some of these concepts.

In [Kiihn et al. 94], section IV, reliability measures for the case of SS7 networks are grouped 

into three categories: availability, dependability and robustness. The notion of network 

availability is related to the performance quality of the network and continuity of the services 

they provide. The notion of availability is defined for components or systems that can be in 

either a working state or a failed state. Availability has been defined by CCITT as “the ability 

of an item to be in a state to perform its required function a given instant o f time or at any 

instant of time within a given time interval, assuming that the external resources, if required, 

are available” [CCITT Red Book 85]. Instantaneous availability and steady state availability 

(or simply availability) are defined as the probability that the system or component is in a 

working state at a time instant (instantaneous availability) and at a random point in time for a
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system in statistical equilibrium (steady state availability). Availability, A, can be expressed as 

A=MTTF/(MTTF+MTTR), where MTTF is the Mean-Time-To-Failure and MTTR is the 

Mean-Time-To-Repair. Another frequent measure of unavailability of a system is downtime. 

A common objective for the downtime of a system is that “the average downtime should be 

less that M minutes per year” . The different interpretations of this statement can be found in 

[Kiihn et al. 94].

Although sometimes integrity is understood in terms of availability, we share the view of 

McDonald in [McDonald 94] that integrity is a higher level measure, which includes a 

customer’s perception of end to end quality. In addition, in our view an essential aspect of 

integrity is the ability of the networks to withstand adverse conditions, and hence integrity is 

related to concepts such as robustness, described below.

Dependability measures relate to the ability of a signalling network to reliably transport 

messages and not cause malfunctions. For the MTP part of SS7, the dependability objectives 

are defined in terms of four measures: undetected errors, lost messages, messages out-of

sequence and transmission error rate. For the ISDN-UP, the objectives are in terms of 

probability of false operation and probability of signalling malfunction [Kiihn et al. 94], sect. 

IV.

The notion of robustness refers to the ability of a network to withstand large or catastrophic 

failures. Another term commonly used to describe this notion is survivability. Survivability 

refers to the behaviour of the networks when failure occurs. In [T1A1.2/93-001R3] network 

survivability is defined as two components: “(i) the ability of a network to maintain or restore 

an acceptable level of performance during network failures by applying various restoration 

techniques, and (ii) the mitigation or prevention of service outages from network failures by 

applying preventative techniques. Preventative techniques can reduce the need for restoration 

techniques”. It is this latter preventative aspect of the problem that this work is mostly 

concerned with.

A four-layer framework that classifies survivability techniques in telecommunication networks 

is presented in [T1A1.2/93-001R3] and summarised in [Zolfaghari and Kaudel 94]. The four 

layers of the framework are the physical, system, logical and service layer. Network 

survivability techniques can be deployed in each layer. Failures within each layer can be 

guarded against by techniques either in that layer or at a higher layer. A summary of various 

generic network survivability techniques based on the four layers is included in the cited
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documents, and some examples of network survivability measurements for the four 

survivability layers are given, e.g.;

♦ Physical layer: connectivity, number of surviving cables

♦ System layer: number of surviving transmission systems

♦ Logical layer: number of surviving lower-rate transmission channels, connectivity

♦ Service layer: end-to-end grade of service, number of calls, traffic volume, carried load,

etc.

In order to evaluate different survivability techniques or restoration methods, two basic 

approaches to survivability performance analysis are discussed in [T1A1.2/93-001R3], section 

7, namely the Given Occurrence of Failure (GOP) and the Random Occurrence of Failure 

(ROF) survivability analysis models. The GOF model uses a conditional approach and defines 

measures for a network assuming that given failure(s) has occurred. The GOF model may 

either use probabilistic weighting of the resulting states of the network and resulting network 

restoration and/or repair after the failure or it may use deterministic analysis of these states. 

Both approaches can be used to evaluate different restoration, repair of preventative methods 

depending on which type of comparison characteristics are critical. Users often phrase their 

survivability requirements in terms of which types of failure they want their traffic protected 

from, and what proportion of the traffic should survive. The general procedure for evaluating 

GOF measures is as follows:

1. define a survivability measurement,

2. identify the sample space (i.e. the failures that can occur),

3. choose the failures of interest, and

4. calculate the network survivability measures.

The ROF model uses probability of network failures(s) and, possibly, rates of repair and/or 

restoration to calculate various probabilistic measures of network unservability or loss (e.g. 

the expected amount of time a network is unservable). This model is based on the assumption 

that failures can be characterised by random variables with given probability distribution 

functions. The general procedure for evaluating availability based network survivability 

measures is as follows:

1. obtain observed rates of failure and repair/restoration,

2. define network survivability measurements of interest.
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3. identify the network state space (i.e., the various states in which a network can reside 

concerning whether its components are working or failed),

4. determine the survivability measurement for each network state,

5. determine or assign the transitional probability from each state to another, and

6. calculate the network survivability measures (e.g. the expected units lost or unservable 

over time). (It is recognised that step 6 is often a very complex task and sometimes 

impossible to evaluate exactly in networks).

The GOF and ROF survivability can be applied to develop performance measures for the four 

survivability layers. In both models it is important to first specify what measurements of the 

networks to capture, then obtain the survivability measures using the procedures summarised 

above.

Apart from the GOF and ROF techniques described above, qualitative assessment of the 

restoration methods is also important. Amongst other criteria proposed in [T1A 1.2/93-001R3], 

section 7.5, the stability o f the method is defined as “the response or ability to predict the 

response of the restoration method to variations of “perturbations” in the network parameters, 

such as type of failure, speed of data links, speed of hardware, database inconsistencies, data 

communication errors, or size of network”.

There are no standard or explicit quantitative measures of robustness, and this is recognised as 

an area of considerable interest. There is a need to examine performance measurements, e.g. 

for signalling, that permit a better characterisation of the notions of robustness of the 

networks, and to develop a framework where these measures can be used to prevent the 

occurrence of failures. This is one of the main themes of this thesis.

2.3.2. Failure quantification

Measure of integrity is often associated to the quantification of the impact of failure. In this 

area, several measures have been proposed to quantify and categorise network outages. The 

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the USA define an outage as “a significant 

degradation in the ability of a customer to establish and maintain a channel of communications 

as a result of failure in a carrier’s network”. In [T1A1.2/97-001R3] a service outage is defined 

as “the state of a service when network failure(s) impair the initiation of new requests for 

service and/or the continued use of the service, and the service outage parameters exceed their
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corresponding thresholds”. Three existing definitions to quantify and categorise network 

outages are reviewed in the following sections.

2.3.2.1. Cochrane Richter Scale

This definition, proposed by Prof. Peter Cochrane (BT), suggests that network outages can be 

categorised like earthquakes, in terms of the Richter scale. Total network information capacity 

outage (loss of traffic) in customer effected terms is thus:

Z) = logio(A^r) (1)

where N  is the number of customer lines effected and T  is the total downtime.

2.3.2.2. User Lost Erlang

J.C. MacDonald has proposed in [McDonald 94] as a measure of network integrity the “ULE” 

(User Lost Erlang), defined as follows

U L E  =  log ,o  {Ex H  ) for ExH  greater than 1, (2)

where E  is the estimated average user traffic lost during the time of the outage in Erlang taken 

from historical records. The quantity H  is outage in hours. Thus 1 ULE=10 user lost erlangs, 2 

ULE=100 and so on.

Although loss of network integrity is commonly assumed to be related to total unavailability, 

it can also be the result of degradation of other performance parameters that effect large 

numbers of customers, e.g. poor error performance or the unavailability of a service or 

services. In such circumstances the ULE parameter could still be used as a measure of lost 

integrity by re defining E as “the estimated average user traffic lost or of unacceptable quality 

of service during the time of the service disruption, in erlangs” and H “the service disruption 

in hours” .

2.3.2.3. ATIS Tl-Com m ittee Outage Index

In the USA, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in their February 92 Report and 

Order challenged the telecommunications industry to develop an analytical method for 

quantifying outages. The Network Reliability Steering Committee (NRSC) passed the remit to
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the T1 Standards committee - both are committees of ATIS (Alliance for Telecommunications 

Industry Solutions).

In an effort to address the FCC challenge, work in the area was undertaken by the ATIS T lA l 

Working Group on Network Survivability Performance, resulting in the technical reports No. 

24 [T1A 1.2/93-001R3], supplemented by No. 24A [T1A1.2/97-001R3], and No. 42 

[T1A1.2/95-001R4] (which replaces report No. 38). Report No. 24 contains an analysis of 

survivability techniques, as explained in section 2.3.1. Reports No. 24A and No. 42 introduce 

a general framework for quantifying service outage from a user's perspective. The methods 

consist of guidelines and algorithms to compute an outage index, based on FCC data items and 

NRSC outage categories, for those outages meeting the 30,000 potentially affected customers 

and 30-minute duration criteria.

The T lA l proposed that an index to quantify outages should be based on a combination of 

service[s] effected, duration and magnitude (customers effected). In particular it should:

a) reflect the relative importance of outages for different services,

b) be able to be aggregated to allow comparisons over time, and

c) reflect small and large outages similarly to their perception by the public.

The ATIS framework is composed of three parameters:

a) The Unservability (U), a measure representing the fraction of service lost as a result of 

the failure.

b) The Duration (D), a measure representing the length of time in which a substantial 

fraction of service was lost.

c) The Extent (E), a measure representing the breadth of the failure across the network.

The service outages can be categorised by sets of values of the triple (U,D,E), as illustrated in 

Figure 5, where the triples are categorised in three regions of minor, major and catastrophic.
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Figure 5. [U,D,E] Quantifying regions

An important objective o f  the exercise is to enable the sum m ation  o f  individual outage index 

values over time periods and related to the FC C  reporting requirem ents,  for comparison 

purposes. Aggregation  should reflect the im portance o f  outages to customers ,  such that the 

aggregate index for multiple small outages is less than the index for one large outage, where 

its duration (or m agnitude) equals the sum  o f  the small outages. L ikew ise , the aggregate index 

for multiple large outages should be greater than the index for one  very large outage over the 

same m easurem ent time scale (one year). T o  account for this behaviour, duration and a 

m agnitude weighting functions in the form o f  “S ” curves are introduced in the construction o f  

the index (Figure 6 and Figure 7). In addition to the duration and magnitude weight, there is a 

service weight that takes into account the im portance o f  the service.

The index o f  an outage is the sum o f  the service outage index values for each service affected. 

The service outage o f  each service affected is the product o f  the:

0 Service W eigh t (Ws)

0 Duration W eigh t (W d)

0 M agnitude W eight (W in)

Thus, the outage index 1(0)  for an outage O has the fo llowing form:
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7=1
m[ j ] (3)

where j= l,. . .N  are the services.

The weights for a particular service are calculated as follows.

Duration Weight (Wd)

The Duration Weight measures the impact of outage duration on customers. The Duration 

Weight follows an S shaped curve, with an inflection point at 30 minutes (see Figure 6). Thus, 

the curve raises rapidly for duration up to 30 minutes (inclusive) and then slowly rises to the 

asymptote of 2.5. The following equations are to be used for calculating Wo:

If the duration is less or equal to 30 minutes: 

Wg = (Duration _ Minutes / 30^ (4)

If the duration is greater than 30 minutes:

= 2 .5 - 1 .5
153.54

, 1.327

123.54 + Duration Minutes
(5)

2.5

Weight

Maximum0.5

0 60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480

Duration (Minutes)

Figure 6. S-shaped curve for duration weights
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In the general case, an outage may have different duration for each service effected, but 

according to ATIS, it will be often difficult to determine this. Therefore, a single duration may 

have to be used for all services.
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Figure 7. S-shaped curve for magnitude weights

Magnitude Weight (Wm)

The Magnitude Weight measures the impact of outage with respect to the customer base 

affected. The Magnitude Weight follows an S-shaped curve, with an inflection point at 50,000 

customers affected. Thus, the curve raises rapidly for duration up to 50,000 customers 

(inclusive), and then slowly rises to the asymptote of 16.67 (see Figure 7). For outage 

calculations, the Magnitude Weight is given by the following equations:

If the number of customers affected is less than or equal to 50,000: 

 ̂NumberOfCustomersAjfected Y
1000

/3750 (6)

If the number of customers affected is greater than 50,000:

W'„=y-16

n 1.114

532.2
NumberOfCustomersAjfected482.2 +

1 0 0 0

(7)
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In order to calculate the number of customers effected, two methods are used, depending on 

the outage category. Two main types of outages are identified. The first type are dedicated 

outages, where the lost of traffic is generated by service requests that do not have alternative 

routing capabilities (100% blocking). The second type are diversified outages, where the lost 

of traffic is generated by service requests that have alternative routing capabilities (less than 

100 % blocking). For dedicated outages, diversified outages in which blocked call data is not 

available, and emergency service outages, the “Lines” method is used to calculate the number 

of customers affected. For diversified outages in which “real-time blocked calls” or “historical 

carried call count” are available, the “Blocked Calls” method is used. Both methods are 

explained below.

a) Lines Method

a-1) For all services except the emergency service

Number o f  Customers Affected = Number o f  Lines X  Time factor

The time factor accounts for the calling pattern and four cases are differentiated. Table 1 

summarises the Time Factor values for each of these cases.

Outage Type Spanned Time Period Time Factor

Day 8:00 am to 4:59 pm, Mon-Fri 1.0

Evening 5:00 pm to 10:59 pm, Mon-Fri 0.3

Night 11:00 pm to 7:59 am, Mon-Sun 0.1

Weekend 8:00 am to 10:59 pm. Sat & Sun 0.2

Table 1. Time Factors for different types of outages

The time factor of an outage is the maximum of the time factors for each of the time periods it 

spans.

a-2) For the emergency service

Number o f  Customers Affected = Number o f Lines
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b) Blocked Calls Method

Number o f  Customers Affected = Number o f  Blocked Calls/3

In the blocked calls method it is assumed that a customer will make two re-attempts when call 

blocking occurs.

For each service, the number of customers affected is obtained applying either the lines or the 

blocked calls method, and with this data the magnitude weight can be obtained from equations 

(6) or (7).

Service Weight (Ws)

The impact of a service outage can only be quantified with respect to the context in which it 

occurred. In [T1A1.2/97-001R3] this context is provided by (i) the architecture in which the 

network element failed, and (ii) the services affected by the network failure. A separate 

methodology is described for each combination o f service group and network architecture. 

Three service groups are identified, namely

1. Voiceband Telephony (including emergency service)

2. Point-to-multipoint

3. Multimedia

The network architectures are grouped in four segments of industry to which a specific 

network architecture can be applied. These are included in Table 2.

Segment of Industry 

(Network Architecture)

Wireline Wireless Cable TV Satellite

(PSTN) (cellular, PCS) (FTTC, HFC) (FSS, BSS, MSS)

Table 2. Industry Segments and Network Architectures

Methodologies for calculating outage index values have been developed for the Voiceband 

Telephony service, and the four segments of industry. The Point-to-multipoint and Multimedia 

cases are left for further study.
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The service weight is different for each type of service. For example, for the case of wireline 

industry segments providing fixed voice band telephony service, the following cases have 

been identified [T 1A 1.2/95-001R4]:

a) Lines m ethod outages

a-1) IntraLATA Intraoffice: Ws = 1 

a-2) IntraLATA Interoffice: Ws = 2 

a-3) InterLATA Interoffice: Ws = 2 

a-4) Emergency: Ws = 3

Service types a-1) to a-4) are shown in Figure 8.

IntraLATA

LATA B '

Local
Exch

InterLATA

Emergency

Toll

IntraLATA
InteroRicc

Local
ExchLATA "A "

Figure 8. The four types of services identified for the ATIS index

IntraLATA intraoffice services only involve one local exchange. They have the lowest service 

weight, W s=l, because the area that they cover is the smallest compared to the other types of 

services. IntraLATA interoffice are services within the domain of one network, but that extend 

to more than one local exchange. InterLATA services extend to more than one domain. Both 

IntraLATA interoffice and InterLATA services have been assigned the same services weight, 

Ws=2. The highest service weight is for the emergency services (Ws=3), since the 

consequences of an outage affecting this type of services can be very grave.

b) Blocked Calls method outages: Ws = 2
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2.3.3. Evaluation of the existing approaches

A number of concepts associated to network integrity have been discussed in section 2.3.1. 

Some of them, e.g. availability, consider probabilities or failure rates based on individual 

elements of the systems. This is a contributing factor to network integrity, but network 

integrity needs to look at the systems as a whole and include overall performance and quality 

of service measures that reflect the impact of failures in customers. In addition, here integrity 

is regarded as the ability of the network to withstand adverse conditions and recover from 

initial performance degradations and possible error situations before they result in catastrophic 

failures. Hence, integrity is intimately related to robustness, otherwise referred to as 

survivability. This is often associated to restoration and recovery techniques in the presence of 

failure. A number of these techniques exist and can be applied at different functional levels in 

the networks, such as discussed in [T lA l .2/93-001R3]. But these techniques are concerned 

with failures in the transport network i.e. the aim is to guarantee that traffic can be routed to 

the destination even in presence of some link or node failures. This is a very complex area and 

considerable amount of work is devoted to it, but it is only one aspect of network integrity. 

Conversely this thesis is concerned with integrity threats at the intelligence levels in modern 

networks, which is a new area where little research has been carried out.

Another area related to survivability is the quantification of failures, and three measures 

proposed in the literature have been presented in section 2.3.2. The first two measures - the 

Cochrane Richter scale and User Lost Erlang (ULE) - possess the advantage of being easy to 

calculate and comprehend. They use a logarithmic scale, which reduces the numbers to 

manageable sizes. However, they are too simplistic since they only consider two parameters, 

the duration o f the outage and the number of customers effected (in the Cochrane Richter 

scale) or the traffic lost (in the ULE). These methods do not contain some important features 

like discrimination between different services and information about the context in which the 

outage occurs. Another disadvantage of both measures is that they do not reflect the effect of 

outages of important individual services with low traffic volumes.

When defining a measure to quantify the effect of network outages, a key issue is to determine 

the criteria by which outages are categorised. The Cochrane Richter definition takes the 

number of customer lines affected as a measure of the magnitude of the outage. This is not a 

suitable representation of the significance of the outage, because it does not take into account 

the network usage by those customers - e.g. the outage could happen at midnight or during the 

busy hour - nor does it reflect the type of the customers effected, e.g. business or residential.
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The ULE presents an improvement in this sense, since it takes account of the predicted traffic 

loss at the time of the outage. However, to consider only traffic loss to quantify the outage is 

insufficient. Think for example about important individual services that carry low traffic 

volumes. An outage that affects these services would not cause a great lost of traffic, but the 

consequences might be very serious if the customers effected are high value business 

customers, or in the case of emergency services.

A key issue is to understand the impact of potential failure on different customer types. It must 

be possible to evaluate the number of customers effected, their importance to the operator and 

the impact on their services - which could be lost calls (difficult to quantify, and may be 

complicated by some lost calls being repeated later) or loss of access to specific services, or 

extent of unavailability. Another effect on the operator is the loss of revenue from the affected 

services and for the financial consequences of rebates or litigation. All the approaches lead to 

the economic point of view, that is to use measure of outage quantification to evaluate costs, 

not only direct cost related to, for example, damaged equipment, but also indirect cost as a 

consequence of the effect on customers, e.g. loss of business by the customer (again difficult 

to quantify). Therefore, it is very important to identify not only the number of customers 

affected, but also the type of customers. With the exception of emergency services, an outage 

that renders the network inaccessible to residential customers may not be as grave for the 

operator or service provider as an outage that denies service to business customers. The latter 

are the category that provides the high revenues to the providers, and therefore the most 

delicate to treat, since many business customers rely on good communications to conduct their 

business.

It becomes apparent that it is not sufficient to consider only traffic loss as the indicator of the 

outage magnitude The third measure described (ATIS index) presents a deeper insight into the 

problem and it is the most developed measure of network outage of the three considered. It 

offers a basis for a framework to quantify service outages that, carefully developed, could be 

used as a transportable and agreed definition and which permits expansion to encompass new 

services. It is relatively simple and easy to understand and operate, and could be adapted and 

defined for use in a European environment. However, the methods rely on a number of coarse 

assumptions and on broad averages. Considerable work is needed for example to obtain 

sensible and meaningful weighting functions that can be adapted to any environment.

One positive aspect of the ATIS index is that it introduces some degree of decomposition of 

the problem in a systematic way - identified here as a key requirement for an integrity
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definition, as discussed in section 3.2.1. The top level is given by the expression in equation 

(3). All that exists at this top level are three factors, the three different weights -service, 

magnitude and duration weight. However, there is a whole process behind to obtain the actual 

values of these weights, where a set of different parameters take part - i.e. time of outage, 

duration, lines effected or blocked calls, etc. These parameters are not visible at the top level, 

but they contribute to the index at some point. This type of hierarchical decomposition is 

necessary when dealing with complex and diverse problems. The degree of decomposition in 

the ATIS T lA l index is however very limited, and only a reduced number of factors are 

considered.

The ATIS index introduces some ability to discriminate between different scenarios, but this 

distinction is still rather crude. The methodology is heavily based on POTS, and there is no 

account for new or emerging technologies, such as IN or ISDN. The magnitude of the outages 

is calculated based on the lines affected or the number of block calls, i.e. it is a very call 

orientated approach.

There is some discrimination based on the type of services. Each type of service contributes, 

on its own, to the total index, i.e. a different factor is calculated for each type of service, to 

take part in the final summation. Nevertheless, the classification o f services is very coarse and 

there is, in fact, very little distinction in the way different services account for the final index. 

A distinguishing attribute is the service weight, which is specific for each type of service, but 

the magnitude and duration weight functions are assumed to be independent of the service 

type. For the case of wireline fixed voice band telephony service four types of services are 

distinguished. The lowest service weight is for those services that are constrained to an area 

and within a certain administrative domain (i.e. IntraLATA Intraoffice). These are followed by 

two other types of services, which have been assigned the same service weight. These are 

services that span between different exchanges within the same geographical region 

(IntraLATA Interoffice), and services that cross different regions (InterLATA). A special case 

is the emergency services, which are given the highest priority. With the exception of the 

emergency service, the classification and weight assignment is mainly based on the 

geographical coverage of the services. This may be a sensible criteria for POTS, where the 

wider the coverage, the larger the number of sites that can be effected, but it is not the only 

possible criteria. Think, for example, about an outage that effects the communication services 

of high security bodies or critical political sites. We could argue that these services should be 

given a higher index than those services that only affect small business companies or 

residential customers. In other words, we can not assume that the impact of outages increases
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with the size of the geographical area. Other factors, such us the type of service and customers 

involved, need to be taken into account - in the ATIS index, this is only done for the 

Emergency services. Furthermore, so far, we have only looked at the problem of categorising 

services from the customers point of view, i.e. how many and what type of customers are 

effected and where. However, there are other aspects that should be considered in order to 

categorise services. These include, for example, relationships and interactions of the service 

with the network elements and with other services, which may make the service critical if it 

fails, e.g. management services that control the performance of the network and other services. 

Thus, the characterisation of services for the purpose of analysing the effects of failure needs 

to be thoughtfully studied.

In the ATIS measure, some consideration is given to the architecture of the networks. Four 

industry segments are identified but this classification is still rather superficial, and more 

detail is needed to examine each of these four categories. For example, within the category of 

wireline telephony a number of different architectures and types of platforms for provision of 

services can be identified, e.g. network services, ISDN, IN, and the issues relevant to each of 

them need to be included in the analysis. The ability to embrace different environments 

becomes extremely important in the diverse and changing networks of nowadays.

The ATIS index represents a good starting point to provide a framework for characterisation 

of network outages. However, like the other two measures previously discussed, it presents the 

major disadvantage of being post-mortem measures. They are conceived to quantify the 

impact of outages and categorise them but they do not provide any means to prevent or at least 

reduce the probability outages occurring. A further development becomes necessary, and that 

is to obtain some measure to quantify threat of outage as a consequence of some action, e.g. 

due to a specific type of interconnect or internetworked service. Rather than a measure to 

quantify the impact of outages, we advocate a definition that can be used to identify the risk 

and magnitude of outage, so that measures can be taken to avoid or quickly correct failures. 

This risk management consists o f two different cases: pre-emptive methods that permit the 

identification potential threats and allow critical situations to be avoided, and real time 

monitoring and restoration procedures to quickly resolve faults.

The quantification of the impact of failures can be regarded as a component of a pre-emptive 

integrity framework. There are several ways in which measures for outage characterisation 

may contribute to a definition of network integrity to be used as a pre-emptive tool. Recording 

data about occurring outages may be a very valuable source of information for future
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reference. One way is to make use of recorded information about outages to trace back the 

failure process, identify the cause and build a framework to relate causes to effects. 

Relationships between causes and effects may not be easy to obtain in our complex 

environments. Assuming that some relationships can be found, they will be dependent on the 

context in which the failure occurred, i.e. the same cause may produce completely different 

results depending on the system and circumstances in which they occur. The measure should 

embrace these contextual parameters. Therefore, two types of factors must be included and 

measured, namely:

a) Post-event factors, i.e. measures related to the effects, such as duration, type of service, 

traffic loss, failure of network components, etc.

b) Pre-event factors, i.e. measures related to what was the state of the system and what was 

the context in which the outage occurred, e.g. signalling activity, information about usage, 

time of the day, etc.

The ATIS index incorporates some contextual information, i.e. the time o f outage, which is 

embedded in the magnitude factor. However, this contextual component is very limited, and 

more factors must be incorporated in order to relate the fault to its causes.

Another possibility is to collect information about failures, accumulating data about past 

outages and study the trends. This approach presents two disadvantages. On the one hand, 

statistical analysis of trends in outages requires time, and can only be done after outages have 

happened. There is a need for a framework that can be used now. It is not sufficient having to 

wait for several years and outages to happen, to then use that data to predict the trends. On the 

other hand, it can be questioned if this would be a valid approach to the problem; i.e. can you 

predict the failure trends based on the previous experience, in such a changing environments 

as telecommunications? We are dealing with dynamic systems where big changes can occur in 

a considerable short time, i.e. the transition from basic POTS networks to complex IN 

systems. In such a quickly changing scenario, the data collected about outages occurred in 

previous years, or even months, may not be applicable to the present environment. This raises 

the question of whether such a technique to predict trends based in historic information can be 

valid in future network scenarios.
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2.4. Conclusions

This chapter has provided an analysis of current and future trends in telecommunications, 

identifying the areas of high complexity that make the maintenance of network and service 

integrity a major issue. The evolution of telecommunications can be described by significant 

changes in three areas, namely customer demands, technology and regulations. The result 

from these changes are increasingly complex telecommunication networks and services, 

dramatically different to the networks of past years, and continuously evolving. Threat to 

integrity is high in these environments, and this chapter has provided an analysis of past 

experiences and of those areas where these threats are more likely to come from. The 

maintenance of the integrity of networks and systems becomes crucial and ever harder, and the 

need for more formalised and systematic approaches arises.

A review of concepts and techniques related to network integrity has also been included. It has 

been discussed that most of the related work focuses on the lower levels o f the systems, i.e. 

the robustness of the transport network. Extensive work exists on survivalility techniques 

against link or node failures, or against traffic congestion levels, in order to guarantee that 

traffic is not lost. However, there is little understanding of the integrity problem at higher 

(intelligent) levels. Additionally, examples can be found in the literature of measures for the 

quantification of failure. These types of measures are used to identify the impact of failures in 

customers, but they do not assist with the prevention of failure.

This investigation work has identified two main gaps in the literature, namely:

a) the need for research on the integrity issues at the intelligence levels of modern 

telecommunication networks, and

b) the need for of pre-emptive measures that can be used to diagnose and avoid of failure in 

such networks.

These are the topic of this thesis. The remaining chapters contain the author’s contribution to 

the problem and the proposed approaches to improve the integrity of modern intelligent 

networks.
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Chapter 3

Proposed approach for the 

design and support of high 

integrity systems

3.1. Introduction

This chapter describes the proposed approaches for the design of high integrity systems, and the 

preservation of integrity of operating systems. These consist of three main contributions, as 

follows:

1. A network integrity definition to assist the identification of integrity levels and assist on the 

detection of integrity degradation.

2. An overall integrity framework comprising essential actions -  both static and real time - for 

the preservation of network integrity.
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3. A modelling framework for the use of modelling and simulation techniques to assist in the 

design of high integral systems.

The proposed integrity definition is described in section 3.2, the integrity framework in section 3.3 

and the modelling framework in section 3.4. Next, two work alternatives identified in the project, 

their advantages and disadvantages, and the selected option are discussed in section 3.5. The 

chapter ends with the conclusions in section 3.6.

3.2. Proposed network integrity defînition

As discussed in previous sections, here it is believed that there is a need to develop pre-emptive 

frameworks to maintain the integrity of the networks and services and reduce the risk of severe 

failure. A first step is the establishment of a definition of network integrity, identification of the 

requirements for an integrity measure and of the factors and areas that have an impact in the 

integrity of the networks. This is dealt with in the remaining of this section

An initial definition of network integrity was “the ability of a network to retain its specified 

attributes in terms of performance and functionality” [Ward 95]. This definition has been taken as 

the basic starting point for this work. A principal aspect of the definition is that integrity refers to 

the ability to maintain certain properties. When the term integrity is applied to people, it is 

understood that a person with high integrity is someone with strong believes and principles, who 

will maintain a clear position, and who is not easily bribed or corrupted. Similarly, a system with a 

high degree of integrity will be robust and secure against adverse conditions, and it will not be 

susceptible to external perturbations. Network integrity is then the ability of a network to maintain 

a safe state in which it is invulnerable to external perturbations. If the network is in a state of high 

integrity, these perturbations can be easily ‘absorbed’ by the system without having undue effect. 

Alternatively, if the network is in a state of low integrity, the same perturbations might have more 

serious consequences, and may even cause failure. Hence, network integrity is related to 

robustness, invulnerability and incorruptibility.

Another important aspect of the definition of network integrity is its connection with failure. The 

ultimate goal of preserving the integrity of a system is to avoid the occurrence of failure. Hence, 

there is a need to develop a formal and systematic methodology to assess the risk to network
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integrity and build a framework to pre-empt failures in telecommunication networks and the 

services they support. The pre-emptive character of the integrity framework is a key matter, 

because it differentiates this work from other existing approaches to quantify the effects of failure, 

such as those described in chapter 3. Those methods are designed to quantify the extent of network 

failure after failure has occurred. Conversely, this work is motivated by the need to develop pre

emptive approaches to reduce the risk of failure.

The definition of failure differs for each system and is open to the criteria of the operators or 

service providers who will decide when a certain degradation of performance or functionality of 

the system is to be treated as failure. An extreme case is catastrophic failure, or complete system 

breakdown. But different categories of failure may be identified for each problem according to 

their effects, e.g. minor, medium, major and catastrophic failures.

The integrity of a network is not a fixed attribute, but it will vary depending on the conditions 

under which the network is operating. Changes to the degree of integrity may occur due to a large 

number of reasons, and identification of factors that may cause integrity degradation is an essential 

issue, and it has been addressed as part of this work. An initial analysis of key factors is presented 

in section 3.2.2. An integrity framework must be able to assist in the detection of this integrity 

degradation, so that appropriate action can be quickly taken. Here a framework is proposed in 

which the degree of integrity is divided in a collection of regions [Monton et al. 97]. A formalised 

measure of integrity must be used to identify in which integrity region the network is operating at 

any time. Such a framework to measure and categorise the degree of integrity of a network must:

a) discriminate between different states of integrity, or regions of risk, and permit the 

identification of the region in which the network is operating;

b) assist in the assessment of the probability of moving from one region of risk to another;

c) be formal and well defined to aid understanding.

The shape and size of these integrity regions must be defined for each system, and it is not a trivial 

exercise since they will be governed by complex relationships between different integrity 

parameters. Figure 9 represents a simplified case based on a one-dimensional definition of 

integrity, where the degree of integrity can vary between 0% and 100%. These two extremes are
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only  conceptual. A system  operating  w ith 100% integrity  w ould be abso lu te ly  robust and w ould 

not be affected  by any unexpected  perturbations. At the opposite end, 0%  in tegrity  m eans that any 

pertu rbation  w ould cause catastrophic failure. In betw een these tw o ex trem es, there is a collection 

o f in tegrity  bands. As we m ove tow ards the 100% integrity lim it the robustness , stability and 

invu lnerab ility  o f the netw ork  increases. T he system  m ay experience som e m inor failures w hile 

operating  in high integrity  regions, and these failures will becom e m ore severe as it approaches the 

0%  in tegrity  region. A netw ork  operating  near the 0%  integrity  lim it w ould  be in a com pletely  

unstab le  sta te  w here the risk o f  ca tastrophic  failure w ould be very high.

100% Integrity 0% Integrity

I High integrity 

regions

Low integrity 
regions

Decreasing degree o f integrity / Increasing risk o f failure

Figure 9. Integrity definition example

T he defin ition  o f  the in tegrity  regions will be d ifferent for each p articu lar system , i.e. each 

o pera to r w ill define their ow n criteria. W hat is necessary is a general fram ew ork  that is com m only  

understood  and can be custom ised  for d ifferen t scenarios. T hese criteria  can be variable, hence the 

boundaries betw een integrity  regions are not be static; it m ust be possib le  to re-define them  

accord ing  to the current criteria. In the exam ple illustrated  in F igure 9 the size o f the integrity 

bands decreases as the degree o f in tegrity  increases. T his is only a sim ple assum ption  due to the 

fact that the risk o f failure increases as the degree o f integrity  decreases. M aking  the integrity 

bands narrow er in the low  in tegrity  reg ions allow s for the detection  o f sm all in tegrity  lluctuations. 

C onverse ly , in the high in tegrity  regions, sm all changes in the degree o f  in tegrity  will not have 

d istinct e ffects, and therefore the in tegrity  bands can be w ider. T h is approach  encourages a 

ra tional p rio ritisation  in the allocation  o f resources and investm ent in the m aintenance o f  the 

netw ork  in tegrity . If a netw ork is operating  in a high integrity band, the e ffo rt and cost o f detec ting
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minor integrity deviations might be much bigger than their effects. On the other hand, the costs 

associated with the restoration of integrity, e.g. human resources, equipment, inaccessibility of 

services during repairing time, etc., will be larger if the network is operating with a very low 

degree of integrity. Hence the need to avoid large breach of network integrity in the low integrity 

regions.

The following activities are necessary for the construction of the proposed integrity framework:

a) specifying a definition of network integrity, examining potential causes of loss o f network 

integrity and how this loss would manifest, i.e. what parameters must be considered as 

indicators of the degree of integrity of a network;

b) classification of the degree of integrity in regions, distinguishing between safe regions, regions 

of considerable danger, very dangerous regions, etc.; this involves the identification of 

threshold values for the integrity parameters that would indicate a significant loss of network 

integrity; it may not be possible to strictly define the borders between these integrity regions, 

but it should be possible to identify ranges within which the different parameters can vary.

c) use of monitoring systems to obtain the values of the integrity parameters at any time, in order 

to detect possible violations of thresholds

d) use of efficient documentation techniques to allow easy and rapid access to the information in 

order to permit quick actions when necessary.

Each of these activities is a key piece in a methodology to investigate integrity, and they will be 

expanded throughout this thesis.

3.2.1. Requirements of a network integrity definition

This section discusses the requirements that a network integrity definition must meet in order to 

assist in the assessment of risk and diagnosis of potential failure due to changes in the networks. 

Example of these changes are new interconnect, new service, changes in the way existing services 

are provided, or changes in the characteristics or the environment in which a service operates 

(such as increase in the number of users). Such integrity definition must be:
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a) Flexible

The definition must be applicable to a wide diversity of the telecommunications scenarios, where a 

large variety of elements have to inter-work, e.g. interconnected networks of different operators, 

equipment and services from different providers, and multiple interacting and internetworked 

services. The definition must be flexible, allowing differentiation between common areas and 

specific situations.

b) Formalised

The definition must be form al and well defined so that it can be commonly understood, and 

numerical or semi-quantitative, to permit the introduction of comparative measurements. It must 

permit to discriminate between different regions of risk, place a network in one of these regions, 

and assess the probability of moving from one band to another. Rather than providing absolute 

values, it must permit the identification of an increase in risk, based on comparison between the 

measured values and the defined thresholds. Thus, it is necessary to define the thresholds that 

separate different regions and identify the critical values that imply high risk.

c) Structured

Because of the complexity and diversity of networks, the threats to integrity are large and varied. 

Hence, there is a need to decompose problems. This requires a hierarchical definition where the 

top level contains parameter groups, describing different aspects of the problem, which can be 

progressively decomposed into more detail in the lower levels. Relevant paths through the 

hierarchy can be followed for particular applications.

There is also a need to decompose the integrity of a whole system into different levels of integrity, 

i.e. unit level, integration level, system level, service level, etc. In addition, for each level, it 

should be possible to examine the integrity of various components, e.g. integrity of the data, 

integrity of signalling messages, etc.

d) Adaptable and expandable

To cater for the continuous and rapid change in telecommunications, the network integrity 

definition must be adaptable and expandable to permit the incorporation of new features. 

Adaptability and expandability are also required to provide for a dynamic and progressive model
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development, and to allow upgrades to account for new parameters and relationships identified by 

"trial and error".

e) Focused on services

The evolving telecommunications market demands the rapid deployment of advanced and 

increasingly complex services that need to co-operate across different platforms. Loss of integrity 

may effect the various services differently and discrimination is required to enable risk to 

individual services to be separately evaluated. This requires an understanding of how 

services/features operate and interact with network entities and other services/features.

The following needs consideration:

a) internal behaviour of services, e.g. databases accessed, types of signalling transactions,

concentrations of signalling activity, etc., to identify the critical points in the network for

particular services;

b) interactions between:

i) different services/features

ii) services and network entities

iii) different network entities;

c) usage characteristics, interactions of the users with the services;

d) performance of the systems, that can impose constrains and limitations to the service behaviour 

and even cause failure.

3.2.2. Key integrity factors

Network integrity is a relatively new topic and there is limited literature relating to the subject. 

However, it has parallels with many different areas, e.g. signalling, testing, management, etc., 

where there is expertise. But it is isolated and does not integrate easily into a coherent approach. 

Effort must be made to integrate these isolated branches of expertise under the umbrella 

requirements of integrity. The key of the problem is to find how each of these areas contribute to 

integrity and how they relate to one another. An analogy is to view integrity as a jigsaw puzzle. 

All the pieces are there, but it is necessary to find out how they fit together.
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An initial stage must be the identification of the pieces that compose the jigsaw, i.e. the factors 

that are relevant to network integrity. This provides an initial decomposition of the problem into 

smaller manageable areas, essential due to the large complexity and diversity of the puzzle. 

Several of these areas have been identified through the analysis of current telecommunication 

environments and future trends included in chapter 2. A summary of these integrity areas is 

included next -  a deeper analysis of some of these areas, e.g. signalling and interconnect, was 

included in chapter 2.

3 2.2.1. Population and user models

The behaviour and operation of a service is strongly effected by the way the service is used by the 

customers. These factors can be embraced in so called customer models. These customer models 

can be decomposed in two main areas, here referred to as user models and population models. 

User models represent how an individual user would interact with the service, e.g. what actions 

they are likely to take, possible errors they would make and how they would react in different 

situations. Population models represent the characteristics of the whole collection of users of the 

service. This includes for example number of customers, their geographical distribution, their 

degree of mobility, and their usage patterns e.g. call holding times, average and peak calling rates, 

etc. All these factors need to be carefully considered when a service is designed and implemented. 

A service may be conceived to have two or more implementations, e.g. a demo version, used when 

the service is being introduced to capture market share, and a more realistic version to be used as 

service popularity arises.

3.2.2.2. Quality of service

Quality of service (QoS) represents how the service is perceived by the customers. In a market 

environment such as telecommunications, where customer satisfaction is a primary objective, 

special care must be taken to understand what parameters specify customers’ perception, and to 

maintain the appropriate values for them. A major problem is how to map the users QoS 

requirements into network parameters, and a great deal of work is being done in this area, e.g. the 

RACE project TOMQAT [RACE 2116 95], and the ACTS project MISA [ACTS AC080 96].
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3.2.2.3. Performance

The behaviour of a service can be heavily influenced by network performance characteristics. 

Therefore, the study of possible erroneous behaviour must include the relationship to performance. 

The performance objectives of the design should also map on to the QoS requirements. 

Performance aspects are dealt with in detail in chapter 8.

32.2 .4 . Signalling

This factor refers to the general information flows within the system and the associated processing, 

as opposed to specific signalling protocols or architectures. Signalling is the area of most growth 

in complexity, and hence highest risk to integrity, in the new telecommunication scenarios. For 

this reason, it is a factor that must always be carefully analysed, and this is a key topic in this 

work.

3.2.2.S. Network congestion control

As the outages that occurred in the USA in 1991 showed, congestion in the networks may result in 

severe degradation of network integrity. The network management systems must be able to detect 

congestion and to avoid escalation of congestion. This is typically achieved by stopping traffic 

from entering the congested area, and re-routing calls from and to unaffected areas to 

circumnavigate the congested area. A number of issues arise regarding the congestion control 

mechanism, as discussed in [Chung 94], sect. II. Some of these issues are as follows:

a) The procedures to alleviate congestion require new management messages to be exchanged 

between the nodes; these management messages contribute to additional traffic, and are also 

subjected to the congestion conditions, which means that they may not reach their 

destinations, hence not being able to do their jobs. In addition, delays or loss of management 

messages may instigate the generation of further messages, hence worsening the congestion. 

The situation is aggravated by an increase in call re-attempts due to connections on first 

attempts failing.

b) Information about the areas of congestion, type of messages involved, etc. needs to be 

obtained as soon as possible to allow for speedy recovery of the system. This raises the need 

for powerful monitoring tools that make this information available at any time.

c) A major issue is high speed of recovery. This requires the design of robust systems that can 

recover effectively. This can be improved by careful analysis of potential failure situations.
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automated systems that help tracing the source of errors and expert systems that help to 

quickly identify the appropriate actions for fast recovery. This will be discussed in more 

detail in chapter 4.

3.2 .26. Interconnect

The new telecommunication environments are characterised by increasing interconnects between 

different network operators, and between service providers and network operators. New types of 

interconnect need to be established and the implications on the integrity and security of the 

interconnected networks must be accounted for. The integrity of a network may be in jeopardy due 

to things such as:

a) incompatibilities between the protocols and software used at either side of the interconnect 

point,

b) illegal messages coming from an interconnected network or service provider,

c) congestion due to increasing traffic across the interconnect point, etc.

3.3. Proposed integrity framework

The pre-emptive integrity definition proposed in the previous section is an essential part of this 

work, but it must not be regarded in isolation. It is necessary to understand what are the threats to 

integrity in the current and forthcoming telecommunication networks and services, and to identify 

the actions required in order to minimise these threats. Some key areas affecting network integrity 

were discussed in section 3.2. The required actions and how they fit into an overall framework are 

discussed in this section.

An important source of information for this project has been a study carried out on a major 

telecommunications operator in the UK. Information obtained from interviews with key personal 

in this Telecommunications Organisation (TO) was used to produce a coherent picture of the wide 

and disparate activities carried out within this organisation and investigate how to integrate these 

isolated branches under the umbrella requirements of integrity.
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Figure 10. Static and dynam ic actions tha t constitute the netw ork integrity fram ew ork

T he dram atic  evolution  that te lecom m unication  netw orks and serv ices have experienced  during the 

last decades results in an ever increasing  com plex ity , exacerbated  by regu la to ry  po lic ies that foster 

in terconnection  and com petition . In such a changing  and increasing ly  com plex  environm ent, the 

traditional w orking p rac tises need to be revised. T he h isto rical m anual approach  to the 

m ain tenance  o f netw ork  in teg rity  that relies on the know ledge o f ind iv idual experts is no longer 

valid. N ew  paradigm s are requ ired , involving m ore form al and structu red  approaches and better 

au tom ated  docum entation  techniques.

A m ethodology  to con tro l the degree o f in tegrity  o f a ne tw ork  requ ires the use o f various 

d isc ip lines and m ust be app lied  coheren tly  through the w hole developm en t cycles o f the services 

operating  in the netw ork. T he m ethodology  fram ew ork  p roposed  here is d iv ided  into tw o
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categories, namely static and dynamic actions. Static actions are previous to the launch of a 

service, i.e. actions taken during the design and implementation stage. Dynamic actions are those 

actions taken in real time, i.e. while the services are in operation.

Figure 10 illustrates the overall framework showing the relationships between static and dynamic 

actions. Static actions involve improvement of the methodologies for the design and 

implementation of services. The five main areas identified here are modelling, risk analysis, use of 

previous experience, testing and documentation of information (the KBS in Figure 10). Dynamic 

actions include monitoring, risk analysis, testing, restoration actions and documentation of 

information. The framework is described in detail in the remainder of this section.

3.3.1. Knowledge Based Systems

A Knowledge Based System or Expert System is “a software system that represents and reasons 

with knowledge in some specialist domain, with the view to solving problems or giving advice” 

[Gonzalez and Danke 93]. An expert system is an artificial intelligence application that uses a 

knowledge base of human expertise to aid in solving problems. The degree of problem solving is 

based on the quality of the data and rules obtained from the human expert.

A knowledge-based system contains a knowledge base, or collection of data, and a set of 

algorithms or rules that infer new facts from knowledge and from incoming data. The acquisition 

of knowledge involves actions such as:

a) interviewing the human expert,

b) collecting facts (data) and rules (heuristics), and

c) building a knowledge map, i.e. create objects and object hierarchies, and group rules into 

contexts.

The expert systems derives it rules by running the knowledge base through an inference engine, a 

software program that interacts with the user and processes the results from the rules and data in 

the knowledge base.

If and expert system is to be used, the technical requirements of such a system, such as time 

response, capacity, data structure, knowledge paradigm, etc. must be carefully analysed and
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chosen. Human issues such as how easy it is to use, how long it would take to train people to use it 

and more subtle issues related to the change in mentality and habit required need also be 

addressed. Based on this analysis a choice has to be made between buying one of the systems 

available in the market or building one of their own. The latter option involves more time and 

requires people who are experts in the field of knowledge based systems, but it would permit to 

design a system tailored to the needs.

Expert systems are used in a large number of applications such as medical diagnosis, equipment 

repair, investment analysis and production control and training. There is a strong research activity 

in the area. Current migration trends are from stand-alone expert system applications to the 

integration of expert systems, i. e. of knowledge and inference, into conventional software 

applications. Here it is believed that they have a big role to play in the area of telecommunications 

systems, as explained in the subsequent sections in this chapter. For an introduction to knowledge 

based systems the user may refer to [Gonzalez and Danke 93] and [Harris-Jones 95].

3.3.2. Static actions

This part of the methodology includes those activities identified as essential for the improvement 

of service design and development. Figure 10 shows the five main components of the static part of 

the framework. At the core of the methodology, there is the need for efficient and powerful 

information systems, represented in Figure 10 by a Knowledge Based System (KBS). The other 

four main activities are modelling, testing, previous experiences and risk analysis. Results from 

these activities are fed into the KBS. The information contained in the KBS can then be used as 

inputs in future modelling, testing and risk analysis activities.

3.3.2.1. Design cycles

Systems that are robust to loss of integrity require design methodologies and principles that take 

account of factors effecting integrity. An integrated approach is required where all the activities 

involved in the design and specification of new systems are carried out in a coherent way.

A study of current practices identified a number of issues that need to be reconsidered, introduced 

or modified in the way services are designed at present. Essentially, there is an increasing need for
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more formal approaches and better automated documentation techniques to facilitate handling and 

communication of information. In addition, new service provision paradigms require modelling 

techniques to assist understanding and identification of problems early in the design cycles. At 

each decision making stage, careful risk analysis must be carried out, and known limitations must 

be documented in order to prevent future errors. Models will also assist in the identification of 

areas for testing, and risk analysis must be undertaken due to the impossibility of testing 

everything exhaustively.

Figure 11 shows the different stages involved in the development of a system, namely analysis, 

design, implementation and testing. The arrows in the diagram represent the feedback loops 

between the different phases. Ideally, a thorough and complete analysis followed by a correct 

design would lead to the implementation of a system that works as expected. In reality, it is 

virtually impossible to implement a system that works perfectly at the first attempt; hence the 

importance of testing [Bale 95]. In Figure 11 testing has been included as a separate activity at the 

end of the development cycle for convenience, but in fact, it spans along all the steps of the 

development cycle.

Errors may occur at any stage, and their detection may require going back to previous phases and 

introducing modifications. Feedback between the separate phases is inevitable, but a good 

methodology should help to reduce the long jumps, e.g. to avoid modifying the analysis or the 

design after the implementation phase has been completed. It is very important for the 

development of an efficient design methodology to have available information concerning where 

and how things can go wrong. In order to do this, every time a new system or service is 

implemented, information from the cycle described above must be extracted and documented in an 

efficient way to make it available for future applications, e.g. some form of a knowledge based 

system.
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Figure 11. The design cycle and some languages used a t each stage

Figure 11 show s the design cycle for a single system , in our case a te lecom  serv ice, and rep resen ts 

the fact that services have traditionally  been designed  in iso lation . T h is p ractice  has p roven  to be a 

reason for failures because, in p ractice, serv ices have to in terw ork  and share  resources in the 

netw ork. C om patib ility  and correct in terw ork ing  betw een  serv ices can not be guaran teed  if  they 

have been designed  in isolation, hence the feature  in teraction  p rob lem s (see section  2 .3 .4 ). 

T herefore , it is o f vital im portance to analyse the serv ices w ith in  the con tex t o f  the ir env ironm ents, 

i.e. m ulti-serv ice and m ulti-netw ork  scenarios.

It is p robably  w idely accepted  that the key for the success o f  a system  is a tho rough  system  

specifica tion  and design . The specifica tion  m ethods em ployed  by opera to rs and o ther 

organ isa tions such as the ITU  have for m any years re lied  on inform al techn iques such as E nglish  

descrip tions and m essage sequence charts. W hile  these m ethods have been accep ted  in the past, 

the p rob lem s that can arise from  such a free form at are beg inn ing  to be understood . T he 

d ifficu lties o f specify ing  O SI (O pen S ystem s In terconnection ) s tandards in natural language w ere 

recognised  early , m otivating  C C IT T  (now  IT U -T ) and ISO  to w ork on in ternational standards for 

Form al D escrip tion  T echn iques (FD T s). T his led to the developm ent o f  the languages SD L, 

E stelle  and L O T O S [T urner 93] for p roducing  form al specifica tions that are  unam biguous, c lear, 

com plete , and consisten t. FD T s are also in tended  to help in analysis, im plem enta tion  and testing .
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In [Belina and Hogrefe 89], Belina and Hogrefe enumerate the benefits of formal specification 

languages:

a) a well defined set of concepts;

b) unambiguous, clear, precise and concise specifications;

c) a basis for verifying specifications with respect to completeness and correctness;

d) a basis for determining whether or not an implementation conforms to the specifications;

e) a basis for determining the consistency of specifications relative to each other;

f) use of computer-based tools to create, maintain, verify, simulate and validate specifications;

g) computer support for generating applications without the need of the traditional coding phase.

Given the importance and increasing use of formal languages, it was decided to study their 

application to network integrity as part of this work. In particular, three techniques were explored 

namely SDL [Olsen et al. 94], MSC [ITU-T Z.120 94] and TTCN [Probert and Monkewich 92]. 

Each of these languages is conceived for use at different stages in the development process as 

illustrated in Figure 10. They were chosen for a number of reasons. The first one is that are 

currently within the most widely used languages in the telecommunication industries and research 

communities. Another reason is that they are international standards, SDL and MSC have been 

specified by ITU, and TTCN by ISO, which makes them well defined and referenced languages. 

This has the advantage that they are under ongoing investigation and continuous evolution to 

incorporate new needs. Also, there are commercial software available to build and test systems 

based on these languages and that integrate the three of them. As this work focuses on design 

methodologies, only SDL and MSC were employed. A brief description of SDL and MSC is 

included next. A more detailed description of SDL is included in appendix D.

SDL (Specification and Description Language)

SDL is the Specification and Description Language standardised by the former CCITT 

(International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee), currently ITU-T [ITU-T Z.lOO]. 

The development of SDL began in 1972 after a period of investigations. The first version of the 

language was issued in 1976. The first CCITT Recommendation (Z.lOO Recommendation) was in 

1980, followed by updates in 1984, 1988, 1992 and 1996. During this period, the language has 

experienced considerable evolution. Object oriented features were included in 1992 (SDL-92), and
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in 1996, a few updates were made to the language in an addendum to the standard. Current SDL is 

now defined in the 1992 Z.lOO standard with the 1996 addendum.

For systems engineering SDL is frequently used in combination with other languages, such as 

OMT (Object Modelling Technique) [Rumbaugh et al. 91], MSC (Message Sequence Charts), 

ASN.l (Abstract Syntax Notation) and TTCN (Tree and Tabular Combined Notation). Some of 

these languages have also been studied within the same group within the ITU. The ITU Z.105 

standard defines the use of SDL with A SN .l, and the Z.120 standard defines MSC. There has been 

work relating the SDL and TTCN semantic models, and the TTCN is used for testing standards 

and systems written using SDL. The use of OMT object model notation in conjunction with MSC 

and SDL is a powerful combination that covers most aspects of system engineering.

One of the advantages of SDL is the availability of commercial software tools for the specification 

and design of systems using SDL, and simulation of these systems, hence aiding in the validation 

process. These software tools have also experienced considerable advance within the past few 

years, incorporating the upgrades in the language and the integration with some of the other 

languages mentioned above.

Today, SDL is widely used in the telecommunications field, but it also being applied to a diverse 

number of other areas ranging over aircraft, train control, medical and packaging systems. In 

general, the suitability of the language is for real-time, stimulus-response systems.

SDL has two concrete types of syntax, a graphic representation - SDL/GR- and a textual 

representation - SDL/PR. The graphic form is the most widely used, because it is more intuitive 

and displays relationships more clearly than the textual form, which looks like a programming 

language. Both types of syntax can be used in conjunction, embedding fragments of the textual 

form in the graphic form where text is more suitable, e.g. for representation of data and operations.

SDL is based on structural decomposition of the systems. The top level is the system  level, and 

this is decomposed in a top-down fashion into blocks, which in its turn can be broken down in 

processes. Figure 12 shows an example of how this structural decomposition is achieved. 

Blocks/processes communicate via the exchange of signals, carried by channels/signal routes. This 

structural decomposition of the system into blocks and processes is primarily a logical
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decomposition made in order to show the abstract behaviour of the system, and therefore does not 

necessarily correspond to a physical decomposition of the real system.

Partitioned
block

Leaf
blocks

S U B B L O C KS U B B L O C K

PR O C ESSP R O C E SS

121

P R O C E SS

112

P R O C E SS

BLOCK B2

BLOCK B1

SYSTEM S

Figure 12. Structuring of a system into blocks, sub-blocks and processes

The problem domain in SDL is reactive behaviour. The behaviour of a system is constituted by the 

behaviour of a number of processes in the system. In SDL, each process is an extended Finite State 

Machine that works autonomously and concurrently with other processes.

Processes co-operate asynchronously by exchanging discrete messages called signals. Processes 

can also send and receive signals from the environment. In SDL, each system is viewed as a black 

box that exchanges messages with the environment. Information and details about the environment 

are not included. It is assumed that the environment acts in an SDL-like fashion, and must obey 

the constraints given by the system description.

Since a formal specification has to be as implementation independent as possible, specification 

languages do not cover performance issues. However, if SDL is to be used for simulation of 

networks and services in the context o f network integrity, performance characteristics are 

essential, and ways to incorporate performance information into SDL models must be found. This 

issue is dealt with in chapter 8.
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MSC (Message Sequence Charts)

MSC is a graphical and textual language for the description and specification of the interactions 

between system components. The main area of application for Message Sequence Charts is as an 

overview specification of the communication behaviour of real-time systems, in particular 

telecommunication switching systems. MSCs are a means of visualising selected system runs 

(traces) within communication systems. Message Sequence Charts may be used for requirement 

specification, simulation and validation, test-case specification and documentation of real-time 

systems. They have been informally used for a long time, and in 1990, their standardisation was 

agreed by ITU in the language called MSC. This standard was approved in 1992 in 

recommendation Z.120 [ITU-T Z.120]. Since 1992, recommendation Z.120 has been updated with 

enhancements and modifications to MSC. The current version is known as M SC’96.

MSC can be viewed as a special trace language which mainly concentrates on message 

interchanging by communicating entities such as SDL services, processes, blocks and their 

environment. Like SDL, MSC has two syntactical forms, a pure textual one MSC/PR and a 

graphical one MSC/GR. A main advantage of MSC is that its graphical notation, in the form of 

graphical layouts, provides a very intuitive understanding of the described system behaviour.

An example of an MSC is depicted in Figure 13, showing three processes in an SDL defined 

system plus the environment, and the flow of messages between them. The vertical lines represent 

the passage of time of time, the hexagons symbols represent a state in the processes, and the arrow 

headed lines are the messages exchanged between the processes -  signals, in the SDL notation. 

Each signal has an associated name and can carry some parameters.

ITU recommendation Z.120 contains the syntax and informal explanations of the semantics. One 

of the goals of the process of standardisation is the definition of a formal semantics of the 

language, using formal algebra. For more information about the formalisation of MSC, the reader 

can refer to [Mauw and Reniers 94].
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Figure 13. Example of a Message Sequence Chart

MSCs are often used in conjunction with SDL, since both languages complement one another in 

many respects. Whereas SDL provides a comprehensive description within individual processes,
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MSC focus on the communication behaviour of system components and their environment by 

means of message exchange. One MSC represents only one scenario of the problem, a selected 

system trace. Hence, a set of specified MSCs covers partial system behaviour only. In contrast, 

SDL describes the overall system behaviour.

3.3.2.2. Modelling

Telecommunication services are becoming increasingly advanced and complex. New technologies 

and paradigms, such as intelligent networks, permit the fast provision of services and a large 

increase in the number of different services offered. Consequently, the comprehension and 

understanding of the behaviour and operation of services by single individuals becomes 

unfeasible. In this complex scenario, the role of modelling and simulation is of paramount 

importance. Modelling and simulation techniques present the following advantages:

a) Reduction in costs, i.e. the cost of the resources required for modelling are considerably

lower than those needed to replicate the real network.

b) An adequate modelling exercise helps to detect and resolve problems before the launching of

the services, when those errors could jeopardise the integrity of the real network.

c) Telecommunication markets are moving towards new services where there is no expertise. 

There is a general lack of understanding, and this can be provided by appropriate modelling. 

It is worth remarking that the value of a model is not only the results it produces, but also the 

expertise and knowledge acquired during the construction of the models themselves.

Modelling activities are considered here an essential component in the proposed overall integrity 

framework, and the rest of the work focuses on this area. The topic is discussed in depth in 

subsequent chapters.

3.32.3 . Testing

Service testing

The design cycle of a new service involves a number of stages, from the feasibility study to the 

detailed design. At each stage, appropriate validation and verification of the obtained results must 

be accomplished. Then, different levels of testing of the product must be carried out.
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Besides the testing against specifications, it is necessary to carry out end-to-end testing of services 

in the way the customers would use them. Many of the intranetwork and internetwork problems 

are in fact identified by testing, and hence the specification of test scripts is a vital activity. 

Clearly, it is not possible or desirable from a cost and time perspective, to test every combination 

of circumstances. The problem is exacerbated by the increasing variety of systems and equipment 

combinations, the complexity of the services and the fact that the development cycles tend to be 

very different between different services, which makes it difficult to develop general testing 

scripts. There is therefore a need for risk analysis to determine the costs/benefits of how much 

testing to carry out (see section 3.3.2.4)

There are two traditional approaches to testing. The first approach consists of trying to identify 

problems as early as possible in the development cycles. The second approach concentrates on 

time to market to gain market share, launch the services as soon as possible, and fix the problems 

afterwards. Hence there is a trade-off between the advantages of end-to-end testing to minimise in- 

service problems at increasing cost with time, against the delay to launching the services, as 

illustrated in Figure 14.

Due to the increasing complexity of the telecommunication systems, it is not possible to test 

everything, and the number of test cases generated has to be reduced to a manageable number. An 

important issue in the construction of test scripts is to identify those areas of greatest complexity 

where problems are more likely to arise. At present, the exercise of producing adequate test suites 

is performed manually. The selection of test suite structures is done by the test engineer who has a 

deep knowledge and understanding of the system being tested. There is a strong requirement for 

experience and imagination from the people designing the tests to determine aspects that are most 

likely to reveal problems. Although this human component will always be necessary, there is a 

need to develop more automated techniques and procedures to capture the expertise of these 

individuals and make it widely available [Woollard 93]. The study carried out in a major UK 

operator revealed the use of automated testers, which can reproduce testing sequences 

automatically over a period of time. This type of testers are useful to identify those type of 

problems which only occur once in many times, and can not easily be found through manual 

testing. However, the specification of the testing sequences that the tester must perform remains a 

complex task, still left to the human expert. As networks and services sophistication increases, the 

single expert who has a global knowledge of the whole system is replaced by many experts, each
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specialising in specific parts of the problem. Expertise is fragmented and this distributed 

knowledge must be unified in a coherent way that can be accessible and useful to a variety of 

people. Hence the need for powerful and efficient documentation techniques.

Cost per problem 
identified by testingProblems

identifiedCost & 
Revenue

Loss of 
m arket share

Potential

TimeOptimum

Figure 14. Testing compromise

Systems testing. The USA experience.

The increased heterogeneity within modern telecommunication networks stems from the 

incorporation of new network technologies and multi-supplier systems in a multi-network 

environment, supporting an ever-increasing range of services. For the assurance of network 

integrity in such a heterogeneous arena, the approach adopted by the US telecommunication 

industry, and most notably Bellcore, has been to undertake considerable testing analysis to achieve 

seamless operation. Testing programs have been organised which encompass stand-alone technical 

analysis and auditing of individual systems, multi-supplier interoperability, as well as internetwork 

interoperability. Details about the USA test environment can be found in [ONP-UCL 94]. A 

programme deserving special mention is the Internetwork Interoperability Test Plan (IITP) [Ward 

95] [Lewin and Branflick 94]. The IITP is an industry-wide group focussing on interoperability 

testing for assuring network integrity of the interconnected CCS networks. The objective of the 

IITP is to identify and address consequential internetwork Common Channel Signalling (CCS) 

interoperability issues. IITP allows for early detection of interoperability problems between 

interconnected CCS networks, and it is widely accepted as being essential to maintaining national 

CCS network integrity. The identification and resolution of internetwork interoperability problems 

in a test environment makes it less likely that significant problems will occur in the live network 

environment. In fact, over 80 issues were discovered in a recent IITP test phase.
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Here it is believed that co-operation between competing operators, service providers and suppliers 

to build a common ground for testing and sharing information and experiences is a key step to 

identify and prevent integrity problems related to interconnect, and that the creation in Europe of 

programs such as the IITP should be pursued, as recommended to the European Commission in 

[ONP-UCL 94].

3.3.2 4. Static risk analysis

Risk analysis must be integrated in the development process, in order to understand the limitations 

imposed in the specification, design, implementation and testing of systems and the risk associated 

to these limitations. Building a system that is absolutely robust and designed to work under any 

circumstances is not feasible for two reasons. On the one hand, conscious limitations must be 

imposed due to the trade off between the robustness and flexibility of a system and the associated 

cost of building it. On the other hand, it is not possible to predict all the conditions under which 

the system will have to work in the future, particularly in the rapidly changing telecommunication 

environments. Even if a system is designed to work for a wide spectrum of conditions, unexpected 

situations may rise in the future for which the system has not been designed. Understanding the 

potential consequences of both conscious and unexpected limitations becomes of paramount 

importance. For this reason, a risk assessment methodology that helps to assess the probability, 

impact and consequences of actions must be developed and integrated in the development of 

systems.

Risks also exist in the testing arena. As stated in section 3.3.2.3, the high complexity of 

telecommunication systems and services impedes to test everything. Testing must focus in those 

areas where problems are more likely to arise, whereas other aspects that can be treated as low risk 

and will not be included in the testing. The level of testing carried out must also be subjected to 

risk assessment, and the testing limitations must be understood and documented, together with 

foreseeable consequences of these limitations. Risk analysis should be applied at the different 

levels of systems development, in order to determine the amount of test that needs to be performed 

for different levels of risk. Increasing the amount of testing decreases the risks, but increases the 

costs and delays. These risks should be analysed, categorised and documented.
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A great part of the risk assessment activity would consist in keeping records of any constraints 

decisions taken during the development of the systems, and an assessment of the effects that these 

limitations would have in adverse conditions. Such an activity would:

a) provide a better understanding of the systems operations;

b) make the information accessible to a variety of people, other than those involved in the

design process;

c) help to identify weak points in the systems and where problems are likely to arise;

d) help in the diagnosis of failure and to a more rapid identification of the actions required to

fix the problems;

e) help to evaluate consequences of failure, for example, in terms of lost calls, damage to 

equipment, cost, etc.

The development of an efficient risk assessment methodology relies in the use of efficient 

documentation techniques and powerful information tools (e.g. KBS).

3.3.2.5. Documentation and information processing

The traditional approach to service design has been to design new services in isolation, without 

taking into account the operating environment. This has worked well in the past in the public 

network because the number or services supported were very limited. Conversely, current and 

forthcoming telecommunications are characterised by the fast provision of an increasing number 

of emerging services. New technologies and architectures are being developed, e.g. Intelligent 

Networks, TINA, TMN, etc. to respond to the demand for new and more advanced services. The 

increasing number of available services that have to co-exist in the networks raises the problem of 

undesired service or feature interactions (section 2.2.2.4). As the number of services and 

interactions between them increases, the need to design services taking into consideration other 

services already in operation becomes apparent. This requires an integrated approach where an 

essential component is the availability of data and information about the different existing 

services. It is believed that Knowledge Based Systems can play an important role in this area, and 

this is represented as KBS (knowledge base systems) in the diagram of Figure 10.

Another characteristic of historic approaches to service design is the strong reliance on human 

expertise and imagination. Areas such as the design of test scripts and the identification of
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potential problem scenarios rely heavily on the expertise, imagination and ability of the people 

who have been working with the systems for a considerable amount of time. This reliance on 

single experts presents two problems. On the one hand, the increasing complexity and large 

amount of information necessary to understand new telecommunication systems require an 

expertise base well beyond the comprehension of single individual. On the other hand, a major 

issue arises when these experts leave their jobs, taking all their knowledge and expertise with 

them. Thus, the traditional manual approach to the maintenance of network integrity, which relies 

on the knowledge of individual experts, is no longer valid. Hence the need to develop efficient 

electronic documentation techniques and mechanisms to store and process information in an 

formalised and automated way to make it accessible, meaningful and useful to different people. 

The human factor will always be necessary, i.e. it will always be necessary to have people who 

understand the systems. However, it would be convenient to reduce the dependency on the 

expertise of these individuals and find a way to merge the expertise of people in different areas, 

gather their knowledge and document it in an intelligent way to make it available to other people. 

We believe that knowledge based systems will play a key role in this area.

3.3.3. Dynamic actions

This part of the methodology refers to those activities that must be undertaken in ‘live’ systems 

while services are in operation, in order to ensure that the appropriate integrity levels are 

maintained. Figure 10 shows that, as in the static part, a key component of the framework is a 

KBS. Testing in this context includes testing of the monitoring systems themselves, hence the link 

between the testing and monitoring boxes in Figure 10. The other essential activities are 

monitoring, in order to detect violations of integrity levels; risk analysis, to assist in the decisions 

about the actions to take when problems are detected; and finally the restoration mechanisms to 

solve the problems. Information and results from these activities are fed into the KBS. This 

information can be very valuable when new tests have to be designed in the future, and as an input 

to the risk assessment in order to decide about the appropriate restoration actions to be taken.

3.3 3.1. Monitoring and control

Monitoring and control of the integrity parameters is required in order to identify in what integrity 

region the network is operating at any time. This will permit the assessment of the network to
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determine whether it is in a safe state or, conversely, in a situation of high risk, where unexpected 

actions or changes, such as the introduction of a new service or network interconnect, incurs a 

high probability of catastrophic failure. The integrity framework must assist in predicting the loss 

of integrity due to such actions and providing a criteria to take appropriate measures, e.g. not to 

allow the interconnect in the terms proposed.

Powerful monitoring systems that check specified parameters are required. Some sophisticated 

monitoring tools are available in the market. In the area of signalling, for example, there are 

commercial tools that permit checking of all the incoming and outgoing messages in the STPs 

(Signalling Transfer Points), and provide statistics about types of messages in the link, link 

failures, etc. They also permit the analysis of the contents of the signalling messages in the links, 

giving complete information about types of message, dialled numbers, content o f the message 

fields, etc. and allow the definition of thresholds and introduction of alarms when thresholds are 

exceeded. As in the testing arena, an essential issue is to decide what things must be monitored, 

and how to extract useful information from the vast amounts of data that these monitoring systems 

can produce. Again, an information processing problem. Finally, the monitoring systems are also 

exposed to potential integrity degradations, and hence the need to subject them to appropriate 

testing.

3.3.S.2. Restoration mechanisms

Due to the high complexity of telecommunication networks, the possibility of failure cannot be 

completely eliminated, even with a rigorous design methodology and exhaustive testing. Hence, 

another essential component of dynamic actions is the selection of efficient recovery mechanisms 

to restore the functionality of the networks when integrity degradation is detected. This requires a 

good knowledge of the system behaviour together with information that helps to diagnose the 

cause of failure. Monitoring the integrity parameters in real time will permit rapid detection of 

threshold violation. Information about possible error states and their probabilities can be used to 

rapidly identify the source of failure and trigger the pertinent actions. These actions will depend on 

the criteria set by “operators”, depending on the band of integrity in which the system is operating.
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The design and selection of appropriate restoration mechanisms requires:

1. Monitoring the parameters that can be considered as indicators of the degree of integrity, in 

order to quickly detect threshold violations that indicate a degradation of the integrity levels 

(i.e. monitoring and control, section 3.3.3.1).

2. To build criteria for taking actions, depending on the degree of loss of integrity. This includes 

identification of different regions of risk, and definition of the threshold values of the 

measures that define these regions. This requires the development of some risk analysis 

methodology to assess the severity of the failures (i.e. dynamic risk analysis, section 3.3.3.3).

3. To use information from previous experiences to assist in deciding what actions should be 

taken according to the type of failure detected. This information from previous experiences 

must be maintained in an information system (i.e. use of a knowledge-based system, section

3.3.1), that must be updated every time new situations arise and new criteria or restoration

actions are defined.

A methodology for identifying immediate actions that should be taken in the event of SS7 failure 

is proposed in the EURESCOM Project 307 Task 3: Methods for Handling and Prevention of 

Failures in Signalling System No. 7 [EURESCOM 307]. The objective of this project considering 

SS No. 7 failure reports was to give methods and guidelines to European PNGs on how to avoid 

SS No. 7 failures in the future. The flowchart illustrating the proposed methodology is reproduced 

in Figure 15.

The proposed methodology is a good starting point towards an efficient recovery methodology. It

is however a very high level description, and there are various points that require further

consideration. In particular:

a) How is the seriousness of a failure assessed? In [EURESCOM 307] it is suggested that the 

seriousness of a failure is related to the size of the failure, in terms of number of customers 

effected, how long the failure could continue for, which services are effected, etc. This 

approach is rather simplistic, and this is in fact a point that requires much more analysis. A 

large collection of factors needs to be considered to assess the severity of a failure. For 

example, the number of customers effected is not indicative on its own, the type of customers 

that are effected is also important, e.g. residential or business customers. The analysis of 

seriousness or severity of a failure must be done following a decomposition approach.
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d iv id ing  the p rob lem  into areas o r ca tegories and apply ing  severity  c rite ria  to each o f  them . 

T his task links to the risk analysis  activ ity  p roposed .

b) An essen tia l piece in the E U R E SC O M  proposed  m ethodology  is an inform ation  system  

con ta in ing  records o f  p rev ious failure experiences. T his re lates to the expert system  in the 

in tegrity  fram ew ork  p roposed  here.
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Figure 15. Example of a flow -chart fo r identifying w hat im m ediate 

action should be taken in case of failure

O ne o f the m ain obstacles m entioned  in the E U R E SC O M  report is the d ifficu lty  in obtain ing 

in form ation  from  operators and suppliers as regards failures. T w o o f  the po in ts underlined  in this 

report are as follow s:

1. T he relevance o f analysing  in form ation  from  US operators, because  o f  US o p e ra to r’s 

experience and confidence in p lanning , im plem en ting  and operating  th e ir SS N o. 7 netw orks 

and their “open” reporting  environm ent.
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2. The difficulties in obtaining information from European operators and manufactures, because 

they are possibly worried that they could show defects in the hardware and software provided 

by suppliers and/or errors in planning, operating and maintaining their SS No. 7 networks. 

The importance of sharing information about failures and outages among PNOs and between 

PNOs and hardware and/or software suppliers is outlined as an essential way of improving 

network effectiveness and service quality. This is in accordance with the views defended here, 

as stated in section 3.3.2.3. As proposed in [EURESCOM 307], in order to grant 

confidentiality, reports could be made through mediating bodies (standardisation 

organisations like ITU an ETSI or EURESCOM are suggested).

3.3.3.S. Dynamic risk analysis

Risk analysis is also necessary during the operation of the services, in order to assess the severity 

of detected integrity violations and to decide the appropriate restoration policy. For high integrity 

violations, the recovery actions might involve a complete reset of the system, whereas minor 

integrity deviations might be acceptable if the cost associated in restoring integrity exceed the cost 

due to the integrity loss. These decisions must be taken based on a rigorous understanding of the 

risks taken, and hence the need of risk dynamic analysis.

3.3 .34 . Testing

Testing is necessary due to the changing nature of the networks and services. As described in 

section 3.3.2.3, testing must be undertaken prior to the launch of a new service to detect potential 

failures and feature interactions, and when new equipment is to be introduced in the network. This 

type of testing has been included in the static part of the methodology, because it occurs before the 

new service or piece of equipment is introduced in the real network. Dynamic testing is also 

necessary to ensure the correct functioning of the live systems.

Testing is essential to assure that a high level of network integrity is maintained under the 

introduction of changes in the networks, e.g. introduction of new equipment, new product features, 

new network services, new architectures, etc. In particular, testing plays a major role between 

interconnected networks. Agreed industry documents that dictate the terms of this interconnect 

testing must exist. In past years, when the telecommunications market was dominated by large 

operators, and these dominating organisations specified the interconnect testing scripts and
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conditions to allow interconnect. As the telecommunications market becomes increasingly open to 

competing organisations, the role of the dominant operator becomes less clear, and hence 

interconnect testing agreements will need to be produced by neutral bodies or by consensus 

between the affected operators or service providers, possibly with mediation of neutral regulatory 

bodies.

Interoperability testing across multi-product and multi-network environments becomes very 

difficult to achieve, due to technical, regulatory and time-constrained reasons. When changes are 

introduced in the network, a first step is usually supplier stand-alone testing and lab testing (using 

network provider and/or supplier lab facilities) to reflect the unique environment for the changed 

network. Interoperability testing is then typically done in a non-intrusive mode, as a final 

verification of the changes environment. Live network testing, although more realistic, is difficult 

and risky, because it is limited to “sunny-day” scenarios, i.e. to test the ability of the system to 

perform under normal conditions, and might jeopardise “live” calls. Provocative testing, where the 

normal conditions of operation are deliberately exceeded to observe what causes failure, will also 

need to be done in an off-line or lab environment. Even in this case such type of testing is 

extremely difficult due to the large number of network and supplier products interconnecting to 

the changing network element. However, provocative testing is a necessity in order to achieve 

some level of assurance that interoperability across products or network is not affected by changes 

to existing products.

3.3.3 5. Documentation and information processing

The different types of information involved in the dynamic part of the integrity methodology have 

been discussed in previous sections. As discussed in previous sections, a key piece in the dynamic 

actions part of the integrity framework is the efficient documentation of relevant information 

obtained from different activities. This information must be used to increase the knowledge base 

of the expert system, and it includes;

1. Integrity parameters and threshold values that define different regions of risk.

2. Information about possible restoration mechanisms for particular failure conditions and the 

associated risk of each the possible options.

3. Information from previous experience in integrity violations.

4. Testing results.
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3.4. Proposed modelling framework

The integrity framework discussed in the previous section is a very large and complex framework 

proposed as a guide for telecommunication organisations, highlighting key areas and activities. 

For the purpose of this project, the scope needed to be narrowed down, and hence it was decided 

to concentrate in one of the components of the framework. Thus, from all the activities involved 

this project focuses on the predictive modelling part. There are two main reasons for this choice. 

The first one is that modelling is the most feasible activity to understand the systems and their 

potential behaviour with the resources available in the academic environment where this work was 

developed. Certain activities, such as monitoring or documenting previous experiences, require 

access to the real network systems and data, which in many cases may be regarded as confidential. 

The other reason for focusing the work on modelling is that, due to the theoretical, analytical and 

long-term nature of the work, these activities are better suited for academic environments than for 

industrial organisations, where practical, shorter-term activities have a higher priority.

The remainder of the work focuses in the investigation of the use of modelling and simulation 

techniques to identify integrity threats and enhance the integrity of networks and services. It is 

believed here that modelling has a key role to play in commercial telecommunication 

organisations, and this becomes imperative with the dramatic increase in the complexity of 

modern services and networks. An additional advantage of modelling arises because building a 

model is actually as useful as its possible applications. The use of models is not only the numerical 

results obtained from them, but also the expertise, understanding and knowledge acquired from 

building the models. In real environments, modelling and analysis must work in conjunction with 

experimentation, so that predictive capabilities of the models can be tested and validated. A deeper 

discussion on the benefits of using modelling techniques to assist with the design of services is 

included in section 3.4.1. The details of the modelling framework proposed here are discussed in 

section 3.4.2.

3.4.1. Modelling rationale

In the changing and innovative telecommunication environments, modelling and simulation 

techniques must play an essential role. There is a need to understand and analyse how new 

services operate and the effects of the introduction of new services in the networks, e.g. interaction
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with network resources, with the users, with other services, etc. This is particularly important in 

the context of preserving network integrity, where the identification o f potential errors or 

undesirable interactions before the services go live, is of paramount of importance.

Here it is believed that modelling and simulation will become increasingly important within 

commercial organisations such as network operators, equipment suppliers and service providers. 

Hence the importance of developing appropriate and well structured modelling methodologies that 

result in a coherent modelling activity within an organisation. A major consideration must be to 

aim for re-usability of models. The development and use of models is an activity that requires a 

great deal of investment in terms of time, money and effort. Models designed in isolation, for 

specific scenarios, and tailored to solve an individual problem may provide effective solutions for 

this particular problem. However, these models are likely to be discarded afterwards, and it is very 

inefficient to ignore all the effort and expertise put into the construction of such models.

Models are often used to reproduce existing systems or systems under development, with the aim 

of identifying problems. The view sustained here goes beyond this. In the proposed approach, 

models are a component of a larger framework where all the integrating activities have to be co

ordinated (as described in section 3.3). This is regarded as a long-term framework, and aims to 

support future scenarios as well as current ones. This is why major requirements of an integrity 

framework are flexibility, adaptability and scalability to adapt to diverse situations (as discussed in 

section 3.2.1). Hence, it is believed that it is essential that telecommunication organisations focus 

on the investigation and development of long-term methodologies, rather than on the provision of 

short-term solutions to specific problems. The proposed approach to maintaining integrity is from 

a pre-emptive perspective, where identification of risk is an essential area. It is believed that 

improvement of design methodologies will reduce the risk of problems in the future; and in case 

problems occur, it will be easier to detect them and correct them. Risk analysis implies accounting 

for future possible situations or combinations of events that could cause integrity degradation, the 

study of their probability and the assessment of their effects. Since future can not be exactly 

predicted, models must not be strictly limited to precisely defined situations; hence, the need for 

adaptability and flexibility of the models.

The benefits of modelling activities are not always well appreciated in commercial environments. 

In industrial organisations, where time and money constraints are usually very limiting and speed
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to market is a key issue, modelling activities tend to be regarded as low priority. Effort usually 

concentrates on activities that are more practical and in providing short-term solutions to existing 

problems. One reason why modelling activities are not always well supported is that the results 

obtained from them often appear too late to allow effective action to be taken. This is mostly due 

to the lack of a well-structured and maintained modelling activity within the organisation. 

Therefore, for every problem under study, models are developed from scratch to solve that specific 

problem. This approach presents two disadvantages. One is the inevitable delay due to the time 

consuming phase of building the models. The other is that, because these models are developed in 

isolation and tailored to solve specific problems, they are often discarded after the analysis of that 

problem is completed.

To minimise the issues mentioned above, well-structured modelling activities are required where 

one key aim should be the future re-use of the models. A team of model developers should be 

responsible for the construction of libraries of model components that can then be used by other 

people to analyse specific scenarios. This separation between model developers and model users 

permits a more efficient use of the expertise within a company. The construction of models 

requires highly technically skilled people with a strong knowledge of modelling techniques and 

programming languages. On the other hand, the potential users of models are people with a good 

understanding of other areas or sets of problems, i.e. personnel responsible for the provision of a 

particular service, but they do not necessarily have significant expertise in modelling or 

programming. Thus, libraries of models built by the model developers may be used as tools by a 

variety of people. This approach permits easier and faster generation of results from the modelling 

activity, because the basic components are readily available for use. The user only needs to 

concentrate in the details specific to the particular scenario under study, in the simulation of that 

scenario, and in the acquisition and analysis of results.

Building generic model components is a very complex task. A major issue is to achieve a 

satisfactory degree of flexibility. The model developer must account for possible future extensions 

to the models, which are not always obvious. Aiming for a high degree of flexibility adds 

complexity to building the models, since often what seems the best solution for a particular 

problem is not satisfactory for another one, and these trade-offs must be solved. Designing flexible 

models is also a much longer-term activity than building models tailored to specific problems. As 

previously stated, this is a big obstacle in an industrial organisation, where the time factor always
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plays a key role, and where people are generally required to provide short term solutions rather 

than spending long periods of time building something whose use might not be apparent until 

much later. Besides, a model to evaluate a particular service or network solution needs to be 

developed and used within the development time of the network or service, which generally has 

specified dates to meet the service launch date.

The construction of models needs to adhere to well-defined rules and guidelines. Before any 

modelling activity starts, a methodology must be developed to produce these rules, guidelines and 

instructions. This activity is essential in order to guarantee compatibility between different model 

components, which are likely to be developed by a variety of people, as well as re-usability of 

these components. The modelling methodology must cover issues such as:

a) Notation - A consistent notation must be used by all model developers in order to achieve 

compatibility between components and to provide clarity and uniformity of model 

descriptions.

b) Specification of interfaces - Each model component should be regarded as a black box, whose 

internal details only need to be known by the developers of that component. To guarantee 

compatible interconnection of different model components, the interfaces of these black boxes 

need to conform to predefined rules. For example, in SDL, the sets of acceptable inputs and 

possible outputs need to be specified.

c) Construction of libraries - The model components must be organised in the form of libraries 

where components are grouped by a meaningful criteria, e.g. network components, service 

components, population components, etc. (see section 3.4.2.4)

d) Documentation - The model libraries must be documented both for the model developers and 

for the users of the models. The former should include information about how the components 

are constructed, with special emphasis in the detailed specification of the interfaces. The latter 

should be a higher level description of the functional aspects of the components, avoiding 

details about their internal implementation, and focusing on guidelines on how to use them, 

their limitations, connectivity to other components, etc.

e) Reference - All the modelling components must be referenced in a common framework, in 

order to facilitate easy identification of existing components, and their location.
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The type of modelling required to investigate threats to network integrity presents a high degree of 

complexity. This is due to several reasons, namely:

a) the large variety of services,

b) the diversity of network equipment and software, often provided by different vendors,

c) the fact that integrity threats may come from a multitude of areas, i.e. signalling, performance, 

incorrect service specifications, etc. which on their own embrace a multitude of factors,

d) complexity is increased in the network interconnect scenario.

The diversity of environments makes re-usability of models difficult because building generic 

model components that can be used to simulate different scenarios is a complex issue. An 

appropriate level of abstraction must be achieved, where essential common features are identified 

and included in basic modelling components. Added to these base components, other more 

specific components will embrace features specific to particular scenarios. This can be achieved 

by a process of customisation or refinement of base components where possible, or by designing 

completely separate specific components. In the former case, for model components to be built as 

refinement of base components, the languages used for modelling must support some form of 

inheritance'. In the latter case, when specific components cannot be derived from base components 

and hence must be constructed from scratch, these specific components must still satisfy the 

requirements in terms of compatibility and connectivity specified in the methodology.

The investigation and treatment of network integrity degradation requires input from a number of 

activities, e.g. previous experiences, test results, people’s expertise and modelling activity. As 

discussed in section 3.3, this raises the need for powerful automated information systems, where 

information from all these sources can be incorporated, processed and accessed easily and 

efficiently. These requirements apply to the modelling activity itself. The modelling tools and 

methodologies should facilitate the extrapolation of information from the modelling and 

simulation results. Extremely complex models and extensive simulations that produce large 

amounts of data are not useful unless there are mechanisms in place to process all this data

' Inheritance is a concept in object oriented languages by which an object type (subclass) can 

inherit some of the properties of another (superclass).
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efficiently. It is believed that visualisation techniques should play an essential role in this respect. 

They would provide the users of the models with global views of the system, as well as the ability 

to select specific parts of the system to be observed in greater detail. It must be emphasised that 

the work does not finish with the construction of the models and the production of quantitative 

results from the simulations. This on its own is not useful unless it is followed by efficient 

processing and meaningful presentation of those simulation results.

3.4.2. Key components in the proposed integrity modelling framework

In order to use modelling and simulation techniques a careful planning of the modelling strategy to 

be employed must be carried out. The proposed modelling framework identifies four main areas 

for analysis . These are:

1. Aims of models, i.e. expected outputs, and modelling methodology,

2. Level of abstraction of the models,

3. Inputs required to the models,

4. Language and tools employed.

The next subsections deal with these points in detail.

3.4 2.1. Aim of the models and modelling methodology

Before a model is started, it is essential to define the objectives of the model and the modelling 

methodology. Due to the constraints in time and resources, here it was decided to focus on the 

signalling aspect, where signalling refers to control information flows within the system and the 

associated processing and data. Signalling is not the only factor relevant to network integrity, and 

threats to integrity may occur due to a large number of reasons and from a variety of domains. 

Signalling was chosen because it is an area of very fast complexity growth in modern 

telecommunication services and hence it requires deeper understanding and study. As discussed in 

chapter 2, the trend in telecommunications is the introduction of new complex services, many of 

them working across the domain of more than one network and based on the principles of 

intelligent networks (IN). In IN the control o f services is separated from the call control and 

specific network functions can be built on physically distributed platforms [Bale 95]. 

Telecommunication networks are becoming distributed computing environments, where
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functionality is physically distributed in the networks. This implies the need for different entities 

to inter-operate and communicate in real time via signalling, which makes the issue of 

concurrency a key problem in this type of environment. Signalling becomes increasingly complex 

as services evolve, and because of this increasing complexity, it is likely to be one of the main 

sources of failures.

The problem is approached from a services perspective. In this context, a service is viewed as a 

collection of distributed objects or entities performing different tasks and interacting with each 

other to provide the service functionality. It is necessary to gain a good understanding of how 

services operate, i.e. the interactions between different service components, the use of resources 

and signalling activity, etc. This requires formal service descriptions that represent the behaviour 

of services (see section 3.4.2.4).

As discussed in [ONP-UCL 94], appendix H, a number of different approaches can be taken to 

build a model:

1) The first approach looks at the service as one of many in a system, i.e. a service is viewed in 

the context of other services.

2) The second, views a service in terms of its internal structure, where all the functions provided 

by the service can be observed.

3) The third, views a service in terms of a logical distribution of functionality among the various 

players involved.

For the initial phase of the work the second approach was selected in order to model the internal 

structure of services. This approach provides an insight into aspects such as:

a) Service features involved,

b) Operations that take place,

c) Signalling messaging involved,

d) Type of data involved,

e) Use of network resources.
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The study of these aspects permits identification of the areas of greater complexity, where integrity 

problems are most likely to arise for a single service.

Further stages require analysis of integrity issues in more complex scenarios. Approach 1) is 

needed in order to study the service in the context o f a multi-service scenario, e.g. to identify 

potential feature interaction problems. In addition, the network interconnect scenario must be 

included, and this may require approach 3), as functionality may reside at either side of the 

interconnect point. However these are more advanced scenarios to model. The initial phase of the 

study must be kept as simple as possible, allowing for complexity to be introduced gradually. 

Therefore, it was decided to focus on a one-service one-network scenario.

Regarding the use of the models, it was decided to focus our modelling work primarily on the 

identification of potential errors in services, e.g. perturbations such us invalid messages that may 

trigger a violation of integrity. Hence, an initial stage was the development of a methodology for 

this purpose. The pursued aim was to identify the possible states of the system, the transitions 

between them and their probabilities, both for normal behaviour and possible error states. The 

behaviour of a system can be represented as an extended finite state machine, as is done in SDL. A 

system run, or trace, is a specific path of behaviour, i.e. a subset of states and the transition 

between them. MSCs (Message Sequence Charts) can be used to represent system traces. A path 

of correct behaviour follows a sequence of acceptable states. Under adverse conditions, the system 

may leave this path of correct behaviour and move to an erroneous state. Some errors will not 

produce a strong deviation from the path of correct behaviour, i.e. the system leaves the normal 

path but still remains within an area of acceptable behaviour. Such minor deviations may also be 

pulled back to the normal path by, for example, error correction mechanisms. These can therefore 

be considered minor errors. Conversely, major errors or combination of errors can cause “control 

mutations”, i.e. can make the network follow a path divergent from that of the correct behaviour.

The aim of the pursued framework is to obtain the overall probabilities for complete paths of 

behaviour, i.e. the probability of moving from one initial state to any of the possible final states. It 

must provide the probability of erroneous behaviour and should permit identification of the risk of 

control mutations that can take the system out of its stable condition towards catastrophic 

breakdown. There is a need to detect deviations and their size, classifying regions of risk and 

categorising errors according to their consequences. Thus, minor errors can be treated differently
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to those leading to catastrophic situation . T he actions to be taken will be d ifferen t in each case. For 

exam ple, in extrem e situations grave errors m ay im pose the need to reset the system , w hereas 

m inor errors m ay even be ignored if  their effect is only tem porary service unavailability .

N orm al 
behav iou r path

M inor e rro r 
T ype  2 ,

C om ple te  
serv ice  behav iour.

M inor e rro r 
^  Type 1

U n accem ab le  behav iour; 
C ontro l m utation A ccep tab le  

behav iou r range

M in o r e r ro r  
T ype 3 1

Figure 16. Path of norm al behaviour and deviations from it

Figure 16 show s a sym bolic represen tation  o f  the ideas d iscussed above. T he large triangle 

rep resen ts the w hole p roblem  dom ain , i.e. all the possible paths that the system  can follow  when 

the service is running. T he top vertex represents the initial state and the surface o f the large 

triangle all the d ifferen t possib le  tra jectories, the shaded area indicating  the region o f acceptable 

behaviour. T he thick line represen ts one specific path o f behaviour, i.e. a particular trace or system  

run. Suppose that this is a path o f correct behaviour, where all the states in the path are acceptable 

states. In a real system  there is often m ore than one acceptable path o f behaviour, depending for 

exam ple on the actions taken by the user, the state o f the called line, etc. For the sake o f sim plicity  

in this exam ple, let us assum e that there is only one. A control m utation  that takes the behaviour 

path out o f the safe region is represen ted  by the long d iverging trajectory . T hree types o f  m inor 

errors are show n, nam ely;
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a) Type 1 : minor deviations that return to the correct path of correct behaviour.

b) Type 2: the errors are detected and the process is stopped, by e.g. correction mechanisms.

c) Type 3: the process terminates in a final state out of the normal path but still within the safe 

region.

The initially proposed methodology is as follows. Given a formal description of a particular 

service, the first step is to identify one possible path of desired behaviour. Then, concentrate on 

this path of behaviour and analyse the transactions involved, e.g. signalling, state transitions, etc. 

Once this path of correct behaviour has been described and understood, the next stage is to identify 

possible errors that can occur, and study how the introduction of these errors affects the behaviour 

of the service. This requires observation of the possible final states that the system could reach 

when a particular error occurs and their probabilities. It is necessary to detect deviations from the 

normal behaviour due to errors and how big these deviations are, and classify regions of risk, i.e. 

categorise the possible sources of errors according to the consequences they might introduce. A 

necessary final stage is the adequate compilation and organisation of the information, so that it can 

be used efficiently.

As shown in Figure 17, the methodology, for the simplified case of one service, can be 

decomposed in seven stages. These stages are described next.

Stage 1: modelling and understanding service behaviour

A formal service description that defines the behaviour and operation of the service is needed. 

SDL can be used to describe the overall behaviour, whereas MSC can be used to visualise selected 

traces and identify message interchanging between communicating entities.

Stage 2: find path of normal behaviour

Given an SDL description of a particular service, focus on one path of desired behaviour and 

analyse the transactions involved, e.g. signalling, state transitions, etc. from the MSC description.

Stage 3: identification of possible sources of error

After describing the behaviour, it is necessary to identify possible error events, and study how the 

introduction of these errors affects the behaviour of the service. Two inputs are needed in order to 

identify possible sources of errors, namely:
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1. M odel service behaviour

r \
2. Path o f normal behaviour

3. Identifv sources o f errors

Perfonnmance 
models

W 4. Introduce errors in model

5. Find error rates

Customers
models

6. Build probability tree

7. Organise information

Figure 17. Stages of the proposed methodology

a) Perform ance m odels o f  the system , in order to identify dynam ic errors due to poor 

perform ance.

b) C ustom er m odels represen ting  the characteristics o f  the population  o f users and the usage 

patterns, i.e. custom er dem and, how  services are accessed and utilised by the custom ers, etc.

T hese inputs are discussed in m ore detail in section 3.4.2.4.

A m odel is built using form al serv ice descrip tions, perform ance characteristics o f the system  and 

custom er m odels as inputs. The output at the end o f  this stage w ill be the identification o f a set o f 

erro rs that can occur w ithin the g iven environm ent.
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Stage 4: introduction of errors in the model and identification of error states

The MSCs that describe a normal path of behaviour need to be modified to introduce the error 

events identified in previous stages. Analysis o f this information will permit the identification of 

error states that can be gradually incorporated into the model in order to build paths of erroneous 

behaviour.

Stage 5: find probabilities for the different error states

After a list of possible error events and states has been identified, they must be matched to rates,

i.e. the probability of errors occurring per time unit. Performance characteristics and customer 

models need to be taken into account to obtain the probabilities of each particular type of error.

Stage 6: construct overall probability tree

In previous steps, errors were treated in an isolated manner. However, the worst problems are 

likely to arise when a chain of errors occurs. Hence the need to identify possible combination of 

errors or sequences of error states that will progressively take the system away from the normal 

behaviour. We must find the correlation between different error states, i.e. the probability that one 

error state leads to another. This forms a large and complex decision tree where each node 

represents a state and the interconnecting branches represent transitions between states and their 

probability. The aim of this stage is to construct this tree and find the probabilities associated with 

each transition.

HighProb
B1 B2

LowProb

HighProb HighProb

Cl C2 C3 C4
LEAST UKELYMOST UKELY

FINAL STATE F IN A L ST AT E S HNAL STATE

Figure 18. Example of state transitions and probabilities
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A simple example is demonstrated in Figure 18, which illustrates part of a tree of state transitions 

and probabilities. Consider A is the initial state. Suppose that from A the system can go to state B1 

with a high probability (HighProb), and to state B2 with a low probability (LowProb). From state 

B1 the system can move to state C l with a high probability or to state C2 with low probability. 

From state B2 there is a high probability to reach state C3 and a low probability to reach state C4. 

Let’s assume that C l, C2, C3 and C4 are final states. We need to find what is the probability of the 

transition from the initial state A to any of these final states. Clearly, from this example the most 

likely final state is C l, because the path that leads to it is a full high probability one. Alternatively, 

state C4 is very unlikely to be reached because both transitions from A to B2 and from B2 to C4 

are very improbable. States C2 and C3 fall into a different category of possible states, because the 

paths to reach them both consist o f a high probability transition plus a low probability one.

Ideally, it should be possible to start at any point in the structure and from there identify all the 

possible paths and their probabilities. This will provide the overall probability of moving from the 

initial state to each of the possible final states. However, realistically, in complex systems, where 

the number of possible paths and final states is extremely large, it would be unfeasible to find the 

probabilities to reach each of the states. Therefore, the work must concentrate in two cases, 

namely:

a) the most likely states (such as state C l), which describe the normal operation of the system, 

and, predominantly,

b) the most dangerous states, i.e. those that fall out of the safe region, even if their occurrence is 

very unlikely, because they need to be quickly identified in order to prevent catastrophic 

failures.

Regardless of the extreme improbability of entering a dangerous control sequence, identification 

of such sequences is extremely important. This is because a system operating for a significant 

length of time will explore a considerable proportion of all the possible sequences. Hence, it will 

eventually enter this dangerous region with catastrophic consequences. In summary, unlikely 

events are inevitable, provided enough time elapses, and if such unlikely events lead to a threat to
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integrity, the threat will manifest itself. The key point is to rapidly identify them and take the 

appropriate actions, before the system fails.

Stage 7: organise information

The last stage of the methodology is to extract useful information from the data obtained in the 

previous stages, so that in can be easily accessed and utilised as a pre-emptive framework. There is 

the need for adequate documentation of all the acquired information, possibly in the form of a new 

kind of expert system where it can be extracted in an intelligent way.

3.4.2.2. Level of abstraction

As Woollard states in [Woollard 95], building a sensible model requires adequate levels of 

abstraction, completeness and simplicity. There is a trade-off between the accuracy with which a 

model represents reality and the simplicity of the model. Some features of the real system may be 

essential for studying a particular problem, whereas they may not have any effect in others. 

Models must capture the aspects of interest for the problem under analysis, whilst maintaining a 

reasonable level of simplicity to facilitate understanding of the models and interpretation of 

results. This trade-off between simplicity and accuracy of the models requires identification of the 

areas relevant to the problem, and exclusion of other aspects that would not add any useful 

information. Careful planning of the modelling methodology where these issues are addressed is 

needed before the modelling activity starts.

The large complexity of modern networks and services introduces the need for decomposition of 

the problems into smaller areas. In order to provide this decomposition, a top-down layered 

approach was designed [ONP-UCL 94], based on the IN conceptual model (see Appendix A). This 

top-down layered modelling approach permits the models to be started with a high level of 

abstraction, increasing the degree of detail gradually and only in the relevant aspects requiring 

finer decomposition. Each layer in the structure represents a different level of detail, increasing 

from top to bottom. For a particular service, the components that can have a relevant effect on 

integrity must be identified and broken down to the necessary level o f detail. Other components 

that do not affect the problem under study can be modelled only at the top level.

The methodology, illustrated in Figure 19, consists of the following layers:
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1. The Service Layer, where a service is contemplated as a set of features, that can be modelled 

as a set of interacting objects. At this level we are not interested in how these features are 

implemented in the system or what resources they use.

2. The Functional Layer is concerned with the functionality that supports the service. This 

service functionality is supported by a set of functions provided by certain entities in the 

network. The functional layer looks at how these functions are constructed within the network 

and how they interwork to provide the required behaviour. At this layer, the functional entities 

are still distributed.

3. The Network Layer looks at the network resources that every functional entity uses, and how 

these resources are distributed around the network. At this level, we start to consider what is 

the physical network structure that supports the functionality. This not only refers to 

hardware, but also to the mode of operation of each network entity.

4. The Operational Layer is where each network entity is broken down into its operating 

components. It must be understood what these operating components are and the interaction 

between them.

5. The Customer Layer is concerned with how customers would use the system, and it is placed 

in the vertical plane because it is present at all the other layers. The customer layer represents 

the interaction of the users with the service. Information such as population models, usage 

patterns, demand characteristics etc. will be extracted from this level and introduced as inputs 

in the other layers.

The important point of this decomposition is that different aspects of the models would access 

only those layers that are required, thus providing a framework that allows the treatment of 

different aspects of the problem with the level of detail needed. The structure of a model will 

generally make use of several degrees of complexity simultaneously. For a given service, certain 

functions can be treated on a gross scale whilst others will need to be expanded in great detail. An 

example of how this decomposition can be applied is included in [ONP-UCL 94] for the case of a 

basic Virtual Private Network (VPN) service [Scott and Stansell 92]. In chapter 6, this 

decomposition is shown for the service modelled in our case study.
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Service Layer

Service^

Functional Layer

Network Layer

Operational Layer

Customer Layer

Figure 19. Layered modelling fram ew ork

3.4.2.3. Modelling languages and tools

A nother im portan t step prev ious to the m odelling  activ ity  is the se lec tion  o f the language and  tools 

to be em ployed  for the construction  o f  the m odels. T h is decision  depends on a num ber o f  factors 

such as;

a) capab ilities o ffered  by the language,

b) resources available,

c) hum an factors.

Firstly , the aim s and requ irem ents o f  the m odels m ust be carefu lly  thought about. T he selected  

language and tools m ust p rovide the capabilities needed to m eet these  requ irem ents. S econdly , 

consideration  m ust be given to the availab ility  o f  resources, w hich m ay im pose lim ita tions on the 

range o f  too ls to use. T his includes hum an resources, e.g. p eo p le ’s expertise , as w ell as physical 

resources, e.g. hardw are and softw are available, and tim e constra in ts . F inally , ano ther im portan t
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aspect when choosing the languages and tools to be employed for the modelling activity are 

human factors. The context for the application of this work is commercial organisations, i.e. 

network operators and service providers. This imposes certain requirements related to the 

applicability, usability and user-friendliness of the proposed tools. A main driver is to provide 

tools that can be easily understood and used by a variety of people, who do not necessarily have a 

large background and expertise in programming and simulation techniques. Hence, the tools need 

to be commercially orientated, as opposed to purely academic approaches that would require 

specially trained people. And they must be easy to use, in order to minimise the learning time.

As a result o f these considerations, two languages were chosen. The first one is the programming 

language C++ [Stroustrup 91]. The second is the specification and description language SDL 

[ITU-T Z.lOO 94]. C++ was viewed as a powerful, flexible and highly technical language. The 

object-oriented approach on which C++ is based is suitable for our modelling methodologies, 

where models are broken down into components that provide specific functionality. The tools 

required for modelling in C++ were readily available, e.g. workstations, compilers and debuggers. 

In addition, the author had a background in programming languages, which reduced the learning 

time. However, C++ does not provide good ways of visualising interactions between components, 

which is one of the key capabilities we need. Moreover, we realised that C++ is not a very user- 

friendly language and that, in the context o f commercial organisations, tools that are more familiar 

and easier to understand are required. This is one reason why it was decided to use SDL. The 

behaviour-orientated nature of SDL made it a suitable candidate for the description of service 

behaviour, as described in section 3.4.2.1. In addition, used in conjunction with MSCs, it provides 

a better way of visualising message flows and interaction in the system. Other advantages of SDL 

are that it is an international standard, it is easy to use, it has proven to be the most used method in 

telecommunications applications (currently used by a large number of operators and 

manufactures), and there are advanced software tools available to build and test SDL systems. 

Moreover, there is a strong international research activity in SDL, and modifications are 

introduced to the language to respond to new demands. Finally, as part of the research carried out 

in a major UK operator it was discovered that SDL was being widely used, and we could have 

some access to that expertise and resources. In summary, C++ was chosen for its powerful and 

object orientated capabilities, and SDL for its visualisation capabilities and commercial 

applicability.
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Since this work is orientated towards commercial environments, as opposed to purely academic, 

emphasis was placed on the use of SDL. A major part of the work consisted of exploring the 

capabilities of SDL and the available tools in the context of integrity modelling, to identify their 

limitations and propose solutions. This is dealt with in chapter 6.

Finally, as previously stated, the modelling work does not finish with the production of simulation 

results. This must be followed by processing, analysis and interpretation of these results. This 

requires the use of data manipulation tools that permit the processing and manipulation of the data 

and graphical representation of results, as well as analytical characterisation of the problem. The 

tools we used for this purpose are MATLAB^ (The MathWorks, Inc.) and Microsoft® Excell 

spreadsheet.

3.4.2 4. Inputs to the models

The discussions included in previous sections have identified three main inputs needed to build a 

modelling framework to assist in the design and understanding of advance services and help in the 

identification of integrity problems. These three main inputs are service descriptions, performance 

characteristics and customers models (see Figure 20).

Formal service descriptions

Formal functional descriptions of the services under study are an essential part of the models. The 

behaviour of a service can then be modelled by a combination of service components, each 

representing one or several selected features, in a similar way as SIBs in IN (see Appendix A). 

Ideally, service descriptions must be independent of the underlying network, and hence service 

components must not contain any network-related information. This permits analysis and 

comparison of results of the same service for different types or network, by using the same service 

components with different network components.

The service descriptions should permit identification of signalling and information flows between 

the collection of service components that provide the service. They must also include the points of

 ̂ MATLAB is an integrated technical computing environment that combines numeric 

computation, advanced graphics and visualisation, and a high-level programming language.
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in teraction  betw een service com ponents and other elem ents in the m odels, e.g. netw ork and 

popu la tion  com ponents.

Form al Service 
D escrip tions

N etw ork
M odels

SYSTEM

C ustom er
Models

Figure 20. Inputs needed to build the system model

Network models

N etw ork  m odel com ponen ts are needed to m odel the arch itecture  o f  the netw ork w here the 

services under study are p rov ided . T w o m ain aspects need to be m odelled . O ne is the topology o f 

the netw ork, in o rder to identify  flow s o f  com m unication  m essages betw een differen t entities, thus 

enab ling  the identification  o f  in tegrity  degradation  due to, for exam ple, signalling  problem s. The 

o ther im portant aspect that m ust be included in a netw ork m odel is the perform ance characteristics 

o f  the netw ork.

F rom  the in tegrity  perspective, a m ajor use o f the m odels is to iden tify  errors and analyse their 

effects. T he perform ance characteristics o f  the netw ork can have a g reat im pact in the behaviour o f 

services and in the p resence o f  errors. T w o types o f errors can be d ifferen tiated  in services, nam ely 

static errors and dynamic errors. Static errors occur due to bad service specification , poor logic or 

incorrect p rogram m ing. T hey  are inherent to the services and will be present regardless the 

characteristics o f the system  or the env ironm ent in which they operate. An exam ple o f this type o f 

errors can be found in the feature in teraction  problem , where a sign ifican t num ber o f the feature 

in teractions are due to incom plete  and im precise specifications o f  the features [K elly et al. 94]. 

T h is results in a high degree o f  am biguity  that leads to m isin terpretation  o f the feature behaviour
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or interaction with other features. In [Woollard 95], one solution proposed and applied to solve 

this particular problem is to use formal languages, such as SDL, for the service specifications. In 

this paper, it is stated that the main cause of the shortcoming in product development and testing is 

the lack of a sufficiently clear and complete specification. The use of formal methods increases 

the clarity and completeness of the specifications and provides a better understanding of the 

behaviour of a service.

The other types of error are dynamic errors. Even when a system is carefully designed, dynamic 

errors can occur due to performance limitations from delays, signalling overloads, bandwidth use, 

etc. These errors are more difficult to detect and correct because they may be caused by numerous 

factors outside the service itself, and by a large number of combinations of events. In order to 

identify sources of dynamic errors performance models need to be included in the overall system 

model.

An essential aspect in performance evaluation is modelling of time, in order to detect errors due to 

increased delays in, for example, signalling transactions. Consider a situation where a process is 

expecting a particular message, e.g. a response from another process. Suppose that the process has 

a timeout of A time units, so that the process keeps dispatching requests for the expected message 

every A time units until the message is received. If the timer is not designed properly, for example 

if the value of A is too low, the requests will be reissued too often, and these requests messages 

may introduce a significant increase in the system load. This may not have severe consequences if 

there is only one process involved, but if there are many processes in the same situation, i.e. all of 

them reissuing request messages, the load increase could be significant. Furthermore, in a real 

system, the picture can be much more complex since there will be several timeouts and several 

processes that have to inter-operate. It is believed that timing issues play an important role when 

modelling in the search for errors due to performance.

One major limitation of SDL in this context is that it does not include performance evaluation. A 

great deal of research is being carried out on how to incorporate performance information into 

SDL models. An overview of the existing literature, and the solutions adopted for the models built 

here are discussed in chapter 6.
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Customer models

Customer model components provide information about how a service is used by the customers. 

Customer models must embrace two different aspects of the information about customers. The 

first aspect refers to information about the population of users as a whole and their patterns, and it 

is referred to as population models. These population characteristics include information such as 

number of customers, their geographical distribution, their mobility patterns and average service 

usage characteristics. These factors are major drivers in the service operation. A service operating 

correctly may cease to function properly if, for example, the number of customers increases very 

rapidly. This demonstrates the importance of understanding the limits in the population conditions 

beyond which the service fails to function as specified.

The other aspect in customer models is description of behaviour of individual users when 

accessing the service. These are included in so called user models, representing how an individual 

user would interact with the service, e.g. what actions a user is likely to take, possible errors 

he/she would make and how he/she would react to different situations.

A collection of different customer models must be built and stored in the form of library 

components. When a particular service or collection of services is to be modelled and studied, the 

service components need to be coupled to a variety of customer models. The behaviour of the 

service can then be studied for different customer models, the objective being to identify 

limitations and possible errors due to stressful conditions of service usage, i.e. surges of high 

usage. This permits identification of the limits for which the service is valid and the type of 

dynamic errors that may occur if these limits are exceeded.

Sensitivity analysis

The three types of modelling components - formal description of services, performance models 

and customer models - must be incorporated into an overall system model to study integrity 

problems. Each model part needs to be carefully constructed, and the limits for correct use of each 

component when they are put together must be identified. In particular, for performance and 

customer models, sensitivity analysis must be carried out in order to find the margins of 

applicability. This requires modelling the behaviour of the system under stressful conditions, such 

as a large increase in the number of customers or long processor delays.
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The modelling activity must be able to assist with the identification of integrity threats, and in 

defining and measuring the degree of integrity of the system under analysis, as discussed in 

section 3.2. The initial stages must concentrate in standard or normal conditions, where the values 

of the parameters in the models do not impose any limitations. This will provide:

a) an understanding of the system and the model,

b) a basis for validation of the models,

c) identification of key areas of risk and potential failure in the system under study,

d) identification of measurements that need to be included in the system as indicators of the 

degree of integrity, namely integrity measurements, and

e) identification of variables whose value have a relevant effect in integrity indicators, namely 

control parameters.

After this phase is completed, “rainy day” scenarios must be modelled, where the system is forced 

to work under stressful conditions. This is achieved by modifying the values of the control 

parameters and observing the effects that these changes have in the integrity measurements. This 

will allow for identification of integrity regions, and the threshold values of the control parameters 

that define the boundaries between regions. These ideas are discussed in depth in the context of a 

case study in chapter 7.

3.5. Alternatives for further work

The above discussions regarding modelling have identified the following outcomes and key issues:

a) Modelling is an essential activity in the preservation of network integrity.

b) Importance of building generic, re-usable models.

c) Lack of tools and expertise in that area.

d) Proposal of a modelling strategy, including identification of candidate languages, required 

inputs and modelling methodology outlining expected outcomes from the models.

As a result of this analysis, two different avenues of research opened up, namely:
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a) To focus the work on the design of generic, re-usable modelling systems, following the 

principles outlined in section 3.4.1.

b) To focus on modelling and simulating a specific service and investigate the uses and 

applicability of the modelling framework proposed in section 3.4.2.

These two alternatives are discussed next.

3.5.1. Alternative A: design of generic, re-usable model architectures

This option was considered very relevant because of the increasing role that we believe modelling 

techniques must play in industrial telecommunication organisations. The research carried out by 

the author in this area showed that there is a lack of expertise and infrastructure in using 

consistent, well-structured, long-term frameworks for the development of reusable models for 

integrity analysis. Further research is therefore necessary to identify generic requirements for the 

construction of such frameworks.

This approach should specify the basis for a systematic and structured modelling methodology that 

allows study of integrity in a common environment, where models are built in a structured way 

and model components can be re-used for different scenarios. The need to construct a library of 

models that can be re-used, i.e. a basis for a coherent and efficient modelling activity has been 

discussed section 3.4.1. This identifies a market need for advanced modelling tools providing the 

basic functionality and necessary elements, and with an adequate degree of flexibility to permit 

customisation for specific situations. Such tools should provide libraries of elements that can be 

incorporated into the models. This activity is probably out of the scope of companies such as 

network operators, and is more in the area of software providers. Nevertheless, an initial analysis 

phase needs to be carried out to identify the requirements and set the basic principles to achieve 

this modelling framework. The outcome of this work would be:

a) a study of available modelling language and tools, their limitations and investigation of 

alternatives,

b) identification of the set of requirements to build reusable models and construct libraries of 

model components,

c) detailed description of basic components needed for integrity study,
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d) proposal of a modelling architecture for the development of the models.

3.5.2. Alternative B: application of the modelling strategy to a case study

This line of work would focus on testing and exploring the benefits of the proposed modelling 

strategies for integrity analysis by modelling a specific scenario. This would provide:

a) a practical understanding and evaluation of the proposed modelling approaches,

b) a better awareness of the suitability and limitations of the available tools,

c) identification of key areas of study for integrity analysis, and how to extrapolate them for 

generic systems,

d) illustration of how modelling techniques can be used for measuring and categorising the 

degree of integrity of a system.

3.5.3. Selected alternative

The two alternatives were considered and discussed, and pros and cons were evaluated.

Alternative A is regarded as a very important area for research and it is believed that there is a

great deal of scope for it in commercial organisations. However, this is a rather long-term 

proposition, well beyond the time scales for this project. We also felt that the work carried out so 

far and the theories proposed needed to be tested. This requires some experimental results to 

support the theoretical arguments. Hence, it was decided to take alternative B, and model a 

particular case study.

It is important to remark that the modelling work would suffer from some limitations that we were 

aware of at this stage. Time constraints would force us to focus on one specific case, and the 

models have to be tailored to this particular scenario. In addition, due to a limitation in the 

resources available, it is not feasible to build the model based on generic and reusable components, 

as should ideally be done. These limitations will become apparent in subsequent chapters, when 

the modelled case study is described. In order to minimise the impact of some of these limitations, 

the case study to be modelled must be carefully designed, so that although specific, it contains 

relevant features that make it good representative of real problems. The description of the selected 

case study is included in chapter 4, followed by detailed discussions of the models in chapters 5 

and 6. The main outcome of the modelling work and its connection to the ideas put forward in
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early chapters are included in chapter 7. Additionally, as a consequence of this modelling exercise 

we also developed an insight into the construction of generic modelling frameworks, i.e. 

alternative A. A discussion of some ideas in this area is also included in chapter 7.

3.6. Conclusions

This chapter contains the author’s proposed approach to the problem of maintain integrity in 

modern telecommunication networks. Firstly, an integrity definition to categorise the integrity of a 

system in different regions has been proposed. The use of such a framework is to permit 

identification of the degree of integrity at which a network is operating at any time, and to quickly 

detect degradation of integrity so that necessary action can be taken to avoid failure. The 

construction of such a framework requires a quantitative representation of network integrity. The 

requirements of such a measure have been discussed.

Telecommunication organisations need to improve their working practices in order to cope with 

the dynamic, diverse and complex modern networks and services and the increasing difficulty of 

preserving the integrity of these systems. A proposed overall integrity framework containing a 

number of key activities that must be undertaken to ensure the integrity of networks and services 

has been described in this chapter. The framework has been divided in two categories, namely 

static and dynamic. Dynamic actions are taken in live systems, whereas static actions occur ‘off

line’, i.e. in a testing or laboratory environment, and mainly before the introduction of a change in 

the network.

The improvement of integrity practises in an organisation would require an initial analysis of 

current practises and comparison with the activities proposed in the framework described earlier, 

and the integrity factors described in section 3.2.2. The cross-relationships can then be 

documented and used to identify further actions that need to be taken [Monton et al. 97 b]. An 

example with typical results of such an analysis for a new service process is illustrated in Table 3. 

The content of each table co-ordinate indicates whether the integrity factors on the top of the table 

are being applied to the process areas on the left. To facilitate the investigation, the development 

of a new service is considered in terms of five sub-processes, namely; requirements capture, 

service specification, design, implementation and testing. Application of the analysis methodology
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to the design process of a ‘Telco’ revealed a number of areas requiring action. In particular, the 

lack of predictive modelling to identify areas of potential risk to network integrity was identified.

Population

models

User

models

QoS Performance Signalling Monitoring Automated

records

Risk

analysis

Modelling

Req. ! V ? ?
-

y ? î
-

Spec. ! / ? ?
- -

? ! y

Design j / ? ? y - ? ! y

Implem. ! y ? 7 y - ? ! !

Testing ? y ? y y y ! y !

^  Activity carried out

! Activity not carried out

? Lack of information 

_ Not applicable

Table 3. New service process

From the discussions in this chapter, the following conclusions can be highlighted:

a) The need for automated techniques to prevent severe degradation of network integrity, and 

permit rapid recovery from failure situations;

b) The need to use formal techniques for the specification, design and testing of services, i.e. 

FDTs.

c) New working practises are required, involving more formal and structured approaches and 

better automated documentation techniques, i.e. KBSs

d) New service provision paradigms require modelling techniques to aid understanding and 

identify problems early in the design cycles.

e) Increasing need for efficient modelling and simulation techniques for integrity preservation.
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Modelling is one key area in the proposed overall integrity framework. The importance of 

developing consistent, structured and generic modelling methodologies in telecommunication 

organisations has been discussed. This is an extremely complex task, and identification of 

requirements for such generic methodologies becomes a necessary and a very interesting topic of 

research.

A good modelling activity requires careful planning. This includes developing a modelling 

methodology, achieving an appropriate level of abstraction, identifying the inputs required to the 

models, identifying the basic components in the models and choosing the language and tools to 

implement the models. These factors constitute the proposed modelling framework and they have 

been discussed in this chapter.

As a result of the analysis undertaken, two possible directions of research opened up, namely 

investigate requirements and propose an architecture for the construction of generic, re-usable 

models, or to put into practise the proposed modelling strategy by modelling a particular service. 

These two alternatives, their pros and cons, have been discussed, and it was decided to focus on 

modelling a specific case study. This is the topic of the following chapters.
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Chapter 4

Modelling a case study

4.1. Introduction

This chapter contains a description of the case study developed for the modelling work. In 

general terms, the example service rearranges the location of distributed files following the 

location of mobile users. Metaphorically speaking, it is as if the users had some sort of 

magnetism that attracts the files they need towards their current locations. Hence, we decided 

to call our example service the Magnet Service. A detailed description of the Magnet service 

is included in section 4.2, followed by the conclusions in section 4.3.

4.2. Description of the system

The object of the modelling work is a generic representation of management of location of 

resources within a network, called the Magnet service. It is used as a simple exploratory 

exercise, and the system does not represent any particular existing service. It is not a service 

offered as such to the end users, but rather a mechanism to provide capabilities needed for the 

introduction of end services. The Magnet service contains several essential features that make 

it a relevant example, representative of current issues and trends in telecommunication 

services, in particular:
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a) Mobility of users and demand for seamless services,

b) Customer demand for personalised flexible services,

c) Distribution of data and service logic across network elements

The service view is presented from the perspective of the user of the system. This is done for 

two reasons. Firstly, it places no constraints on the service capabilities from the network's 

limitations. Secondly, the logical construction of a service is from the capabilities offered to 

the user, rather than expecting the user to adapt to functions presented by the network. This 

approach is followed because our work is oriented towards the provision of a framework to 

aid the design of systems. In other words, instead of constraining the requirements to specific 

capabilities, we build the requirements and study how they would be best implemented, given 

the constrains of current systems.

The Magnet Service can be regarded as a very simplified version of a universal personal 

mobility service. Each user is given a personalised environment. This allows the customisation 

of the telephone system, so that the users can have their personal numbering scheme, and can 

apply call blocking to specific numbers, etc. Mobility of the users is assumed, so that all these 

features are available at any point where the user accesses the service.

Although the Magnet service is designed to operate within a telecommunications environment, 

there are strong parallels with distributed computing. Specifically, it can be treated as file 

serving an individual user account throughout the network. When a user logs on, a file server

exports the information to the remote machine, part of which consists of a configuration script,

which is used to personalise the environment. The server represents a bottleneck in the system, 

since it has to deal with a population of users, all of whom have their files stored there. This 

solution has worked well in the distributed computing environments because the population of 

users has so far been small and basically static. These circumstances are definitely changing 

nowadays, as typified by the astounding growth of the Internet and the associated services, 

and the limitations of centralised approaches have become apparent. In contrast to this, a 

telecommunications service would ideally deal with a large number of users, with relatively 

high mobility. Hence, a static addressing scheme is not desirable in this context, because the 

location of the users can be changing frequently.

The users of the Magnet service have full mobility capability, and different mobility patterns 

can be considered. The list of resources available for each user is described in a user profile
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file, which is always moved to the user's local node. The resources are data files  whose 

location is not fixed. These data files contain the service logic for the services that are offered 

to the customer. The user profiles are only a model of the data space and hence do not contain 

any service data. They are a reference to the data files, i.e. a list o f the data files to which a 

particular user may require access.

The system allows users to register at any location in the network, and users change their 

location according to certain population patterns. When a user changes location, his/her 

customer profile is moved to the new location. Data files, containing service logic and data, 

are distributed around the network and can be relocated upon request. For the sake of 

simplicity, it is assumed that the data files are read only files. This avoids issues such as 

ensuring that the users obtain the most up to date information. The current locations of the 

data files are stored in a central database.

The simplest case scenario would be that in which each user is assigned a unique user profile, 

without any information common to more than one user. This is a simplification of the 

problem for several reasons. Firstly, having only one user related to each personalised file 

means that only one person can modify it. Secondly, since the user is always at only one place 

at any one time, the criteria for placement and location of files is greatly simplified since there 

are not contention issues. A more complex scenario arises when several uses require access to 

the same data files, thus competing for them. This case opens a whole range of possibilities for 

file relocation strategies. The problem of optimising the location of resources in distributed 

systems is not new, and there is extensive literature on the subject, e.g. [Papadimitriou et al. 

94] [Mahmoud and Riordon 76] [Kurose and Simha 89] [Jain 87]. Some strategies have been 

explored, but detailed analysis of this area is outside the scope of this work.

A number of data files exist in the system, and they are initially randomly located throughout 

the network. When a user accesses the network at a certain location, his/her user profile file is 

moved to this local node. Then the user proceeds with a request for a service, and at a certain 

point some of the data contained in the data files will need to be accessed. These data files can 

be located at any node in the network. The addresses of the necessary data files are obtained 

from the addresses database.

When the location of the data files is obtained, two actions are possible, namely: the 

information can be extracted from the data files at their current location, or the whole data file 

can be moved to the user's current locations. There are many alternatives for the location and
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management of these data files and an identification of the optimum mechanism is one of the 

fundamental requirements of service design. One possibility is to store them at a fixed 

location. This approach could be efficient if the users always access the service from the same 

location, because all the user data could be kept in the user's local database. However, in our 

system full mobility of the users is assumed, and a full distributed solution for storing the data 

files has been chosen, i.e. the data files may be stored at any location in the network. A 

criterion must be found by which files should be moved, or left, depending on relative 

positions and sizes. The idea behind this approach is to avoid the use of network resources 

unnecessarily. It is assumed that only a small percentage of all the users data is needed each 

time the user accesses the service, and therefore there is no need to transfer all the data files to 

the local node. Several file relocation strategies can be studied in order to optimise certain 

parameters, e.g. bandwidth usage (this is dealt with in chapter 5).

The environment that was considered for the test implementation is a square grid network. In 

order to simplify the analysis, periodic boundary conditions are imposed, i.e. there are no 

edges in the grid. All the nodes have a database where data files can be kept. The size of the 

databases is not considered a limitation.

In the context of the layered framework presented in section 3.4.2.2, at the service level, the 

Magnet service can be viewed as composed of three main features:

a) an addressing function, that deals with searching for the requested data files within the 

network;

b) database consultation, or file access function, to access the requested information in the 

data files, and

c) a file transfer function, that performs the relocation of the data files according to the 

selected relocation criteria.

Table 4 illustrates how the different service features require different levels of detail, and 

hence access different levels in the layered structure. The decomposition is done assuming a 

scenario where the Magnet service is offered across two interconnected networks, and where 

the aim of the model would be to study integrity threats due to interconnect. Hence, high 

levels of detail are required for those functions that cross the interconnect point.
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S E R V IC E

L A V E R

A D D R E SSIN G

F U N C T IO N

F IL E  A C C ESS 

F U N C T IO N

F IL E  T R A N S F E R  

F U N C T IO N

F U N C T IO N A L

L A Y E R

Might cross 

interconnect.

More detail required.

Local function, but 

response time may 

be critical

Treated as reliable.

May need to include 

failure rates

N E T W O R K

LA Y E R

Need to identify 

addressing entities and 

their interactions.

O PE R A T IO N A L

LA Y E R

Type of addressing 

scheme.

Type of file access 

system, response 

times, etc.

C U S T O M E R

LA Y E R

Number and mobility 

o f users determine 

addressing scheme.

Mobility o f users 

and size o f files 

determine relocation 

strategy

Table 4. Decomposition of the example service

Let us take the addressing function as an example. At the functional level, we can identify that 

the addressing function might cross the interconnect, if the resource requested from one 

network is present at the other network. Therefore, a higher degree of detail is required. At the 

network layer, we need to look at what entities in the system provide the addressing function 

and how they interact. In the M agnet service there is a central database containing the list of 

resources and their current locations. At this point, the customer layer needs to be accessed to 

understand possible limitations to the service. For example, if the number of customers is very 

large, or they have a high degree of mobility, a centralised structure is not appropriate, 

because a very large number of updates to this data structure would be required. In this case, a 

hierarchical addressing scheme would be more appropriate. Conversely, if the users have a 

very low degree of mobility, searching procedures based on flood filling algorithms could be 

used, because the number of searching messages would not be too large. If the two 

interconnected networks have different addressing functions, integrity problems may arise. 

Hence the need to model the addressing function at the operational layer, to understand how 

the addressing scheme is implemented. A similar decomposition process for the file access 

and file relocation functions is shown in Table 4.
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The Magnet service will be described in more detail in the context of the C++ and SDL 

models.

4.3. Conclusions

This chapter contains a description of the modelling case study, the so-called Magnet service. 

Although the Magnet service does not represent a specific existing service, it has been 

designed to contain essential features in modern telecommunication services. These features 

are mobility, distribution of resources and personalised service capabilities. The Magnet 

service has been described in the context of the layered modelling structure described in the 

previous chapter. The next step is to model and simulate the Magnet service in order to 

identify key integrity issues, and explore the use of models for identification of potential 

errors and measure of system integrity levels. Three models were developed: an analytical 

model, a C++ model and an SDL model. The C++ model, described in chapter 5, was the 

initial one, and it was used to build the ideas that resulted in the frameworks and 

methodologies described in the previous chapter. The analytical model is included in appendix 

C, and it was used for validation of he C++ model. In order to overcome the limitations of 

C++, particularly for visualisation of interactions within the system, a third model was built 

using SDL. The SDL model was used as a proof of concept for the ideas proposed in chapter 

3. Details of the SDL model are included in chapters 6 and 7.
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Chapter 5

The C++ model

5.1. Introduction

The first stage of the practical modelling work was the construction of a C++ model of the 

Magnet service described in chapter 4. This C++ model was the first practical exploratory 

exercise to understand the problem and identify key areas, and resulted in many of the ideas 

proposed in chapter 3.

As discussed in section 3.4.2.3, C++ was chosen as the initial modelling language for the 

following reasons:

a) C++ was considered a powerful, flexible and highly technical language.

b) The object oriented approach on which C++ is based is suitable for our modelling 

methodologies, where models are broken down into components providing specific 

functionality.

c) Availability of the tools required for modelling in C++, e.g. workstations, compilers and 

debuggers,

d) Existing background in programming languages, which reduced the learning time.
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The objectives of this first part of the modelling work were as follows:

a) To develop and put into practice appropriate modelling methodologies for the network 

integrity problem,

b) to use it as a first approach to understand the service operation and identify service 

features,

c) to investigate which service features identified for the Magnet service are most relevant 

in the context of network integrity,

d) to begin to understand the influence of population models in the response and way of 

operation of the Magnet service,

e) to evaluate the suitability and identify limitations of C++ for this type of integrity 

modelling.

This chapter contains the description of the C++ model of the Magnet service, the simulation 

results and the concluding remarks that led to further modelling work. Section 5.2 describes 

the simulation environment. A first version of the model and the obtained results are included 

in section 5.3. A subsequent, more advanced version was developed to embrace the key issues 

identified from the first version. This second version is described in section 5.4. A discussion 

of the applications of the C++ modelling work is included in section 5.5, followed by the 

conclusions in section 5.6. An analytical model was also developed and used for validation of 

the first version of the C++ model. This analytical model is included as Appendix C.

5.2. Simulation environment

A simulation program was written in C++ to investigate the operation of the Magnet service 

on a square grid network with periodic boundary conditions. The initial phase of the 

simulation program is to distribute data files around the network. The data files are assigned a 

unique identifier, a random size between zero and a maximum value, and a random location in 

the network. For each data file, an entry containing the file identifier and its present location is 

created in a database. In addition, the user profile files are created and they are updated with a 

reference to several of the data files available. When this initial stage is completed, there are a 

number of data files randomly distributed around the network. The addresses database 

contains a list o f all these files and their locations, and the user profiles contain a reference to a 

number of data files that the user may request later. After this set-up phase, the simulation 

clock starts to tick and the system starts to simulate the behaviour of the Magnet service.
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The following is a list o f the parameters involved in the problem:

a) Size of the network: square lattice of size X x X (X rows by X columns).

b) Total number of data files: N.

c) Maximum size of the data files: S„,ax-

d) Minimum size of the data files: S^in. By default, unless otherwise specified, S^in =0.

e) The size of a file is a fixed random number between S^in and S^ax, allocated initially.

5.3. First version of the model

The first version of the C++ model considers the simplified case where the data files 

associated with a given user profile file are unique to that user. Therefore, there is no 

contention between user profile files for access to resources. This is examined first because it 

is possible to study this situation analytically and therefore verify the simulation before further 

work is considered.

The aims of this first version of the model service were as follows:

a) verification of the model with analytical results,

b) start to examine simple population models,

c) find about average bandwidth usage when moving files around based on the demands 

given by the population model,

d) start to identify the relevant parts that have an effect in the integrity of the system and 

that need modelling in more detail.

In this first version of the model, the aim of the simulation was to determine the average 

bandwidth usage when moving data files around, based on the demands driven by the 

population model. The actual measurement taken as an indicator of the bandwidth usage when

a file is moved from one location to another, is the product of the size of the file by the

distance is travels. The distance is measured in number of hops that the file travels through, 

where a hop is the distance between two neighbouring nodes. This bandwidth usage was 

obtained and compared for different system conditions. In the second version of the model, 

other measurements such as delay times and signalling load were also included.
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In chapter 4, the three main features of the Magnet service were identified as addressing 

function, database consultation and file transfer function. In this first version of the model, 

these service features are modelled at a high level. It is assumed that they are provided by the 

network and they are reliable, and at this point, the details of how the functionality is provided 

are not specified. Referring to the layered modelling framework described in section 3.4.2.2, 

we are at the functional layer.

Two types of data files are introduced. The difference between them is the probability of the 

files being requested. 'Priority T  data files have a higher probability of being requested than 

'Priority 2 ' data files. The effect of this classification of files was studied running different 

simulations changing the percentage of files belonging to each class. The following is a list of 

the relevant parameters:

0 Total number of data files: N.

0 Number of priority one files: N, = n, x N.

0 Number of priority two files: N% = n% x N = (l-n ,) x N.

0 Probability of accessing priority one files: p,.

0 Probability of accessing priority two files: pz.

Figure 21 illustrates the first version of the Magnet C++ model. A simulation clock provides 

the following events for every clock cycle. First, the user profile file is moved to a new 

location, representing the user access to the service at that location. The algorithm controlling 

this movement is referred to as the population model, and two alternatives are considered (see 

section 5.3.2). The user profile contains a list of data file identifiers and a pointer to a data 

structure where the current location of the data file is kept. This is referred to as the addresses 

database and it is located in one of the nodes in the network. Its specific location is not 

important, since periodic boundary conditions are being imposed in the network lattice.

When the user registers in a new location, a selection of the data files included in the user 

profile are selected to be requested. Each data file is assigned a fixed probability of being 

requested - p i  for 'Priority T files and p2  for 'Priority 2' files. The decision to request a data 

file or not is made by comparing this probability with a random number generated each time 

for each data file.
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Figure 21. F irst version of the service, for a 5x5 square lattice*. The user’s local node 
requests the data file F. The location of F is obtained from  the addresses database

For each o f  the selected  data  files, a request for the file address is sent to the database o f 

addresses. A response con ta in ing  the address o f the file will he sent back to the u se r’s local 

node. T h is is the addressing  function, w hich at this stage is still m odelled  at the functional 

level (see section  3 .4 .2 .2). In o ther w ords, it is assum ed that the user som ehow  ob tains the 

co rrec t da ta  file address, but the process by w hich this happens is not de tailed  until the second 

version o f  the m odel (described  in section 5.4).

W hen the address o f a data file is received , a request m essage is sen t to  the file ’s location , and 

the file is transferred  to the u se r’s local node. E very  tim e a data  file changes location  the 

correspond ing  entry in the addresses database is updated . For every  file that is m oved, the 

product num ber o f hops tim es size o f  the file is com puted  as an ind ication  o f the bandw id th  

usage, and the cum ulative resu lt is stored . A t the end o f  each cycle , the total bandw id th  usage 

for all transactions is obtained. A t the end o f the sim ulation , the average bandw id th  usage per 

cycle is calcu lated .

T he rou ting  schem e im plem ented  in the C ++ m odel o f  the M agnet serv ice is a static schem e 

based on shortest path betw een  nodes. E ach node in the lattice  has a fixed rou ting  table 

con ta in ing  the ou tpu t link that m ust be used to send in form ation  to each o f  the o ther nodes.

This figure show s the case o f non-periodic boundary conditions
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For the totality of the work it is assumed that the local access times to the data in the files, i.e.

the time to access the relevant information within a file, are fixed compared to communication

times, i.e. delays in finding the files and transferring them. For this reason, local access times 

are not considered when computing the measurements. Another assumption is that there is 

only one user in the system. This simplification imposes no significant additional constraints, 

since at this stage we are considering that data files are unique for each user.

5.3.1. Relocation criteria

The simple model so far described has no capability to minimise the bandwidth usage. Every 

time a file is requested, it is transferred to the users local node. In order to impose some 

localised management on the use of network resources the concept of threshold is introduced, 

which is used to decide whether a file is relocated or not. Only those files that satisfy a certain 

condition would be moved, whereas the rest would remain at their present location. The 

condition to move a file or not is to compare the product of the file size and the distance it 

would have to travel - which is the quantity used as indicator of the bandwidth usage - with a 

threshold T. Two opposite cases were studied:

a) moving files when the product is less than threshold

b) moving files when the product is greater than threshold

The three cases, i.e. no threshold, greater than threshold and lower than threshold, are 

discussed in subsequent sections.

5.3.2. Population models

The importance of introducing information about the population of users of the service and 

their behaviour patterns in a model has been discussed in the course of this thesis. This type of 

information constitutes the customer layer in the modelling framework described in section

3.4.2.2. and it is introduced in the overall model in the form of population models.

In this case, the analysis focuses on the complex relationship between user behaviour patterns 

and the structure and control procedure that is best suited to support expansion of the service 

to cater for the growth of users. It is a complex task and requires a great deal of input from 

many diverse disciplines, not least human factors studies, which are not addressed here. 

Simple population models are examined and used to drive Magnet service. This defines the 

operational behaviour of the system demonstrating the differences of requirement.
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Two population models have been simulated. They are described below.

5.3.2.1. Random population relocation

In this population model, the location of the users in the network is random. This means that 

when a user, i.e. the user profile file, changes location there is no correlation between the new 

site and the previous one. This results in a uniform distribution of data files in the network. 

When a user is relocated, a random selection of data files will be moved to this new location. 

Because the current location has no association to any previous location, the moved files on 

the whole can be at any location. Hence, the probability of a file being present at a given node 

is the same for every node, i.e. 1/X^, where is the total number of nodes in the square grid 

(see Appendix C). On a subsequent movement of the user, the previously moved files are at a 

location that has no relationship to the new one, and the data files moved were selected at 

random. Hence, their location relative to the new position is equally likely to be any site. The 

net effect is that the probability of file location remains constant in time. This uniform and 

temporally static distribution, together with the fact that we are applying periodic boundary 

conditions to the network, make the calculation of average quantities such as bandwidth usage

very straight forward. The analytical calculations for this case are included Appendix C.

5.3 2.2. Diffusion based relocation

In this case, a user migration model based on simple diffusion is introduced. This means that 

when a user profile file is relocated it can only be moved to one of the nodes neighbouring its 

current location. Although this is still a simple description, a great deal of correlated behaviour 

is introduced. The correlation makes the analysis difficult and therefore in this case we must 

rely purely on simulation techniques.

5.3.3. Results for the random population relocation Verification of simulation

5.3 3.1. No threshold case

The average bandwidth usage for the case of moving all the files that are requested (no 

threshold case) was measured for different network sizes and different percentages of priority 

1 and priority 2 files. Figure 22 shows the comparison between the theoretical calculation and 

the simulation results using the appropriate parameters. The theoretical analysis is included in 

appendix C, where the bandwidth usage for this case is giving in equation 1.12. The results are 

shown as a function of n, - proportion of priority 1 files - and for three separate values of X -
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number of rows in the lattice. Since priority 1 files are more likely to be accessed than priority 

2 files, the larger the proportion of priority 1 files, the larger the number of files that are 

relocated, and hence the larger the bandwidth usage. Figure 22 shows that there is a linear 

dependency between the percentage of priority 1 files and the bandwidth usage. In addition, 

the bandwidth usage increases for large grid sizes, due to files travelling longer distances.

x10

X=100

I
Smax=15000; N=50; p1=^.8; p2=0:2

X=20

X=10

20 40 50 60 70
Percentage of Priority 1 Files: n1*100

Theoretical calculation 

Probability o f requesting a priority 1 file 

Number of rows in the square grid network 

Total number o f data files

* Simulation results

P2 Probability o f requesting a priority 2 file

Smax Maximum size o f data files

Figure 22. The bandwidth usage as a function of priority 1 files. The solid lines are the 
theoretical values and the stars are the results of the simulation

The correspondence between the simulation and the analytical results of course is not perfect. 

The minor deviation can be attributed to inadequate averaging and hence the results can be 

regarded as validation of the simulation.

S.3.3.2. Lower than threshold Case

With this condition files are moved only if the necessary bandwidth is below the threshold. 

This includes small files, even if they are far away from the local node; and local files, even if 

they are very large. That is, very small files and files very close to the user's local node will 

always be moved. The argument for doing this is that if the necessary bandwidth is very small 

it may be more effective to transfer the file to the local node and then access the information
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locally, hence avoiding all the communication transactions that would be needed if the data is 

accessed remotely.

The usual test case was considered where the parameters are set such that

0 N=50

0 X=20

0 Smax = 15000

0 Pi = 0.8; p2 = 0.2

where N is the total number of data files, X is the number of rows in the grid, Smax is the 

maximum size of the data files, p, is the probability of accessing a priority 1 data file and p% is 

the probability of accessing a priority 2 data file.

The value of n, (proportion of priority 1 files) is considered through the range 0.1 to 0.9, with 

each value being a separate line on the graph. The labels in the graphs are percentages, i.e. 

nixlOO, therefore ranging from 10% to 90%. The values of the threshold were chosen as the 

average size of files, 7500 (equation 1.3 in appendix C), times a distance factor ranging 

between 0 and twice the maximum distance in the grid, X. Thus, the threshold is T=7500a, 

where o  ranges from 0 to 2X and is used to label the x axis.

The simulation results are averaged over 100 separate runs for each set of parameters. This 

gives reasonable level of averaging for the quantities monitored. However, the sensitivity of a 

particular output variable can vary considerably.

Figure 23 shows the comparison between the theoretical and simulation results of bandwidth 

usage for different values of the threshold. The theoretical calculations are included in 

appendix C. Since a requested file is moved only if the necessary bandwidth is below the 

threshold, the higher this threshold, the larger the number of files that are relocated, and hence 

the larger the bandwidth usage. The graphs in Figure 23 show this growth in bandwidth usage 

as the threshold increases.
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Figure 23. A comparison of theoretical (on the left) and simulation (on the right) results 
of bandwidth usage against a , for the case of file relocation if the file size and distance 
product is less than the threshold.

NB: there is no difference between solid and dotted lines in the graph.

The comparison shows excellent agreement between theory and simulation. The remarkable 

result is that, although the process is governed by complex non-linearities, the growth of 

bandwidth usage with increasing threshold is predominantly linear. Only at very small 

thresholds and near saturation^ does it deviate from this. There appears to be a slight disparity 

on the point at which the bandwidth usage saturates, the simulation saturating earlier than 

predicted theoretically. This is only slight and is hard to quantify as it is within the errors of 

the measured results. If the effect is real, it indicates that there are slightly more files moved, 

or they are on average slightly larger than predicted. This is perfectly possible, as the exact 

way in which real numbers were truncated to integers in the simulation was not treated in the 

analysis.

The linearity of bandwidth with threshold would have interesting consequences on the choice 

of control parameters, if it were to be applied to a more complex population of users. In the 

case considered, the range of activity for a user is the entire network. If, as is more realistic, 

users are expected to be confined to a particular region with high probability and only range 

beyond this rarely, the threshold should be chosen to suit that range.

It is worth noting here that we are examining only one parameter in isolation, i.e. bandwidth. 

To make a judgement as to which value is most applicable we need to consider the trade-offs 

and dependencies on other performance characteristics. In particular, it is necessary to

Saturation occurs when changes in the values o f the threshold do not affect the bandwidth usage.
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consider parameters related to the Quality of Service (QoS), i.e. measures related to how the 

service is perceived by the users. This is not done in this first version of the model, but in the 

second version the factor “delay” is introduced as a QoS parameter (see section 5.4.2.1).

The performance can be demonstrated by considering the same system as above, but changing 

the value of S^ax- In this case we look at values either side of that already chosen, i.e. 

Smax=10000 and S^ax = 20000. The theoretical results of Figure 24 show that if the threshold is 

chosen to be too large, i.e. the files are small relative to the threshold, saturation occurs and 

there are no gains to be made. On the other hand making the threshold too small does not 

utilise its full range of flexibility, i.e. as shown in the right graph saturation is not reached 

within this range. In a real case, careful choice of the control strategy as well as the parameters 

should be considered, but at such preliminary stages only possible directions can be suggested.

1.75 10

1.25 10

750000

500000

250000

0 10 20 30 40

3

2

1

500000

0 20 30 4010

Figure 24. Theoretical bandwidth usage against a  for the case of file relocation if the file 
size times distance product is less than the threshold. The data on the left shows the 
bandwidth usage if  S âx = 10000 and that on the right shows the results for Smax=20000. 
As previously, T=7500a

S.3.3.3. Greater than threshold Case

In this case files are moved only if the necessary bandwidth exceeds the threshold. This 

includes large files even at relatively close distance from the local node; and relatively distant 

files, even if they are small. This scheme tries to maintain large files in the vicinity of the 

model file and disregards the location of small files. The rational for considering this 

alternative is that it could be assumed that for large files the amounts of data that need to be
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accessed is larger than for small files. The advantage of bringing large distant files to the local 

site is that once the file is moved, all the data is available locally, avoiding all the 

communication overhead necessary if the data was to be accessed remotely.

Figure 25 shows the simulation results under exactly the same conditions as those used for the 

lower than threshold case (see 5.3.3.2), except that the threshold condition is reversed.

Direct comparison of the results shows that, as is to be expected, they are simply the reverse of 

one another. The degree of averaging is less than in the lower than threshold case by a factor 

of two, which explains the noisier data.

x10®

20x20 Ûrid Network 

Movingitiles it H o|w 'S lze>Th2.5
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Figure 25. The simulation results of bandwidth usage against a , for the case of Ole 
relocation if the file size and distance product is greater than the threshold

5.3.4. Results for the diffusion based population relocation

The use of random relocation in the above model is the basic device that allows the simple 

theoretical calculations to be performed. If we consider the more realistic, but still simple 

population diffusion model, then it becomes much too difficult to obtain analytic results, and 

we must rely purely on simulation. Simulation results for this population model are discussed 

below.

We proceed by using the same meaning and value for the parameters p, and p% as we used 

previously, i.e. pi=0.8 and p2=0.2. We also make a comparison to previous results, but this is 

slightly misleading. In the previous example relocation of the user could be to any node in the 

network, hence at each time step the user profile moves an average distance of X/2 (appendix
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C, equation 1.6). In the case of this diffusion population model, it moves only one unit. It is 

therefore fair to say that the speed of the users is vastly different in the two models. 

Compensation of pi and p% such that the average distance travelled is comparable is possible. 

However, it was considered no more useful than direct comparison without modification. This 

is a matter of interpretation. The basis for our argument is that users are to move from one site 

to another, where it is assumed they stay for a reasonable period of time. The time required for 

movement of the user is considered insignificant in comparison to this residence time; 

therefore, a direct comparison of the two situations is made.

The fact that there is a strong correlation effect gives rise to significant differences in the 

behaviour in the presence of the threshold mechanisms described previously.

2bx20 Grid N'etwork | 
Moving flies if Hops'Size<=Th 
'Diffusion'
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Figure 26. The simulation results of bandwidth usage against a , for the case of diffusive 
file relocation for the lower than the threshold case

5.3.4.I. Results for threshold model

The Magnet service was simulated for the diffusion based population model, using the same 

parameter set as in previous cases:

0 N=50

0 X=20

0 Smax = 15000

0 Pi = 0.8; p2 = 0.2
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The results for the case of file relocation if the needed bandwidth is the lower than the 

threshold are shown in Figure 26.

The obvious difference with the random population model is that the bandwidth usage, even 

for maximum threshold, is drastically reduced - by approximately one order of magnitude. 

This is because most of the data files will be in the vicinity of the user’s local node when 

requested. The model file travels one hop at a time, taking some of the data files with it. The 

next time it moves, a significant number of the requested data files will be present in the 

model file's previous few locations, which by the nature of the motion are only a few hops 

away. In other words, the user profile file propagates dragging a cloud of data files with it. 

Hence, most of the data files are kept in the immediate vicinity, being the used bandwidth 

consequently much lower.

The other difference is that saturation^ is reached much more quickly than in the random case. 

The effect is reminiscent of the case where Smax is large. The reason for the effect is simple; 

the diffusion process allows the files to be moved to within the vicinity of the users location. 

Once this has happened the effective size of the network is much smaller, as data files are 

more likely to be close to the user, than distant from it. Increasing the threshold only increases 

the effective distance over which files can be moved. The diffusion process defines a range of 

its own through the correlation gain, if the threshold exceeds this distance then there can be no 

effect by increasing the threshold still further.

The converse case where the files are moved if they exceed the threshold is shown in Figure 

27. Again, there is the dramatic reduction in bandwidth usage. However the most striking 

feature is that from o  = 5 and beyond there is little appreciable difference between the cases 

for different percentages of high priority files. This is because although a high priority file is 

accessed quite often, it is only moved when the distance is sufficient to satisfy the threshold 

condition. This tends to happen infrequently, as once a file has been moved it remains near the 

model file for some time. Therefore, files are not moved often, and when they are moved they 

travel over minimal distances. In contrast, low priority files are accessed less frequently. This 

gives time for the user to move longer distances away from them; thus, they contribute a large 

component to the bandwidth usage. The two effects tend to cancel out the difference in 

priority.
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Figure 27. The simulation results of bandwidth usage against a , for the case of 
diffusive fîle relocation for the greater than the threshold case

Possibly the most important overall effect is that there is now no inverse symmetry between 

the two threshold criteria. Much more complex considerations need to be made when trying to 

optimise a control strategy for this model of population dynamics. This clearly shows that it is 

unwise to separate usage and physical structure from the operation and control architectures of 

even a simple service.

5.3.5. Comparison between the random and diffusion patterns

The results in the previous sections have shown that with the diffusion pattern:

• The bandwidth usage is lower than with the random pattern,

• Saturation occurs earlier, therefore different threshold values should be chosen in 

order to exploit the file management mechanism to its full extent.

• Results for the greater than threshold case are not the opposite to the lower than

threshold case (no symmetry)

• For the greater than threshold case the behaviour for different % of priority 1 and

priority 2 files is not that different. I.e. the mobility pattern changes the impact o f the

amount of data accessed (higher PI files => more data moved).
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5.3.6. Relevant aspects identified

The modelling and simulation work and the results obtained with the first version of the model 

permitted the identification of a number of areas requiring careful analysis. Some of these 

areas have already been considered in this first version of the Magnet service. These include 

the effects of population models and management strategies for the relocation of the data files. 

The impact of changing them in the performance of the Magnet service has started to be 

identified. The results obtained from the simulation identified other areas requiring further 

study, and this was the basis for the development of a second version of the model. These 

areas are the addressing function, the need for a measure of quality of service (QoS) and the 

issues about contention for the files.

Addressing function

The addressing function in the first model of the Magnet service is modelled at the functional 

level, i.e. it is assumed to be provided by the network and it is reliable. The details of the 

actual mechanism by which the addresses are obtained are not implemented. In a real context, 

this function would be provided by exchange of signalling messages between the local node 

and the addresses database. The introduction of this signalling adds complexity to the system. 

It represents an increase of the signalling load and if any error occurs, such as corruption of 

these signalling messages, it may result in a degradation of the performance and even in 

complete service breakdown, being thus an integrity problem. Hence, it was decided to model 

the addressing function with a greater level of detail. Conversely, the other two features of the 

Magnet service, i.e. the file transfer function and the database consultation, are kept at the 

functional level. The former can be regarded as a well-known and reliable function once the 

destination address is known and it was assumed that modelling it in more detail would not 

introduce any relevant new information. The database consultation function could, on the 

contrary, have important consequences in our problem, because if this function fails it could 

render some of the data files inaccessible, and this might have severe consequences in our 

service. However, for the sake of simplicity it was decided to maintain this function at the 

functional level and focus only on the addressing function.

Contention issues

The first model of the Magnet service assumes that the data files are unique for each user. A 

further development is to introduce a more realistic situation in which there are several users 

in the system sharing a certain number of data files. This new situation complicates the 

problem because it brings contention issues. Having more than one user moving around the
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network and competing for the same files raises new questions such as where the data files 

should be stored, what happens if more than one user requesting the same file at the same 

time, etc.

Quality o f service

Finally, another aspect deserving consideration is the analysis o f Quality of Service (QoS) for 

the Magnet service. The only measure taken in the first version of the service is the bandwidth 

usage. The different file management control strategies and the simulations were developed 

with the objective of minimising this parameter. A more realistic approach requires 

consideration of other trade-offs and dependencies between different parameters. For example, 

from the network perspective the bandwidth usage should ideally be as low as possible, so that 

the available capacity can be allocated efficiently. In an extreme case, this would imply to 

move as little a number of files as possible. On the other hand, if we consider the problem 

from the user’s point of view, they want the service to perform in a fast an efficient way for 

themselves. Ideally, each user would like to have all their files locally, so that they can be 

quickly accessed. This shows a trade-off between the users point of view and the ‘network’ 

point of view. The network point of view was considered in the first version of the Magnet 

service, but in order to introduce the users point of view some measure of QoS was needed.

The considerations discussed above led to the development of a second model of the Magnet 

service, in which these new aspects were included. This new version is described in the 

following section.

5.4. Second version of the model

Based on the findings from the first model of the Magnet service a second version was 

developed in which three major enhancements were introduced, namely

a) The addressing function is modelled in more detail, including signalling messages sent 

across the network in the form of packets. It is assumed that each message is sent in one 

single packet. There are two types of messages. The first type is request messages that 

travel from the user's local node to the addresses database, asking for the address of a 

particular data file. The second type is the response messages containing the requested 

address and sent from the addresses database to the user’s local node. When a request for 

a file is generated in a node, the file is first searched within the local node, and only if it
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is not availab le  locally  an address request m essage is sent to the database. The signalling 

load is m easured  in term s o f  num ber o f packets presen t in the netw ork at a given tim e, 

and it w as observed  for d ifferen t values o f the param eters in the problem .
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Figure 28. Second version of the service, for a generic netw ork topology

b) In o rder to exam ine the effect o f the contention  for the data files, there are two users in 

the system  w ho share som e o f the data files and w ho m ay sim ultaneously  require to 

access them . B oth users follow  the random  relocation  m obility  pattern, and they m ove at 

the sam e tim e but to locations independent o f one another. It is assum ed that data files are 

only requested  on the clock cycle when the users change location. D uring the tim e 

betw een tw o consecu tive  changes o f location for one user, no new  files are requested. 

T h is represen ts the case o f users only changing  location  at certa in  tim es o f the day, and 

only  accessing  the service w hen they change location . O ther a lternatives are possible, but 

due to tim e constra in ts , only this case has been studied. An exam ple o f  this scenario  

could  be a call forw ard ing  service, w here custom ers request for their calls to be re

d irec ted  only w hen they m ove betw een hom e and office locations, and the w hole 

population  o f  users changes location at roughly  the sam e tim e, i.e. in the rush hour. 

F igure 28 illustrates the basic behaviour for the case o f  tw o users in the system , when 

both  users request for data file F. T he data files can be d iv ided in three categories, nam ely 

files unique to user 1, files unique to user 2 and those shared betw een both users. The 

selection  o f da ta  files for each user is done at random . T he tw o user profile files represent 

the tw o users in the system . The arrow s from  the user profile  files to the database o f 

addresses rep resen t the signalling  m essages involved in the addressing  function. T hese
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messages have to go through several nodes within the network to reach the database. The 

routing scheme employed in the model is based on a shortest path algorithm. The arrows 

between the user profile files and file F represent the data transfer function. The fact that 

they do not follow a route within the network is used to signify that this function is only 

dealt with at a functional level.

c) A new measure is introduced in the model as an indicator of QoS. This is the delay in 

obtaining the data files. Since the local access times and file transport times are regarded 

as constant, the measurement taken is the elapsed time between an address being 

requested and its arrival to the source node. From a user's perspective, the aim should be 

to minimise this delay time. However, things are more complex than that, because of the 

trade-offs between this and the performance measures, i.e. bandwidth and signalling load. 

The simulation results showed this trade off.

5.4.1. Contention issues

The competition for files from the users introduces higher complexity with respect to the one 

user scenario. In particular, it introduces the possibility of obtaining wrong information about 

the location of data files. Consider the following situation, where the two users in the network 

are user 1 and user 2. Suppose that user 1 asks for the location of a certain file F, which is not 

present in user I s local node. In this case, a request message is sent from users I's local node 

to the addresses database, the location of file F is looked up in the data base and a message 

containing this location is sent back to users I s local node. Suppose that at the same time that 

the latter process is going on, a request for the address of file F arrives to the database from 

user 2. If the current information about F's address were sent to user 2, by the time that user 2 

obtains it, it will possibly be out of date, because during that time file F may have been moved 

to user 1 's home location. A strategy has to be designed to deal with this situation.

The solution adopted in the model is as follows. A flag is included in each entry in the 

database of addresses. Every time that a file is moved to a different location this flag is 

activated, and remains like that until the database is updated with the new location of the file. 

If a request for the address of a file arrives when the flag is activated, the address is not sent to 

the requesting node. Obviously, if this is the case, the requesting node would not obtain the 

desired address unless a new strategy is introduced. The selected strategy is to introduce a 

time-out. A, in the requesting node, so that if the requested address does not arrive after A 

time units, the local node issues a new request. This situation repeats until the desired address
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is obtained. The value o f A is chosen to be small compared to the speed of movement of the 

users, i.e. the first re-attempts are made well before the users leave the node, hence it is 

assumed that the user will eventually obtain the file. In fact, the number of attempts needed to 

obtain an address was measured, and the simulation results showed that no more than two 

attempts were needed (see section 5.4.2). This time-out A is an example of the importance of 

the performance characteristics of the system. If A is too low, a large number of request 

messages would be generated to obtain one file, hence increasing the signalling load 

significantly. If, on the contrary, A is too large, the delays in obtaining the requested address 

can be very long, and this address might even arrive too late, after the user has moved to 

another location. This is a simple example of the trade-offs that appear in the design of 

services, and of the importance of studying them carefully and using risk assessment to 

evaluate the potential consequences of different implementation options. For the sake of 

simplicity, in the model, the value of A is kept constant, but other alternatives are possible, e.g. 

use random values for each re-attempt, increase the value for consecutive re-attempts to obtain 

the same file, etc.

5.4.2. Simulation Results

This section contains the simulation results obtained for the second version of the Magnet C++ 

model. As previously introduced, we can differentiate two types of measures; QoS measures 

and performance measures.

5.4.2.1. Measurements of QoS

Two QoS related measures were taken in the model. The results are discussed next.

a) Delay time to obtain a requested address. The elapsed time between the generation of a 

request and the arrival of the requested address to the requesting node was measured. 

Figure 29 shows the histogram of these delay times. Axis x in the graphs represents time, 

and for each value of x, axis y represents the number of cases that experienced that delay. 

Each plot illustrates the results for a different percentage of files shared between the two 

users, starting with no shared files and finishing with the case of all the files being 

shared. As it would be expected, the more files are shared the larger the delays are, 

because the contention for files is higher.
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Figure 29. Histogram of delays

The case of no files shared shows a distribution of delays with the maximum at around 20 

time units. The explanation to this is as follows. There is a strong relationship between the 

delays and the size of the network. The request packets travel one hop every clock cycle. 

Therefore, the time required for a request packet to reach the database of addresses - in 

time units - equals the distance it has to travel - in number of hops. Since the distribution 

of the users is random, the arguments developed in Appendix C to obtain the average 

distance apply here. Therefore, the average distance between a user and the database is 

X/2, where X is the number of lines in the grid. The measure considered as an indication
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of the delays is twice this value, i.e. X, because it includes the time for the information to 

travel back from the database to the requesting node. The simulations were run for a 

20x20 grid, hence the theoretical average delay time is 20 time units. This agrees with the 

experimental results for no file contention.

As contention is introduced, a new cluster, i.e. group of values in the graph, grows in the 

histogram of delays. This is because now the two users have to compete for the data files 

and, as explained in section 5.4.1, more than one attempt may be necessary to obtain a file 

address. This new component in the graph has its maximum at around 60 time units. This 

is because the time between two consecutive attempts to obtain one address is set to be A= 

40. A second attempt will then happen at time=40, so for those cases needing two 

attempts the average delay is 40 + 20 = 60 time units. The larger the number of shared 

files, the larger the number of cases needing two attempts, and therefore the bigger the 

second component becomes. The graphs indicate that the maximum number of attempts is 

2 (there are only two clusters in the histogram), which means that a value of A=40 time 

units is enough for the requested file to reach the new location and the database being 

updated.
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Figure 30. Average number of re-attempts to obtain a file

The case of 100% shared files shows that the two components of the histogram have similar 

size, but still the one closer to the lower values of delays dominates. This is because re

attempts are only needed if there is contention for a file. This does not happen if:
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i) the requested file is available locally, and therefore the addressing function is not 

performed for one of the users.

ii) a file requested by one of the users is relocated and its new location is updated before 

the request from the other user reaches the database.

b) Attempts needed to obtain a requested address, i.e. number of times that the user’s local 

node has to re-send the request to the addresses database. The average results are shown 

in Figure 30. For no files sharing, the average number of re-attempts is 0, i.e. the files are 

always obtained at the first attempt, because there is no file contention. The average 

number of re-attempts increases linearly with the number of shared files. For 100% of 

files shared this value is around 0.37, considerably lower than 1 for the same reason as in

ii) above.
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Figure 31. Average number of packets in the network

5A.2.2. Measurements of performance

a) The signalling load is measured counting the average number of packets present in the 

network at a given time. The results are plotted in Figure 31 for different percentages of 

shared files. The graph shows a practically linear growth of the signalling load with the 

percentage of shared files. This is because the larger the number of shared files, the more 

likely is there a need for more than one attempt to obtain requested files, and hence the 

larger the number of signalling packets that are created. This measure is therefore related 

to the average number of re-attempts (Figure 30), but it is different to it because the 

number of packets present in the system is related to the distances that these packets have 

to travel. In other words, if the users are close to the database, the address request and the 

address response packets have to travel shorter distances, and disappear earlier.
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Alternatively, if the local node is far from the database the packets remain in the system 

for a longer time, contributing to the measure of total number of packets present in the 

network.

b) The bandwidth usage - again considered as the product of the size of the files times the 

number of hops that they travel - for different percentages of shared files is shown in 

Figure 32. This graph shows that this measure does not depend on the percentage of 

shared files (the minor variations in the graph can be attributed to the averaging process). 

The reason is that the bandwidth is calculated only for the movement of data files, not for 

the movement of request and response packets. The number of data files that are moved 

is independent of the percentage of shared files, because even if contention is high, both 

users will obtain the files they request within the first two attempts (as discussed in 

section a) in 5.4.2.1).
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Figure 32. Average bandwidth usage

These results illustrate the importance of analysing the problem from different angles and 

taking into account different aspects that may be contradictory. The number of shared files 

does not affect the measure of bandwidth. However, as shown in previous section, it has a 

great effect in other measures such as signalling load and delays.

5.5. Outcome from the C++ modelling

The principal use of the C++ modelling work was the development and initial testing of the 

ideas in the modelling framework proposed in chapter 3. This section reviews how the C++ 

models contributed to each of the four key areas in the framework described in section 3.4.2.
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5.5.1. Aim of the models and modelling methodology

In terms of the seven stage methodology proposed in section 3.4.2.1, only stages 1 (model 

service behaviour) and, 2 (identify path of normal behaviour) have been fully completed with 

the C++ models. Stages 3 (identify sources of errors) and 4 (introduce errors in models) have 

been partially developed. Thus, performance and QoS degradation as a result o f changes in the 

customer demands have been demonstrated in section 5.4.2. This information could be used to 

define integrity levels as discussed in the proposed integrity definition in section 3.2. For 

example, if limits were defined for delay times, this would result in a number of regions from 

‘optimum’ to ‘unacceptable’ delays. The results in Figure 29 would then provide the bounds in 

the percentage of shared information between the users for which the delays would remain 

within the specified regions.

Other potential failure causes have also been detected through the modelling exercise, e.g. 

incorrect timer values and loss or corruption of signalling messages. Although these failures 

have not been introduced in the models, the possibility of them causing catastrophic failure 

has been identified.

5.5.2. Level of abstraction

One objective of the C++ modelling work was to test the suitability of the top-down layered 

modelling framework described in section 3.4.2.2. In the first version, the M agnet service is 

modelled at the highest level - the functional layer. This was very useful in order to understand 

essential features of the service and begin to identify areas of complexity and potential 

integrity degradation. Three areas requiring further analysis were identified and included in 

the second version, namely the addressing function, contention issues and quality of service 

measures.

The layered framework proved to be a very efficient tool to breakdown the problem and 

understand the level of detail required for each scenario, providing the ability to expand on the 

areas of highest interest for the specific issues being investigated. The C++ models also 

demonstrated the use and importance of the Customer layer in the framework, in the form of 

the population models examined -  random and diffusive.
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5.5.3. Modelling languages and tools

One issue that became rapidly obvious with the initial modelling work was the difficulty to 

keep track of the modelled system as its complexity increases. This identified the need for user 

friendly visualisation tools to assist understanding of the systems being simulated. 

Specifically, for visualising information flows between the different components (that is the 

signalling).

C++, as most high level programming languages, is a powerful language that can be used to 

build virtually any kind o application. Thus, it would have been possible to build these 

visualisation capabilities required for the models using C++. However, this would have 

required considerable time and effort, and it was felt that this would deviate the work from the 

pursued aim e.g. integrity analysis. Thus, instead of developing these visualisation capabilities 

it was decided to look at another language with built in visualisation capabilities instead 

(SDL).

5.5.4. Inputs to the models

Building the C++ models permitted identification of the three main inputs: service, network, 

and customer (user and population) models.

When the C++ models were created, the importance of maintaining the independence of the 

three components had not been fully understood. Thus, in these models the service and the 

population components are embedded with the network components. This makes these models 

completely tailored to the Magnet service, and difficult to modify or re-use to model other 

services. The identification of this limitation led to some of the key ideas discussed in section

3.4.1 regarding re usability of models.

The network architecture has been kept very simple, because the aim of the work is to identify 

integrity threats in the ‘intelligent’ levels, as opposed to the network levels. The square grid 

network topology was maintained in all cases, examining only the effect of the size of the 

network. More attention has been paid to the identification of dynamic errors due to 

performance limitations (see section S.4.2.4, network models). The need for performance 

models has been identified in the Magnet service as a main component to examine integrity. In 

particular, the values of the different time outs were identified as a critical design factor.
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The C++ model focuses mainly on the effect of the customer models in the performance of the 

Magnet service, by investigating three aspects namely, number of users, their mobility patterns 

and amount of information shared between them;

a) Number of users: the single user versus the two users cases have been studied and the 

results showed how increasing the number of uses introduces QoS and performance 

degradation.

b) Mobility patterns: a study of the random versus the diffusion mobility patterns based on 

bandwidth usage has been carried out for the one user case. The comparative analysis of 

both relocation patterns has demonstrated the impact of different population models in the 

service, and the need to take these factors into account for the service design.

c) Percentage of shared files between the users: the simulation results have shown that 

increasing the percentage of shared files results in an increased number of packets (Figure 

31) and causes degradation in the QoS, specifically increased delay times (Figure 29 and 

Figure 30). On the contrary, the bandwidth usage does not change with the percentage of 

shared files (Figure 32), i.e. the same amount of data is moved.

In summary, the exercise has shown how small variations in the number and distribution of 

users can produce very different results. This demonstrated the importance of examining 

different customer models in the design of services.

5.6. Conclusions

This chapter contains a description of the C++ model of the Magnet service and the simulation 

results obtained for it. The C++ modelling exercise was designed in order to start to build and 

put into practice the ideas in the modelling framework described in chapter 3 and to begin to 

identify some of the relevant integrity aspects for the Magnet service. The value of the model 

is not only the numerical results obtained from the simulations, but mainly the knowledge and 

expertise gained from the modelling work which contributed strongly to the proposed 

methodologies. The models have been kept very simple, in order to facilitate understanding of 

the system and identification of relevant areas and key issues. If the models used at these early 

stages were too complex, this complexity would obscure the essential features, and would 

make it extremely difficult to interpret the results. The complexity of the models can grow 

gradually as work progresses, and the results obtained from different stages can be reused and 

incorporated in later stages to build more advanced models.
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The effect of different design strategies has been considered in this exercise. This has been the 

beginning of a much more complex process, and only the first steps have been taken. For 

example, in the signalling arena, next stages could include the introduction of a probability of 

losing packets and the study of the effects that this would have in the service behaviour. In the 

way the Magnet service has been designed, the loss of a request packet would not have major 

consequences, because a new request packet would be generated after the time-out expires. A 

loss of a packet used to update the address of a file, on the contrary, would have catastrophic 

consequences, because it could render that file inaccessible. A subsequent step would be the 

design of recovery mechanisms to solve this type of problems.

The possibilities for further development of the model of the Magnet service are numerous, 

and due to time constraints only a small number of them could be explored. The following 

areas had to be abandoned:

a) deeper study of the file management strategies and comparison to other schemes,

c) interconnect scenario, where the Magnet service is offered across two interconnected 

networks,

d) analysis of other population models,

e) introduction of different time-out strategies, i.e. timers of variable value.

With the modelling work presented in this chapter some limitations in the use of C++ as the 

modelling language became apparent. These limitations are concerned with the representation 

of information. C++ and the development tools do not provide mechanisms for visualising 

interactions between components in the model, which is one of the key capabilities needed. 

This makes it difficult to understand the behaviour of the system and to identify areas of 

conflict. Moreover, C++ is not a very user-friendly language, and here it is believed that in 

the context of commercial organisations other more familiar tools, easier to learn and use, are 

required. Continuing with the modelling work using C++ would have resulted in an interesting 

academic exercise, but at this stage, the investigation of alternatives was given priority. Hence, 

it was decided to consider other possibilities for modelling languages and tools, and SDL was 

chosen as the language to investigate. A new model of the Magnet service was created using 

SDL. The objectives of this SDL model were twofold. One area was to use it to further 

investigate the Magnet service, and to assess the value of the modelling work to identify 

integrity regions and for integrity preservation. The other objective was to investigate the
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applicability of SDL and the SDL tools employed, identify limitations and propose solutions. 

This is dealt with in the following chapters.
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Chapter 6

The SDL model

6.1. Introduction

The C++ modelling work identified an important limitation in the use of high level 

programming languages to model and simulate telecommunication services. This is the lack of 

powerful visualisation techniques to observe communication flows between the different 

components in the system. This is one reason why it was decided to investigate the use of SDL 

and the existing SDL tools for modelling and simulating the Magnet service. The behaviour- 

orientated nature of SDL made it a very suitable candidate for the description of service 

behaviour. In addition, used in conjunction with MSCs, SDL provides a better way of 

visualising message flows and interactions in the system. Other advantages of SDL are that it 

is an international standard, it is easy to use, it has proven to be the most used method in 

telecommunications applications (currently used by a large number of operators and 

manufactures), and there are advanced software tools available to build and test SDL systems. 

Moreover, there is a strong international research activity in SDL, and modifications are 

introduced to the language to respond to new demands. Finally, as part of the research work 

carried out in a major UK operator it was discovered that SDL was being widely used in that 

organisation, and the author had access to some of their expertise and resources.
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A new model of the Magnet service was developed using SDL. The model was built based on 

the outcome from the C++ model. Both models have some common characteristics, but there 

are some important differences driven by the intrinsically different nature of the two 

languages and the things they are best suited for. The objectives of the SDL modelling work 

are as follows:

a) to explore some of the areas identified with the C++ model in more detail,

b) to identify integrity parameters for the Magnet service and to use the simulation to detect 

and prevent network integrity degradation,

c) to illustrate how modelling techniques can be used for measuring and categorising the 

degree of integrity of a system, and

d) to investigate the suitability of SDL as a language for modelling services in the context of 

integrity analysis, identify limitations and propose solutions.

This chapter is organised as follows. The SDL model built for the Magnet service is described 

in section 6.2. For the sake of readability of this document, very detailed descriptions of the 

model are avoided, but the complete model is included in appendix F. The SDL model has 

been used to simulate the Magnet service, in order to obtain integrity measurements. The 

limitations found when using SDL for this purpose are described in section 6.3. In particular, a 

major issue is the lack of performance constructs in SDL. A literature review on the area of 

performance evaluation, and on the integration of performance evaluation and formal 

description techniques is included in sections 6.4 and 6.5. The approach taken in this project to 

introduce performance information and measurements in the Magnet service is described in 

section 6.6, followed by the conclusions in section 6.7.

6.2. Description of the SDL model

This section contains a detailed description of the SDL model of the Magnet service. This 

description has been divided in three sections. The first section details the structure of the 

system, the main SDL components and their connections. The second section outlines the 

most significant data types used. Finally, the third section describes the behaviour of the SDL 

model of the Magnet service.
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6.2.1. Structure

In order to cope with complexity, the system has been decomposed in a number of structural 

components in a hierarchical fashion, making use of the SDL concepts of system, blocks, 

processes and procedures. The concepts of block and process types, introduced in SDL 92, 

have also been used [Olsen et al. 94].
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Figure 33. SDL system level: structure of the whole system

The top level, i.e. the system level, is represented in Figure 33. A system is composed of three 

blocks, which are instantiations of three block types; namely the Network, Population and 

FileManager block types. The functionality of each of these blocks is as follows:

The Population block contains the population models, i.e. the characteristics of the population 

of users in the system and the mechanisms for the mobility of users. The File Manager block 

deals with the functions related to the management and relocation of data files in the Magnet 

service. It contains the database with all the current addresses of the data files. The Network
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block contains the architecture of the network. The structure of the network is given as a 

collection of blocks representing the nodes in the network. As in the C++ model, these nodes 

are connected in the form of a square lattice. There is an additional block, named the Network 

Interface block, connected to all the nodes. The function of this block is to permit the transfer 

of signals from the outside of the network block to any of the nodes.
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Figure 34. The block type Population

6.2 .I.I. The Population Block

The Population Block, shown in Figure 34, contains the population models. It is composed of 

three processes. The process InitialUsers creates the initial user profiles and distributes them 

in the network randomly. The process ClockTick governs the passage of time, by sending out 

at regular intervals a signal called Tick that initiates the movement of users. Finally, the 

process UMobility deals with the relocation of the users upon receipt of the signal Tick.

6.2.I.2. The File Manager Block

The block FileManag (Figure 35) contains three processes. The process NewFiles distributes 

the initial data files around the network at random locations. The process FileLocations
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represents database containing the locations of all the data files. It is connected to the process 

DelayProcess, which models the delay time associated with each database look up (this will 

be described in more detail in section 6.6.1.1).
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Figure 35. The block type FileManager

6.2.1.3. The Network Block

Figure 36 shows the SDL structure representing the architecture of the modelled network. 

Three block types are defined, namely BaseNode, FirstNode and N etlF  (which stands for 

network interface). The network consists of eight instantiations of the block type BaseNode 

and one of the type FirstNode, each representing one node in the network, plus an 

instantiation of the block type NetIF, named NIF, representing the interface between the 

network block and the outside world. The NIF  block is connected to all the nodes in the 

network. Its function is simply to direct the incoming signals to the correct node in the 

network, and it will not be described in more detailed. The type FirstNode is defined as a 

redefinition of the type BaseNode. The only difference between the two types is that the type 

FirstNode can receive the signal CreateLink from the N IF  block. This is needed only for 

constructing the model, and is not relevant to the behaviour of the simulated system; therefore, 

it will not be described further.
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Figure 36. The network block

The nine nodes are connected in the shape of a square lattice, with periodic boundary 

conditions, i.e. there are no edges in the network and hence all nodes are equal in behaviour. 

The reason for this is to facilitate the analysis of the results. The naming convention for each 

node block is based in the spatial representation of the network on the page. Each node block 

is named by their position in the lattice in terms of row and column. The rows are numbered 1 

to 3 from top to bottom, and the columns are numbered 1 to 3 from left to right. For example, 

the block R1C2 is the block in row 1 and column 2. It must be said that these block names are 

in fact hardly ever used. For the description of behaviour, each node is assigned a unique node 

identifier, which is in fact an integer number between 1 and 9. The node identifier is stored in 

every process within each node block in the form of an SDL variable, and their values are 

assigned at run time. The correspondence between block names and node identifiers is shown 

in Figure 37.
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Figure 37. Node block names and node identifiers

Each node block has five gates. The gates N, S, E, W  (naming convention standing for north, 

south, east, west) are connection points to each of the four adjacent nodes, and the gate C is 

the connection point to the network interface block.

6.2.I.4. The Node Blocks

A node is modelled as a layered structure consisting of four layers, namely the user layer, the 

application layer, the network layer and the data link layer. The layered structure resembles 

the layered architecture of the OSI basic reference model for open systems interconnection 

[ISO/IEC 7498-1:1994], but for the sake of simplicity it has been simplified to make the 

model more manageable and tailored to the case study. Each layer is modelled as an SDL 

block type, as shown in Figure 38. Thus, each node instance consists o f an instance of the 

UserLayer, ApplicationLayer, NetworkLayer and DataLinkLayer blocks connected in a top 

down fashion.
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The D ataLinkLayer block (Figure 39) deals with the transmission of information between two 

adjacent nodes. The information is sent in the form of SDL signals, called packets in the 

model, which carry one parameter of a type also called Packet. The data type Packet is 

defined as a structure in which two of the members are the origin and the destination nodes 

(see section 6.2.2). The four gates N, S, E  and W  correspond to the gates with the same names 

in the block BaseNode, and they represent the links to the four adjacent nodes in the lattice.

The DataLinkLayer is modelled as a collection of SDL processes. The process MakeLink of 

type LinkCreation exists only for the initialisation phase of the model, and does not have any 

functionality related to the behaviour of the Magnet service. The process ProbelB  is included 

for the introduction of measurements, and hence it does not describe service behaviour either. 

The only processes that really represent service behaviour are the UpperDataLink, InputBuffer
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and OutputBujfer. The UpperDataLink process is the interface between the DataLinkLayer 

and the NetworkLayer above. The process InputBuffer receives all the incoming packets from 

other nodes and processes them in a FIFO (first in-first out) fashion, whereas the OutputBuffer 

deals with the outgoing packets. The process PacketDelay is added as part of the scheme to 

introduce performance in the model, as discussed in section 6.6.
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Figure 39. The DataLinkLayer

The next layer up is the NetworkLayer block (Figure 40), which performs the routing 

functions in the node. A non-adaptive, static routing algorithm is used. Each node has a 

routing table containing a list of all the nodes in the network and the link on which the
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information must be sent from this node to each of the other nodes. The routing algorithm uses 

the shortest path for neighbouring nodes, whilst a random link is selected for the rest. For 

example, a packet from node 1 to nodes 2, 4, 7 or 3 (see Figure 37) will be sent directly to the 

destination, since these are neighbouring nodes (remember the lattice has periodic boundary 

conditions). If the destination is any other node, the packet will be sent randomly to any of the 

neighbours, where the same routing procedure is repeated. The routing functions are dealt 

with by the process Routing. In addition to the process Routing, the block NetworkLayer also 

contains the process UpperNet and LowerNet, which represent the interfaces to the 

ApplicationLayer and DataLinkLayer respectively.
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The ApplicationLayer (Figure 41) deals with the functions related to the management of 

users and files registered in the node. This is performed by the processes RegisteredUsers and 

RegisteredFiles respectively. These two processes operate in a very similar fashion. The 

process RegisteredUsers contains a database with the profiles of the users registered in the 

node. This users database is implemented by a user defined data type (see section 6.2.2). 

Similarly, the process RegisteredFiles contains a database with all the files present in that 

node. These processes perform operations such as registration or deletion of a new user/file, in 

response to requests coming from the layers above or below through the interfaces UpperApp 

an LowerApp. Two additional processes have been included for the sake of taking 

measurements during the simulation, namely the processes ProbeUsers and Probe Files.
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The top layer within the node structure is the UserLayer, shown in Figure 42. This layer deals 

with the following functions:
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Figure 42. The UserLayer

a) Interaction of the users with the system. All the signals related to the registration of new 

users in the node and the request for service are sent to the UserLayer. In the model, these 

signals come in fact from the block type Population which, as previously stated, contains 

the population models.

b) Handling of signals related to the management of files. It might be regarded as unusual to 

do this at the UserLayer, since these functions are not driven by the users themselves, but 

by the file management strategy implemented in the system. Perhaps the most intuitive 

way of modelling these file management functions would be to place the database of data 

file addresses inside one of the nodes in the network (as it was done in the C++ model). 

Instead, for the sake of simplicity in this model the database has been placed externally, in 

the block FileManager, outside the network block. Hence, the signals related to the file 

management are not treated as inter-node signals (in which case they would have been 

exchanged in the form of packets at the DataLinkLayer). Instead, they are sent directly 

from the block FileManager to the UserLayer. This approach simplifies the model, 

because it avoids extra functionality to transform these signals into packets and let them
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be treated as ordinary packets. In terms of the modelling methodology described in 

section 5.3.2, the addressing function is only modelled at the functional level. No detail 

on how this is implemented by the network is included.

c) Interaction with the layer below, i.e. the ApplicationLayer

6.2.2. The data

For the representation of data in the system, the SDL concept of user defined data types has 

been used. The operators associated to the data types have been implemented directly in C 

code, instead of SDL notation'. This reduces the complexity of the SDL specification of 

behaviour and makes the handling of lists more straightforward. In the model, extensive use of 

lists has been made. For example, the database of users registered in a node, the list of files 

present in a node, etc. have been implemented as arrays, and the operations such as adding, 

removing or searching for an element in the array have been implemented in C. A discussion 

of the most relevant user defined data types is included next.

UserDatabase

This type is used to store a list of users, and it is defined as an array of user profiles. The user 

profiles are stored in the form of another user defined data type called UserProfile, which is a 

structure with 5 components, namely the user ID, the previous and current locations of the 

user, the number of data files associated to that user and the list of these data files.

The following operators are defined for the UserDatabase type:

i) Search: searches for a user ID in the array and returns Found if the user is in the list and 

NotFound  otherwise. Found and NotFound are the two possible values of the user defined 

type SearchResType.

ii) GetUser: takes a user ID as input and returns the user profile if the user ID is in the list.

iii) ListFull: checks whether the array is full, and returns True or False.

iv) Count: returns the number of user profiles in the users database.

' C is the programming language that our tool permitted to incorporate to the SDL descriptions.
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v) Add: adds a user profile to the list. The insertion is made in the first available position in 

the array.

vi) Remove: removes a user from the users database. If the user ID was not part of the list, 

nothing happens.

vii) Clear: deletes all the entries in the users database.

A number of other data types similar to the UserDatabase type have been defined in the 

model, namely

a) UserDatabaseShort: like UserDatabase, but the elements in the array are of type 

UserProfileShort. This type is a simplified version of the type UserProfile, where only 

the names of the data files associated to the user are included, and not the whole file. This 

is a more realistic type, since a user profile should only contain a reference to the data 

files, and hence it is the most widely used. The type UserDatabase is there for historical 

reasons.

b) UserList: This type is simply defined as an array of charstrings. Each charstring 

represents a user ID. This type is used in the block Population to handle the movement of 

users. The operators Search, ListFull, Add and Remove are defined, in a similar way as 

described above.

Types for handling the communication between layers

An OSI-like approach has been chosen for modelling the nodes (see section 6.2.1.4). The 

communication between the layers within a node is done via service primitives carrying 

parameters or service data units. A basic description of the OSI layered model and examples 

of modelling protocols using SDL can be found in [Belina et al 91], chapter 9.

Service data units are transmitted as parameters in service primitives. These service primitives 

are modelled as SDL signals. The naming convention used in the model is SPXY, where SP 

stand for service primitive, X is the originating layer and Y the receiving layer. The layers 

have been numbered from 1 to 4, in a bottom up fashion: DataLinkLayer = 1 ; NetworkLayer = 

2; ApplicationLayer = 3; UserLayer = 4.
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The format of a level N service primitive data type is represented in Figure 43. The length 

field refers to the number of parameters carried by the service primitive. The list of parameters 

is an element of the type ParamList, defined as an array of elements of the defined type 

Parameter. The ParamList type contains the usual operators for list handling described above, 

e.g. Search, ListFull, Add, Remove, GetParamByName and Clear. The data type Parameter is 

a structure with three fields, namely the parameter name (charstring), the length field (integer) 

and the data field or values (charstring).

SP_ID Length Parameters N+1 Part

Figure 43. Format of a level N service primitive data type

6.2.3. Behaviour

6.2 3.1. General description

For the sake of simplicity, the random relocation population model has been used (see section

5.3.2.1 for more detail). Therefore there is no correlation between the new and the previous 

locations of a user. In order to examine the effect of the contention for the data files, the multi

user case is designed so that the different users in the system share a number of data files. All 

the users follow the random relocation mobility pattern, and they move at the same times but 

to locations independent from one another. It is assumed that data files are only requested on 

the same clock cycle when the users change location. During the time intervals between two 

consecutive changes of location, no new files are requested. This represents the case o f users 

only requesting service when they change location at certain times of the day. An example of 

this type of service could be a call forwarding service, assuming that the vast majority of users 

redirect their calls when they move from home to office locations at specific times of they, i.e. 

rush hours. This is Just a simple user relocation scheme, and other alternatives are possible. 

Figure 44 illustrates the basic behaviour for the case of two users in the system, when both 

users request for data file F. The data files present in the network can be divided in three 

categories, namely those unique to user 1, those unique to user 2 and those shared between 

both users. The selection of data files for each user is done at random.
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W hen a data  file is needed in a node, the addressing function  is used to obtain the location o f 

the file. As prev iously  stated, the file addressing function  is m odelled at a high level. T he 

transm ission  o f  the addressing  m essages is not im plem ented via a routing function across the 

nodes in the netw ork; i.e. they m ove directly  betw een the node and the database, w ithout any 

associated  delays. T here are tw o types o f addressing m essages. T he first type is request 

m essages sent from  the u se r’s local node to the database o f  addresses, asking for the address 

o f  a da ta  file (FileLocationRequest). The second type is the response m essages sent from  the 

database to the u se r’s local node (FileLocationResponse). T his response is sent back som e 

tim e units after it is received. T his delay is given by the param eter called F_L O C _D EL . W hen 

a request for a file is generated  in a node, the file is first looked for in this local node, and only 

if the file is not availab le  locally  the address request is sent to the database o f addresses. If 

there w ere no conten tion  issues o r other possible erro r situations, the local node would receive 

the response after F _L O C _D E L  tim e units. H ow ever, things are m ore com plex than that.

Shared File 
User 1 File 
User 2 File

File F

User 2F_R equest:

F_ Request
,F_Response

F ileL ocat
RequesK

No response. 
File location 
tem porarily  
unavailable!

User 1 FilçLocationR equesttF )

FileLocationResponsc'(F)

File addresses

Figure 44. The modelled system for the two users scenario
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As discussed in section 5.4.1, errors may occur if the two users request the same file at the 

same time. The same strategy employed in the C++ model is used in the SDL model: a flag is 

introduced in the entries of the addresses database. A file address is only dispatched when the 

flag for this file is not activated. This creates the possibility of the requesting node never 

obtaining a FileLocationResponse. In the SDL model this possibility is increased due to the 

probability of losing packets (see section 6.6.3).

As in the C++ model, the approach taken is to introduce a time out A, so that if the requested 

information does not arrive after A time units, the local node issues another request. This 

situation repeats until the desired address is obtained. The value of A is chosen small 

compared to the speed of movement of the users. Therefore, the first re-attempts are made 

well before the users leave the node, so it can be assumed that the user will eventually obtain 

the address of the file.

Once the location of the needed file is known, a similar process is started in order to obtain the 

information needed. A FileRequest packet is sent to the node where the file is present, and this 

node will send a FileResponse packet back. These packets have to travel to the destination 

node according to the routing mechanism, and hence they are subjected to the packet 

transmission delays. They are also subjected to the mechanism for losing packets described in 

section 6.6.3. Thus, another time out is necessary to restart the whole process in case the file is 

not obtained within a certain time interval (see section 6.6.1.1).

6.2.3.2. Request for service from the users

Every time a user registers in a new location, the new location needs to be updated in the 

database of users in the population model, and the user needs to be de-registered from the 

previous location. To achieve this, when a user registers in the new location a UserLocUpdate 

message is sent to the process UsersMobility, in the block Population, and a UserRemReq is 

sent to the user’s previous location, in order to delete that user from its database. These 

messages are sent after confirmation that the user has been registered in the new node is 

received by the UpperApp process in the ApplicationLayer. This confirmation is the receipt of 

the Diag (diagnostics) message Ureg (user registered).
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The UserRemReq is passed down to the DataLinkLayer, and it is transformed into a packet in 

the InputBuffer process. This URemReq packet is sent to the user previous location to de- 

register the user. The URemReq messages are real packets that travel around the network 

according to the routing protocol, and hence may be lost. In that case, the user would not be 

de-registered from the previous location. The only effect of this would be that the user 

databases in each node would contain more entries than users there are in fact in the node. 

Since the size of the users databases is not considered a limitation, this has not effect in the 

behaviour of the model. Hence, for the sake of simplicity and in order to facilitate the 

measures about distribution of users, in the model the user de-registration packets are never 

lost.

The request for files for a user starts after the UserLocUpdate arrives in the process 

UsersMobility. The data files to be requested are selected within the process RegisteredUsers, 

in the application layer of the nodes, because it is here where the database of users and their 

associated files are kept. The requested files are selected at random, using the SDL ‘ANY’ 

construct. For each data file, ‘ANY’ is used to generate either a ‘0 ’ or a ‘1’. If ‘1’, the file is 

requested, i.e. the probability of a file being requested is 0.5. Note that, contrary to the C++ 

model, there are not different priority files, so the probabilities of requesting a file are 

calculated in the same way for all the data files.

For a requested file, the first thing is to check if that file is available locally, and this is done 

sending a SearchFile signal to process RegisteredFiles. When this signal is sent, the 

RegisteredUsers process waits for a reply in a state called WaitFileExistsCheck. In this state, 

only a Diag signal carrying the result of the check can be consumed, but other signals arriving 

in the process are saved. If the requested file is not available locally, a FileLocRequest is sent 

to the FileManager (i.e. database of file locations) and the File ID is added to the list of 

expected files locations in the node (ExpectedFLocList), in the UserLayer. A timer is included 

at the UserLayer to reissue requests if the FileLocResp does not arrive. When the FileLocResp 

is received at the UserLayer, the file ID is removed from the ExpectedFLocList, and an SP43 

signal of type RemoteFileReq is sent to the ApplicationLayer. This propagates all the way 

down to the output buffer, and the file request is then sent to the corresponding node.
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6.2.3.3. Files management

The relocation of files is done using real packets that propagate through the network according 

to the routing protocol. The originating node sends FileRequest packets to the node where the 

file is stored, and this receiving node sends FileResponse type of packets which are suppose to 

contain the file. Fragmentation of the information contained in the file so that it is sent in 

several packets is not considered.

The file addresses database is included in the process FilesLocations in the block 

FileManager. Each entry in the database is an element of type FLocEle, which is a structure 

with the following fields: File ID, File priority. File location. Flag. The flag is an integer. The 

default value is -1. The flag is set to 1 to indicate that a file is in transit, and is set back to -1 

when the file location update for that file is received.

When a request for a file arrives to the destination node, the request is propagated all the way 

up to the process Registered Files in the ApplicationLayer. Upon receipt of a FileReq signal, 

two things happen in this process. On the one hand, a FileResp signal containing the requested 

file as a parameter is sent to the sender process. On the other hand, a diagnostics message of 

type FRem  (file removed) is sent to the UpperApp process. This FRem message contains the 

FilelD  and an additional parameter that takes the value -1, to indicate that it corresponds to a 

file in transit. Upon receipt of this FRem message, the UpperApp process sends a 

FileLocUpdate signal up to the UserLayer, and from here it will be passed on to the 

FileManager. When a FileLocUpdate signal arrives in the FileManager, a third parameter is 

checked. This third parameter is named FPrevLoc. If the value is -1 it means that the file is in 

transit, and the flag in the database entry corresponding to this file is set to 1. This makes the 

file location unavailable until a FileLocUpdate signal containing the new location is received. 

This happens when the file eventually reaches its new destination, i.e. when the FileResp 

signal containing the file arrives in the LowerApp process at the ApplicationLayer in the 

destination node. When this happens, an AddFile signal is sent to the process RegisteredFiles. 

If the add file operation succeeds, a Diag message of type FReg is sent up to the UpperApp 

process. This Diag signal also contains the FilelD  and the ID of this node. Upon receipt of this 

FReg Diag signal, the UpperApp process sends a FileLocUpdate signal to the UserLayer, and 

this signal propagates to the file manager, causing the update of the file location. Note that if 

the FileResp signals are lost, the locations of the files are not updated.
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6.3. Limitations of SDL and the tool employed

This section contains a discussion of some limitations found in the use of SDL as the language 

for modelling networks in the context of integrity. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with 

SDL. An overview of SDL is included in appendix D.

A main advantage of SDL is its graphical syntax, the most widely used, since it provides a 

clear representation of the systems being modelled. However, this advantage is also the cause 

of a number of limitations and constraints. An obvious problem is the fact that the number of 

structural components is limited to the size of the drawing area, i.e. a page. SDL provides the 

block construct to break a systems structure down into components in a hierarchical way, but 

the connections between different blocks at a particular level in the hierarchy need to be 

included on one single page. Unlike process descriptions, block descriptions and system 

interaction diagrams can not be split into more than one page. This imposes an important 

limitation for large complex systems, where system or blocks are decomposed in a large 

number of sub-components. For example, if a network architecture is to be modelled, where a 

network is represented by a block containing a large number of sub-blocks representing the 

different network components. This limitation was encountered when the model for the 

Magnet service was developed, as it is obvious from Figure 36, and this is for a relatively 

small system of nine nodes. The main reason why the study was not carried out for a larger 

system was the increasing complexity of the SDL diagrams as the number of blocks increases, 

and the difficulty to handle all the required block instances and their connections.

Another limitation arises from the fact that in SDL the dynamic creation of structural 

components is not possible. All the components of the system modelled have to be included 

statically; i.e. it is necessary to draw all of them and their connections during the systems 

specification. This makes it very cumbersome to introduce structural modifications to the 

systems. For example, consider the case in which an analysis is being carried out to 

investigate the impact o f the size of the network in a particular problem. If a programming 

language, e.g. C4-4- were employed, the number of nodes in the network and the way they are 

connected can be provided as data in a file. This file will be an input to the program, which 

would take these input parameters and build the desired network at run time. Hence, it is 

simple to change the size and topology of the network. This approach is not possible in SDL. 

Suppose that the nodes in the network are modelled as SDL processes. SDL processes can be 

dynamically created at execution time (although they still need to be declared, i.e. drawn
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initially). The number of nodes could then be sent as an input to the system, and the necessary 

number of nodes could be created dynamically. However, the network topology, i.e. the way 

the nodes are interconnected, can not be produced dynamically.

The problem mentioned above becomes worse with SDL blocks, since blocks can not be 

dynamically created. Blocks in SDL are the most natural and elegant way to represent a 

structure, because they can be hierarchically decomposed into further substructures. However, 

the use of blocks provides a fixed structure with no flexibility. In the SDL model of the 

Magnet service, the network is modelled as a collection of SDL blocks connected together 

(see section 6.2.1). If, for example, the network topology needs to be modified, this would 

require manual introduction of modifications in the system. SDL processes have the advantage 

that they can be created dynamically. However, SDL does not support a hierarchy of 

processes, and this makes them not suitable to represent the structure of complex systems. It 

seems that the introduction of hierarchy in processes is one of the biggest demands of the SDL 

users, and there is the possibility that the language will evolve in this direction in the future. 

However, this can not be guarantied at this point in time.

A major problem in using SDL for integrity modelling is that SDL does not cover 

performance issues. This is because SDL was designed to specify and describe abstract 

behaviour. Specifications of logical behaviour must be implementation independent, and 

hence a specification language does not need to cover implementation issues. In the past few 

years, however, SDL has experienced major development, and software tools that permit the 

translation of SDL into an executable language, i.e. C, have arisen. This has encouraged the 

use of SDL beyond the specification of protocols, as originally conceived. In particular, SDL 

has started to be used for simulation of telecommunication systems, such as is the case of this 

project. For this type of applications, the lack of constructs for performance evaluation in the 

language becomes a major obstacle. The importance of performance measures for integrity 

analysis has been discussed in previous chapters i.e. performance models are essential to 

identify dynamic errors. The need to introduce performance evaluation in simulation models is 

a key issue in this work, and it will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

Other limitations encountered are due to the SDL tool employed (Telelogic SDT). The main 

one is regarding the impossibility of running simulations in a batch mode. This is important 

when simulations are used to study the performance of a system. In order to obtain
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measurements that are more reliable a number of simulations must be undertaken for the same 

values of the parameters and the averaged results must be calculated. This must be done for 

each combination of the value of the parameters. The result is that a very large number of 

simulations need to be done. The simulation facility is provided by the SDT Simulator, 

integrated in the SDT package. When generating a simulating application a monitor system is 

included, whose function is to allow the interaction between the application and the user via a 

command-line user interface. The monitor system provides functionality similar to high-level 

language debuggers. The simulator can be run in a graphical mode or in a stand-alone mode 

directly from the UNIX console, but in any case when the simulator is invoked this interactive 

monitor system is started and it waits for simulator commands to be introduced. These 

commands must be introduced manually by the user. There is the option of logging the 

execution commands in a script that can then be executed. However, the invocation of the 

script must also be one from the interactive monitor system. This means that it is not possible 

to run simulations in the background, because the monitor system will only accept commands 

from the keyboard. This is a rather important constraint when a large number of simulations 

are needed.

Another problem is to do with the fact that if the value of parameters is changed, it is 

necessary to recompile the system before it can be executed for these new values. Even if the 

variables are declared as external and their values specified in an external file, if the values are 

modified and saved in the same file, re-compilation is necessary. It would be much more 

efficient if a simulation of a system could be invoked directly from the UNIX console, and the 

values of the constants could be passed as input parameters to the simulator. This would 

permit a higher degree of automation of the simulations.

Finally, the visualisation capabilities resulted rather more limited than expected. In particular 

the use of MSCs was not as effective as anticipated. They are useful for very small systems, or 

to view the interactions between a reduced number of processes. For large systems, they were 

found impractical. One reason is the impossibility to fit the whole diagrams in one single area 

and hence the difficulty to trace the flow of messages, as this requires continues scrolling of 

the pages. This obscures the global view of the system. Other reasons were the limited ability 

to manipulate the charts and the obscure labelling used by the tool, which makes interpretation 

of the graphs difficult. MSCs were used in the early phases of the construction of the model, 

but they were progressively abandoned as the model grew.
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6.4. FDTs and performance evaluation

6.4.1. FDTs and performance

Section 3.3.2.1 contained an introduction to Formal Description Techniques (FDTs) and the 

advantages of using them. FDTs were originally conceived to describe protocols behaviour 

and functionality in an implementation-independent fashion. Since a formal specification of 

behaviour has to be as implementation-independent as possible, specification languages do not 

cover performance aspects. However, the use of FDTs is being broadened beyond the mere 

specification of logical behaviour. The formal nature of FDTs makes possible the automatic 

transformation of FDT specifications into executable formats that can be used as a basis for 

simulation. And if simulations are to be used to measure real time behaviour, performance 

characteristics of the systems become necessary. Performance aspects such as response times, 

effects of processing overheads, packet loss rates, throughput or effect of errors in the QoS 

cannot be investigated in an implementation-independent way. To obtain performance 

measurements, in addition to the functional behaviour the quantitative properties of the system 

have to be specified.

System developers often require performance measures to decide on implementation or design 

alternatives. Performance models allow for tuning of different parameters in the system (e.g. 

duration of time-outs, size of buffers, etc.) in order to obtain the best performance within the 

given constraints. For a given specification, the suitability of the different design and 

implementation options needs to be investigated and compared. Design and implementation 

decisions need to be made in order to choose the best option to build the system.

Therefore, in order to undertake performance analysis via simulation from an FDT 

specification, extra implementation-dependent information has to be supplied. As discussed in 

[Deck et al. 91] such implementation-dependent information may cover issues involving:

a) parallelism in the execution of the protocol functions

b) scheduling strategies

c) processing speeds

d) size of buffers and queues

e) transmission speed of the medium

f) time-out values
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6.4.1.1. Classical performance models

There are two types of approaches to study the behaviour and performance of dynamic 

systems, namely analytical models and simulation. Analytical models are useful for simple, 

idealised systems, whereas for real complex systems analytical models are often not possible, 

and one must resort to simulation. Some of the classical performance models are discussed in 

[Bochman and Vaucher 88] and briefly described below.

Analytical models

a) Markov models and probabilistic finite state machines.

In such models, the systems are characterised by a collection of states and probabilistic 

transitions between the states. Solving the model gives steady state probabilities of being 

at any given state.

b) Queuing models.

A system is characterised by a number of resources which process service requests in a 

sequential fashion. The execution of each service request takes a certain amount of time. 

When a resource is busy, further requests wait in an associated queue. Arrivals of new 

requests and service times usually have random distributions.

c) Models with real time constraints.

These models include timers to guarantee specific response times requests. An example of 

this type of models are ‘timed Petri nets’.

Discrete event simulation

Simulation methods consist of imitating the behaviour of the system by the construction of a 

simulation model. System performance is then estimated by measurements on the model. The 

disadvantage of simulation techniques is that they are computationally expensive, and they 

only provide approximate solutions. The more precise a solution is sought, the more computer 

time is required. Simulation also presents problems when dealing with rare events, e.g. loss of 

a message, channel failures, etc. which would require very long execution times.
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A possible approach is to combine simulation techniques with analytical models. Simulations 

can be used only to get a good understanding of the system and to identify bottlenecks. Once 

this is done, the simulation can be discarded and performance can be obtained from simple 

analytical models of the identified bottlenecks.

6.4 .12 . Key aspects of performance evaluation

Several formal description techniques, including SDL, are based on finite state machines 

(FSM). In SDL, the behaviour of a system is constituted by the combined behaviour of a 

number of processes in the system. Each process is an extended finite state machine, i.e. a 

finite state machine that can use and manipulate data stored in variables local to the machine. 

An SDL process communicates autonomously and concurrently with other processes. The co

operation between processes is performed asynchronously by signals. A process can also send 

signals to and receive signals from the environment of the system. It is assumed that the 

environment acts in an SDL-like fashion, and must obey the constraints given by the system 

descriptions. Each process has an input FIFO (first in first out) queue, where the received 

signals are stored until they are consumed. The length of the queue is unlimited. A process 

either is in a state (waiting) or performs a transition between two states. A transition is 

initiated by the first signal in the input queue. When a signal has initiated a transition, it is 

removed from the input queue (and is said to be consumed). In a transition, variables can be 

manipulated, decisions can be made, new processes can be created, signals can be sent (to 

other processes or the process itself), etc.

This section describes some of the key aspects of a performance model for finite state 

machines (FSM). These aspects include the modelling of time, probabilities and resources.

a) Time

A necessary step to specifying performance is to represent the passage of time. As described 

in [Bochman and Vaucher 88], there are two main ways in which an FSM model can be 

extended to do this. One way uses Markov performance models, where transitions are 

instantaneous, but transitions do not necessarily start as soon as they become possible. The 

actual time when a transition starts may be defined by a probability distribution. The other 

possibility is to let the transitions start as soon as possible, but associate an execution time to 

each transition. In this case, the execution of a transition blocks the execution of others.
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Variations of these two basic models are possible. The approach taken in this project is 

described in section 6.6.

Once a mechanism for modelling time is implemented, it is then possible to introduce 

performance measurements such as transmission delays, throughput or use of resources.

b) Transmission delays

One essential factor to measure the performance of telecommunication networks is the 

transmission delays. In models such as SDL, where behaviour is given by a combination of 

processes, transmission delays can be modelled by modelling the communication between 

processes. For example, the transmission of a packet from one node in the network to another 

can be modelled as one process sending a signal to another process. Modelling the delays 

associated with these transmissions between the nodes is equivalent to modelling delays in the 

communication between the sender and the receiver processes. More about how to introduce 

performance in the communication between processes is discussed in section 6.6.

c) Resources

A modelled system will have a number of shared resources that provide service under 

requests. The performance of these resources needs to be specified. Parameters defining 

characteristics such as the speed of processors, the degree of parallelism or the scheduling and 

dispatch disciplines of the resources need to be specified. The time that the Jobs spend in the 

resources will depend on these factors, and is a component to be added to the transmission 

delays in order to obtain end to end delays.

d) Maximum throughput

The maximum throughputs, together with the delay, are the two basic performance parameters 

of a transmission medium. In order to model the throughput, the input to the medium can 

modelled as a resource, and the service time of the resource will limit the number of 

transmission requests that can be handled.
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e) Probability

Systems are subject to unreliable non-deterministic behaviour. This non-deterministic 

behaviour may result in failure, and hence the importance of being able to model it. SDL 

provides two constructs to model non-determinism, namely spontaneous transitions and 

arbitrary decisions [Belina et al 91] [Olsen et al. 1994]. These constructs, however, are not 

powerful enough, since it is not possible to assign probabilities to them. An alternative is to 

describe non-deterministic behaviour by means of probability distributions. For example, 

different probabilities for different branches of execution can be imposed by using a random 

variable in a decision symbol. The next transition to be executed after the decision symbol is 

based on the comparison between the value of this random value and a threshold. This is 

discussed in more detail in section 6.6.2.

Probability distributions are also needed to model aspects other than non-determinism, e.g. in 

our model of the Magnet service they are used to model the distribution of users in the 

network.

6.4.2. Integration of formal descriptions and performance evaluation

As stated in previous sections, both formal definitions and performance evaluations are 

necessary for the construction of models to aid the design and implementation of networks and 

services. The former are used to describe logical behaviour, whilst the latter are required to 

analyse real-time behaviour of the implementations.

Traditionally, two separate models are used, one for describing logical behaviour, using some 

formal description (FD) technique, and another for performance evaluation (PE) using a 

different formalism more suited to performance analysis. As discussed in [Deck et al. 91] 

[Bause and Buchholz 90] and [Bochman and Vaucher 88], this approach presents the non

trivial issue of consistency and equivalence between the two models, and validation of the 

performance model with respect to the formal description. Moreover, part of the effort spent in 

creating the FD model will have to be invested again for the PE model. For these reasons, it 

seems preferable to have only one model, i.e. to merge logical behaviour and performance in 

the same model. This requires tools that allow the automatic or partially automatic 

implementation, validation and performance analysis from a given FDT description.
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The problem of combining formal description techniques with performance evaluation has 

been researched in the past years, in particular since the development of the FDTs such as 

Estelle, Lotos and SDL [Turner 93]. The use of a formal description language as a paradigm 

for performance modelling requires the extensions of the language with temporal and 

probabilistic specifications. The temporal specifications are necessary to describe the time 

lapse between consecutive events, and the probabilistic specifications are necessary to 

describe the selection among different possible behaviours. The integration of performance 

evaluation with SDL descriptions is not a straightforward issue, and a considerable amount of 

research is being undertaken in this area (see section 6.5).

The extension of existing formal languages with added features for performance specification 

must be done with care, to be as consistent as possible with the given standard. A trade off 

between simplicity and power of the new construct must be achieved. On the one hand, a 

small set of primitives with simple semantics that can be easily interpreted is desirable. On the 

other, the new features have to be sufficient to express the real system properties that are to be 

modelled. In [Bochman and Vaucher 88] some of the requirements to introduce performance 

aspects into FDTs are discussed, and specific examples are given for Estelle, SDL and Lotos.

FDTs were originally designed to specify OSI protocols. Thus, there is a considerable amount 

of work done in the area of protocol performance analysis, and in how to combine it with the 

FDTs descriptions of the protocols. As previously stated, typical problems of performance 

analysis are the estimation of throughputs and the optimisation of parameter settings (e.g. 

time-out length or buffer places). Most of the techniques proposed in the past are based on 

Markovian modelling of the protocol [Bause and Buchholz 90]. The disadvantages of using 

this approach is that for most realistic protocols the state space becomes too large, and 

exhaustive analysis is impossible, hence needing to resource to non-exhaustive validation 

techniques or simulation practises.

Next section contains a review of some of the proposals found in the literature to introduce 

performance into SDL.
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6.5. Introducing performance into SDL-specified systems

As discussed in previous sections, if SDL descriptions are to be used as a basis for 

performance modelling, it is necessary to introduce some modifications to the descriptions of 

abstract behaviour. There is a great deal of research on how to extend SDL with additional 

constructs that allow the introduction of performance characteristics in the systems. A review 

of some of this work is included in this section.

In [Wohlin 92] a methodology is proposed for performance analysis at an early stage in the 

development cycles. The methodology is formulated for a general case (independent of 

description), and its applications for the particular case of transforming SDL system 

specifications into SDL descriptions of the original system from a performance point of view 

is discussed. The basis o f the proposed methodology is to divide the problem domain into 

three partially independent parts, namely application software, architecture and environment. 

Each of these three aspects are modelled in a separate model, and they are then put together to 

form a simulation model of the system. The advantage of this approach compared to 

traditional performance simulations is that the actual behaviour of the software is incorporated 

in the analysis at an early stage. This is important since a great part of the dynamic behaviour 

of the system is described by the software. In order to obtain a performance model, a number 

of transformations need to be incorporated to the original SDL description and the systems 

structure. The authors propose the introduction of execution times for symbols modelled as 

delays, using delays procedures (see section 6.6), and of probabilities for different paths after 

a decision. Both execution times and probabilities have to be known or estimated, e.g. from 

previous experiences. The software description model has to be merged with a simulation 

model of the architecture, also described with SDL processes. In order to do this the concept 

of hierarchical processes is introduced. The original SDL software description is transformed 

into a partial simulation model supporting the handling of hierarchical processes, and this 

model communicates with the architecture model. Additions to existing tool environments are 

required. It can be noted that there is a similarity between the ideas presented in this paper and 

our proposed decomposition of complete models into service descriptions (software), network 

models (architecture) and population models (environment).

In [Bause and Buchholz 90] a Timed-SDL is presented (TSDL), where a number of 

modifications to SDL are proposed. These modifications include extensions to the syntax in 

order to introduce probability and time, changes in the scope and use of identifiers and 

introduction of constructs for inspecting a process input queue and the state of a process.
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Automatic validation and performance evaluation of TSDL models is then achieved by 

transforming the TSDL description of a system into an equivalent Finite State Machine 

description, and using non-exhaustive Markovian algorithms.

An integrated tool for the modelling, verification, analysis and automatic simulation for real 

time networks, based on a variant of SDL is presented in [Yuang et al. 92]. A network is 

modelled as a system process construct, modelling the topology of the network, and a number 

of station process constructs, used to model the behaviour of stations (nodes). Networking 

parameters, such as the channel delay and the station latency delay are physically built into the 

system. The behaviour of the stations is specified by a variant of SDL, named SDL^, where a 

number of new constructs are introduced in order to augment the mechanisms to model time, 

parallelism of execution, probability and critical sections (i.e. to specify exclusive use of 

resources).

In [Dou 95] a Timed-SDL is also proposed, where an approach similar to [Wohlin 92] is taken 

for the introduction of execution times: the execution times for different symbols are modelled 

as delays, and a ‘delay procedure’ call is added before the execution of a task. In [Wohlin 92] 

the specified delay must be a known value; in [Dou 95] random variables are introduced to 

describe the specified delays. The four main parameters of the model proposed in [Dou 95] are 

communication delay, input queue delay, scheduling delay, and task execution delay. The 

communication delay, if the two communicating processes are distributed, can be subdivided 

into the transmitting delay, the channel propagation delay and the receiving delay. The input 

queue delay is the lapsed time that a signal is waiting in the input queue of the receiving 

process, and it depends on whether the receiving process is waiting in the corresponding state 

or not. The scheduling delay refers to the delay due to access to a common resource. The task 

execution delay is the time consumed in executing the corresponding task. The four above- 

mentioned types of delays are introduced into the processes state diagrams, using the ‘delay 

procedures’ approach.

In [Dieferenbruch et al. 95] a method for introducing performance evaluation into SDL 

specifications based on the adjunction of queuing stations to SDL specifications is proposed. 

New syntactical constructs for load and machines are introduced in SDL, and the resulting 

specification and performance language, named QSDL provides means for the specification of 

load, machine and their binding.
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The techniques used in our work to introduce performance in the SDL model of the Magnet 

service, in particular regarding processing times and delays, are discussed in section 6.6.

6.6. Introducing performance in the SDL Magnet model

The basic ideas about performance analysis and some approaches that can be found in the 

literature to introduce performance into SDL specifications have been discussed in previous 

sections. This section describes the approach proposed here and how some performance 

measurements have been introduced in the SDL model of the Magnet service.

It is important to remark that one of the objectives of this work was to obtain experimental 

results from the SDL models with the tools available, in order to explore the potential o f SDL 

and the existing tools, as opposed to a merely theoretical study on how to improve SDL to 

introduce performance. The approach followed is therefore driven by the need to make use of 

the available tools (in particular the SDT tool by Telelogic) and of the standard SDL. The 

limitations of the tools employed and SDL as currently defined are very restrictive, and hence 

the solutions adopted to overcome them may be regarded as cumbersome and not very 

efficient. If SDL is to be used for performance evaluation, new constructs should be 

incorporated to the language that allow to introduce performance in a more straightforward 

manner, and tools must evolve to incorporate these developments. But this must be the result 

of long term joint effort within the research community, and is beyond the resources and time 

scales of this work.

The main performance aspects to be introduced in a model of a network have been identified 

as passage of time, transmission delays, use of resources, maximum throughput of the media 

and probability of transitions. In our model of the Magnet service, the capacity of the links 

between nodes is considered unlimited; hence, the maximum throughput is not modelled. The 

ideas to introduce time and probability information in the modelled system are discussed next.

6.6.1. Time and delays

In SDL, the behaviour of a system is given by a combination of processes that communicate in 

an asynchronous fashion by the exchange of signals. Each process is an extended finite state
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machine; i.e. a process consists of a number of states and transitions between states, triggered 

by the consumption of signals. Some approaches in the literature propose to model time by 

introducing new syntax constructs to attach time delays to the execution of symbols or 

transitions (see section 6.5).

Actions with an associated delay time can be divided in two main categories, namely:

a) actions that require exclusive use of the resources, i.e. where the process that performs the 

action stops any other activity while it is serving the job in hand; this situation will be 

referred to as a blocking delay.

b) the opposite case where the process involved can proceed with other tasks while the task 

in hand is being processed; this will be referred to as a non-blocking delay.

The actions that a process performs are triggered by the consumption of signals. In a general 

case, there are two processes involved in a transaction: the process that sends the signal and 

the receiver process that executes a transition upon receipt of the signal (the exception is when 

a process sends a signal to itself). Bearing this in mind, the two types of delayed actions 

described above lead to the composite cases where two processes are involved. The result is 

the four following cases:

i) Non-blocking delay in both sender and receiver processes: neither the sender nor the 

receiving process block, i.e. the sender continues with other actions after sending out the 

signal, and the receiver can perform other tasks while the signal is being processed.

ii) Blocking delay in the sender, non-blocking delay in the receiver: after sending out a 

signal the sender process blocks and waits for response; the receiver process can perform 

other actions while the received signal is being processed.

Task

Task

DelayProcedure
(Delay)

Figure 45. Adding a delay procedure call before the execution of a task
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iii) Non-blocking delay in the sender, blocking delay in the receiver: the sender process 

continues with other actions after sending out the signal; the receiving process stops any 

other activity while the received signal is being processed.

iv) Blocking delay in both the sender and the receiver: both the sender and the receiver 

processes block, i.e. the sender process waits for response, and the receiver process stops 

any other activity while the signal in case is being processed.

The option depends on the chosen implementation and on the type of action being modelled, 

and the way in which each of these types of delays is introduced in an SDL system needs to be 

explored.

Procedure DelayProcedure 1(1)

SET(Now+Delay,
DelayTimer)

D elayS tate

DelayTim(

Figure 46. The delay procedure

Let us consider the problem from the perspective of the receiver process. Suppose that we 

want to associate an execution time to a specific action performed by this process. This action 

will be triggered by a particular signal. Hence, introducing a processing time for the action can 

be modelled by introducing a delay in the processing of the signal that triggers this action. In 

other words, when the signal is consumed, instead of starting the associated transition 

immediately, the signal is sent to a delay construct, that returns the delayed signal to the 

receiver process after the delay time requested. In [Dou 95] and [Wohlin 92], this is achieved 

by adding a procedure call before the execution of the task, as shown in Figure 45. This
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procedure is denoted the delay procedure, and a parameter, i.e. the delay for the task (in Figure 

45, ‘Delay’), is passed to it. The procedure delays the execution of the task by use of the timer 

concept in SDL. All signals that arrive in the process during the execution of the delay 

procedure are saved, because the addition of temporal information must not alter the 

functional behaviour. The body of such a delay procedure is represented in Figure 46.

1(1 )Process DelayedTransition

s ta te  A

S_Delaye(

D elayProcess /* Task*/
Returns the signal I i 
S_D elayed after the}-' 
specified Delay |

S(Delay) TC 
DelayProcej /•Output*/

S tate  BS tate  A

Figure 47. Associating delays to a transition using a delay process

An SDL procedure is executed as a part of the body of the process from which the procedure 

is called. This means that the use o f  delay procedures will result in blocking delays, because 

the receiver process stops any other activity while the procedure is being executed. A different 

strategy needs to be used in order to introduce non-blocking delays. The approach used in our 

model of the Magnet service is to use delay processes instead of delay procedures. A 

DelayProcess is created before the execution of the task, and the signal that triggers the 

transition that has to be delayed is sent to this DelayProcess. After this, the receiver process 

continues with the normal activity, i.e. it can consume more signals and perform their 

associated transitions. The DelayProcess makes use of the SDL timer construct, and all it does 

is to set the timer to the value specified for the delay, e.g. ‘DelayTime’. When this timer 

expires, the delayed signal is sent back to the receiver process, and the DelayProcess is then 

terminated. An example of use of a delay process is shown in Figure 47. When the delayed
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signal is consumed by the receiver process, the associated transition is triggered; the net result 

being that the execution of the task has been delayed ‘DelayTime’ units. Note that for the 

resulting delay to be as desired, the receiver process must not enter any blocking delays while 

the delay process is active. This is because if a delay procedure is called, the timer signals in 

the procedure (blocking delay) will have priority over the delayed signals returned by the 

delay process (non-blocking delay).

This approach, although rather cumbersome, can be used in any part of the system where 

processing times need to be introduced. If SDL was to be extended to incorporate 

performance, new features could be introduced in the language that perform these delay 

constructs in a more automated manner.

Let us now look at the problem from the perspective of the sender process. The blocking case, 

i.e. when a process sends a signal and stops any other activity until a response is received, can 

be represented by letting the sender process move to a waiting state after sending out the 

signal. In this waiting state, the only signal that the process can consume is the response to the 

signal previously sent out. This causes the process to stop any other activity until the response 

is received. The time of arrival of this response will depend on the delays associated to the 

transmission of the signal from the sending to the receiver process, the processing delays in 

the receiver process and the transmission delays of the response. The blocking delay in the 

sender process can be measured by calculating the difference between the arrival time of the 

response and the time when the signal was sent out. The non blocking case is easily modelled; 

after the signal is sent the sender process, instead of entering a waiting state, moves to an state 

from which it can continue receiving other signals. This way the activity in the sender process 

does not stop after sending the signal out.

6.6 .11. Timer and delay constructs in the model of the Magnet service

This section describes the time constructs introduced in the Magnet service. For the sake of 

simplicity, most events are modelled as instantaneous transitions. Time delays have only been 

introduced in a limited number of events, in order to facilitate the understanding of the model 

and the analysis of the results. Two basic types of time information are introduced in the 

model, namely delay constructs, i.e. events with an associated processing time, and time outs 

to repeat actions if the expected answer is not received within a certain time.
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Events that take time

a) Packet transmission

The time it takes a packet to travel one hop^ is modelled using the delay process construct 

described in section 6.6.1. For the sake of simplicity, the transmission delays are regarded as 

constant, and they are the same for all the connections. Let us call this delay 

PACKET_DELAY. This delay is modelled by introducing a delay process in the input buffer 

at the data link layer in each node. This way, every time a new packet arrives in the node, it is 

sent to the delay process. The packet will not be consumed until PACKET_DELAY time units 

later, thus modelling the transmission time that the packet would have experienced from the 

previous node. A packet travelling from node A to node B will be exposed to this transmission 

delay at every intermediate node. Hence, the resulting transmission delay from A to B will be 

given by D*PACKET_DELAY, where D is the distance between A and B in hops.

b) File address query

The operation of obtaining a file address from the database of addresses also has an associated 

time. This is modelled by introducing a delay process in the database of addresses, so that 

when a new request for an address arrives, the request is sent to the delay process before the 

file address response is issued.

Time-outs

The two time outs introduced in the system were described in section 6.2.3.1. The first one is 

used to periodically re-issue file location requests from the user’s local node to the database. 

This time out is set to a value called FLOC_TIMEOUT, and if the address of a file does not 

arrive to the local node FLOC_TIMEOUT time units after it is requested, a new 

FileLocationRequest packet is generated. The second time out is similar, but it is used to 

periodically request a file, instead of a file address. If  a file does not arrive to the requesting 

node F_TIMEOUT time units after the FileRequest message is sent out, the request has to be 

reissued. Note that in the mean time, the requested file may have changed location. Hence, the 

process needs to start from the beginning, i.e. by sending a FileLocationRequest message to 

the database. These time outs are important parameters in the Magnet service, and their values 

should be tuned for best performance of the system. Due to time constraints, this has not been 

done in our model, and the analysis has been performed for a fixed pair of values of the time 

outs.

 ̂A hop is the distance between two adjacent nodes
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/* X = random real 
in the interval [0,1] */

< =  0.1 > 0.1

Path A Path B

Figure 48. Associating probabilities to SDL transitions

6.6.2. Probability

There are a number of events in the case study governed by a probability function. Amongst 

them are the population patterns, the selection of data files to be requested and part of the 

routing algorithm. The introduction of probabilities is done using random variables. The 

value of a random variable is compared to a threshold and a decision symbol is used to select a 

specific transition based on the result of the comparison. For example, suppose that at a given 

point in a process two different paths (A and B) can be taken. Suppose path A must be chosen 

with probability 0.8 and path B with probability 0.2. This can be achieved by defining a 

random variable X and assigning a random value between 0 and 1 to it every time that point in 

the process is reached. The value of X is then compared with the threshold value 0.8. If X<0.8, 

path A is chosen. If X>0.8, path B is chosen. This gives a probability of 0.8 to chose path A 

and a probability of 0.2 to choose path B (note that the boundary cases, i.e. X=0.8, must be 

properly accounted for). Figure 48 illustrates these ideas. For the generation of random 

numbers the Abstract Data Type library for random numbers provided by Telelogic SDT has 

been used.

6.6.3. Failure

The integrity of a system is related to the risk of failure. Hence, an essential issue is to identify 

possible sources of failure in the model and investigate its consequences. Some failure may 

occur when the system is forced to operate under stressful conditions, i.e. when the external 

factors take values very different to those for which the system was designed. For example, a 

dramatic increase in the number of users in the Magnet service may result in a large
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deterioration of the performance of the system, due to the contention issues. This and other 

causes of failure must be identified and introduced in the models in order to understand their 

effects.

The type of error included in the model of the Magnet service is a probability of losing 

packets. The packet loss failure has been introduced by limiting the number of packets that a 

node can keep in the input buffer waiting to be processed at a given time. This is achieved by 

making use of the delay construct included in the input buffers. As described in section 6.6.1, 

every packet that arrives in a node is sent to a delay process before it can be processed. These 

delay processes are instances of a delay process type. They are created dynamically, one for 

each arriving packet, and they are destroyed after the delayed packet is sent out back to the 

input buffer. In SDL, the maximum number of processes of a given type that can exist at a 

given time can be specified. Thus, the number of delay processes that can exist for the input 

buffer in a node can be limited. This imposes a limit to the number of packets that the node 

can process. If an incoming packet arrives in the node while the maximum number of delay 

processes has been reached, the packet will be discarded. New packets will only be accepted 

when some of the existing delay processes terminate. By using this technique, we are 

effectively imposing a maximum size to the input buffers in the nodes. If this size is 

sufficiently large, i.e. greater or equal to the number of incoming packets, no packets will be 

discarded. However, if the arrival rate of the packets is higher than the speed at which delay 

processes become available, packet loss would occur in the system. The size of the buffers is 

hence another example of an implementation factor that would need to be tuned to obtain 

adequate performance. The Magnet service has been simulated for different values of the size 

of the input buffers. The results are discussed in chapter 9.

As stated in section 6.2.3.2, one exception has been introduced regarding packet loss: the user 

de-registration packets that are sent from the user’s new location to the previous one are never 

discarded. This technique is slightly unrealistic, but it has not major effects in the behaviour of 

the system. If this type of packet could be lost, this would result in users permanently 

registered in nodes. The only effect would be to fill the database of users in the nodes, but the 

capacity of this database is considered unlimited so this would not be a restriction. Old entries 

of users do not generate request for files, so they would not have any active effect. It was 

decided that the user de-registration packets are never lost for the sake of the measurements, 

because when the measure of the number of users in a node is taken, we are only interested in 

the ‘active’ users.
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The errors due to lost packets could have been modelled at a higher level, by simply 

introducing a probabilistic function to model the packet loss. The approach to link the packet 

loss to the buffers size was taken in order to illustrate the use of the modelling and simulation 

techniques to assist with the systems design. The discussions section 7.4 illustrate how the 

simulation results can be used to identify the buffer size values required for the Magnet 

service to operate within certain integrity regions.

6.7. Conclusions

This chapter contains a description of the SDL model of the Magnet service. The objective of 

this modelling work was not to design a real service or obtain the best implementation for it. 

One main aim of the exercise was to test the suitability of SDL for simulation of networks and 

services for integrity analysis. This chapter has focussed on these issues, whereas the 

simulation results and their application to preservation of network integrity are dealt with in 

chapter 7. An essential area is performance analysis and how to introduce performance 

information in SDL-specified systems. An overview of literature in the area has been 

presented, followed by the approach proposed here.

As a result of this modelling work, a number of important limitations of SDL and the tool 

employed in this project have been identified. Some of these limitations have been overcome 

e.g. an approach to introduce some performance information in SDL specifications has been 

proposed and tested. This study of the encountered limitations and approaches to solve them 

with the resources available is regarded as a key outcome of the work. There are other 

limitations that would require deeper changes to the language to fix, e.g. hierarchies of 

processes and dynamic creation of blocks, and they have imposed certain constrains to the 

work (e.g. fixed network architecture). Nevertheless, a complete model for a specific service 

has been built, including some performance information, and it has been used for simulation 

of the system and evaluation of its performance. Some preliminary results have been obtained 

which can be used to identify and measure integrity issues. The results obtained and the 

connection to the pre-emptive integrity definition presented in chapter 3 are discussed in the 

next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Outcome from the SDL 

modelling work

7.1. Introduction

The SDL model of the Magnet service described in chapter 6 was used in a number of 

different ways. One major application was the investigation to investigate the use of SDL for 

modelling and simulating services for integrity analysis and to identify necessary 

enhancements to the language and tool employed for this purpose. These issues were 

discussed in the previous chapter.

This chapter focuses on the application of the simulation results for integrity analysis. The 

SDL model of the Magnet service was used as a test case for the integrity definition and 

modelling methodologies proposed in chapter 3. The SDL tools were used to simulate the 

behaviour of the Magnet service, and obtain performance and quality of service parameters 

under different operating conditions. The approach taken for using the simulations to build the 

proposed integrity definition is described in section 7.2. This is followed by a description of 

the main parameters and measures taken in the Magnet service in section 7.3. The simulation 

results are discussed in section 7.4. The modelling work was also used to test the modelling
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methodologies proposed in section 3.4. A review of these methodologies based on their 

application to the Magnet service is included in section 7.5. Another use of the SDL model 

was to illustrate its application to the integrity definition proposed in section 3.2 for defining, 

measuring and maintaining network integrity. This is discussed in section 7.6.

Finally, there was another type of outcome from the SDL modelling work. Section 3.4 

highlighted the importance of developing well structure modelling frameworks within an 

organisation, in order to build generic modelling components that can be re-used for different 

applications. Investigation on the construction of such type of frameworks was considered as 

one possible subject for research in this project. Although it was decided not to pursue this as 

the main area of work, some useful insight into the problem was obtained as a result of the 

SDL modelling work. A brief summary of these ideas is included in section 7.7. This is 

followed by the conclusions in section 7.8.

7.2. Using simulation to identify integrity threats

As discussed in previous chapters, one main application of modelling is to assist in the design 

of services. Simulation by the models can be used to obtain performance measures of the 

system for different values of the design and implementation parameters, and under various 

external conditions. This can be used to detect potential integrity breaches in the system, i.e. 

circumstances that would cause significant degradation of performance.

In order to do this in the model of the Magnet service, two categories of parameters must be 

identified. One is design and environmental parameters whose effect needs to be investigated. 

These are referred to as the control parameters in the model. The other is the measurements to 

be taken as indicators of the integrity levels. These include network performance parameters 

as well as quality of service measures, e.g. end to end delays. Once both control parameters 

and integrity measures have been identified, the effect of changing the values of the control 

parameters on the integrity measures must be investigated. Then, threshold values must be 

defined for these integrity measures. The threshold values will define a number of integrity 

regions, from the correct behaviour, to the complete system breakdown, with perhaps some 

regions of incorrect but acceptable behaviour in between. Having defined the threshold values 

for the integrity measures, the values of the control parameters for which these thresholds 

occur must be found. This is the sensitivity analysis mentioned in section 3.4.2.4, and the 

objective is to identify the limits in the design parameters for which the system would operate
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w ithin the defined  in tegrity  reg ions. Special a tten tion  m ust be paid to com binations o f 

param eter values that w ould take the system  into ca ta stroph ic  failure .

It m ust be em phasised  here  the im portance o f keep ing  the m odels sim ple, in o rder to facilitate 

the exam ination  and in terp re ta tion  o f  results. T he analysis m ust start w ith the sim plest 

scenarios, add ing  com plex ity  g radually . T hus, the sim plest case scenario  is to consider the 

effect that one contro l p aram eter has on one particu lar m easure o f  integrity . T he rela tionsh ip  

betw een the contro l param eter and the chosen in tegrity  m easure can be investigated  by 

sim ulating  the behav iour o f  the system  for a range o f  values o f  the contro l param eter. 

Identification  o f  th resho ld  values for this in tegrity  m easure will define  a co llection  o f  in tegrity  

regions. An exam ple is show n in F igure 49, w here a hypothetical generic perfo rm ance 

m easure has been p lo tted  against a contro l param eter. For the sake o f sim plicity , let us assum e 

that only one threshold  value is defined  for the perfo rm ance m easure, hence resu lting  in tw o 

integrity  bands, i.e. a low  in tegrity  region and a high in tegrity  region. The sim ulation  m ust 

perm it iden tification  o f the values o f  the contro l param eters for w hich the system  opera tes in 

one region or the other.
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I a>w  integrity 
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Figure 49. H ypothetical representation of an integrity m easure as 

a function of one control param eter

T his case is a coarse sim plification  o f  the p rob lem  because:
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a) Only one performance measure is being observed; in practice, the level of integrity will 

be given by a combination of measures.

b) The effect of only one control parameter is observed; in practise, there will be a large 

number of parameters that simultaneously affect the integrity of the system.

c) Only two integrity regions are defined; in practise, it may be more valuable to identify a 

collection of regions.

The one parameter and one measurement case is only useful as a starting point. To obtain a 

more realistic view, the interdependencies between different control parameters must be 

studied. The next step would be to consider the case of two input parameters, and observe how 

a particular performance measure changes with these two parameters. Graphically, the values 

of a performance measure plotted against two control parameters would result in a surface. 

The threshold value for the performance measure would intersect this surface in a curve. This 

curve represents a collection of the pair of values for the two control parameters that satisfy 

the threshold. As discussed in previous sections, analytical evaluation is not feasible in 

practice, due to the large complexity of the systems. Hence, the exact form of these functions 

can not be exactly obtained. Simulation has to be used to obtain approximate results. An 

approach may be as follows. Start by identifying one pair of values that satisfy the threshold 

condition, i.e. one point of the curve. Simulation can be used to search around these values, 

i.e. the system can be simulated changing the control parameters incrementally, and obtaining 

further points of the curve. The applicability of these ideas could not be pursued due to time 

constraints.

7.3. Parameters and measurements in the Magnet service

This section contains a list of the main parameters in the model of the Magnet service, 

together with the values chosen for these parameters in the simulations. This is followed by a 

description of the measurements taken in the model.

7.3.1. Control parameters

The behaviour and performance of the Magnet service is distinctly affected by a number of 

factors or control parameters. Two types of parameters can be distinguished in the model. The 

first type is the design and implementation parameters for the service. The second type are 

those parameters that model external influences, i.e. factors that in a real case are not under the 

control of the service designer.
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a) Design and implementation parameters

i) Values of time-outs.

The time-outs introduced in the Magnet service and an indication of their effects were 

discussed in section 6.6.1.1. These time-outs govern the rate at which request for files 

or addresses are periodically dispatched until a response is obtained. As indicated in 

section 5.4.1 the value of these time-outs could have significant effect in the signalling 

load and the delays in obtaining the requested information.

ii) Maximum number of attempts.

This parameter limits the number of times that the same address or file can be 

requested. This stops the generation of new signalling messages that may worsen a 

persistent failure situation because of the increased load in the network. But if the 

value is too low, it may prevent the local node from obtaining the requested 

information within a reasonable delay.

iii) Size of buffers.

Each node in the network in the Magnet model has an input buffer where the incoming 

packets are stored. As described in section 6.6.3, the size of this input buffer can be 

modified, hence limiting the maximum number of packets that can be waiting to be 

processed in a node. New packets arriving in a node when the input buffer is full will 

be discarded. Thus, the size of the input buffers in the nodes is related to the 

probability of losing packets.

iv) Processing times.

The processing times associated to different event in the model are another control 

parameter that can be changed. As explained in section 6.6.1.1 there are two types of 

events with associated times in the Magnet model, namely the transmission of data 

files and the search for an entry in the database of addresses.

v) Size and topology of the network.

The size and topology of the network on which the services are offered will be another 

key factor affecting the performance, as they determine the distances that the 

information must travel, and hence the delays in obtaining the data. As explained in 

section 6.3 there is not a straightforward way to change these factors in the SDL model 

built here. Hence, due to time limitations, these factors were kept constant in the 

model.
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b) External factors

These factors refer to characteristics of the environment in which the service operates. For 

example, in a real network there are a collection of services that may compete for network 

resources and whose behaviour may interfere with one another (hence the feature 

interaction problem, discussed in section 2.2.2.4). When modelling a particular service, the 

potential effect of other services could be accounted for in the models. Another example is 

the interconnect scenario, where the effects of providing a service across two networks 

need to be studied. One possible approach would be to construct two complete separate 

models, one for each network, and interconnect these models together. This may not 

always be possible, as full details of the interconnecting network may not be known. 

Moreover, they may not be necessary, as the only characteristics of the interconnecting 

network that need to be included in the model are those that affect the interconnect. A 

simpler approach would be to use the full model of the service in the proprietary network, 

and to enhance this model with additional control variables capturing the relevant 

characteristics of the interconnect point. Finally, another major type of external factors is 

given by the characteristics of the customers of the service. These are the so-called 

customer models, whose importance has been emphasised at various stages in this 

document (refer, for example, to section 3.4.2.4).

The limitations in the time and resources available for this project did not permit the 

analysis of the multi-service and the network interconnect scenarios for the Magnet 

service. As for the customer models, some basic population patterns were investigated 

with the C+4- model. Some of the main factors involved in the customer models are:

i) Number of users in the system.

ii) Mobility patterns of the users, i.e. random and diffusion based population relocation 

models.

iii) Frequency of service requests: in the model, service is requested only when the users 

register in a new location.

iv) Degree of contention, i.e. number of files shared amongst the users.

c) Simulation parameters

As previously stated, the study must start for a limited number of parameters. The selection of 

parameters to consider was partially limited by the constraints imposed by SDL (see section
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6.3). Thus, changes to the size and topology of the network are rather difficult to introduce, 

and for this reason, it was decided to keep them fixed.

There are two main parameters in the SDL model whose effect was observed. These are the 

number of users and the size of the input buffers in the nodes. Simulations were run for 

different values of these parameters, whilst the values of the remaining parameters remained 

fixed. The values of the variables governing the movement of users were chosen to provide 

slow movement compared to the expected delays in relocating files for the non-failure 

scenario. This means that for the non-failure scenarios the users stay in the same location long 

enough to obtain the requested information. The relevant simulation parameters are as follows:

0 Size of the network: 9 nodes (3 rows by 3 columns grid)

0 Total number of data files in the system: 10

0 Number of data files associated to each user: 5

0 Probability of a data file being requested for a user: 0.5

0 Speed of movement of users: users change location every 5000 time units

0 Packet transmission delay: 100 time units per hop

0 Database access delay: 100 time units

0 Time out to obtain a file address: FLOC_TIMEOUT = 400 time units

0 Time out to obtain a file after a FileRequest has been sent: F_TIMEOUT= 400 time units

0 Initial simulation time: the first movement of users occurs at tj=1000 time units 

0 Final simulation time: tf= 1000000

0 Frequency at which measures are taken: every 5000 time units (D=5000)

0 Offset of the measures with respect to the movement of users: measures are taken 500 

time units after the movement of users

For each value of the number of users and size of input buffers a total of 10 simulations have 

been done, and the results have been averaged for the 10 different simulations. The number of 

simulations run for each case is considerably lower than for the C4-4- model. This is due to the 

very large execution times of the SDL simulations.

7.3.2. Measurements

A series of simulations of the Magnet service were run for different values of the number of 

users and the size of the input buffers in the nodes. Measurements are taken at regular
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intervals during the simulation. Let us call D the time interval between two consecutive 

measurements.

In order to obtain the impact of the control parameters in the signalling and processing load, 

and in the delays experienced by the users of the Magnet service the following measures were 

introduced in the system:

a) Average number of data files present on each node, in order to determine how files are 

distributed in the network.

b) Average number of incoming packets in a node during the time interval D, as an indication 

of the signalling load in the network.

c) Average number of discarded packets in a node during the time interval D, to obtain an 

indication of the failure rates.

d) Delay in obtaining a requested file, i.e. time lapsed between the generation of a request and 

the arrival of the file to the requesting node.

The simulation results are discussed in the following section.

7.4. Simulation results

The simulations have been divided in two different cases. First, the one user case was 

modelled, and the results are included in section 7.4.1. Second, the multiple users scenario 

where users require access to a number of common files was simulated, in order to understand 

the contention issues. The simulation results for the multiple users case are discussed in 

section 7.4.2.

7.4.1. One user

The first set of simulations was done for the case of only one user in the system. This 

simplifies the problem because it means that there are no file contention issues. The user 

follows the random population model. This means that the population pattern follows a 

uniform distribution, because the user can be at any location with equal probability (refer to 

section C l in Appendix C for detailed explanation). Changes of location occur every 5000 

time cycles. A number of measures were taken in order to validate the model in terms of the 

distribution of users, as shown in Figure 50. The top graph illustrates this distribution during 

the simulation time. For each value of the simulation time, the number of users registered in
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each node is p lotted. S ince there is only  one user in the system , this num ber m ust be 0 for all 

the nodes excep t that w here the user if  p resent at the tim e, w here it is 1.
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Figure 50. D istribution of users in the netw ork (one user case)

T he average num ber o f  users per node is given by

TotalNumherOfUsers
ri = Nimi he rOfNodes

T his is represen ted  in the bottom  left graph o f  F igure 50. N ote that, as opposed  to expected , 

the average num ber o f users reg istered  does not rem ain  constan t all the tim e, but it raises at 

three specific points. T his is because w hen a user is reg istered  in a new  location, a user de- 

reg istra tion  packet is sent back  to de-reg ister the user from  h is/her prev ious location. T hese  

de-reg istra tion  packets are sub jected  to the packet transm ission  delays. The packet 

transm ission  delay  is 100 tim e units per hop, and the longest d istance betw een tw o nodes in 

the netw ork  is 2 hops (since the test netw ork  is com posed  o f  9 nodes w ith periodic boundary  

conditions). T he m easurem ents are taken 500  tim e un its after the user changes location, w hich  

in m ost cases gives enough  tim e for the de-reg istra tion  packets to arrive to the u se r’s p rev ious 

location. H ence, for m ost cases r\ = 1/9 =  0 .11111 . H ow ever, the non-determ in istic  nature o f  

the rou ting  algorithm  (if  the destination  node is not one o f  the neighbours, the packet is sent 

on a link selected  at random ) m ay result in long delays o f the de-reg istra tion  packet.
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Therefore, there is an interval of time during which the user may be registered in both the new 

node, and the previous one. If the number of users is counted during this time interval, the 

result will be two, but in fact it is the same user who has not yet been de-registered from the 

previous location. In these cases, Tj = 2/9 = 0.22222, which is the value of the three spikes in 

the plot.

The bottom right graph in Figure 50 represents the standard deviation of the number of users, 

calculated as

S T D  = J X
9

where Xj is the number of users at node i, and r\ is the average number of users in each node.
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Figure 51. Average number of data files per node for different sizes of the input 

buffer, and 1 user in the system
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7.4.1.1. N um ber of files

A sim ilar approach  can be follow ed to  obtain  the num ber o f files in the system . In this case, 

there are 10 d ifferen t data  files in the netw ork, w hich  g ives an average  o f  10/9=1.1111 files 

per node. A gain, due to the possib le  delays in de le ting  files from  prev ious locations, the 

m easure m ay experience varia tions around this value. T he sim ula tions w ere run  for d ifferen t 

values o f  the size o f the input buffers in the nodes. T he results are dep ic ted  in F igure 51 '.

Som e re levan t in form ation  can be ob tained  from  these figures. T he last p lo t in the graph  

rep resen ts the case o f size o f  the input buffers equals 100, i.e. there  can be up to  100 packets 

w aiting  to be p rocessed in a node before any packet is d iscarded . T h is value w as chosen  

experim en ta lly  to be well above the packet arrival rate, and hence the buffer size in th is case 

does not im pose any lim itations in the system . T hus, the graph show s that the average num ber 

o f data  files for a buffer size o f 100 fluctuates around a value sligh tly  low er than the 

theoretically  expected  1.1111. T he fluctuations o ccu r because we the m easure only accoun ts 

for the num ber o f files reg istered  in the nodes, and hence does not include files that are in 

transit.

Figure 52. Average num ber of files versus total num ber of files

T he opposite  case is w hen the buffer size is set to 1. T his m eans tha t any packet a rriv ing  in a 

node w hile there is ano ther packet in the delay  p rocess w ill be d iscarded . T he effect o f th is in 

the num ber o f files p resen t in the system  is show n in the first p lo t in F igure 51. T h is  p lo t 

show s tha t the num ber o f  files decreases from  the initial values around  1.1111 dow n to  around

' In this and subsequent graphs the sim ulation tim e in the axis x o f the plots is scaled  by the m easurem ents in terval, 

D - 5 x lO \  H ence, the total sim ulation tim e is 10^.
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0.6666 (i.e. to 6 files in the system). For convenience, the correspondence between total 

number of files and average files per node for the 9-node case is shown in Figure 52.

The decrease in the number of files with time for small buffer sizes is explained as follows. 

When a request for an address arrives at the database and the address response is sent to the 

node, a flag is set for that entry in the database to indicate that the file is going to be in transit, 

and its location will be undetermined for a period of time. While the flag is set, no other 

requests for the address of that file are served; i.e. no other node can obtain the address of the 

file. This situation is maintained until the file is registered in the new location (i.e. a 

FileResponse message arrives in the new location), and a file location update is sent to the 

database. Now, if the FileResponse message gets lost, the file will never be registered in the 

new location, and hence the flag in the addresses database will never be reset. Effectively, the 

file is lost in the system. This is what causes the decrease in the average number of files with 

time. Figure 51 shows how this decrease is lower for higher sizes of the input buffers. This is 

because increasing the sizes of the input buffers decreases the probability of loosing packets. 

In fact, it can be inferred from Figure 51 that for a buffer size of 4 there is no apparent file loss 

during the time that the system is left to run.

Another effect that can be observed is that in the cases where file loss occurs, the loss rate is 

high at the beginning of the simulation, and it becomes much lower with time, with a tendency 

to stabilisation. This is because one effect of files getting lost is that those files will never be 

moved. Hence the number of packets generated in the system decreases, and the size of the 

input buffers can cope better with the lower load. This results in a smaller number of packets 

being discarded in the nodes, and hence in a lower probability of losing files.

The loss of files, even if it is a slight loss, may have severe consequences. Some of these data 

files contain service logic, so losing the files may render those services inaccessible. In a real 

system this type of failure may and should be fixed by the use of appropriate recovery 

mechanisms. One possible recovery mechanism would be to keep a back-up copy of all the 

files and to reset all the flags and file addresses in the addresses database when a significant 

number of lost files has been detected. This is an example of how monitoring (the number of 

data files) can be used to detect integrity violation (number of lost files beyond a threshold) 

and to take an appropriate recovery action. This was not done in the model, because the 

objective was not to optimise the system, but to illustrate how modelling can be used to assist 

in the service design and to identify potential failures.
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7.4.1.2. Generated load and discarded messages

Another measurement has been introduced to obtain an indication of the activity in the 

network, in terms of number of messages generated. The measure taken is the number of 

packets that arrive in each node during the interval D, and the average number of packets per 

node is calculated. The results over time are shown in Figure 53 for the different sizes o f the 

input buffer.
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Figure 53. Average number of incoming packets in each node every D  = 5000 

time units for the one user case.

For a buffer size of 100 (non-limiting) the average number of incoming packets per node is 

around 1.5 packets every 5000 time units. And it can be seen that it remains approximately the 

same for buffer sizes of 4 and 5. Again, this agrees with the results regarding the number of 

files; i.e. it appears that a buffer size of 4 would be enough for the system to operate in the 

same way as if the buffer size was not limited. For a buffer size of 3, there appears to be a 

slight decrease in the number of incoming packets, and this decrease is bigger for buffer sizes 

of 2 and 1. In other words, by imposing a limit to the buffer size below a certain threshold, the 

activity in the network in terms of generated packets decreases. This result may seem unusual, 

because it could have been expected that introducing packets loss would instigate more re

attempts to obtain files, and hence would increase the load in the network. However, as
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previously discussed one critical effect of losing packets in the Magnet service is the 

progressive loss of data files. Every time that a lost file is requested its location will be 

unobtainable, and the requesting node will re-issue the location request periodically until the 

user moves to a new node. But this is the only type of messages that are repeated, at a rate of 

one request message every 400 time units (the value of the timer FLOC_TIMEOUT). Since 

the location of the file is never returned to the requesting node, file request and file response 

messages will not be generated. And these are in fact the types of messages that have the 

major contribution to the number of packets in the network. It must be recalled that the 

address request messages are not modelled as packets travelling between nodes, but as signals 

sent directly to the locations database (refer to end of section 6.2.1.4). Hence, they are not 

accounted for in the measure of the number of packets. Therefore, the net result is that a small 

size of the input buffers causes the loss of files, and this has the effect of decreasing the 

number of packets travelling between the nodes over time.
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Figure 54. Average number of packets discarded in each node every D  = 5000 time

units for the 1 user case.

Finally, the decrease in the number of generated packets with time means that the number of 

packets that a node has to discard also decreases over time, because the rate of arrival of 

packets in each node is lower. The average number of discarded packets over time is depicted
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in Figure 54. The graphs show how with a buffer size of 5, no packets are discarded, i.e. this 

size guarantees correct performance of the system. Another interesting result is that for a 

buffer size of 4 there is a small number of packets discarded, but in section 7.4.1.1 we saw that 

this buffer size is enough to avoid files loss. The explanation to this is that a file is lost when 

one of the FileResponse packets is discarded. If the total number of discarded packets is very 

small, the probability of loosing a FileResponse packet will also be very small. Therefore, for 

a buffer size of 4, the results show that there is no file loss during the period of time that the 

system has been simulated. However, there is some packet loss, which means that there is an 

associated risk that the system will eventually lose data. Empirically, no files are lost during a 

time interval of D=20000 time units for a buffer size of 4. If restoration techniques were 

introduced that reset the data at regular intervals (below 20000 time units) the probability of 

losing data files would be virtually zero. Note that this can not be absolutely guarantied, as 

this calculation is based on empirical results. Therefore, a buffer size of 4 would cause the 

system to operate within a region of high integrity, but yet below absolute integrity (this will 

be discussed further in section 7.6).

7.4.1.3. Delays

The delays in obtaining a requested file were also measured. This is the elapsed time between 

a node sending out a request for a file address and the file arriving in the requesting node. This 

delay is calculated for every file being requested during the total simulation time. The 

histograms in Figure 55 represent the number of cases (axis y) that experienced a particular 

delay (axis x). It must be remarked that this measure only accounts for those requests that 

succeed, i.e. when the requested file arrives in the requesting node before the user changes 

location. The success rate is obviously lower for small size of the buffers and hence the total 

number of cases is lower for lower buffer sizes. The plots in Figure 55 have been normalised 

to facilitate comparison. The non-normalised graphs can be found in appendix E. The 

important feature here is how the delays are distributed. From Figure 55 it is clear that higher 

delays occur for small size of the buffers. For a buffer size of 3 and above, there are no delays 

higher than 800 time units.

The delays in obtaining a file are related to the distance that the file has to travel. Due to the 

periodic boundary conditions in the network lattice, and given that the size of the network is 3 

rows X 3 columns, the maximum distance between two nodes is 2 hops. However, due to the 

non-deterministic nature of the routing algorithm the file request and file response messages
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only travel one hop if the destination node is a neighbouring node; but they may travel more 

than two hops if the destination is not a neighbour.

1 USER; BUFFER SIZE=1 1 USER; BUFFER SIZE=2 1 USER; BUFFER SIZE=3

Delay

1 USER; BUFFER SIZE=4

Delay Delay

1 USER; BUFFER SIZE=5 1 USER; BUFFER SIZE=100

Delay Delay Delay

Figure 55. Normalised histogram of the delays in obtaining a file for the 1 user case.

NB: labels in the graph are as follows: a) Axis x: -100 to 1700 at intervals o f  100; b) Axis y: 

0 to 50 at intervals o f  5.

Due to the uniform distribution of users and to the periodic boundary conditions in the 

network, the distribution of files will also be uniform; i.e. a file can be present at any location 

with equal probability. The probability of a file being at a certain location is hence 1/N, where 

N is the total number of nodes (N=9 in the case study). Each node has four neighbouring 

nodes and four nodes situated at a distance of two hops. This is illustrated in Figure 56.
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C4

B4

Figure 56. Nine nodes grid netw ork with periodic boundary  contitions.

C onsider node A. T he four neighbouring  nodes are B 1, B2, B3 and B4, situated  one hop aw ay 

from  A. T he nodes tw o hops aw ay are C l , C2, C3 and C4.

Let us consider the non packet loss scenario. T he fo llow ing cases can be d ifferen tia ted  in

term s o f the d is tance  from  the requested  file to the requesting  node and the delays:

a) T he file is p resen t in the u se r’s local node; the p robability  o f this is 1/9. In this case, the 

delay in ob ta in ing  a file is 0.

b) The file is in one o f  the neighbouring  nodes; this happens w ith a p robability  o f 4 * ( l /9 ) , i.e. 

it is four tim es m ore likely than the previous case. T he total delay  in this case is 300 tim e 

units, co rrespond ing  to  100 tim e units to consu lt the addresses database, p lus 100 tim e 

units for the tile  request packet to arrive to the destination  (1 hop) plus 100 tim e units for 

the file response to travel back  to the orig inating  node. The h istogram s F igure 55 show  that 

this is the m ost frequen t case, and that if  happens roughly  4 tim es m ore often  than the 0 

delay case.

c) The file is in one o f the four non-neighbouring  nodes. T his a lso  happens w ith probab ility  

4 * (l/9 ) . H ow ever, in this case the delay  in ob ta in ing  the file is not de term in istic , due to the 

nature o f the rou ting  algorithm . If  a shortest d istance rou ting  a lgorithm  w as being  

em ployed , the delays in this case w ould be 500  tim e units, i.e. 100 for database 

consu lta tion , 200  for the request packet to arrive to the destination  and 200 for the file 

response to travel back. H ow ever, w ith the rou ting  a lgorithm  em ployed  in the m odel these 

delays m ay be longer, because a packet for a non-neighbouring  node is sent to any o f  the 

neighbours at random . T his explains the d ifferen t com ponen ts in the delay  beyond  500  for
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the case of a buffer size of 100 (non-limiting). The graph shows that in fact the maximum 

empirical delay in this case is 800 time units.

When the size of the input buffers imposes a limitation and causes packet loss, the delays 

increase due to the need for re-attempts. Figure 55 shows that there are delays of over 1000 

time units for buffer sizes of 1 and 2.

In section T.4.2.3 it will be discussed how the delays increase dramatically when the number 

of users increases, due to the competition for the files between the users.
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Figure 57. Average number of data files per node for different sizes 

of the input buffer, and 3 users in the system

7.4.2. Multiple users

Simulations were run for the cases of two and three users in the system, and the same 

measurements as described before for the case of one user were taken. For the sake of brevity, 

only some graphs with the results for the three-user case are shown in this section. The full set 

of results is included in Appendix E. This section focuses on the effects of the increase in the 

number of users in the different measurements.
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7.4 2.1. Number of files

The following effects can be observed by comparison of the results for different number of

users (see Figure 57 for the three-user case):

a) For the non-failure case (buffer size of 100) the average number of files in each node is 

slightly lower than in the one user case. This is because as the demand for data files is 

higher, more files are relocated and hence there is a larger number of files in transit at the 

time of taking the measurements.

b) The higher the number of users, the more rapidly the number of files decreases with time. 

Consider for example the case of buffer size equal to 2. During the interval of time that the 

system is simulated, the number of files for this case goes down to approximately 0.5 for 

the 3 users case, 0.6 for the 2 users case and about 0.75 for the one user case. This is 

because having more users competing for the same files increases the likelihood of these 

files being moved and hence of them getting lost. Again, for the same reason as in the one 

user case (in section 7.4.1.1), the graphs show a fast decay at early stages and lower file 

loss rates with time, with a tendency to stabilisation.

c) The higher the number of users, the larger the size of the buffers must be in order to avoid

file loss. For the 1 user case, it was discussed how a buffer size of 4 seems to be enough to 

maintain all the files in the system. This value is obviously not enough in the 2 and 3 users 

cases. For the 2 users case it would appear that a size of 5 is enough, whereas in the three 

users case 5 seems to be still too small. This demonstrates the importance of taking 

demand characteristics into account in the design and implementation of services.

T.4.2.2. Generated load and discarded messages

As would be expected, the number of packets travelling in the network increases with the 

number of users, because there are more file requests and hence more files being moved. 

Thus, for the non error case (buffer size equal to 100), the average number of incoming 

packets in a measurements interval is around 1.5 for the one user case, 2 for the 2 users case 

and 2.5 for the 3 users case (Figure 58). Note that the signalling load does not increase by the 

same factor as the number of users, i.e. doubling the number of users does not double the 

generated load. This is due to two main reasons. One is that the users are competing for some 

of the files, and when this happens only one of them will succeed at a time. Only the request 

that succeeds involves file request and file response messages. So not all the requests initiated 

result in generated packets. The other reason is that, as discussed in section 7.4.1, the loss of
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files results in a decrease of the number of generated packets. And the file loss is higher and 

faster as the number of users increases. Hence the non-linearity of the messages load with 

respect to the number of users.
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Figure 58. Average number of incoming packets in each node every 

D  = 5000 time units for the three users case.

The results regarding the number of lost packets confirm the observations described 

previously (see Figure 59 for the three-user case):

a) The larger the number of users, the larger the number of discarded packets, because the 

total number of generated packets is larger.

b) The larger the number of users, the larger the size of the buffers must be in order to avoid 

packets loss completely. For the one user case, a buffer size of 5 would guarantee that no 

packets are lost. The same buffer size of 5 results in a small number of discarded packets 

in the two users case, and a bigger loss for the three users case. More simulations would be 

needed for size of the buffers larger than 5 in these two cases, in order to find which is the 

minimum buffer size that guarantees no packet loss. However, as previously discussed, it 

appears that the designed system can tolerate some packet loss, i.e. it can operate correctly 

(no files are lost) even if a small number of packets is discarded. Thus, for the one-user
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case, a buffer size of 4 does not result in apparent file loss, and the same happens for a 

buffer size of 5 in the two users case. As previously stated, for these sizes of the input 

buffers the system would be operating with an associated risk of failure, because the 

probability of losing FileResponse packets - and therefore the probability of losing files - 

would not be zero.
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Figure 59. Average number of packets discarded in each node every 

D  = 5000 time units for the 3 users case.

T.4.2.3. Delays

The main effect of increasing the number of users is a major increase in the delays in 

obtaining a file (see results in appendix E). This is due to the contention issues, i.e. the more 

users trying to retrieve the same file, the more likely it is that the file is inaccessible and hence 

a larger number of retries are needed. Again, this effect is not linear. The increase in the 

delays when changing from one user to two users is much more dramatic than changing 

between 2 users and three users. This is because in the one-user case, there is not contention 

for the files, so the files are always available and they can be obtained with only one attempt.
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7.5. Review of proposed modelling strategy

The results presented in previous sections provide an insight to the behaviour and performance 

of the M agnet service. Some interesting characteristics of the system have been revealed. In 

particular the focus here is on potential failures, and how they are affected by the control 

parameters.

Before the modelling work started, a modelling strategy had been planned. This was described 

in section 3.4.2, and involved planning ad defining the following:

a) Aim of the models and modelling methodology

b) Level of abstraction

c) Modelling languages and tools

d) Inputs to the model

One of the objectives of the modelling work was to test the applicability of the proposed 

methodologies. Let us therefore review the modelling framework in the context of the SDL 

modelling work carried out for the Magnet service.

Section c) is straightforward. Two different languages, C++ and SDL, have been tested. The 

C++ model served as an introductory exercise to identify key points in the Magnet service. In 

the search for a more visual language that permits the observation of the behaviour of the 

system in a more user-friendly environment, it was decided to continue the modelling work 

using SDL. It must be recalled here that SDL was not conceived as a simulation language, but 

as a specification language. The semi-formal nature of SDL and the increasingly advanced 

commercial tools, permit simulating the behaviour of SDL specified systems, but the 

possibilities are still rather limited. Here it was decided to investigate the suitability of SDL 

for integrity modelling, being aware that this would require extending the use of SDL beyond 

the purpose it was designed for originally. Hence, a major part of the work was this analysis of 

SDL (and the tools employed), identification of limitations and proposed solutions. All these 

issues were discussed in chapter 6.

Let us now consider the inputs to the models (d). The three main inputs were identified in 

section 3.4.2.4. as: formal service descriptions, network models and customer models. These 

three inputs have been included as components in the SDL model, as discussed in section

6.2.1. It has also been argued how, ideally, these inputs should be independent from one 

another, in order make them re-usable modelling components. But the construction of generic
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modelling components and re-usable models is a very complex problem, aggravated by the 

lack of suitable tools, and hence a long-term research proposition. Some introductory ideas 

following the discussions in section 3.4.1 are included in section 7.7. In section B.4.2.4 it was 

discussed how sensitivity analysis must be carried out for the performance and customer 

models in order to identify regions of validity of the parameters. Some sensitivity analysis has 

been undertaken in the Magnet model, by simulating the behaviour for a range of values of 

some of the control parameters, i.e. number of users and size of input buffers. The results are 

included in section 7.4 and discussed further in section 7.6.

Regarding the level of abstraction, a layered framework was introduced in section S.4.2.2 

where different aspects of the systems can be modelled with different degree of detail, 

depending on what features are relevant in each context. The top level of the framework is the 

Service level, where a service is decomposed in a number of features. The three main features 

of the Magnet service have been identified as the addressing function, database consultation 

and file transfer function. Below the service level, there are the Functional layer. Network 

layer and Operational layer. The Customers layer can be present in any of the other layers, and 

it represents the characteristics of the users of the services and the effects of the interactions 

between the users and the system. These are the population patterns in the Magnet service, and 

the effect of changing these patterns has started to be addressed. As previously remarked that 

the use of such layered framework is to provide an appropriate level of abstraction in the 

models. This is achieved by differentiating those aspects relevant to the problem under study, 

and hence requiring greater modelling detail (lower layers), from aspects that would not add 

any useful information and hence can be modelled in less detail (higher layers). It must be 

noted that this layered framework is not rigid, and does not need to be applied strictly. It 

should be regarded as a guideline, and taken only as far as it is useful. The three features of the 

Magnet service have been modelled with different levels of detail. In the first C4-+ model the 

three features were modelled at the functional level, i.e. it was assumed that they were 

provided by the network in a reliable way. In the second C+4- model the details o f the 

addressing function were implemented, identifying the network resources needed, i.e. at the 

'Network layer’. The database consultation and file transfer function remained at the 

functional level. In the SDL model, it is the file transfer function that is treated at the Network 

level, and the details of how files move around the network were modelled. The database 

consultation and addressing function were kept at a higher level. However, some additional 

information was introduced by associating transmission times to the address request and 

address response messages and assigning processing times to the database searches. The latter
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can be regarded  as beg inn ing  to address the O perational layer. T hus, the layered m odelling 

fram ew ork  has been used in a flexib le way, according to the ob jectives o f the m odel.

F inally , there  is the issue o f the aim  o f the m odels and m odelling  m ethodology , d iscussed in 

section  3.4 .2 .1 . R egarding the use o f  the m odels, it w as decided to focus on the identification  

o f  po ten tia l errors in serv ices. A m ethodology, com prising  seven stages, w as designed  for this 

purpose. T he seven stages are reproduced  in Figure 60, for reference.

S tages 1 to 4 w ere follow ed for the M agnet service. T he serv ice behaviour w as m odelled  and 

coupled  to m odels o f  the netw ork  (w ith perform ance m odels) and the characteristics o f the 

users (custom er m odels). S im plest scenarios were m odelled  initially , to understand the 

‘n o rm al’ behaviour and validate the m odels. Potential causes o f errors w ere identified , a 

selection  o f  them  w as in troduced in the m odels, and the system  w as sim ulated  for these error 

conditions.

1. M odel serv ice behaviour

2. P ath  o f  norm al behav iour

Identify  sou rces of errors

Perfomnmance 
models

In troduce e rro rs  in m odel

5. Find erro r rates

^Customers 
' models

6. Build p robab ility  tree

7. O rgan ise  inform ation

Figure 60. Seven stages of the proposed modelling methodology

A s for stages 5 and 6, they w ere not finally applied for a num ber o f  reasons. O ne is the 

ex trem e com plex ity  o f  th is approach , aggravated  by the lim itations encoun te red  SD L and 

M SC s. T he approach  in stages 5 and 6 relies heavily in the capability  to identify  system  traces 

and ob tain  states o f  behav iour -b o th  e rro r states and norm al states. N ote that these states are
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not the states defined in the SDL processes. They are some kind of meta-states that represent 

the ability of the system to operate in a way in which certain characteristics of the system hold 

and certain conditions satisfy. This proved to be a very complex problem, and it requires a 

large number of simulations. The limitations in the tools and language employed (refer to 

section 6.3) were too restrictive to follow this approach within the available time scales.

Regarding stage 7, this falls more into the area of documentation techniques and information 

processing, which have identified as one major area for improvement in industrial 

organisations and a key component of the overall integrity framework presented in section 3.3. 

As discussed in there, it was decided not to pursue this area.

The discussions above show that most of the modelling strategy proposed in section 3.4 has 

been successfully applied to the case study. The modelling work also questioned the validity 

of part of the methodology. Some of this is due to limitations we encountered in the tools and 

mismatch with expected functionality.

7.6. Application to the integrity definition

This section discusses how the results from the models of the Magnet service can be used in 

the context of the integrity definition proposed in section 3.2. The main features of this 

definition are reproduced here for convenience. Figure 61 shows an example where the level 

of integrity of a system is divided in a collection of regions. The proposed integrity definition 

can be used to identify the level of integrity of a system, i.e. the integrity region in which the 

system is operating within the framework. This requires:

a) examining potential causes of loss of network integrity and how this loss would 

manifest, i.e. what parameters should be considered as indicators of the degree of 

integrity of a system,

b) identification, for those integrity parameters, of threshold values that would indicate a 

significant loss of network integrity,

c) definition of the integrity bands for the system, based on the threshold values for the 

identified integrity parameters,

d) monitoring the integrity parameters in order to detect the band in which the system is 

operating at any time.
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100% Integrity

H igh integrity  

regions

Low  integrity 

regions

0%  Integrity

I

 D ecreasing degree o f integrity / Increasing risk o f failure______

Figure 61. An example of the proposed integrity definition

T he points in section  a) have been discussed in section 7.3. L oss o f integrity  in the M agnet 

m odel m ay occur due to  packet loss, whieh on its turn m ay resu lt in loss o f files. H ence the 

num ber o f d iscarded  packets and the num ber o f lost files can be regarded as integrity 

param eters. O ther param eters that can  be considered as integrity  indicators are those related  to 

the quality  o f serv ice. A  direct exam ple is the delays in ob tain ing  requested files, but o ther 

m easures can be derived  from  the obtained results, e.g. percen tage o f requests that succeed or 

fail. The app lication  o f  steps b) and c) to these integrity param eters is d iscussed next, for both 

the single user and m ultip le users cases. R egarding section d), the m onitoring activ ity  that 

w ould need to be carried  out in a real system  to obtain values for the integrity  param eters is 

equ ivalen t to in troducing  m easurem ent procedures in the m odel to obtain these values.

An in teresting  and strik ing  feature o f the M agnet model has been identified  as a result o f  the 

m odelling  w ork, nam ely: the system  adjusts itself to errors due to  packets being d iscarded. It 

could  have been expected  that high probabilities o f packets loss in the system  w ould result in a 

sustained increase o f  the signalling  load, due to the re-attem pts p rocedures that generate new 

packets if  the requests fail. In fact, it has been dem onstrated  that the effect is quite the 

opposite. Increase in the signalling  load results in packets being d iscarded , w hich m ay result 

in files being  lost. T h is on its ow n results in a decrease o f the signalling  load, because there 

are less files be ing  m oved. In sum m ary, an initial increase in signalling  load results in a 

sign ifican t decrease  o f activ ity . T h is indeed is not a desirable situation  because in form ation is 

being lost in the system , and appropriate  correction m echanism s should be in troduced, as 

discussed  in section  7 .4 .1 .1 . H ow ever, a key feature o f the M agnet service is that the response 

to failure depends on the severity  o f  the failure as follows:
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a) for small failure rate, i.e. small number of packets being discarded, the system ‘self- 

heals’, i.e. the re-attempts mechanisms provide a way to overcome the loss of packets and 

avoid files loss;

b) for larger failure rates, i.e. size of buffers significantly smaller than would be needed for 

an error-free situation, a decrease in the activity in the system can be observed, produced 

by the loss of data files.

Hence, it is necessary to find where the boundary between the two types of behaviour resides,

i.e. what are the limits within which the system recovers from errors. This will identify the 

different integrity regions. This is discussed in the following subsections.

7.6.1. Discarded packets and lost files

One indicator of the degree of integrity is the number of discarded packets in a given time 

interval T. As shown in Figure 54, for the one user case a buffer size of at least 5 is required in 

order to guarantee that no packets are lost. Therefore, for a system where the loss of packets is 

critical a minimum buffer size of 5 would be required.

The threshold criterion of 0 discarded packets is very strict and represents a completely error- 

free scenario. However, the simulation results have shown that the Magnet service presents 

certain tolerance to the loss of packets. The packet loss has two effects in the Magnet service. 

One is to increase the delays that the users would experience to obtain service. But the most 

critical effect is that if packets are discarded this could result in data files becoming 

inaccessible. This could have catastrophic consequences, as data files contain service logic 

and data necessary to perform services . As discussed in section 7.4.1.2, packet loss does not 

necessarily cause files loss. Thus, for the one user case, a buffer size of 4 incurs a packets loss, 

whereas the simulations showed no file loss for this value. The loss of data files can be 

regarded as the major type of failure in the Magnet service, so the number of files lost in a 

time interval T can be considered as another integrity measure.

A key issue is to understand the dependencies between the integrity measures and the control 

parameters. The impact of two control parameters is examined next, namely the size of the 

input buffers and the number of users. The time window for the measures T is chosen as the 

total simulation time. This value is convenient in this case to show changes in the integrity 

parameters, but the ‘resolution’ of the measures can be changed by considering smaller or 

larger time intervals of analysis.
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7.6.1.1. Impact of the buffer size

F igure 62 show s the re lationsh ip  betw een  the in tegrity  param eters file  loss and packet loss in 

the total sim ulation  interval and the contro l param eter ‘buffers s ize ’ fo r the one user case. The 

values have been norm alised  (d iv id ing  by the m axim um  value) to facilitate com parison  o f 

results. T he num ber o f lost packets w as m easured directly  during the sim ulations. T he num ber 

o f  lost files during  the sim ulation  interval is derived from  the values in F igure 51 for 

sim ulation  tim e = T  and from  the p lo t in F igure 52.
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Figure 62. Definition of integrity regions based on the number of lost files for the one

user case.

C onsider the sim ple case scenario  o f  F igure 49 w here only one th resho ld  value is defined for 

the in tegrity  param eter, thus resu lting  in tw o integrity  regions. L et us assum e that the 

th reshold  is defined to be 0 packets lost. As show n in F igure 62, th is resu lts in a threshold  

value 5 for the contro l param eter ‘bu ffer s iz e ’. T he tw o resulting  in tegrity  reg ions for this case
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are depicted in Option A in Figure 62. If the Magnet system operates within the low integrity 

region in option A, there is a probability of losing packets, and hence data files. If, on the 

contrary, it operates within the high integrity region, it is guaranteed that no files will be lost.

In a real case, the cost associated with increasing the buffers sizes should be balanced against 

the risk of losing data files. A deeper analysis would be required to identify the sensitivity of 

the services governed by the Magnet system to the loss of files. This sensitivity will depend on 

the type and contents of the data files that are lost and possible alternative ways to obtain the 

same information. In addition, other threshold criteria may be introduced to account for this 

sensitivity of the service to loss of files. Thus, as discussed in section 7.4.1.2, three integrity 

regions may be defined based on the probability of losing data files (see option B in Figure 

62). A high integrity region guarantees that no packets will be discarded. This requires a 

minimum buffer size of 5 for the one user case. A low integrity region can be defined for 

buffer sizes lower than 4, where the empirical results show that data files are lost in the 

system. In between (i.e. buffer size of 4), there is a medium integrity band where the 

probability of discarding packets exists, but the results showed that this does not cause data 

files loss. There is however no guarantee that file will never be lost in this region, as the 

system is not completely error free.

The results above could assist in the design of recovery mechanisms against file loss in the 

system. For example, if a periodic reset of addresses database option is adopted, the frequency 

with which this reset ought to be performed can be chosen based on the simulation results. For 

instance, if the size of the buffers were fixed to 4, a periodic reset of the addresses database 

every 10^ time units (which is the total simulation time) may suffice, because at that point the 

probability of losing files is very low. A lower buffer size of 3 may be acceptable, but it may 

require more frequent resets. This of course depends again on the sensitivity of the services to 

the loss of files. Risk assessment must be undertaken to understand the potential effects of the 

risk of losing files.

7.6.1.2. Impact of the number of users

Figure 63 shows the total number of packets discarded during the simulation interval for 

different sizes of the input buffers for the one, two and three users cases. These results show 

that a buffer size of 5 suffices to guarantee that no packets are discarded for the one user case, 

but not for the two and three users case (further simulations would be required to identify the 

buffer sizes that guarantee no packet loss in these cases). The integrity definition can be
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applied  here to identify  the lim its in the external variable ‘num ber o f  u se rs’ for w hich the 

system  m ain tains p redefined  integrity  levels. T hus, let us assum e a fixed buffer size o f  5, and 

three in tegrity  regions defined as follow s:

a) H igh in tegrity  region, w here there is no packet loss,

b) M edium  in tegrity  region, w here the average num ber o f packets lost is low er than 1,

c) Low  in tegrity  region, w here the average num ber o f  packets lost is g reater than 1.

T hese th ree in tegrity  reg ions are depicted  in the righ t hand side o f F igure 63. T he graph show s 

that to m ain tain  the system  w ithin the low  in tegrity  region under these w orking conditions, a 

m axim um  o f  1 user can be accepted. T w o users w ould m ove the system  into the m edium  

in tegrity  reg ion , and three users w ould take it into the low  integrity region.
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Figure 63. Total num ber of packets discarded during the sim ulation interval.

A sim ilar analysis could  be undertaken to obtain the im pact o f the num ber o f users on the 

‘num ber o f  lost files’ param eter. T h is is more d ifficu lt to quantify  w ith the available 

s im ulation  results, because contention  for files in the m ulti-user cases increases the probability
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of files being in transit and it is not possible to determine whether a file has been lost or is in 

transit. However some initial relationships can be derived. For example, for a buffer size of 5 

the simulation results showed that:

a) One user in the system does not cause neither packet loss nor file loss

b) Two users in the system cause packet loss, but not file loss

c) Three users in the system cause packet and file loss.

Therefore if three integrity regions are defined as in Option B of Figure 62, e.g.:

1. a high integrity region where there is no packet loss,

2. a medium integrity region where there is packet loss, and hence the probability 

of losing files exists, but the empirical results showed no file loss,

3. and a low integrity region where there is file loss,

then for buffer sizes of 5 the Magnet service can only accept one user in the high integrity 

region and two users to operate in the medium integrity region. With three (or more) users the 

service will be operating in the low integrity region.

This type of information and analysis could be used in real time to maintain the integrity 

levels by limiting the number of customers that use the service at a given time. If the number 

of users reaches the threshold, further requests for service should be rejected until some users 

leave the system.

7.6.2. Quality of Service - impact of the number of users and the buffer sizes

A quality of service measure in the Magnet system is the delays experienced by the users to 

obtain the requested information. The histograms of delays shown in figures 95, 99 and 103 in 

appendix E can be used to extract some relevant information regarding quality of service in 

the Magnet model. An important observation must be made about these results, and this is that 

the measures only account for the requests that succeed, i.e. when the requested information is 

obtained. But not all requests succeed because:

a) errors due to size of buffers being too small can result is lost files, which can not be 

retrieved.
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b) an increase in the num ber o f users and contention  for files could resu lt in delay tim es 

h igher than the tim e that the user stays in one location; if a user m oves location before 

obtain ing a requested  file, this is a failed request.

T hus, ano ther m easure o f Q oS  for the M agnet service is the percentage o f file requests that fail 

o r succeed. O ne approach  to  obtain  these is to introduce new  m easurem ents in the system  to 

obtain  the success rate. A no ther option  is to calculate a probabilistic estim ate, as follow s.

F rom  the list o f  param eters in section  7.3.1 it can be seen that each user requests each o f  their 

5 associated  files w ith a p robab ility  o f 0.5 every  tim e they m ove location. This gives an 

average o f  5*0.5=2.5  files requested  per user. U sers change location every 5000  tim e units. 

M ovem ent o f users starts at tim e at t,= 1000 tim e units, and sim ulation  ends at tim e tf= 

1000000. H ence, the total num ber o f tim es that users change location is g iven by the integer 

part o f [(tf_tj)/5000], i.e. 199 tim es. Thus, the estim ated  num ber o f file requests for the total 

sim ulation  tim e is 2 .5*(N um ber o f users)* 199. T his gives 497.5 for the one user case, 995 for 

the tw o users case and 1492.5 fo r the three users case.

T he num ber o f successfu l requests can be estim ated from  the h istogram s o f  delays, by adding 

the total num ber o f  cases. T he unsuccessful requests is then given by:

a) (497 .5-N um ber o f successfu l cases) for the one users case

b) (995-N um ber o f successfu l cases) for the tw o users case

c) (1492 .5-N um ber o f  successfu l cases) for the three users case.
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Figure 64. Failed requests in the simulation interval (estimated values)
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The total num ber o f  estim ated failed requests for the one, tw o and three users cases is 

represen ted  in F igure 64 for d ifferen t values o f  the buffer size. T he negative values in the 

graph are due to these be ing  estim ated  average values, ca lcu la ted  as described  above. As 

expected , the m ore users in the system  the larger the num ber o f  failed requests. T h is is m ainly 

because, as stated earlier, the total num ber o f requests -  successfu l plus failed - is larger for 

larger num ber o f  users.

A m ore rep resen ta tive  m easure o f  failure is the percen tage o f  failed  requests, depicted  in 

Figure 65. T his graph show s that, as expected , the failure rate is la rger for larger num ber o f 

users. A gain , negative values are due to the p robab ilistic  ca lcu lation  o f total num ber o f 

requests. N ote that in o rder to im prove the readability  o f the graph, the .v-axis is only  show n up 

to a value o f 10. T herefo re , only the resu lts fo r the 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 buffer sizes are show n in 

the plot. N o results are availab le  for buffer sizes betw een  6 and 10, but the percen tage o f failed 

requests decreases w ith higher values o f  buffer sizes, and the resu lts show ed that this 

percen tage is 0  for a bu ffer size o f  100.
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Figure 65. Estim ated percentage of failed requests in the sim ulation time (estim ated values)
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As shown previously for other integrity measures, a collection of thresholds can be defined 

here for the percentage of failed request. The examples depicted in Figure 65 show three 

integrity regions defined as follows;

1. a high integrity region with 0% of failed requests

2. a medium integrity region with between 0 and 20% of failed requests

3. a low integrity region where the percentage of failed requests is greater than 20%

The following two examples are examined:

a) Integrity regions fo r  the one user case -  impact o f  buffer size

The results represented in the bottom graph of Figure 65 show that for the Magnet service

to operate in the high integrity region with one user a minimum buffer size of 4 is

required. With a buffer size of 3 the system would operate in the medium integrity region, 

whereas buffer sizes lower than 3 would cause the system to operate in the low integrity 

region.

b) Integrity regions fo r  a buffer size o f  4 -  impact o f  the number or users

Assuming that the system is designed for a buffer size of 4, the results plotted on the right 

hand side of Figure 65 show that in order to operate within the high integrity region the 

Magnet service can only accept one user. If two users are allowed the service will operate 

in the medium integrity region, whereas three users would cause it to move to the low 

integrity region.

Again, these examples illustrate how the modelling and simulation results in conjunction with 

the proposed integrity framework can be used to understand the impact of the different design 

parameters in the integrity measures and to identify its working limitations, hence assisting in 

the design of the service and the network where it is provided.

7.7. Introduction to the construction of generic models

In section 3.4.1 the need for industrial organisations to develop formal, structured and generic 

modelling methodologies, based on re-usability of models, and applied consistently within the 

organisation was discussed. This requires identification of the requirements for such generic 

modelling methodologies for integrity modelling. The investigation of such requirements was 

one of the possible areas to pursue within this project. However, as discussed in previous
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chapters, a different line of work was adopted, namely the application of modelling 

methodologies to a particular case study. As a side effect of this pursued line of work, some 

understanding of the needs and requirements for developing generic modelling frameworks 

using SDL were identified, and an introductory study in this subject was undertaken. The 

findings are discussed in this section.

Three basic types of components in models for integrity analysis have been identified, i.e. 

network descriptions, service descriptions and population characteristics. A modelling 

framework would need to include a collection of libraries of components of each of these three 

types. Note that the code written for the real services, i.e. the one that runs on the network, 

could be the basis for the construction of the service model libraries.

These library components should be able to be re-used by different people to model different 

scenarios. To achieve this, a complete separation of network, service and population 

descriptions is necessary.

Figure 66 shows an example of a possible modelling scenario in an SDL-like fashion. In the 

example, two networks are connected together. Each network is modelled as an instantiation 

of an SDL block type, i.e. N etl of type NetworkTypel and Net2 of NetworkTypeZ. These 

networks provide services, and this is modelling by connecting the network blocks to the 

service blocks. The services are modelled as instantiations of service types. In the example, 

Netl provides two services, namely Service 1_1 of ServiceTypel and Service2_l of 

ServiceTypeZ, and NetZ provides ServiceZ_Z, of ServiceTypeZ. Each service will be used by a 

collection of customers, and this is modelled by connecting each service block to a population 

block. Again, each population block is an instance of a population block type. In Figure 66 

Service 1_1 in N etl and ServiceZ_Z in NetZ are coupled to a population model of type 

PopulationModelTypel; ServiceZ_l in N etl is coupled to a PopulationModelTypeZ. This 

example shows how having independent library components for different types of networks, 

services and population models permits the combination of these components in any way to 

model specific scenarios.
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Figure 66. A possible modelling scenario using library model components

Ideally, the descriptions included in each of these libraries should be independent. This way, 

the user could build specific scenarios by combining elements from the different libraries. The 

need for independence between different components is justified as follows:

a) Independence between population models and service descriptions: the same service 

description will need to be studied for different population models, to understand the 

limitations and possible sources of errors in the service that are imposed by the 

characteristics of the population of users.

b) Independence between service descriptions and network descriptions: The behaviour 

of the services needs to be analysed for different network architectures. Any service 

description should be able to be coupled to any network that can provide the service.
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c) Independence between population models and network descriptions: the

characteristics of the population of users are different for each service, and are not 

determined by the network architecture. Each service will have a different service take up 

and their own population patterns.

Another essential aspect is the possibility to decide on the level of abstraction of the models, 

and to model different aspects with different levels o f detail. For example, in section 7.3.1 it 

was discussed how a single-network model can be upgraded to a multi-network scenario by 

modelling relevant characteristics of the interconnect at a high level. In a generic case, there 

will be some factors external to the service under study that may influence the service 

performance. However, the details of these factors may not be known, or it may not be 

desirable to model them in detail. Hence, it must be possible to introduce statistical description 

of this type of factors -  such as other services, network details or population models - in a 

given model, as some kind of noise in the system that effects the service in some arbitrary 

way.

Servicel

Servicel

Services

Node

Figure 67. Service switching function (SSF) in a node

A major issue is how to achieve complete independence between components. Consider the 

case of network models and service descriptions. A service is provided by functionality in a 

network, so is it possible to build the service description without any information about the 

network? The reverse case also needs to be solved, i.e. how to design the components of a 

network without any information about the services that it is going to provide. These are 

complicated issues and will need to be carefully researched. For example, a service may 

require a database. This database can be part of the service description, since it contains 

information relevant to the service, e.g. user profiles. On the other hand, it could be argued 

that a database is a network component, and therefore needs to be included in the network 

model, where performance characteristics, such as average response time, would be 

incorporated. Therefore, the question is how to break down these elements in order to
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guarantee independence between network and service elements. It seems clear that somewhere 

in the network model there will need to be a reference to the services that the network can 

provide. For example, a service switching function that selects the appropriate service object 

may be incorporated in the nodes. The signals received by a node will then need to carry a 

service identifier from which the service switching function will select the appropriate service 

object (Figure 67).

These service objects within a node are not the service descriptions, but the interface to the 

appropriate service description modules which, as previously stated, will reside outside the 

network module. All the service modules need to be directly connected to all the relevant 

nodes in the network. For this purpose, the network module will need to have a 

Networklnterface block to allow for this type of connectivity (Figure 68).

ServiceControl

Service 
Description 3

Service 
Description 2

Service 
Description 1

Networklnterface

BlockT ypeNetworkX

One connection to eadt node

Figure 68. A network interface in a node facilitates the connection to the service blocks

The design of these Networklnterface blocks must also be studied. Due to the restrictions 

imposed by SDL (refer to section 6.3), connecting these blocks to all the nodes could make the 

diagram unreadable. A possible solution is to break down the network interface into a 

collection of blocks that would de-multiplex the inputs to the network into a collection of 

channels in a hierarchical way as illustrated in Figure 69.
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Figure 69. An example of multiplexing network interfaces

A network module simply provides a network topology (a specific interconnection of selected 

network components) and a routing capability. All the rest of the functionality would be 

provided by other modules, e.g. service descriptions. A network module is made of a number 

of network elements connected together. Libraries of network elements would also be 

provided, including components such as descriptions of different types of nodes, i.e. base 

nodes, database nodes, SCPs, SSPs, etc. An approach to do this in SDL is to develop a 

hierarchy of node types. For example, for the class BaseNode, the minimum element could be 

BaseNode_OneLink. Then, a type BaseNode_TwoLinks will be constructed that inherits 

BaseNode_OneLink and has an added link, and so forth up to a certain number of links 

(Figure 70). This is only one possible decomposition. Further research would be necessary to 

identify basic types of network components and how to build them.

BaseNode_
OneLinkType

BaseNode_
TwoLinkType

INHERITS
BaseNode_
OneLinkType

BaseNode_
ThreeLinkType

INHERITS
BaseNode_
TwoLinkType

Figure 70. Hierarchy of base node components

Figure 71 shows an example of a network module composed of four nodes, the network 

interface and the service control blocks.
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As previously stated, an essential issue is to guarantee compatibility between all the different 

model components. These components are likely to be developed separately by different 

people, and at different times. As discussed in section 3.4.1, a uniform and standardised 

modelling methodology must be followed by all the designers to guarantee compatibility. In 

order to ensure connectivity between different model elements, an appropriate design of their 

interfaces is essential. The library developer must account for possible extensions to the 

design, and incorporate flexibility. Another point is the need for a uniform naming convention 

and a coherent design style that can be understood by the different groups of people who build 

specific parts of the models, as well as by people who have not even been involved in the 

design process. These include potential users; or simply people to whom the work needs to be 

reported. Rules and guidelines will need to be developed to guarantee uniformity and 

compatibility. In addition, there is a need for tool development to support these modelling 

approaches.

Connections to other blocksServiceControl
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OneLinkTypeBaseNode_

TwoLinkType
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TwoLinkType
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Networklnterface

Figure 71. Arbitrary network created by connecting blocks from the

nodes library

7.8. Conclusions

The focus of this chapter has been on the results obtained from the SDL modelling of the 

Magnet service, and more importantly on the analysis of the proposed modelling 

methodologies and integrity definition in the light of these results.
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The chapter started with a discussion on how the simulation results from the SDL model can 

be applied to obtain integrity measures, to categorise the degree of integrity in regions and to 

understand the effect of control parameters in the integrity levels. Next, a general description 

of the results obtained for the Magnet service was presented. These results include 

performance measures such as the generated signalling load, and quality of service parameters 

such as delays in obtaining requested information. Several types of failure in the Magnet 

service are identified, e.g. the probability of losing data files and packets.

The modelling framework proposed in section 3.4 has been reviewed by describing how it 

applied for the Magnet service. The usability of most of the proposed ideas has been 

illustrated. There were a small number of ideas that could not be pursued, partly because of 

the limitations encountered in SDL and its associated tools. These refer to the identification of 

error states and calculation of probability trees.

The results from the SDL model of the Magnet service have also been used to formulate the 

connection to the network integrity definition proposed in section 3.2 aimed to avoid severe 

integrity degradation. Examples of how to define integrity regions and obtain the threshold 

values for control parameters have been presented. The study is limited to the analysis of one 

control parameter and one integrity measure at a time. Indication on possible further 

extensions has been included.

The Magnet service has been simulated for a fixed network size. As discussed in section 8.3, 

this was due to the SDL limitations to build large systems and to introduce structural changes 

in the models. Therefore, it has not been possible to test the service for larger networks. 

However, it must be emphasised that the model was designed to investigate concepts and test 

methodologies. The Magnet service was designed to embrace key aspects in current 

telecommunication services, but it was not the aim of the model to obtain the best 

implementation for it. It can be expected that increasing the size of the network would affect 

the performance of the Magnet service, but not the basic behaviour. Increasing the networks 

size would increase the average distance that files must travel, and hence the delays that users 

would experience in obtaining the data. However, the assumption is that the users residence 

times in a location are much longer that the file transfer times. Hence, the qualitative 

behaviour of the service should not be different to that in smaller networks. Performance 

parameters such as value of time-outs and buffer sizes would need to be tuned to the specific 

network conditions, and possibly different integrity regions and thresholds should be defined
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for them, but it can be expected that the basic behaviour and type of errors identified in our 

model would remain the same.

The chapter ends with some introductory ideas about the construction of generic models, 

identified as a result of the modelling work. This is considered a very important area of 

research. Here it is believed that there is a need for commercial tools that permit modelling 

and simulation of services, clear and powerful visualisation capabilities to improve 

understanding of the systems modelled, and data processing features to analyse the results.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

The major motivation for this work was the need to develop structured and systematic 

approaches to maintain the integrity of the increasingly complex telecommunication networks 

and services. The first stage of the work was the analysis o f the main characteristics of modern 

telecommunication networks and services, and the identification of areas related to network 

integrity. In each of these individual areas there is extensive expertise, but the contribution of 

this work has been to analyse them in an integrated approach, focussing on their connections 

to network integrity. The conclusions from this initial analysis were:

a) An increasing degree of intelligence is being introduced in telecommunication networks. 

This is giving rise to a dramatic growth in control complexity and fragility, exacerbated 

by increasingly sophisticated customer demands for quick deployment of services and the 

regulatory policies fostering competition and open interconnect. The work has focussed 

on integrity threats caused at these intelligent levels.

b) The problem domain is beyond the comprehension of single individuals and there is need 

for more formal and structured techniques and approaches for the design, development 

and maintenance of networks and services.

c) Pre-emptive approaches are required to avoid catastrophic failures cause by dramatic 

degradation of network integrity.
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A multi-paradigm approach is needed including improvement of design methodologies as well 

as real time integrity quantification and restoration techniques.

A key contribution of this work has been to introduce a quantitative and measurable definition 

of network integrity that can be used in a pre-emptive way to reduce risk of integrity beach. 

The definition can be used to assess the risk of failure, to prevent failure situations and to 

assist rapid recovery in case failure occurs. The pre-emptive capabilities are a key feature of 

such definition, allowing rapid detection of variations in the integrity levels and hence 

permitting action to be taken before this integrity degradation exceeds some predefined limits.

The project started with an extremely open and large problem space, i.e. how can the integrity 

of telecommunication systems be improved. The need for decomposition became immediately 

apparent in order to break down the problem into manageable areas. This was done bearing in 

mind the need for a multi-paradigm approach mentioned above, and the result was the overall 

integrity framework embracing static and real-time activities. This framework is proposed as a 

guideline, highlighting a number of key interrelated activities that should be undertaken by 

telecommunication organisations to enhance the integrity of their systems. This has been 

defined at a very high level, and the problem domain at this stage was still well beyond the 

scope of this project. Hence the scope was narrowed down further by focussing on one of the 

proposed activities, namely the use of modelling and simulation techniques as a tool to assist 

in the improvement of network integrity.

In the area of modelling, an important part of the work has been the investigation of 

requirements that modelling approaches and methodologies should meet in order to be 

successful in commercial organisations. The commercial orientation has been a constant in 

this work. A key objective has been the investigation of approaches and techniques that would 

be useful in industrial organisations, as opposed to purely academic solutions. A main 

conclusion has been that there is a strong need for well structured and supported modelling 

frameworks where models are created by connecting existing library components. This 

requires defining and building generic re-usable modelling components. This is a very 

technically complex proposition and would require large amount of effort, time and 

investment. Some insight into this topic has been discussed in this thesis, but there is still 

some way to go before generic re-usable modelling approaches are in place.
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The development of models requires an initial detailed analysis and planning phase. The main 

types of decisions and areas that need to be addressed in this planning phase have been 

discussed. This includes identifying the objectives of the models and the main inputs, deciding 

the languages to be used to build them, and developing a methodology for the construction of 

the models. A modelling case study, the so-called Magnet service, has been used in a number 

of ways. An important application has been to test the suitability of the languages employed. 

In particular, a main outcome has been the identification of limitations of SDL as a modelling 

language for large complex systems where performance information is crucial. In the latter 

area, a review of approaches to include performance into SDL specified systems has been 

introduced, followed by the author's proposed solution. The case study has also been used to 

test the proposed modelling techniques, and it has been argued that most of the ideas proved 

valid. It has also been discussed how part of the proposed methodology was impractical, 

mainly due to the intrinsic complexity of the problem, the limitations encountered in the 

modelling languages and the time constraints in this project. Another application of the case 

study has been to demonstrate how models can assist in the identification of design 

limitations, key integrity parameters in the system and the effect of external conditions e.g. 

population characteristics. Finally, it has been used to illustrate the use of the proposed 

integrity definition to categorise the integrity of a system into a collection of regions, identify 

the region in which the system operates and detect possible integrity violations.

The Magnet service is a simple example, and does not represent a specific existing service, but 

it was carefully designed to incorporate aspects of potential future services. In particular, the 

convergence of the Telco world and the information technology world and the proliferation of 

information services, which rises the problem of providing fast and easy customer access to 

large amounts of information. Thus, the management of information is a major feature of the 

Magnet service. Customers are mobile, and they demand ubiquity of services, as well as 

customisation of these services to meet their individual needs. This requires access to 

customer profiles wherever the customers are, and this is another essential feature of the 

Magnet service.

As previously stated, the commercial applicability of the work has been a mayor drive of this 

work. Hence, an essential requirement identified in the context of modelling is the use of 

languages and tools that are easy and intuitive to learn and use. This determined some of the 

decisions taken during the project, such as the selection of SDL for the modelling work. But 

SDL was not designed for this type of use, hence considerable part of the work has been the 

identification of limitations in SDL and, where possible, propose enhancements. These
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limitations proved rather large, so too many enhancements and changes to SDL would be 

required to overcome them. The conclusion is that SDL is not really the best suited tool for 

this job, and other languages could have been more effective. The use of a high level 

programming language would have provided more flexibility and would have permitted to 

explore more aspects in the simulations.

The importance of using modelling techniques in commercial organisations such as operators, 

manufactures and service providers has been emphasised in this thesis. Modelling is proposed 

to aid understanding of new services and networks and to help eliminate potential problems 

before the service launch. But for models to be useful, an integral and consistent approach 

must be followed, and the right infrastructures need to be in place.

Building models from scratch for each specific case of study is inefficient and results in long 

delays. For models to be beneficial, the users of the models would need access to a well- 

defined and structured modelling environment, with a collection of libraries readily available 

for use. These modelling environments need to be user friendly, since the personnel likely to 

use them would be experts in the services and systems that they want to model, but not 

necessarily in programming and simulation techniques. This requires appropriate tools that 

combine the power requirements with user friendliness and short learning periods. Such types 

of tools are not available, and here it is believed that this is a very important area, and there is 

a great commercial need for them. Developing this entire modelling infrastructure requires a 

significant amount of investment in terms of time, money and resources. It is a long-term 

proposition with no immediate return. This makes it a difficult task within commercial 

organisations, specially in the competitive telecommunications environment, where time to 

market is crucial. However, it is believed here that the problems are becoming so critical and 

hard to solve that manual fixes will become impossible, and commercial organisations will 

need to evolve into this type of structured and automated methods.

Carrying out this work in academic institutions on their own would not be appropriate either, 

because it is very important that the techniques have all the aspects associated with 

commercial products in mind. Academic research is not limited by these constraints, and 

hence there is the risk of producing largely theoretical work with little application to 

commercial environments. Hence the proposed solution is collaborative work between 

industry and academia. Industry has the requirements, the money and the infrastructure. 

Academia has the flexibility, time and human resources.
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Appendix A

Overview of IN

Intelligent Networks (IN) represent a major milestone in the recent evolution of 

telecommunications. The IN is gradually being adopted by major operators and it is believed 

that they will be the predominant technology across the world within the next few years. 

Hence, understanding service provision under the IN paradigm and emerging issues is of great 

relevance to identify integrity threats. This appendix contains a summary of the basics of IN.

The International Telecommunications Union -Telecommunications Technical Committee 

(ITU-T) has proposed an evolving sequence of standards that support IN. The starting point is 

a core structure of capabilities called Capabilities Set 1 (CS-1), which will be advanced by the 

addition of extra capabilities and services to form the next definition, CS-2. The process is 

proposed to continue to produce CS-x, each new set built on the last, with ever expanding 

capabilities.

The IN conceptual model defines four planes of decreasing abstraction - Service, Global 

Functional, Distributed Functional and Physical [Bale 95]. Each layer supports a one to many 

mapping; i.e. each entity at one layer is supported by many interacting entities from the layer 

below. The IN conceptual model is represented in Figure 72.
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Service Plane

VPN
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Call re-routing 

Etc.

Global Functional Plane
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S C P <  >  IP

Figure 72. The four layers in the IN Conceptual Model

The Service Plane is the level where services are identified and defined. This level does not 

specify how services are designed and implemented. They are simply described and 

decomposed into service features in an implementation independent way. Each service is 

defined as a single program or Global Service Logic (GSL).

The service features are realised in the Global Functional Plane (GPP) by Global Service 

Logic. The GPP has an overall abstract view of the whole network and its capabilities. These 

capabilities are modelled as Service Independent Blocks (SIBs), which are a set of basic 

components used by the GPP to build services. The SIBs are still abstract functional 

capabilities that operate globally throughout the network. In other words, a SIB is a task that 

the network can perform and it always provides the result best suited to the location of the 

request, regardless of where it was initiated. The concept of SIBs permits isolation of the 

service from operational details. In principle, a service is a piece of logic that calls a set of 

SIBs to perform its task.

The SIB is the most powerful concept of the IN conceptual model. In IN capability set I (CS- 

1), which is the ITU-T specification of requirements for a defined set of IN based services, a 

number of SIBs are defined, covering areas such as charging, user interaction and call
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queuing. A SIB worth a special mention is the Basic Call Process (BCP) which represents the 

basic call-processing capability of the network. This is basically the simple process of 

telephony, augmented by details o f the interaction of the BCP and other SIBs.

The Distributed Functional Plane (DFP) is where all the functional entities that support the 

SIBs are identified. The functionality is distributed, because the network is made up of many 

distributed programs that provide a single unit action. Such functions or actions are referred to 

as entities; hence, they are called Functional Entity Actions (FEAs). Functional relationships 

between the functional entities are defined, i.e. the FEAs used to construct a SIB must 

communicate and information must flow between them. It is these functional relationships 

which determine the requirements of the signalling protocols used in the IN (Intelligent 

Networks Application Protocol (INAP) of the SS7 standard (dealt with in appendix B).

SCF SDF

SRF

SSF SSF

CCAFCCAF
CCFCCF

CCAF Call control agent function

CCF Call control function

SSF Service switching function

SRF Specialised resource function

SCF Service control function

SDF Service data function

Figure 73. Functional architecture of the DFP defined for IN CS-1

Figure 73 shows part of the functional architecture of the DFP as defined for IN CS-1. This 

architecture shows a number of functional entities and functional relationships. In the DFP 

each of the SIBs are broken down into actions to be performed by the FEs and information 

that flows between them. Each standard functional relationship for CS-1 requires the 

following capabilities:

0 Carrier network connection control flows A, B and C.
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0 Standard call control functions for non-IN services are needed for A and B.

0 IN service control is needed for D, E and F.

All the flow structure in the CS-1 model has been standardised, except for the flow between 

the service switching function and the call control function, M. This is because it is expected 

that this will be tightly coupled, held within one piece of hardware and be proprietary. The 

only times that calls can interact with IN processes are at special armed detection points in the 

call sequence. Various types of service logic can be invoked at the detection points depending 

upon the information that is gathered. At this stage the information flows are associated with a 

call, but once the service logic has been invoked, it can start to use the information flows D, E 

and F. The precise form of these information flows will be given by the operation of the SIB 

invoked and the method of implementation of that SIB.

CPE Customers’ premises equipment 

SSP Service switching point

SCP Service control point

IP Intelligent peripheral

ccaf Call control agent function

ccf Call control function

ssf Service switching function

srf Specialised resource function

scf Service control function

sdf Service data function

Figure 74. Example IN physical plane showing allocation of functional entities to

physical entities

The Physical Plane is where each of the functional entities are mapped onto the physical 

network elements. The details of the physical network architecture specify the details of the
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information flows and hence the implementation details. For some physical implementations, 

different functional entities may reside within the same physical entity, in which case the 

relationship between the functional entities is internal and not standardised. The basic 

proposed physical architecture is based around a Service Control Point (SCP), Service 

Switching Points (SSP), Intelligent Peripherals (IP) and a signalling network, as shown in 

Figure 74.

The planes of the IN Conceptual Model provide an interface between higher level functions 

and lower level implementations, as well as a route to construct IN services. The different 

planes are independent in the sense that changing the structure in one plane does not effect the 

higher level.

Services are the basis of the IN. CS-1 specifies the requirements for a defined set of, so called. 

Type A services. Type A services support “single ended” calls with a single point of control,

i.e. one SCP. Branching and multi threading is not supported. CS-1 specifies a set of 

benchmark Type A services, e.g. abbreviated dialling, call forwarding, call re-routing 

distribution, conference calling, premium rate, freephone, terminal call screening, virtual 

private network, etc.
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Appendix B

Overview of SS7

The standard signalling system widely used in today's digital networks is the ITU-T Signalling 

System number 7 (SS7). This is a digital, message-based common channel signalling system. 

SS7 has a layered structure that consists of four levels. The SS7 protocol reference model is 

shown in Figure 75, with a comparison to the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 7 layered 

model. An important aspect of the SS7 model is that there is a clear separation of the 

application process (user part) from the underlying protocols (message transfer part - MTP -, 

which is common to all of the user parts).

Message Transfer Part (MTP)

The function of the MTP is to provide a reliable signalling connection between any two points 

in the network. It comprises three levels, namely:

1. Signalling data link (MTP level 1): provides a physical bi-directional transmission path 

between two directly connected networks elements

2. Signalling link (MTP level 2): provides a reliable logical signalling channel between two 

directly connected networks elements
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Signalling network (MTP level 3): provides routing of signalling messages from any point 

in the SS7 signalling network to any other point. It also provides for traffic, route and link 

management of the signalling network; for example, automatically re-routing a signalling 

connection on detection of failure at level 2.

Application

Presentation

Session

Transport

Network

Link

Physical

ISP

NSP

OSI layered model

ISUP

SCCP

TCAP users

TCAP

TUP

MTP-2

MTP-3

MTP-1

SS7 reference model

M TP M essage T ransfer part 
SCCP Signalling Connection Control Part 
TC A P Transaction Capabilities Application Part 
TU P Telephony U ser Part

ISUP ISDN User Part
ISP Intermediate Services Part
NSP Network Services Part

Figure 75. SS7 reference model. Comparison to the OSI 7 layered model

Signalling Connection Control Part (SCCP)

The SCCP was introduced by ITU-T to align SS7 with the OSI model. It provides an OSI 

network layer conformant interface to the MTP, enabling OSI conformant higher layers to be 

used with SS7. The combination of the MTP and the SCCP is referred to as the Network 

Service Part (NSP), which provides reliable transfer and global routing and addressing of 

signalling messages through the network.

User Parts

The user parts are above the MTP, and tend to incorporate all the application functionality. A 

number of user parts have been defined by the ITU-T. These include the telephony user part 

(TUP), to support basic telephony, and the ISDN user part (ISUP), to support ISDN 

(Integrated Services Digital Network) call and connection control.
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Transaction Capabilities

Intelligent services are going to make use of the network in varied ways, and are going to do 

this by capabilities given to them through the SCCP. The use of the capabilities, or 

Transaction Capabilities (TC), offered by this transmission protocol are all non-circuit related. 

Circuit related signalling is covered adequately by the other user parts.

There are a whole set of service structures defined to be supported by IN and these functions 

are to be built upon TC. The architecture of the TC is represented in Figure 76. Layers 1-3 of 

the OSI model are dealt with by the MTP and SCCP, and are referred to as Network Services 

Part (NSP). Layers 4-6 are dealt with by the Intermediate Service Part (ISP), leaving only the 

application layer to be specified. This is actually divided into two separate structures, the 

Transaction Capabilities Application Part (TCAP) and TCAP User.

Application
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Link
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Session ISP

Transport

Network

NSP
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MTP Message transfer part SCCP

TC Transaction capabilities TCAP
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TCAP user

TCAP

TC 
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service 
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SCCP

MTP-3

MTP-2
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TC architecture
Signalling connection control part 

Transaction capabilities application part 

Network services part

Figure 76. Transaction capabilities architecture
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IN and Signalling

A s previously  stated, a feature o f the intelligent netw ork arch itecture  is that it allow s the 

platfo rm s p rov id ing  basic services (call processing) to be separated  from  the platform s 

provid ing  supp lem en tary  services. T he approæ h taken to define the signalling  for the new 

in terfaces defined in the IN w as to have a clear separation betw een the application-specific  

p ro toco l and the underly ing  pro toco ls that sm port it. T his enables the application-specific  

pro toco l to be designed for high functionality and flexibility, and the underly ing  protocols 

designed for effic iency  and resilience.

T he N SP o f SS7 (M T P  and SC C P) fulfils the equirem ents for the underly ing  protocols; the 

T ransaction  C apab ilities A pplication  Part (TCAP) and T C A P users fulfils those o f the 

application  specific protocol. T he T C A P usei for IN signalling is the In telligent N etw ork  

A pplication  P rotocol (IN A P).

TCAP

ASE

SAG

AEI

A E l A pplication  entity  invocation A.'E

SA O  Single association  object TCAP

SA C F Single association  control function

A pplication  service elem ents 

Transaction  capab ilities  application part

Figure 77. INAP protocol structure

T he IN A P is the pro toco l that supports the com m unication betw een functional en tities in the 

IN. Each functional en tity  com m unicates with its peers through A pp lica tion  E ntities (AE),
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which are the protocols and procedures for communication. The AEs are part of the 

communication process, but they are also programmes in their own right. So the functional 

entity is the parent progranune and the application entity is the communication procedure for a 

given type of peer. An AE that is running is referred to as Application Entity Invocation 

(AEI), which distinguishes the mechanism from a specific running instance. The structure of 

an AEI is shown in Figure 77 and described below.

An application entity must talk to, or be associated with, at least one peer AE. For each of 

these associations, a Single Association Object (SAO) is invoked. For a given SAO, there are 

a set of capabilities related to its communications ability, referred to as Application Service 

Elements (ASE). The service elements need to be controlled through a parent procedure, and 

this is called a Single Association Control Function (SACF).

Before all the above is set up, a connection has to be set up between the two AEs, and a 

number of AEs that are needed should be agreed upon. For this initiation procedure, TCAP is 

used as a universal language. In other words, TCAP performs the basic connection process.

If more than one AE needs to be dealt with, then several SAOs must be invoked. In this case, 

multiple SAOs may be called and then they have to be managed through a Multiple 

Association Control Function (MACF).
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Appendix C

The analytical model

This appendix contains the analytical calculations corresponding to the first C++ version of the 

service in the case of random population relocation. The analysis is made for both the case of 

always moving files if they are requested and the threshold case.

C.l. No Threshold

We can obtain analytic results for the case of random motion of the model file. The basic 

parameter set is given by the fact that we are applying periodic boundary conditions to a 

square lattice network, the network being of size X x X . The analysis is based on the case 

considered for the simulation where there are only two priorities for the file transfer 

probabilities, but there is no reason why this cannot be generalised.

Within this network, we are considering a single model file and a set of related files. In the 

simple case dealt with these files are related to one and only one model file. This means that 

there is no contention between the placement and requirement on any of the normal files. The 

effect of contention due to the sharing of files is examined in the second version of the service.

Due to the fact that the model file is always moved to a random location in the network, the 

distribution of files can always be regarded as uniform. When a model file is re-located, it 

initiates the movement of a random selection of files to this location. Because the current
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location has no relationship to any previous location, the moved files can be at any location. 

This leads to the observation that the probability that a file is at a given location is X~^ . On 

subsequent movement of the model file, the previously moved files are at a location that has no 

relationship to the new one and the files were selected at random. Hence, their location relative 

to the new position is equally likely to be any site. The net effect is that the probability of file 

location remains constant in time. The uniform and temporally static distribution makes the 

calculation of average quantities such as bandwidth usage very straightforward. The only 

caveat is that the results are averages and must be compared to well averaged simulation 

results.

The file sizes have a distribution of values. This distribution can easily be changed within the 

simulation, but we chose to use one that led to a simple analytic expression average size. 

Provided that the total number of files, N , is relatively large, then our calculations are not 

susceptible to fluctuations. The files have randomly assigned lengths between S^in and S^ax- 

Therefore the size of file i is

Si =  Sm in+(Sm ax—Simn)ri, 1. 1

where the random number r, is obtained from the defining distribution. The distribution chosen 

for our comparison was that of a uniform distribute, between 0 and 1.

=  1.2
0, otherwise

This can be used to calculate the average file size

(S)  =  S m in+j*(Sm ax—Smin)rP(r)dr  

0

=  SminH (Smax—Smin) f  rdr 1 . 3
N  J

=  Smin 4 (Smax—Smin)

As we calculate bandwidth usage in a time step as the size of the file multiplied by the distance 

moved. Therefore, the next thing we need to know is the average distance that a file is moved.
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This is also easy to calculate, due to the fact that the normal files are distributed uniformly and 

we are applying periodic boundary conditions to our square lattice of nodes. The average 

distance is simply the sum of probability of a file being at a node multiplied by the distance of 

that node from the current position. The number of sites at a given distance, i, form a diamond 

of 4*i sites, provided the diamond fits within the lattice, i.e. i < . This contributes the first

part o f the average and is simply the sum

X ' i=.

If i exceeds , then the number of sites decreases with increasing i and is given by

4(X -  i ) , hence the remainder of the sum is

1
(Xfin) = —  ^ 4 ( X - i ) i  1 .5

The average distance can be calculated by adding these two sums together.

(X) =  (Xint> +  ( X f i n ) = y  1 .6

The final thing we need to consider is the number of files in the system and the likelihood that 

they are to be moved. We are dealing with the case where there are only two priorities, the 

general case being M . Each priority, j , which contains N j files, is assigned a certain

probability, pj that the file will be accessed and hence moved each time the model file is

moved. We consider the case that at every time step the model file is moved. In our simple 

example, extension of this simplification could be incorporated into a change in the values of 

P j . The average number of files moved, K , at a given time is the calculated from the sum

M

K = ^ N j P j  1.7
j=l
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The case considered here is M = 2 and is given by

K = N ( n iP i+ ( l - n 2 ) p 2 )  1. 8

It is now a simple matter to calculate the average bandwidth, B , used during the time that the 

model file is at a given location. The first thing to do is to calculate the total amount of data 

moved, S j

M

ST=S(Sj)NjPj 1 »
j=l

where is the average size of the file in priority j . In the case considered in the simulation 

both priorities have the same average size, hence

S t = ( S ) N ( n i P ] + ( l - n j ) p 2 )  1.10

The total bandwidth used is then just this multiplied by the average distance a file travels

B = (X ) (S > N (n ,p ,+ ( l-n ,)p 2 ) 1.11

Which when it is noted that the minimum file size is chosen to be zero can be written in full as

B = — XS max N^n ip j + (l — U| )p 2  j 1 .12

This is used to verify the simulation
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Figure 78. The bandwidth usage as a function of priority 1 files. The solid lines are 
the theoretical values and the stars are the results o f the simulation

Figure 78 shows a comparison of Equation 1.12 with the simulation results using the 

appropriate parameters. The results are shown as a function of n ; and shown for three separate 

values of X . The correspondence of course is not perfect. The minor deviation can be 

attributed to inadequate averaging and hence the results can be regarded as validation of the 

simulation.

C.2. Threshold

Lower Than Threshold Case

The details of the process for the case of moving files when the bandwidth is less than the 

threshold are considered below including the analysis of the special case of random relocation. 

Similar calculations can be performed for case b, but for brevity, they are omitted.

The introduction of a threshold complicates the analysis, but provided we consider the case of 

random relocation of the model, it is still possible. There are two distances that are important, 

the range within which all files would be below T , f^ÿ^ and the range beyond which all files

exceed T , f̂ p̂ x ■

^min — ' f  -  ^max ~ 2 .1
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Due to the square nature of the lattice, the minimum distance defines a diamond region of sites. 

The number of sites in this region m^ûn is easily calculated, with the caveats that there are two

case dictated by f  being less or greater than ^  .

2 f L .  iffmin

X ^ - 2 f L ,  if 2 .2m.

The remainder of the calculation will be based on moving files if they are below the threshold. 

The average size of the files moved in this region is given by Equation 1.3. However, this is 

not true extended beyond this region.

If the range is extended by one site then a perimeter of sites is defined from which files could 

be moved, provided the file size is below a certain value. The maximum size of files that can 

be moved is given by

The average file size can be calculated simply by considering Equation 1.3, where is 

replaced with Sj . The process can be repeated for the next set of sites and then indefinitely 

until either f ^ ^  or X is reached. Because the file sizes are assumed to be distributed 

uniformly, then the fraction of files below this value can be calculated as

2 .4
^max ~^min

For simplicity sake we fix = 0 , so this can be rewritten as
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The contribution to bandwidth usage for the ith perimeter is therefore given by

- ™ 2 / .  n ^ i ( " l P l + 0 - " l ) P 2 )  2 . 6
(̂ min

The total bandwidth usage can be written as

+ % ^ ^ fm in (n iP l + ( l - n i ) P 2 )  2 . 7

X  (X -  fmin -  j)(niPi + ( l - n ] ) p 2)
j=%+| ^  V min + J;

It is a simple matter to rewrite this as

B +0(^min + l ) ( ” lPl + 0 - " l ) P 2 )

Note that the above equation assumes that f^^^ < ’> it is straightforward to obtain the

alternative case, or even the general solution.

Having derived Equation 2.8, a comparison to the simulation results is possible. We consider 

the usual test case where the parameters are set such that N = 5 0 , X = 20 and;
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Si = S2 = 15000

Pi = 0.8; P2 = 0.2

The value of rii is considered through the range 0.1-0.9,with each being a separate line on the 

graph. The threshold was set to be T = 7 5 0 0 a , where a  ranges from 0 to X and is used to 

label the x-axis.

The simulation results are averaged over 100 separate runs for each set of parameters. This 

gives reasonable level of averaging for the quantities monitored. However, the sensitivity of a 

particular output variable can vary considerably.

The comparison in Figure 79 shows excellent agreement between theory and simulation. The 

surprising result is that although the process is governed by complex non-linearities, the 

growth of bandwidth usage with increasing threshold is predominantly linear. Only at very 

small thresholds and near saturation does it deviate from this, there does appear to be a slight 

disparity on the point at which the bandwidth usage saturates, the simulation saturating earlier 

than predicted theoretically. This is only slight and is hard to quantify as it is within the errors 

of the measured results. If the effect is real, it indicates that there are slightly more files moved, 

or they are on average slightly larger than predicted. This is perfectly possible as the exact way 

in which real numbers were truncated to integers in the simulation was treated in the analysis.
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750000
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250000

20 400 10 30

Moving files if H ops'S l2e<=Th
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Figure 79. Comparison between theoretical and simulation results of bandwidth usage 
against a , for the case of fîle relocation if the Hie size and distance product is less than 
the threshold
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The linearity of bandwidth on threshold would have interesting consequences on the choice of 

control parameters, if it were to be applied to a more complex population of users. In the case 

considered, the range of activity for a user was the entire network. If, as is more realistic, users 

are expected to be confined to a particular region with high probability and only range beyond 

this rarely, the threshold should be chosen to suit that range.

It is worth noting here that we are examining only one parameter in isolation. To make a 

judgement as to which value is most applicable we need to consider the trade-offs and 

dependencies on other performance characteristics. In the context of our simple model their 

are a limited number, the most important being the QoS factor we are trying to obtain.

The performance can be demonstrated by considering the same system as above, but changing 

the value of S^^ax • I" this case to look at values either side of that already chosen,

i.e. Smax = 10000 and Smax = 20000.
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Figure 80. The data on the left shows the bandwidth usage if  Smax = 10000and that on 
the right shows the results for Smax = 20000. As previously, T = 7500a

The results in Figure 80 show that if the threshold is chosen to be too small, i.e. the files are 

large relative to the threshold, saturation occurs and there are no gains to be made. On the 

other hand making it too large, it does not utilise its full range of flexibility. Careful choice of 

the control strategy as well as the parameters can be considered, which would be the long term 

aim of work in this domain, but at such preliminary stages only possible directions can be 

suggested.
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Appendix D 

Overview of SDL

D.l. Introduction
The specification methods employed by operators and other organisations such as the ITU 
have for many years relied on informal techniques such as English descriptions and message 
sequence diagrams. While these methods have been accepted in the past, the problems that can 
arise from such a free format are beginning to be understood. The difficulties of specifying 
OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) standards in natural language were recognised early, 
motivating CCITT and ISO to work on international standards for FDTs (Formal Description 
Techniques). This led to the development of the languages SDL, Stelle and LOTOS for 
producing formal specifications that are unambiguous, clear, complete, and consistent. FDTs 
are also intended to help in analysis, implementation and testing. This document focuses on 
SDL, starting with a general overview of the language and then presenting in more detail some 
of the language features and constructs, using an SDL model of a telecommunications service 
as an example.

D.2. The benefits of a formal specifîcation language
It is probably widely accepted that the key for the success of a system is a thorough system 
specification and design. This requires, on the other hand, a suitable specification language, 
satisfying the following needs:

0 a well defined set of concepts;

0 unambiguous, clear, precise and concise specifications;

0 a basis for verifying specifications with respect to completeness and correctness;

0 a basis for determining whether or not an implementation conforms to the specifications;

0 a basis for determining the consistency of specifications relative to each other;

0 use of computer-based tools to create, maintain, verify, simulate and validate 
specifications;
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0 computer support for generating applications without the need of the traditional coding 
phase.

D.3. SDL history
SDL is the Specification and Description Language developed and standardised by CCITT 
(now ITU). The development of SDL began in 1972 after a period of investigations. The first 
version of the language was issued in 1976. The first CCITT Recommendation (Z.lOO 
Recommendation) was in 1980, followed by updates in 1984, 1988, 1992 and 1996. During 
this period that language has experienced a considerable expansion. Object oriented features 
were included in the language in 1992 (SDL-92). In 1996 a few updates were made to the 
language in an addendum to the standard. Current SDL is now defined in the 1992 Z.lOO 
standard with the 1996 addendum.

For systems engineering SDL is usually used in combination with other languages, such as 
GMT object model, MSC (Message Sequence Charts), ASN.l and TTCN (Tree and Tabular 
Combined Notation). Some of these languages have also been studied within the same group 
within the ITU. The ITU Z.105 standard defines the use of SDL with A SN .l, and the Z.120 
standard defines Message Sequence Charts. There has been work relating the SDL and TTCN 
semantic models, and the TTCN is used for testing standards and systems written using SDL. 
The use of GMT object model notation in combination with MSC and SDL is a powerful 
combination that covers most aspects of system engineering.

Gne of the advantages of SDL is the availability of commercial software tools for the 
specification and design of systems using SDL, and simulation of these systems, hence aiding 
in the validation process. These software tools have also experienced considerable advance 
within the past few years, incorporating the upgrades in the language and the integration with 
some of the other languages mentioned above.

Today, SDL is widely used in he telecommunications field, but it also being applied to a 
diverse number of other areas ranging over aircraft, train control, medical and packaging 
systems. In general, the suitability of the language is for real-time, stimulus-response systems.

D.4. SDL overview

D.4.1. Representation forms
SDL has two representation forms, a textual representation (SDL/PR) and a graphical 
representation (SDL/GR). The use of the graphical representation makes SDL a user friendly 
language, easy to learn and understand. In the graphical representation, graphical syntax is 
used to give overview, complemented by a textual syntax, since graphical symbols are missing 
for some concepts, e.g. abstract data type.

D.4.2. System structure
Since systems that are subject to specification are usually quite complex, any specification 
language should have some structuring concepts. There are three basis concepts in an SDL 
structure, namely system, block and process.

1. System: contains one or more blocks, interconnected with each other and with the 
boundary of the system by channels
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3.

Blocks : can be subsequently partitioned into sub-blocks; there are two types of 
blocks

0 partitioned blocks do not contain any processes; they only contain sub-blocks that 
communicate via channels.

0 leaf blocks are not partitioned, and contain only processes; within a leaf signals 
are conveyed on signal routes between processes, and between processes and the 
boundary of the block.

Processes: must always be contained in a block; they are the entities in the SDL 
description that describe behaviour.

A system description is thus structured into block (and sub-blocks) descriptions and process 
descriptions, resulting in a tree structure with the system as the root. Figure 81 shows an 
example.

Partitioned
block

L eaf
blocks

SUBBLOCK SUBBLOCK

PROCESS

112

PROCESSPROCESS PROCESS

121

B L O C K  B1

B L O C K  B2

SY ST E M  S

Figure 81. Structuring of a system into block, sub-blocks and processes

D.4.3. System behaviour
The behaviour of a system is constituted by the combined behaviour of a number of processes 
in the system. A process in SDL is an extended finite state machine, i.e. a finite state machine 
that can use and manipulate data stored in variables local to the machine. A process in SDL 
communicates autonomously and concurrently with other processes. The co-operation 
between processes is performed asynchronously by discrete messages, called signals. A 
process can also send signals to an receive signals from the environment to the system. It is 
assumed that the environment acts in as SDL-like fashion, and must obey the constraints given 
by the system descriptions.
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Fake Process Symbols(1)

^  start ^ Task

Procedure call

Create requestInput Text extension

Output Procedure reference--{Comment

Decision

Stop process

Figure 82. SDL symbols in the body of a process

Each process has an input FIFO (first in first out) queue, where the received signals are stored 
until they are consumed. The length of the queue is unlimited. A process is either in a state 
(waiting) or performs a transition between two states. A transition is initiated by the first 
signal in the input queue. When a signal has initiated a transition, it is removed from the input 
queue (and is said to be consumed). In a transition, variables can be manipulated, decisions 
can be made, new processes can be created, signals can be send (to other processes or the 
process itself), etc. The description of the finite state machine of the process constitutes the 
process graph or body of the process, composed of a set of symbols. Some of these symbols 
and their meaning are depicted in Figure 82. An example of a simple finite state machine 
defined by a direct graph is shown in Figure 83, with the equivalent SDL description in Figure 
84.

B/D B/E

A/C

Figure 83. Behaviour o f a finite-state 
machine (this is not SDL syntax)

Process EFSMExample

Figure 84. SDL description of the Bnite- 
state machine in Figure 83 by a process 

diagram
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D.4.4. Data
In SDL, the abstract data type approach has been chosen. This means that all data types, 
predefined as well as user-defined, are defined in an implementation-independent way only in 
terms of their properties. Data types are called sorts in SDL. The specification of a sort has the 
following components:

0 set of values,

0 set of literals (value names),

0 set of operators on these values,

0 set of equations defining the operators.

Some predefined sorts are included in SDL, e.g. Integer, Boolean, Character, PId (process 
identifier), String, Charstring, Natural, Real, Array, Powerset, Time, and Duration. Added to 
these, the users can specify their user defined data types. The syntax for the specification of 
user defined data types is illustrated in the following example:

NEWTYPE UserList 
array(UserIndex,Charstring)
ADDING
LITERALS
NewUserList;
OPERATORS
Search:Charstring,UserList->SearchResType;
ListFull:UserList->Boolean;
Add:Charstring,UserList->UserList;
Remove:Charstring, UserList->UserList;
ENDNEWTYPE;

The example above specifies a new data type called UserList, defined as an array of 
Charstrings, in which the index of the array is of type Userlndex. This data type has one 
literal, called NewUserList. Four operators are defined, namely Search, ListFull, Add and 
Remove. The types of the input parameters to the operators and the results must be specified. 
For example, the operator Search takes two parameters, one of type Charstring and one of type 
UserList, and returns a result of type SearchResType. Note that in the example above, the 
specification of the data type UserList uses other data types. Some are predefined sorts, such 
as Charstring and Boolean, and others, such as User Index and SearchResType, are on their 
own user defined data types which must also be specified somewhere else.

D.4.5. Types and instances
A definition in SDL is either a type definition or an instance definition. In SDL-92 the 
concepts of system type, block type, process type (amongst others) were introduced to enable 
reuse of the same definition in different parts o a system.
Types can be used to derive new (sub)types through specialisation, or to generate instances. 
For example, a block type is a template which can be instantiated as block instances or 
specialised a new block types, which are subtypes of the original one. Types and instances 
will be discussed in more detail in section D.6.2.
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D.5. Service modelling using SDL
One of the areas of use of SDL is the modelling of telecommunication services. In particular, 
within BT SDL models are being used for the analysis of services interactions, mostly in the 
context of IN services. The advantages of using SDL to model services/features are varied. 
Some of the applications of such models are as follows:

a) To produce SDL specifications of the service, based on existing informal specifications. 
This exercise usually helps to identify issues related to the clarity and completeness of the 
specifications.

b) The commercial tools permit to simulate the behaviour of the service from the SDL 
description. This simulations can be used to validate the service against original 
requirements, allowing a rapid and cheap redevelopment of the service if necessary.

c) SDL models of different services can be used to simulate the combined behaviour of 
these services, aiding in the detection of services interactions.

d) The SDL models can also be used as a basis for specification, implementation and testing 
of the services.

D.6. SDL in more detail
This sections provides a deeper insight of SDL, using a specific SDL system that models the 
behaviour of an example service. The service as such is not relevant in this context. It is only 
used to illustrate some of the SDL concepts and features. Hence, the reader must avoid to get 
lost in the details of the service description, and focus on understanding the SDL concepts. 
Nevertheless, a brief description of the example service is given, to provide a general 
overview of the system that is modelled. Next, some diagrams from the SDL specification of 
the service are used to introduce the SDL concepts. This is done in a top down fashion, i.e. 
starting at the top level of the hierarchical structure (the system), and continuing with blocks 
and finally processes.

D.6.1. Description of the example service
The objective of the modelling work is a generic representation of management of location of 
resources within a network. The customers in the system have full mobility capability, and 
different mobility patterns may be considered. The location of resources available for each 
user is described in a user profile file, which is always moved to the user's local node. The 
resources in this case are data files whose location is not fixed. Several file relocation 
strategies can also be considered.

The service allows users to register at any location in the network, and change their location 
according to certain population patterns. When a user changes location, his/her customer 
profile is moved to the new location. Data files, containing services logic and data, are 
assumed to be distributed around the network and can be relocated. The current location of the 
different data files is stored in a central database.

When a user requests a particular service, his/her customer profile is checked, and the 
addresses of the necessary data files are requested to the database. When the location of the 
data files is known, two alternative actions are possible, namely the information can be 
extracted from the data files in their current location, or the whole data file can be moved to 
the user's current locations. The choice will depend on the selected relocation strategy.
At the service level, the model service described above can be viewed as composed of three 
main features:
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a) an addressing function, that deals with the searching of the requested data files within 
the network;

b) database consultation, or file access function, to access the requested information in the 
data files, and

c) a file transfer function, that performs the relocation of the data files according to the 
selected relocation criteria.

D.6.2. System level
The system description constitutes the top level of detail, and it is what the SDL description 
specifies. The rest of the world is called the environment, and is separate from the system by 
the system boundary. The system communicates with its environment via channels. In 
SDL/GR the system description is called system diagram. Figure 85 shows an example.

System  Type PopuNet lnteractionPage(5)

Virtual Virtual Virtual
Network Population FileManag

Net:Network Ctrl 

Ctrl

\Populn)J

IniFlles 
>

[(Ml)] [( MO
FM:FlleManag

>opu

(PopuOut)]

N

Popu:Population
FM

[(P-FM )]

jpuFM

Figure 85. A system diagram

Figure 85 represents a system type where three block types are referenced, namely Network, 
Population and FileManag. Here, only a reference to these block types is included. The 
specification of these block types must be included elsewhere. The block types in Figure 85 
have been declared as virtual. This is related to the concept of specialisation, introduced for 
the first time in SDL-92. Specialisation allows one type to be based on the properties of 
another type. Conceptually, the types in a specification are grouped in a type hierarchy (i.e. a 
tree) where the nearest parent node of a type in the hierarchy denotes the supertype from 
which the (sub)type has been specialised. All parent nodes of a subtype are supertypes of the 
type. Likewise, all child nodes of a type are subtypes of the type. Specialisation can be strict,
i.e. addition of properties, or it can allow redefinition of virtual properties. In the latter case.
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the keyword Virtual in the supertype indicates parts of the supertype that can be redefined by 
subtypes.

The system in Figure 85 is composed of the interaction between three block instances, namely 
Net, of type Network, FM, of type FileManag and Popu, of type Population. These block 
instances are connected via channels, that can convey specific types of signals. The block Net 
contains the description of the network and service described in section D.6.1, whereas the 
blocks FM  and service Popu deal with the management of files and users in the system. The 
diagram in Figure 85 is not the complete definition of the system level. In SDL it is possible to 
split system descriptions into more than one page. This is indicated in the top right corner of 
the diagram and the syntax is PageName(Total number o f  pages). The page shown in Figure 
85 has been named InteractionPage, and it is one of a total of 5 pages that compose the 
system description in this example.

A system diagram usually contains the following elements:

0 System name (Figure 85 represents in fact a system type, named PopuNet)',

0 Channels descriptions, for the channel connecting the blocks of the system or between the 
blocks and the environment (in Figure 85 IniFiles, Popu and PopuFM)

0 Signals and signals lists descriptions, for the types of signals interchanged between the 
blocks o the system of between the blocks and the environment; signals can be grouped in 
signal lists, which are simply a set of signals; signal lists are included in brackets, to 
differentiate them from single signals (in Figure 85 only signal lists are used, e.g. (Ml), 
(MO), (Popuin), etc.); the actual description of the signals and signal lists is included in 
other pages (see section D.6.2.2)

0 Data types descriptions, for the user defined data types, visible in the whole system and its 
environment.

0 Blocks (block types) descriptions, for the blocks into which the system is partitioned (in 
Figure 85 Net, FM  and Popu)

0 Other elements, such as macros definitions (not covered in this document)

D.6.2.1. Channels
A channel description contains a channel name, a list of signal names for signals that can be 
transported by the channel and the identification of the end points of the channel (block or 
environment). For example, in Figure 85 the channel Popu may transport the signals included 
in the signal lists (Popuin) from the block Popu to the block Net, and (PopuOut) from Net to 
Popu.

A channel may be bi-directional (all the channels in Figure 85) or uni-directional, in which 
case the channel symbol has only one arrowhead. Also the channels can be delaying (as is the 
case of all the channels in Figure 85) or non-delaying, in which case the arrowheads are 
placed at the en of the channel line. Delaying channels introduce an indeterminate non
constant delay in the signals that they convey.

D.6.2.2. Signals
A signal description contains a signal name and the type of values conveyed by the signal.

Figure 86 shows the page containing the declaration of signals and signal lists corresponding 
to the system level of the case example.
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System Type PopuNet SignalDefinitions(5)

SIGNAL

RegUser(UserProfileShort, Integer), 
SearchiUser(Ctiarstring),
UnregUser(Charstring, Integer), 
UserLocReq(Charstring,lnteger), 
UserLocUpdate(Charstring,Integer),
FileReq(Charstring),
FlleResp(DataFlle),
RegFlle(DataFile, Integer),
FileLocReq{Charstring,lnteger),
FileLocResp(Charstring,Integer),
UnregFile(Charstring):

SIGNALLIST Popuin = RegUser,SearchUser, UnregUser; 
SIGNALLIST PopuOut=UserLocReq,UserLocLlpclate; 
SIGNALLIST Ml = RegFile,FileReq, UnregFlle,FileLocResp: 
SIGNALLIST MO =FileLocReq,Diag;
SIGNALLIST Cl = (Populn),(MI);
SIGNALLIST GO = (PopuOut),(MO):
SIGNALLIST FM_P=FileResp;
SIGNALLIST P_FM=FileReq;

Figure 86. Declaration of signals and signal lists

D.6.3. Block level
A block is a part of the system that can be treated in various respects (development, 
description, understanding, etc.)as a self contained object. In SDL/GR a block is described by 
a block diagram.

Figure 87 shows an example of a block type, called BaseNode, representing a node in the 
network of the case example. A node is modelled in a structured fashion, and consists o f four 
layers, namely Data Link, Network, Application and User layers. The functionality of each of 
these blocks is as follows:

0 DataLinkLayer provides communication between nodes by sending packets, represented 
by the signal P;

0 NetworkLayer deals with routing functions;

0 ApplicationLayer deals with the management of users and files in the node;

0 UserLayer is the interface of the node with the users of the system; it is the only block that 
can exchange signals with the environment of the system;

Communication between layers is done by means of service primitives, represented in the 
form of signals called ‘SPxx’ (these signals are defined in a different page, not shown here). 
Each layer is defined in an SDL block type, only referenced here, but specified elsewhere. A 
BaseNode type consists of one block instance of each of the four layer types connected 
together as shown in Figure 87. Note that this is an example of a partitioned block type, since 
the block is further subdivided into more sub-blocks.
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Virtual Block Type BaseNode BaseNodelnteractionPage(2)
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Figure 87. A partitioned block diagram

A partitioned block diagram usually contains the following elements:

0 Block Name (Figure 87 represents in fact a block type named BaseNode)',

0 Signal (and signal lists) descriptions, for the signals local to the block, i.e. not visible 
outside the block (in Figure 87 the signal NodelD  is defined);

0 Channel definitions, for the connections between the different sub-blocks (34, 23,and 72), 
and the block with the channels external to the block (EnvToUser, Popu, NLink, SLink, 
ELink and WLink) ',

0 Gates definitions, i.e. connection points of the channels (for example in Figure 87 the 
block User, of type UserLayer has three gates, namely C, P, and Down)',

0 Sub-blocks definitions (in Figure 87 DataLinkLayer, NetworkLayer, ApplicationLayer and 
UserLayer)',

0 Other elements, such a s data types definitions, macro definitions, etc. local to the block.
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SearchFile(Charstring),
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RemoveUser(Charstring),
Dlag(DlagType, Charstnng, Integer):

SIGNALLIST FileFunctions=AddFlle,SearchFlle.RemoveFlle; 
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Figure 88. A leaf block

As an example of a leaf block, i.e. a block containing only processes, Figure 88 shows the
definition of one of the sub-blocks that compose the specification of the BaseNode, namely
the block type ApplicationLayer.

The block type ApplicationLayer consists of 4 processes, namely;

0 UpperApp: is the interface with the UserLayer via gate Up. The function of UpperApp is 
to:

0 interpret the service primitives received from UserLayer and send the appropriate signals 
to the processes RegisteredFiles and RegisterdUsers,

0 construct service primitives and pass them to the UserLayer upon receipt of signals and 
parameters from the processes RegisteredUsers, RegisteredFiles and LowerApp',

0 LowerApp'. is the interface with the NetworkLayer, in a similar fashion to UpperApp',
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0 RegisteredUsers: provides the functionality for the registration of users in the node;

0 RegisteredFiles: provides the functionality for the management of files within the node

The numbers in brackets in the procedures RegisteredUsers and RegisteredFiles mean that the 
initial number of processes instances of these types is 0, and the maximum number is 1 (see 
section D.6.4.2 Process creation).

Processes communicate between them via signal routes (the equivalent of channels at the 
block interconnection level). For example, in Figure 88 'UsersUp' is a bi-directional signal 
route between the processes UpperApp and RegisteredUsers, and can convey the signal Diag 
in one direction and the signals specified in the signal list UserFunctions in the other 
direction.

D.6.4. Process level
In SDL/GR, a process description is called a process diagram. An example containing the 
description of the process UpperApp, which as previously explained is part of the block type 
ApplicationLayer , is shown in Figure 89. A process diagram usually contains the following 
elements:

0 Process name (in Figure 89 UpperApp)

0 Formal parameters (not in this example)

0 Variable descriptions (in the example in Figure 89 the variables used in the process, e.g. 
TempSP4, SP4Name, i, etc. have been declared in a different page)

0 Procedure definitions (in the process UpperApp 1 procedures are referenced, namely 
SendDiagToUser, AddUserReq, RemUserReq, AddFileReq, RemFileReq, MakeSPS and 
RemoveRemote User)

0 Other elements, such as timer descriptions, signal list descriptions, macro descriptions and 
data type descriptions, not included in this example

0 Process graph or body of the process, for the description of the finite state machine 
0 The body of the process is a sequence of states and transitions, represented in SDL/GR by 

a set of symbols interconnected. The most commonly used symbols in a process body are 
shown in Figure 82. A process starts with a start symbol, followed by optional initial 
actions and the initial state. Figure 89 only shows one of the two pages that specify the 
process, and this is the reason why the start symbol is not present. The part of the process 
graph shown here starts with the state called Readlnput. The rest of the body is a set of 
transitions. Each transition consists of

i) An initial state

ii) The input that triggers the transition

iii) One or more actions, e.g. assignment of a value to a variable, decisions according to
the values of variables, variables export, send output signals, process creation,
procedure calls.

iv) A final state (or termination symbol)

In the example of Figure 89 only one state is included, and for all the transitions represented 
there the final state is the same as the initial state, Readlnput.
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The behaviour represented in the part of the process UpperApp shown in Figure 89 is as 
follows. When the process is in the state Readlnput it can receive two signals, namely a 
service primitive SP43 and Diag.

0 When a service primitive is received (SP43), the parameter it carries is stored in the 
variable TempSP4. Its contents are then inspected (by means of the task symbol and user 
defined operators), and a decision is made depending on the type of message. For example, 
if the message is RegUser, the procedure AddUserReq is called, and after the procedure 
return the process goes back to state Readlnput. Similar actions are taken for the other 
cases

0 When a ‘Diag’ signal is received, the three parameters that it carries are stored in the 
variables DiagMess, D Parl and DParl. Then the variable D P arl is checked. If its . value 
is not greater than 0, the transition finishes and the process goes back to state Readlnput. If 
D P arl is greater than 0, a new decision is made based on the contents of the variable 
DiagMess. If this is anything other than 'U Reg’, the process goes back to state Readlnput. 
If, on the contrary, it is ‘UReg’, the procedure RemoveRemoteUser is called. After the 
procedure return the signal UserLocUpdate is sent out, and the process goes back to state 
Readlnput.

Process UpperApp Functions(2)
SendDiag_
ToUser

MakeSPS
RemUserF ë q

Hemove_ IS 
RemoteUs s

Readlnput

Diag(Dlagl 
DParl .DP!SP43(Tem6SP4)

DPar2 else:iP4Name:=TempSP4!SP4IC, 
L:=TempSP4ISP4Length,

Terr pParamList:=T empSP4!SP4 ^ars >0 Readlnput

HagMess — 1 ^  

^ Readlnput j
l:=1 'UReg'

Re loveRemotei.

UserLocUpdate 
(D Parl, T h i^o d e)

Readlnput

else RegUser' 'UnregUser' 'RegPile' 'UnregFile'

AddFileReq RemFileReq

^ Readlnput j ^ Readlnput jReadlnput Readlnput Readlnput

Figure 89. A process description
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D.6.4.1. Procedures
A procedure is a finite state machine within a process. It is created when a procedure call is 
interpreted (see symbol in Figure 82), and it dies when it terminates, i.e. when a return 
construct is interpreted (see Figure 90). A procedure has the same complete valid input signal 
set as the enclosing process, but a separate set o f states. When a procedure is running, the 
calling process or procedure is suspended in the transition containing the procedure call. This 
transitions is continued when the procedure terminates. Procedures are often used to provide 
more clarity, avoiding long sequences in the same page.

Procedure Untitled 1(1)

J

Procedure return

Figure 90. Proceudre start and procedure 
return symbols

D.6.4.2. Process creation
A process can be created during the system initiation, or dynamically, i.e. at interpretation 
time, as part of the execution of a transition of another process in the same block. For the 
symbol used in SDL/GR for creation of a process refer to Figure 82. In the creation of a 
process parameters that distinguish between different instances can be passed.

In SDL, each process has a unique identification which is a value of the type PId. The 
following predefined PId  expressions exist:

0 SELF - this process itself

0 OFFSPRING - the most recent process instance created by this process 

0 PARENT - the creating process, if this process was dynamically created 

0 SENDER - the sender of the signal most recently consumed by this process

The creating and created processes can get information on their addresses by the predefined 
expressions described above.

When a process type is referenced in as SDL description, the initial number of instances of 
that type, i.e. the number of instances that are created during system initiation, and the total 
number of instances that may exist can be specified. For example, in Figure 88 for the
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processes RegisteredUsers and RegisteredFiles there are initially 0 instances, and the 
maximum number of instances that can be created is 1. If an attempt is made to create more 
processes, then no process will be created and the expression OFFSPRING of the creating 
process gives the value Null.

D.6.5. Management of time
In SDL there is not a strict control of time. The exact time at which signals are consumed, 
transitions are executed, etc. can not be specified. Moreover, since delaying channels 
introduce an arbitrary delay in he signals, implicit non determinism occurs due to race 
conditions.

Even though a strict control of time is not possible in SDL, it is possible to introduce certain 
time constraints. This is done with the tim er construct. A timer is an object, owned by a 
process, that is able to generate a timer signal and put it in the input queue of the process. 
During a transition a timer can be activated with the set construct. The set construct has two 
arguments. The first one is the absolute time for the expiration o f the timer, and the other one 
is the name of the timer. For the specification of the expiration time, the expression NOW, of 
the predefined type Time, can be used. NOW  always gives the current time during the 
interpretation of the system description. For example, if a timer T  is set as follows

SET (NOW+13, T)

after time has advanced 13 time units, a timer signal with name T is put into the input queue of 
the process.
Timers are deactivated with a RESET construct. After resetting the timer, the process will 
behave in a way as if the timer has never been activated.

D.6.6. Non determinism
A real system may behave unreliably. The unreliable behaviour can have many causes, such as 
malfunction of congestion due to imperfect implementation. Since a formal specification is 
not concerned with implementation issues, there is a need to express unreliable behaviour of a 
real world system without mentioning the cause. Non-determinism is a means to achieve this. 
In SDL, there spontaneous transition and the any expression constructs were introduced to 
express non-determinism explicitly. Also, implicit non-determinism occurs due to the 
behaviour of the environment and to race conditions.

D.6.6.1. Implicit non-determinism
0 An SDL system interacts with its environment by means of signals. No assumptions are

made about the behaviour of the environment, except that it behaves in a SDL-like 
manner. This undefined behaviour of the environment is an implicit non-determinism in 
SDL systems.

0 The other source of implicit nondeterminism are race conditions due to delaying channels.
The indeterminate, non-constant channel delays are an implicit nondeterminism which 
may result in alternative behaviours.
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D.6.6.2. Explicit non-determinism

1. A ny  expression:

A predefined any expression contains the keyword any and the identifier of a sort, and denotes 
an unspecified value of the given sort. For example, the expression

value:=ANY (integer)

denotes an unspecified integer.

2. Decision with ANY

In a non-deterministic decision the question contains only the keyword any and the answers 
are omitted (Figure 91). When a non-deterministic decision is evaluated, an unspecified 
transition branch is chosen.

any

Figure 91. Nondeterministic decision

3. Spontaneous transitions:

A spontaneous transition allows a state transition to be triggered non-deterministically 
irrespective of whether there are any signals in the input buffer. This is expressed by writing 
none  in an input symbol

D.7. Other issues
SDL was originally conceived to describe protocols behaviour and functionality in a time- 
independent fashion (as previously mentioned in section D.6.5 in SDL there is no strict time 
control). Since a formal specification has to be as implementation-independent as possible, 
specification languages do not cover performance aspects. However, system developers often 
require performance measures, e.g. throughput and response time, to decide on 
implementation design alternatives. To obtain performance measurements in addition to the 
functional behaviour the quantitative properties have to be specified. The use of a formal 
description language as a paradigm for performance modelling requires the extensions of the 
language with temporal and probabilistic specifications. The temporal specifications are 
necessary to describe the time lapse between consecutive events, and the probabilistic 
specifications are necessary to describe the selection among different possible behaviours. The 
integration of performance evaluation with SDL descriptions is not straightforward issue, and 
considerable amounts of research is being done in this area.

The application area of SDL are real time, reactive, discrete event driven systems. SDL uses a 
particular message passing paradigm, based on asynchronous communication. It is not well 
suited for data intensive systems or synchronous systems such as digital hardware. SDL has 
not been intended to be an implementation language, although existing tools permit a more or 
less automatic translation of SDL specification to programming languages. In this area SDL 
has to compete with other methods, such as visual object orientated methods.
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Appendix E

Complete simulation results for 
the SDL model

E.l. Introduction
This appendix contains the complete set of results obtained from the SDL model of the 
Magnet service. The discussion of the results is included in chapter 9.

The appendix consists of three main section, each containing the results for the single user, 
two users and three users case respectively. The plots are all labelled and the captions 
underneath are self-explanatory. A list of the principal parameters in the model is reproduced 
here for convenience:

0 Size of the network: 9 nodes (3 rows by 3 columns grid)
0 Total number of data files in the system: 10
0 Number of data files associated to each user: 5
0 Probability of a data file being requested for a user: 0.5
0 Speed of movement of users: users change location every 5000 time units
0 Packet transmission delay: 100 time units
0 Database access delay: 100 time units
0 Time out to obtain a file address: FLOC_TIMEOUT = 400 time units
0 Time out to obtain a file after a FileRequest has been sent: F_TIMEOUT= 400 time units
0 Initial simulation time: the first movement of users occurs at tj=1000 time units
0 Final simulation time: tf= 1000000
0 Frequency at which measures are taken: every 5000 time units (A=5000)
0 Offset of the measures with respect to the movement of users: measures are taken 500

time units after the movement of users

For each value of the number of users and size of input buffers a total o f 10 simulations have 
been done, and the results have been averaged for the 10 different simulations.

Note: The simulation time in the axis x  of the plots is scaled by the measurements interval, 
5x10^. Hence, the total simulation time is 10^.
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E.2. One user
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E.3. Two users
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E.4. Three users
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—(  )  P nx rcss  N clK M ana^  f

j—I In iiia lF ilc sC rc a iio n

l—j ^  F lIc U v a iio n R c q u c M s  

^  ]  P n K c ss  N clP o p u  r

K-| In ilia lU scrs

—I ^  U s e r L o ta iio n s  

—0 0 P rtK cdu rc  S c n d S ia n F ilc R c q  

1
- (]~ ~ D  PriK -cdurc S c n d R c g U sc r  i

i l q  I
V ir fu a /B lo c k  T y p e  P o p u la tio n  r

I

P ro c ess  In iiia lU sc rs  i

U n m lc tll

P ro c ed u re  A d d U sc rF ile s  i

i
P ro c ess  U M o b ili ly  t

I

P n x x d u r c  M o v c U s c rs  i

1

P rtK cdu rc  P rm iT ra c c  t

2 ) I
c e s s  C lo c k T ic k  i

- | r ~ l |  V iV fufl/B lock  T y p e  F i lcM an a g  

—I ^  U n titled  I 

—(  ]  P ro c ess  N cw F iic s

_yzb '
P ro c ess  F ilcsL f> ta lions 

P riK c d u rc  E x ira c tF i lc  

1 

—r y i  P ro c ess  D clayP rtK

/h o n v rA in o n lo n /S D L F ilc s /M ic k s? /? ^ ^ !!-  7 '  

/h o n te / \ tn o n io n /S D lJ ^ i lc s /M itk y7/S in i r o n l r  

/h o iu e /v iiu in to n /S D L F ilc s /M ick 'y7/N e lF M .u i 

/lio io cA m o n lo n /S D L F iics /M ic k y  7/N V tPopti 

/lu in ic /v n K > m o n /S D L F ilc s/M ic k y7/S c n JS id r t 

/h o io c /v n u m to n /S D L F ilc s /M  icky ? /S c n d R  eg I 

/h o n K '/v n u tfU o n /S D L F iIc s /M ic k y7/P o p u la i io  

/h o iiK /v m o n to n /S D L F ilc s /M ic k y7/In iiia lU sc  

/h o n ic /v n n m lo n /S D L F ilc s /M ic k y7/A d d U scr l 

/b<»i»c7v m o n to n /S D L F ilc s /M ic lcy7/U M o h il ii 

/h o n K /v n io n to n /S D L F ilc s /M ic k y7/M o v e U se  

A io m c /v m o n to a /S D L F ilc s /M ic k y7/P n n iT ra c  

/lio m c/v n K > n io n /S D L F ilc s/M ic k y7/C lo c k T id  

/honic /vT n tH iu> n /S D L F ilcs/M icky7/F > lcM ana 

/h o m c /v in o m o n /S D L F i lc s /M itk y7/N e w F ilc s  

/h o tn c /v m o n lo n /S D L F ilc s /M ic k y7/F ilc sL o cd  

Z h<m K /vnM >nlon/SD L Filcs/M icky7/E :xtr;k.iFil 

/h o n v /v in < K U o n /S D L F d c s /M ic k y7/lX 'lavPnfc

P a c k a g e  K /M K :kyW ilhPopulation(1)

S y s te m  T y p e  P o p u N (S y n o n y m s (5 )

r............|r SYNONYh
: i SYNTYPE pj

System  Type PopuN et 
-------

lnteractionPage(5)

/■«include /h o m eA /m o n lo n /S D L F ile s/A D T S .I/ran d o m .p r 'V ^  
/•« in c lu d e  'A iom e/vm onton/SD L FIIes/A D T 3.1 /tile .p f’"/ 
/•«C O D E  
«TY PE
«Include ■ExtSynonym s.txt"
• /

Virtual Virtual Virtual
Network Population FileM anag

Met:Network
%M:FileM anag 

» i ip

' t
(P opuIn ),] 
E ndS im  I

ôpu

(P o p u O u t)l

PopuiPopul^ffl

[(P _ F M )]

opuFM

/• SYNONYM TYFT-S •/

SYNTYP1-. t\nuüVL-|nl«;eer=lnu:gei 
CONSTANTS 0:I(KKWOO 
FNDSYNTYPH:

SYNTYIIi NtHklndcx=lntcgcf 
CONSTANTS I MAXNUOl: 

IlNDSYNTYPF,

SYNTYM: Us«ln«Jex=Int*igtff

SYNTYM: Kikln<lex=lntegeF 
CONSTANTS l;MAXRECiHl.IÛS 

HNOSYNTYPF.

SYNTYM: UHlelndex=|nlecer 
CONSTANTS i n U iS  H:R USI R 
KNDSYNTYM-:;

SYNTYM: tixp«x«*MH.i)tliKJ*:x=lnurgcr 
c o n s t a n t s  1 MAX.nXP H.(X* 
fENOSYNTYPE;

SYNTYM- E-jipectedFikln<kx=InU;gcr 
CONSTANTS 1 MAXJDtP HiJ-S 
LNDSYNTYPE;

SYNTYM: FDelln«Jcx=lnlegef 
CONSTANTS 0:MAX_F_DI-0,_ARRAY 

ENÜSYNTYPE;

SYNTYPF. nagVal=lntcgcT 
CONSTANTS i .- l  
I-NDSYNTYPÜ;

SYNONYM MAX_F.DIÎL_ARRAY Integer= lüü;/*M *xSi« of the am y w»nuumng filcdclaysV  

r  SlMUlJXTlON PARAMimiRS V

SYNONYM 
SYNONYM 
SYNONYM 
SYNONYM 
SYNONYM 
SYNONYM 
SYNONYM 
SYNONYM 
SYNONYM 
SYNONYM

SYNONYM INIFILES Integt» = 10; /•Initul number of file* in the nciwt>rt«/
SYNONYM PRIO N m iT^=IN iniJiS/2y!nit»»l number of Prionry I lik iV  
SYNONYM PR ITW O FIU ^=IN iniES-PR fO N EnU-snm iW  number of prio 2 files*/

SYNONYM m .ST A R T  l>unti.w=lOO;
SYNONYM POPU.START I)uraüon=200;
SYNONYM TICK START DuraUon=IOOO;
SYNONYM TOTAL_SIM TIME Timc=10000(X>;
SYNONYM USER.CADENCE l>ur*tioi»=5000/*|-requciH;y with which u»cn we moved*

IBUF_SEI-: Integer = exlemnJ; /"Maximum number of delay prvKesses in the input butler»* 
Ma X_SEHD Integer = 32767; /"Maximum teed for the SÜT random number generator"/ 
INIUSERS Integer = external; /"Initial numkrr of users in the Uterl^icaüonsOatabase"/ 
TOTALUSBRS In(eger=5 /"Max number of users in the system"/
MAXREGUSERS lniegcr=5; /"Max users per node"/
MAXREOnu-S Integer: 10; /"Max files in each ntxle •/
FILES_PER_USI:R Inieger=5; /"Number of data files in a user pmfile "/
TOTALfTLES lnte(pr= IÛO, /"Max number of different files that can be generated"/ 
MAXStZE lategersextrmal; /"Maximum size of files*/
MINSIZH lnieger=«xtemai: /"Minimum size of files "/
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\ (  >N'i \1 MLAS KRHlJ Diif j>um = S4KMI /*Frct|uciKv wnh which iitcaNurcnws arc u k cn '/ 
SYNONYM p a c k  MEAS FRK(J
SYNONYM ME AS OFFSET Tinw=S(*»/ ‘ TmiL on.w i(w iih  re>[vci m I K K  START lo lA c  r

SYNONYM TOTALROV. Inicacr^V 
SYNONYM  TOTALCOL IntcecrsT 
SYNONYM MAXN'ODE Imcecr=TOTALROW T()TALCOL

SYNONYM MAX EXP FL(K.'lmegcr=U)7*Md* < 
SYNONYM MAX EXP FILES lnicgcr=107'M a^ s 
SYNONYM FLOC TIMEOUT DuotK^n=4<X). 
SYNONYM FILE TIMEOUT Duraiion=4«X». 
SYNONYM F L(X: DEL I>uranon=l(XV,
SYNONYM P A C k fr  DELAY Duranon=!(X).

SYNONYM MAXITEM lnicELT=5.
S'! NONYM M AXPARA lniJgcr=5. /'M ax parainctcfN

L* or the Expcc«odFL*K-Lisi 
c o l ihc ExpcucJFilcl.JSi*

à >cr>icc pn m invc'/

' l YPI CDN Vl RSIONS •

...............................  Inu KcfStnng u«>nv<

M-WTVPF lfHtcc*Slnn|()pcf̂ i»'» 
OPIRATOR-S ■
< *Tf piMUvc loiftfvi» <=9WW'W n

lmlT.%Slnag lfli<-jcf-5<.Ws«nnjt. 
/•Triu»>r.wm» juinits»moimcgct»*/ 

SmogTolm C'hàfstnne'>lt«cgcr;

SDI .Charsuiog resuhsNLl.l 
lKm imp|8|.V .

Aompl 11).'9 -?d' .1): xÂ 5_Sm.̂ Oiâ Rg(*Jc*legf&jeawlUmp.XASS >;

System Type rTypeConversions(5)

J | / '  TYPE CON

LSOM-̂TYPt.
• TinvSuiDg coovfnuoas *

NtAVTVPt TimcSiniigOpeniit»» 
OPERATORS
/Ttiftjrfonm SDL <=9999W9W ,m*o u  a 

TimcToSinag T»me->Ouf5«ntg. 
/TraW orm s swom iiMo laicgci»*/ 

JUnnpToTirite Chanwmg->Time:

SDL.OiafiViBg #<TimcToStnagHT)

SrX .ClmsUtBg rcauhsSL L1-. .twinvtlOI.
Ip.**» -9d'.Tj>. 

uAa».S(>L.Chafsinag<AfcMili imf>-XASS>.

resuli|0|=r;

r c iu m  r e s u l t ;

SDL_Tinic #(StringToTimeKC) 
SDL_Chaisiring C;

SDL_Tinie T;
T.s=auii(++C);

ENDNEWTYPE;

Profiles Conversion • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • /

NEW TYPE UserProfiIcsConversions 
OPERATORS

/•Transform s UserProfile ini UserProfileShorl’ /
UPFToUPFShort: UserProfi lc.UserProfileShon->U scrProfileShon;

System Type PopuNOataIypes(5)

r \

N EW TYPE S( 
LITERALS 
F ound, NolFc

/•(/ADT(B)
#BODY

#(UserProfileShort) #<UPFToUPFShortXParaml, Param2) 
#<UserProfile) Param 1 ;
#(U scrProfileShon) Param2;
I
#(UFilcIndex) cm;

Param2.UID=Paraml .UID;
Parani2.UPrevL(x:=Paraml UPrevLoc;
Param2. UCurrLoc= Param 1. UCurrLoc; 
Param2.ToialUFiles=Paraml .TolalUFiles; 
for(cm=0;cnl<#<nLES_PER_USER);cni++)( 

Param2.U Files.A |cm )=Param l.UFilcs.A[cnl|.F ileID;
1
return Param2;

1

ENDNEW TYPE UscrProfilesConversions;
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«ihilclnüco tni.
lnriin(=().Ln:<«(MA\KKil II .KSkLni** l| 

iH\H*j.SI)t..C'hdr»lrjng(Pjnanl.l’amm2 A|tnt) l-ilell))) | 
Pantn: AKn«) H.kll)= VM> 
rciurn Pardinl.   BK.i\ ni I i(K afions Database: •

SYNTYM-n.iKl>aiahinJo4=liM<̂ rt 
lONSTANTS O roTAUll.lLS 
LNMSYMTM

extern #(l)aiaf*ilej »<( icti-ilcM Param I Param2t 
SIX Întcpcr Param I 
■iFikLisi) Pjrdm2.

return Param] A|Panim11

•ilmJel XNOPROTt)
extern «tOaUpilc» *(GelPilcDyNdmcnSl)l._C'h*r!.tnng Pdraml.#{Hilel.i>t) Pkr%m2t
extern i(l)alaHile) #t GciPi leBy Name M Param I .Para m21 
SIX._CharMnng Param I.
«(Hlel.isl) Param2.

I •tpilelndtfX) tni; 
fi»rtcnt=0,«.nt«HMAXR>*riHI 

if(xH4i_SJ>L_Charunng(Paraml.Param2.A(cml HklD)) | 
return Param] A|tnl).

#ilnd«f XNOPROTT)
extern «tKilcLisD #(Clear) (#tPileLt&l) l̂ araml)
extern »(Fild-tsi) »<Clear»(Paraml I 
mHilcLisI) Param 1

#(Filelndcx) cni.
f«>r(cni=0.cni<#(MAXRFX»FlI.F2S).t 

ParamI A(cnllFiklI>= V\0

FNDNFWTYPF..

NFAkTYM n .Kl k
(-1Ü Char<utttt; 
FPtm) Ititê er 
N»de Integer

LiniRAl.S
Ne^n.ueFk
OPFRATORS
(Tear FI «%Fle->M.rkl le.
/•*Al)T(Bt
««fnJelXNOPkOTO
extern •(H.ouFlet •(M.WIl.twKle) (vindl
extern i(Ft.*>u(ile) «(Seu R ttlOct () 

return >Make.»lR.iiLKIeK'Y')D'.-t -I. -I); 

■ilmJel XNUPROTO
extern ftH.ix-He) (CTeai l(»<R-rxFle) Param: t
extern •(HawFk) «((Tear) (ParamI ) 
»(Fl,ocK»e) Param)

Param I RI)=-WT 
ParamI \nde=-l. 
Param) (True - 1 
ParamI Rag3- 1.

KNDSEWTYPT.

NewRaKL>aiaha>e.
OPKRATÜRS
Seatcĥ Tur smug .Fl.« Datahwe->Sear thRexT >pe ; 
laalÀil) Fl^Daiahaie >B«K>)ean.
Add FIxxFle FT.ocDatahue->f1JMDatabase.
Retrtine (Turxtnnf. M_nc Database -  >R.(K DaW%xe 
(ktFPrixi <’hanitnBg.FT-otl)atahnxe->lDtefcr,
(kxR iKaUon (Turstnng R̂ Oauh&w->li*eger. 
PuUn̂ aiKinChManagM.ocIFaiibue Integer->R oeDatabase 
FNjlFTaf ('har'irrnf-II-OcDalaKtae FTa|Val->FlaJtl)»iaNi4e. 
(ietlTag ■<'har«nng.Fla>cl>atahi»e->fTaf V'al.
(Tear FT (xl>ataha.te->ITiKr>-aUhaie.

/••AI)T(B) 
eifndef XNOPROTO
extern »<FT,oeDalab*sc) •(SevkFljK-Oaiahase) (void) 
extern «(FTaieOalabasc) #(Ne*FÎ I)aHha5e : ()

Jeturn >Malte_li(FToel>aiaha.seKyMake_lHFT̂ F.lcH*VX)-.-1. - 1-0);

#<FLocDwaha,e) Parami.

* #(l-VocI>-abliHfcx)cnt: 
fur(cm=Oxm<*(T()TAl.FTli-̂ );cBi** )( 

tf(xE<j_SDI._(lur»triDg(Pararal.Pararrt2̂ 1ent|.FTI))) ( 
Par»m2-A(L-BtJ,I ID » 'VN)'.

I) (Param).ParamI)extern «(SearchResType) «(Sear 
SDL.Charünng Param) 
fTFUtdJatabase) ParamI;

* •(FXtx:t)niabIndex)cni. 
rot(cnt=0;Lnt<(RTOTALFTI>.S);cni**H 

if(xE<LSDL_CTarsiring(ParamI,Param2.A|tnt|.FU)))retum »(hiuiid):
rettfit «(NotFoottd).

ihfndef XNOPROTO
extern SDL.Boolean •(lastFull) («(FLocDaiabase) ParamI)
extern SI)L_Boolean #(Lt»tFull) (ParamI)
#tFIax;Database) Param).

Blinde! XNOPROTO
extern Bflnieger) «(OetfTrx)) (SIX._(Ttarxtnng Peram) .«(F'UrcDalabase) ParamI)
extern «(Integer) «(CktfTrtoXParaml .Paraml)
SDL.Charflriog ParamI;
«(F'LocDalahase) ParamI;

* «<IT-ocDatabIndcx)t.Dt; 
for (c«sO;cm<»(TOTAlJni.ES)xiil**)| 

if(xEq_S DL_(Ttarxtn ng ( Par am I Param2.A|eoi|,FID))| 
retinn PmramI.A|cot).FPrto.

•(FLocDatablodex) tni; 
for(cm=0;(mt<#(TOTALFTLES)%ni*+)( 
tf(xFn_SDL_Charsinttg(Paraml.A|int| FTD.'V return SDL_Fabe;

«ifndef XNOPROTO
extern dtFTocDaiabnse) IKAdd) (#(FLocBe) ParamI.«RR̂oLDwahnse) ParamI)
extent «KFl-ocDalabase) IKAddXParaml.Paraml)
#(FI^Ek)P%aml.
«(Flax; Dai abase) ParamI;

•(FTax-DaUtblodex) cni;
!of(tnt =Ox»i<*(TOT A LFll-F-S )XBt ♦ ♦ )

if(xIuuSDL.Owannf(P»am2.Alc«I.nD.*W)'))(ParamI A|cnt)= Par ami. 
return ParamI.

retttfa ParamI;

extern •(FTocDatabaae)#<RemoveKPafam).ParamI)

extern «(Integer) «((ktR.oeaUon RPwamI ParamI) 
SDl,_(Tuustnng ParamI.
#(FLocDatabase) ParamI;

t»(FT.ocDatabl«dex)tm; 
for (ctu=0-.cnt̂ (TOTAUTLF:S)xiu*-»)| 

tf(xFq_SDL_Chafxtnng(Paraml.ParamlA|emt|FlD))( 
rctinn ParamÎ («:oi| Node;

extern «(FLocDatabase) «<PutFI.ocaUomXParaml.ParamI.Par 
SDL_(Ttarrthng ParamI;
«(FLocDatabase) ParamI;
SDL.Integer Param);

•(FTajcDaublndcx)cnt; 
for {couO;cBt<«(TOTAUTLES>a:ni+*)| 

if{xEtuSDL.CTurstnng(Param).ParamlA|cnt|iTD))| 
PmfamZA|cnt| Nodes Param); 
return ParamI;

I
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»iH .Ik.i I Hoiam2 •lllajfV jh  I’acanx'i

fc-Mcm #|H i>.l)aiJba.vr> «iPucHaiç* iParai 
SlJl..ChAr>ion« P<uamJ.
»(H I‘jram2.

n  iKDaldhlrulcx) ».n». 
r (voi=0,vni<»i rO T A l> n J .S i.tm *■»
lit \l-q_SDI _OtafMnnciParafn I Pafa 

ParaiîO AltfUl naj!=Panim '

extern •tllagVaJt •̂ tioRagHParamli'araniil 
SDL.Chafitnng Pafaml.
• t i l  jx;Database) Parani2.

»tl-l (itDjlablndex) tm . 
l»>r i«.nt=0.t.f«<i»tTf>TAli-ll.P15).cnt'*-'*){ 

iftxliq_SDI,_0»atslnf»g(Pafatnl Param: A(si 
return Param2.A|uitl Hag.

I PantmZ Param')

n l." (R  'x.Daiabase) Param:)

NPWHT: llserPmrileSI».ft
UID C'harMnn).*.
URevLrx Imegei.
UCurrl «K Integer.
TmalUHIe» Integer
Ul llei BleHHl i-tl.

New.U>crPiiirileShi>n,
OPIR-Mt )KS
Clear UserProfileShtKt- >UseiPn'hle.Sh«»n,
(;eturilcs UsecPronk:Shnn->l'ileIDNLiM.
-itADTfBt

•  ilndel XNOPROTO
extern #iUserPro(ile6horl) ■(New.UscrPmlileShort i ("m it 

extern tHU%erPtu(ilc.Shi»n I *(Nc»Userl*nifileSb.>n MI

return ) Make_#(UserPr»ltleXhLin W VV)" - I I  -I >Make «liilellKl i

thfndcf XNOPROTO
extern •(UserPrrrfile.Shon) «(Clear) («(UserPrttTile^hon) ParamI )

extern IKUserPrnfile^m ) «(Clear) (Param I )
«(UserlhofileShr'fl I Param t .

* ParamI Ua>=-Vy)-.

Database I ParamI)

extern «(IT ocDatabase) «(Clear) (ParamI i 
«tlTax.Dalabase) ParamI.

«(H.ocDataMrWex) tnl. 
fontni =0.t ni<«(TOT A1 i-Tl >.S i.trn ♦■» ) ( 

ParamI A (tn tlH D = W r.
ParamI A|i.nl|JPfi««=-1.
ParamI Ajentj NtHJc=-l.
ParamI Ajenl) H ag=-I.

hNDNI-UTYPF.

"kND H U . LOCATIONS DAT ABAS'

return ParamI UKiles.

I NDNlA^-nTH.

• KND USKRJ>R( »I1I i  SHOR T- 

•• BKOINU*erPn.lile................

N F W n rU  UserPToftIc 

UQ> Charstnng,

fPrevLoc Integcf.
I C'frCme buege».
Tc«all‘Fürt ItMeger.
CTilo Fikt.ui.

aerfrofde
OPKRATORS
(Tear l  *erPrufik->C lerProfik 
/•tADT(B)

•ifiukf XNOpRcrro
rxiem «Ct 'serPrvTik) #(Sc'* C'ierProfik) ('

•d-iWlndex) eat.
ParamI I'sertle.C U)='Vy)*, 
('W(ctrt=0.ciu<«(M.AXRb.GflU,5).ciM **>1 

ParamI IVrEle I Fdei.A|cai).Filell>=-W)-,

ParamI l'Prcv|.oc=-l:
ParamI l ' t ‘urrl,r>c=-li

r «,1 KTfroftkX-W)- -I -I  -l.yWakc.mtDkl utXv.Makr.tDwaPtlcW'
E.S|>.S|;WlTPf.

•END H .ocE lc..............................

•BfcGIS I SFR LOCATIONS DATABASE

ParamI ni^-V X r,

tNDVfcTbTVlT..

DlSERPROFHi*

SYNTYM: tl.4KDwabW*x=lmkgn

 BEGIN ll.ocE k '

NEWTYPE ITocEfe

tWrtilr C'terPrirTik. 
I'PrevI.uc Inieger:

T lovaUue u imdrxarmm
UCw rl^ litkgrr.

Newll.octk,
OPERATORS
Ckw lToci:ic->La.nc£k.
/••ADTiB)

«ifiMtrf XNOPROTO
extern #(('L<a:Kh)«(NemCLoeEk)(*o*d)

extern «(ITwrEk) #,Ne-lT«:Ek) ()

Lum  vMalu_«tll.ocEJ*)(»Mak*_«tl x«P»T>fik)C' .c .  •( FdeU« K y Make_«\ DauF ik K * V

NEWTYPE I1.0C Dal abase 
aaay(Ci.^DaiaWndex.lL»cFJe)

LITF.RAUS 
N e w L'I .oe 1 >ai abate ;
OPERATORS
Seareh Cluinwnng I LocDntabaK->SearihReaType. 
ljstFull:Cl.oeDitab«se->Bonlcaft.
Add:l’lxK-(üe.l'Ux-Üaiabate->l'LocD»tabaxe;
Rcmuve:(.'hanrtring. I LocDatabaie->ULocDatabase:
Cle«:l'l.<xl>ai abate->ULoe Database:
Putl'Ptevl.rx- Chantnog I l.oeDatahate.lategeT->UUa.Database.
PutCCun IvOCJCTMrrtnagCLot Database.lmegcr->ll.ocD»tabate.
PuiElaf CharMnng.t'LocDatabase.FlagVaI->UlA>cDalabaite. 
üe ti Profile Charstnng.I LrxI)mtabase-»>U*erPrufile:

/••ADT(B)

•ifBdef XNOPROTO
extern «(CLocDatabase) «(Ne*ll.ocDatabase) (void) 

extern •(ITxx:Database) «(Newll.oe|}atabase) ()

relurpyMake_»(LU«.D«tabaseKyMake,«<Ul^EieKyMake_»(CierpTorileM'V>0-.yMake.«(Filel.wtKy 

I.IRl'LocDatabase) Param:)

(Search) (ParamI.Par am:) 

tHClxrcDatabase) ParamZ:

* «(I l.ocDatW,lndex)erw: 
forcent =0;cai<«(TOTALrSERS);ctii+^H 

tf(AU4_SDL_Char-AnngC ParamI.Param: A) cnt| CaerEle IlD )) ret tan «(Found):

;e_«(I)ataKileH-V>0-.-l
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K  O i U j h x M . '  » t ’ w u m  I

■«I U».l)ai4hlndr%»i.m. 
l.«Kin=<»:..f.i<»(TOlALlSlk.SiArn*Hl

. ( . ' f w ^ W i n s i P - f j m l  A i t n l |  I s t r h k . L I I )  * V V ) * i )  
f r i u t n  S l ) 1.

rciuni SDI .Tnic

i.-»icra ■

•(ll.Kl>aijhasc»Pjfain2

I A d d )  ( « « L ' U k I - J o  P « * m l  I  P a r a m I  »

l A d d K p a r a m l  P a r a m : »

c A i c m  m l  L « x | ) a W » a * f l  # \ P m l  » * I  ( S I J > 1. ( T u f X f i n g  P a r a m I  • < »  l o t O a i a h a w )  P a r

« U r m  l . t > i i > a u b a s « >  % p u i l  P t w I  . k  K p a r a m l  P a r a m Z . P a r a m ' l  
S i n  .  ( ' h a r ^ l n n p  P a r a m I  "(11 .Kl)aLahwe)Param:
Sin .Inieycr ParamI

•Hri.iiDitfablitdex) OM.
f o r  ( f i « = 0 : c n i < # < T ( > T A l . l ' S E R S > , i n » a . * > {

,0 x C r u S D L  _ (  " h a r r t r m p t P a r  a m  I  P i r w n l  A K r « J . l  J a a l J c  I  l l ) » ) |t >  1 > _ I _ _ 1 I i : i .  I  Q .^.,1_ _ _ o _ _ _ _ 1

•tllrxDauMntkxl -̂rH, 
l . w ( v o i = 0 . c B K * < T O T A l , L S K R 5 » ; » . T » l a - + >  

iKxhOlJl-Atwf.strmglParam: Aludl.LscMJc LID.W» »,(
P a r a m :  A K n l l s P a r a m l .

"dndff XNOPKorO
e x i f f o  V i l ’ I . i a  D a i a K L ' w c ’ t  • ( R e m o v e »  ( S D l . _ C h a r s U i n g  P a r a m I  • <  L ' l a v D a i a h a M r t  P a r a m : »

e x t e r n  # (  L U a .  D a l  a h a s e »  «4 R e m o v e d  P a r  a m i , P a r a m : )
S O L . C K t f s a n n g  P a r a m I .
■ ( L i . i t c D a i a b a ' . e )  P a r a m : .

"I I UnDaUModex) iW.
I . w ( v a i = « . 4. B t < » n ' ( > r A l . t S P R S » . c m * ^ ) (  

t l f x l u t _ S ( ) L _ C h a r ! « n n g ( P a r a m l . P a r a m :  A | i m * |  I ' x c r L k  L I U ) )  |
P a r a m :  A U m |  I  x e r K l e  L  i t )  =  ' W » * .  
l e i u r n  P a r a m : .

r e t u r n  P a r a m :

l . # ( l l  . K l ) a r a b a * < )  P a r a m :  S l > i . _ l m c g i t  P a r a m ' »

•(I LoiDaUhMe) P*«n:.
S r n  . I r U f g e r  P a r a m '

# ( l  I  t x D a U b l n d e x »  i T M
l o r  U m - 0 . m < » ( T O T A I  r s » J l S ) . f W * » |

, f (  x K t L S D L .  (  " h a n t r m r l P a r  a m  I  . P a r a m :  A R n r  11 j c r l - J e  I  I D » ) |  
P a r a m :  A | i r a | I  x e r l ^  I T u r r D K m P r r a m V  
P a r a m i . A I c n l !  I T u r r t  v t - P a r a m ' :  
l e t t m  P a r a m :

l , # ( n  4a . D a U b a » e ) P * a m : .  S D ( . _ t m c g e T  P «

I c a r )  (  H i  L L v i x U a i a b a t i a ; »  P a r a m I )

• i l l  u i D a U b l n d e a )  t w .  
l o r  ( t n i - 0 . t « < « | T 0 T A l  I  S H R S » ; t m * * ) |  

i l u l à i _ S r > l . _ < ' ) i a n l r i n « P « B m t  P a r a m :  A | n # | l  » e f t k  I  I U ) ) |  
P « a m 2 A l i n i l - f  l a g - P a r a m '

rclum  Param ];

# ifndcf XNO PROTO
extern «(U serProfile) «(G elU Profile) (SD L_Charsiring Param  I .«(U LocD atahasc) P ara m ]) 
«else
extern «(U serProfile) «(G etUProfileXParam  I .Param ])
SDL_Charstring Param I;
«(ULtx:Database) Param ];
«endif
(

«(U L ocD aublndex) cnt; 
for (cnt=0;cnt<#(TOTALUS ER S );cnt++) { 

if(xE<j_SDL_Char.string(Param 1,Param ], A |cn t].U serE leU ID )){ 
return P aram ],A ien t).UserEle;

END NEW TY PE;

•E N D  USER LOCATIONS D A T A BA SE ■

S y s te m  T y p e  P o p u N e t S ignalD etin itions(5 )

r  Signcds from (he •nworvrwil V

R®gU*«f(U»«fPfoflteShort, Integer). rUserlO. Previous node*/
S*archUsef(Chaf$tring),
L)nregUter(Charsthng, Integer), rUserlD Current node*/
UeerLocAeqt Charstnng,Integer).
UserLocUpdate(Charstnng,lnteger). /‘UserlD. Current location*/ 
StartFëeReq(Chars»ing.lnteger)/User. NodelD*/
F*eReq(Charsthng lnteger)/U»erlD, NodelD*/
FieResp{DataFle),
RegF#e(DataFHe, Integer).
FSeLocReq(Charsthng,Integer. Time.Time),/*FWelD.NodelD,DespetchTime.Amvamme*/ 
F#eLocResp(Char*ûTng.lntegef,lnteger,Time,Tsne)TFID.DesbnationNode.FLoc.lniTine, Arrivai 
FUeLocUpdale (Charstring, Integer), TFID. CurrentLocation or Flag */
UnregFlle(Chafstring);

SIGNALLIST Popuin ■ RegUser,SearchOser. UnregUser StartFWeReq:
SIQNALUST PopuOutsUserLocReq.UserLocUpdate.
SIGNALUST Ml .  RegFile.RleReq. UnregFite.FileLocAesp:
SIGNALUST MO «FUeLocReq. FMeLocUpdate. Diag,
SfGNALLIST O  « (Populn).(MI).Emd5rm.
SIGNALUST CO « (PopuOut).(MO).
SIGNALUST FM P.F#eResp,
SIGNALUST P_FM»F#eAeq.
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Virtual Block Type Network InteraclionPage(t)

rirtual L I  J/IHTU4L .
taseN (|je  p ts lN o ïe  hataN ciie  I MgtlF

C31C12 C23,

R1C1: R1C2: R1C3:

C25 :36

C45 :56. C64

R 2C 1:l J R2C2: I

78 89

Æ ïi>ca; C9

C2

Ctrl

SIGNAL

/•N etw ork  setup */ 
C rcatcLinkltntcger).

/•D ata  Link Laycr^/ 
P( Packet).

/•  Service pnnitlivcs) •/

S P I2 (S P 2 ) ,/ ' DataLink to Network layers^/ 
SP2K SP2), /* Network to Data Link */ 
SP2.3(SP3),/ '  Network to .Application •/ 
SP32(SP3), /* Applicatton to Network */ 
SP34(SP4). r  Application to User */ 
SP43(SP4); /•  User to Application */

SIG N A L LISTS

/•  Network */
SIG N A LLIST L=CreatcLink:
SIG N A LLIST PO=(PopuOut): 
SIG N A LLIST PU tPopuIn). EndSitn;

/  BEGIN BascNode SIG N A LLISTS '

/•  Between the ditlercnt lay e rs '/

/•SIG N A L L IST  N etw orkToDataLink = */ 
/•SIG N A L L IST  DataLinkToN etw ork = • / 
/•SIG N A L L IST  ApplToNctw ork = • / 
/•SIG N A L L IST  NetworkToAppI = • / 
/•SIG N A L L IST  NetworkToAppI = */ 
/•SIG N A L L IST  UserToAppI = •/

/ • END BaseNode SIGNA LLISTS

• Oa TA TYPES •

SYNTYPt hàfimlft(J<r» = Imega 
CONSTANTS 0 MAX PARAr.st>sYN“nrpE;
SYNTYPt
a>NSTANTS 1 MAXITKM 
ENDSYNTYPt:

SYNTYPt LiolJDType=CTufstnnf 
CONSTANTS 'N . S'. E '.'W , VW / l "  
ENDSYN-n'PE UoklDType:

SYNTYPt Re«lljnkTypc=l.iolüDType

*(Uierindc«) «icM. 
fof<ci)i=0.cn»<«(M AXRttiUSIUCS 

if(iili4i_S[)l..Ch»rsinng<P»niml.P»r«n2.Ali.i

r«tun> «(NcuFound),

i| r<rtum «(I-ound);

»ili>def XNOPROTO
csicm i(UscrPrDfilcSfK>n> i(Cic«U«r) (Sl)l._Charsinng Paraml ,(»{Usc*ri)aiahaic*ShiTnj Param2

CXI cm #{UsciPrufilcSh*>n)»((kiUwr» (Par*ml.Pan»jn2>
SI)i._Chanlnng Pai

NEWTYPt AdJR«Tv|v 
LITERALS 
Added. NotAdded: 
ENDNEWTYPE;

•(Uscrlndcx) ciH;
foftcni=0;c«<#<MAXR£CîUSERS>;wni-M.H 

if(xEq_SDl._CIttmnng(Paraml.Paf4m2 A(tnil UU») return (P»rain2.A(4;n»J);

ADDING 
LITERALS
Ne» I'serDatabueShort;
OPERATORS
Search rChirstfiRi, C*erDaiahweShtrt->Search ResT ype.
C«etL'MV-(lurAnBg.l'ic(DaUt«seShoci->I VrPi<dileSh<n. 
ljsti'uIl:l'serl>MabweShan->6ooleaA;
CouoiliserDuahueShan-MBtega:
Add rserPTarileSban.L'seiDalalaseSbon->l’serDataba>eShon/*lo the lust free potftuoo*/ 
Moddyl'ser:UserPrafileShan.t'serDaiabaseSh4Vi->CserI>aUhit5e5hart.

Remcrve:(>arstn«g. tserDMabueShart->l serDaubaseShurt;
(Tear LserDaub«seShcil->CierDaubu<ShGn.
/•«ADT(B)

(hlodel XNOPROTO
tfuem «(UserDatabaseshon) «(SewUserDatahayeShort) (void) 

e«eni «(I’serDatabaseShon) #(NewUsefI>»iaha.4eShort) 0

!ct«ByMake_»(UserDaUt»seShail)(yMafce_i(l-$e*PrQ(ilcShon>(-VYr.-l.-t.-l.y.Make_i(F.lclDsl-mX'V>Û-))>;

•ifndcf XNOPROTO
extern SI')L_Book*an # (|jslh jll) («(VserDatabaseShon) ParamI)

extern SD!-_Boo|ean #(lJstFuU) (Param I )
•(Userr>tilabascShoft) Paraml.
•cfldtf
{

#(Userlndcx)col: 
for(cru=0;cni<#(MAXREUUSfiRS):cnt-M-) 

mxE4.^._C^mng<Par3rnl Aient|.UID,-VV)-)X

extern SDL_Integer #(Cuuni) (Pamm I ) 
•(UsetÜatabastfShoiî ) Param I ;

Alndel XNOPROTO
exterm «(SearcitResType)#(Search)(SDl._Cltarsuin| Paraml.«(l serDai^iaseShort) Param2) 

exiem «(SearchResType) «(Search) (ParamI Psram:) (of(c«=0;c«<#(MAXRHGUSEJlS).cm*^)
if(yNEc|F_SDL_Ch«rttnng(Parami.A|tni).UID.'V'0"))(
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t.wtciM fw M \ XRM it 'SI RS m - * iSI>l._ChiU>inntrtP4r-nCAKi>(| tiU) Pnr̂ 2 .

ftium Pwwn:

I NDSI WI YPl

r.M) I MTfOwahAvShun *

(#̂ tl&efPn*til«:>ihi'n) ParamI «it'wii»alahas*.'.Sh<>ft) PaonO
«•xu-m »(M»»hlyU!K:f> (ParamI R*rami>
•(ll»rrPTi>fil«?Sh»>rt) Poroml.
«(UwrDaiahucStHMt) Porom:.

foftcmH)Am<*(MAXRJ-(.îU.SIJtSr.«.-nt**) 
if(Uui_SI)l-_ChatNinng(t*-aram! UK) ParomZ A |ini|

PoramZ A(ciu t -
reium ParamZ. 

raum  huamZ.

•hriKtf XNOPRI>TO
tfMcm «(tlserikuho&eShon) ■(RtfnH>v<j (SDI-.Chofsuiftj; Paroml *(U»crl>aiabaNoShi>n) PoromZ

extern •(I'wri'taiahaseShofll •(Retn»>vcKPw<iml ParamZ)
SD L.tlufM nnf Fhinun I.

SI WTYPP rseiDolahase 
ona>(l s^lmJex I'serPrirfilcI

Sewl kerDoiohase 
Opt RAIOR5
Scjfth Chaistting.l soTl)atiihase->SeafthResT>p«:. 
l.oiPull.l *erl)ataha»e->B«**lfan 
Add I V f  Profile I V*rt)aLoha»e->l M.*r(>auha»e. 
Remove <"har>tring I vrl)aUbase->t VfI)alab*H-. 
d e ar I ser Didohav ->( v ff  XlW^^e

■dndet' XNOPROTO
extern «(I Vrl)aiaha>e) #(Ne»t serDoiaNiseKvfmdl

extern #lt »erOalWwe) #(Ne»lVr()alab»x:l()

letutn yMake_*it setOoWwR)Moke_#(t serPrcWiieK'V'y)' -1 -1 -1  >Makc_*(l)aiahk'H‘S'XJ-.-l.-lnK

•rt)»erlftdex)iTit.
loitcni=tl.vnt<#(MAXRiX;ilSrJLS»;cni»0 { 

if(Uv4^Sr>l._C'haranng(PafamlParamlAUT«t.Un>l> ( 
Paf«nZ.A(tm!UII>=W )-.

return PoromZ
I

•iliKkf XNOPROTO
extern #(lNerOmtohooeShon) i((*leaf) (»(UterlXitahaseSbon| Poraml)

extern #tIIxerOototuweShtxl) «((leafKPwaml )
#(tVdWohoseShi»n) Poraml.

* »(llseflr*dex|cnt. 
fof(e«=0.c«<»(MAXRJ OUSPTlSi.tnt ♦ ♦ |{

PofomI A i e n t 'V ^ ' .

extern t(.SeorxtiRe$Type| •(Seaixiii (Porom I PoromZ)
SI)l._CharMnnj{ PotomI:
#(t Vrl)alohase| PoromZ.

l.3T(xTU^I.vni<*(MAXRf.OlSBRS)xiitt*){ 
if(xT.q_SDL_('harannf(Paroml.PvomZ A|kSi|lTI»|return «(Htnmd)

return •(NotPoondl.

extern SI>l._DooleM •doaFulh (Poroi 
#|lVrUoio*%se) haom J.

lnr(ciitVI:oH'ai(MAXRl;(il SP.RS)o.»l + *) 
tf<xl:q,SDI._Choranng<Poroml A|cnt|.i;il).*V\0’n | 

return SDL.KoLxe:

IhftKlcf XNOPROTO
exiem  «(UscrOiUbosc) «(Atld) f#(U&erProfile) Paxim I .«(UierDotobose) PoromZ)

extern #(UscrDaub*se) •<AddXP»raml.Por*m2)
•(UserProfile) Poraml. 
fKUscrOotabasc) PoromZ.
#endif
(

«(Ukcrlndex) cnt.
for(cni=0.cni<i(MAXRP:OUSKRS):cnt++) 

if(xEo)_SDL_Charxtnng(ParomZ A|cnt) UK). W ) )>{
PoromZ A|cnt)=Param 1 ; 
return PoramZ.

return PoromZ.
I

#ifndcf XNOPROTO
extern #(UscrDaubose) # (Remove) (SDl._Charslring Poraml.#(UserOotdbasc) PoromZ)

extern #(lJscrDaiabase) #(RcmoveKParom 1 .ParamZ)
SDL.Charstnng Porom 1.
#(U&crDalobasc) ParamZ:

ffU terlndcx) cnt;
for<cni=0.cni<#CMAXRHGUSHRS):cnt+^+)i 

if(xPôi_SDL_Channring(Paraml.ParamZ A(cotJ.UlD)) { 
ParamZ A|cnl).U lD = V \0 ; 
return PoramZ.)

I
return ParamZ:»

# tW e( XNOPROTO
extern ifUscrDalabasc) #(Qcar) (tfUserDalabase) Poraml)

extern «(UserDaubasc) *(ClearXParaml )
<KOscrÜatabase) Poraml;
«cndtf
I

«(Uxerlndex) cnt;
for(cni=0;cnt<#(MAXREGUSHRS);cnt++){

Poraml.Alcnil.UID^-VNO-;

return ParamI:
I

ENDNEWTYPE;

• END U&erDatahasc •

• BEGIN UxerList '

Scorxh Char5inng.UscrList->.SeoA:hkesType; 
l.istEull UscfI.ut->BxKilcan,
Add Charstnng.L'&cH,tst->U^List;
Remove:C'har&tnng. UscrLisi->U*eri.ikt.

/•#AI)T(B)

iifndef XNOPROTO
extern #(Uscrl.ist) #(NewUBcrl.ist) (vuhi)

extern #(Uscfl.isl) #(NcwUscrl.ist) ()

return yMaJtc_#(Userl.isl)C'V\0 );)
•tfndef XNOPROTO
extern «(.SconrhResType) # (Search) (SI>l._Charstnng Paroml.«(Uscrl,isti PoramZ)

extern #(SearchResType) #(Search) (Poraml.ParamZ)
SlM._Chanilring Poraml 
«(UscrList) ParamZ:

#(liemlndex) cnt.
for(cnt=0;cni<#(MAX[TE.M);cm+*)( 

if(xEtL.SDL_Charstrtng(Param! .ParamZ A|cntl)> return «(Puund).

return #(NulEuund).)
#tfndcf XNOPROTO
extern Sl)l._B<tulean «(ListFulj) (i(U«rt-itt) Poraml)

extern SDL.Biailean «(I.ikiFuIl) (ParamI)
#(Userl-ist) Poraml;
#endifi

«(Userlndex) cot;
ft»r(cnt=0.cnt<#(MAXnEM);cnt++) 

if(xEq_SDL.Char8tnng(ParamI A(cot).'W)-))( 
rwtum SDL.FaJse;

•ifndef XNOPROTO
extern #(U*crList) #(Add) (SDL_Charstring Paraml.)KU&efl.ù() ParamZ)

extern #(U»efLra() #(A^dKParam I .PoramZ)
SD(._Charstring ParamI; 
i(Uteri.Ut) ParamZ;

IKUserlndex) cnt;
M cnt»0;cnt<#(M AXnEM ).cnl**) 

if(xHq_SOL_Charftnng(ParamZ A(cnt;.'W)-))(
ParamZ A[cn(|=Paraml; 
return ParamZ.

I
return ParamZ.

ADDING  
U TERA LS 
NcwUaertJac 
OPERATORS

#ifndef XNOPROTO



I «il'vM .isn  PanifîO*

•(Userlntlox» tni:
li*r(t.ni=0.tn«<i*<MAXm:Ml;tnl + *){ 

if(\l-q_Sl>l._Ch^inng(pAr*mli*anm»2 A |ti 
Param: Ajcncl^ Vvr, 
fewm J‘aram2.
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KNDNIWTYPI;.

SYNTYPI API)UTypc=Chamlnng 
CONSTANTS
RcgUxrr'. UnnîgUser'. RcgFik'. UnregPik INag SunMlcRet) 
KileR̂ s Rc-tTK.kFileR«i

RNDSYNTYPI-. APDUType;

• SPRVKH OATA UNITS V

X̂ O»'KOT(J

mHafanü l'ti »  Sc» P«r«ml i.«t) o

>Vl4kc_»<P«4ml.«HyM-kc.«tP4f*nvUfM V\0‘.- l -\V)->n.

<*iem mScMihRtOype) «ScJtihl fl 
SOI _Ch4fMfmg p4iynl

N f-W n'Pi: Parameurr

PdnN anv Charetnng.
I^ g th  Inlcgcr;
O ak ^  Chjrttnng.

NewParanviiT,
OPFRATORS
Clear I*»ranwter- >Paranwier.
/•»Al)T(B)

•ilfukl XNOPROTO
extern »(P»rameier» »<Newp»rameter> (v«ad) 

extern ff(F«rameier» «tNcwPammeten (I

>MaXe_#(PaninetCT)CW)-.-1. " W n .

•ifmicf XNOPROTO
extern #tParameteri (Clear) (»(Parameter» ParamI)

extern ml^arameter» #(Clear» (ParamI» 
•tParanwien Paramt.

•4 Paramlttikt><.m
I .<» I nt =0 I m< «IM AX P AK A »: IIV • •. ) ( 

i tu l «*_SI)l .Ovai^oingiParaml Paianv2 Ajcni) PnAamr)) icctcn •(( tanJ)

■il.ial ulh imParaml I 

n i tsiHili) (PanmO

i« %|-«|_SI )l. J  >M« vrmgt P4f*mI Al* M AXPAKA

•ilndcf XNOPROTO

I PiraN*fTw,-V\0-)» retum SlH-.Hal.w

extern «(Paramljso *(AdJ) (#(Parameter) ParamI.(RParamljkt) Param2j

extern #(Paramljsi) (KAddMParaml J*aram2)
•(Parameter) Paraml.
J ^ ra m L iïO  ParamZ:

(RParamIndex) cnt,
(oftcnt=0:cnt<#(MAXPARA);cnt++) 

if(xfcq_SI)L_Charxtfrng(ParamZ A|cmt).ParaName."VV)l)( 
Pwam^Alcni t=Param1 ;

»
thindef XNOPROTO
extern <KParamIjst) #(Remove) (SDL.Charxinng PanimI.«(Parami jxt) ParamZ)

extern #(ParamI j&t) #(RemoveXParamI .ParamZ)
SDi._Charsinng Paraml:
(RParamlist) ParamZ;

#(Paramlndex) cnt; 
for(ent=0;cni<#(MAXPARA);cnt4-»>| 

if(xK4_SIX._Charatnne(Paraml .ParamZ A(cnl| ParaName)) (
ParamTAlcnil ParaName = "W)-.

return ParamZ:
I
•ifndef XNOPROTO
extern «(Parameter) «((îetParam) (SDI._lnteger Paraml.ttParamLixt) ParamZ)

extern •<Parameter) #(GetParam)(Paraml ParamZ)
StX._lnteger Paraml:
•(Paramlixt) ParamZ:
•endif {

a ParamZjA[Paraml|:

extern #(Paraml >'i) (Clear) (#tParaml.wj Paraml)

extern #(P*raml-ist) •((.Tear) (Paraml )
#(Paraml-isl) PaïamI.

•tParamlndex) cnt, 
for(cni=0,ciri<*(MAXPARA».ciH4+)| 

Paraml.A|cnt|-ParaN»nw='V\0";
Paraml A(tnlj I emgth=-l,
Paraml Alcnl) l)ala= VU)"

NUW m>l- SP4

SP4ID APDUType.
SP4V^ngth Integer .
SP4Parx Paraml tsi:

ADDINO
LlTKKAl.S

/■»ADT(B)

•ifm kl XNOPROTO
extern IRSP4) •(NcwSP4) (void)

extern #(SP4) #(NcwSP4) y

Jctum yK tatc_»(SP4)(-W )-.-l. yMake_#(ParamljstnyMakc_»(ParamcJerK-VND-.-l. "W )')));

KNDNEWTYPIL.

•ifiïdef XNOPROTO
extern «(Parameter) IRGetParamByName) (SDL.CIurvtiiog Paraml .#(ParamLi$t) ParamZ)

extern «(Parameter) «(GetParamByNamexParamlfaramZ)
SDL.Charstring Paraml:
«(ParamList) ParamZ.

(
«(ParamltHlex) cnt: 
furtcnt^:uit<«(MAXPARA):ait-*-f)( 

iRxHq_SDL_Chanîtring(Paraml. ParamZjR(cni) ParaName)) 
return ParamZ A|cot]:

•ifodef XNOPROTO

NEWTYPK SP3

SPMD Charxtnng.
SP3i.ength Integer.
SP.lPan Paramljsi.
SP4Paf1 SP4:

/••ADT(B)

«tindef XNOPROTO
extern «(SP3) «(NcwSPJ) (voxd)

e ^ lR S P .3 )  #(NcwSP3)(>

ictun. yNULe_«(SP3)(*W)-.-l.yMake_»(ParamLiil)(yMake_«(ParamelerX-W)-.-l.-W l")).
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%MA.- •^I'an.iwictH Vwr I VNO'M

I NlJNIiWrVH .

N i:w n T h  SP2 

SP21^r»gih Inwgtfi
SP:P-î  P-x;unI.i5i.
SPtp r̂t SPV

».frkk'( XNOPROTOcKiem #tSP2> «KNc»SP’> (vixd)

ftnuni vMaktf_#(SP2) ( VNO' - I  vMakc «(Paniml i!.«HyMJtc_»(,Pa«mcurrX‘V \0-.-l, "VW")). 
vMai<:.#(SP5) r V V r -I  vM4kc_«(Pwam|jirtMvMakc •iPartnwufrR'VU)' - 1 W )-)), 
>MA^_«(SP4M"W) .- I , vMakc-_»(Panimla^KvMakc_»ll»iiramc*l«:r)(-VVÜ--l. VNO-))»,;

KNONEWT'l’P t.

N I-;w nTE Patkrt

Ongin NoJclndci,
Oc5i N.xiclrKlcii.
Packl^ngih Imirgcr;
PackPan> Pmramüki.
SP2Pan SP2;

ADDING
l .n tR A l^

OPPJIATORS 
Otfar.Patkci->PackA.
•SY xN tJP R O T O
f Mem #(Pa(.k£l> *(NewP».kct) (vx>id) 

e»lcm iiPafcltci) #lNe»Patic*J ()

rctuni YMafcc_#<Patk.in)(-l ,- l - t  vMa*.c_l^ParainI jn>(vM4kc_#rPa«mclefH'VV)' .- I .  "VNO")). 
vMakc_#(SP2j ('VW* - 1. vM*kc_»<P>rimI jsi KvMake.lRParanurwrM’W )' - I . "VW',). 
vM*kc.#<SPD ( V\0- - I  vMakc_»<Panimljsi«>Make_#(Pa«meterK'VNO-.-| ’VNO-)). 
vMakc i(SP4)C-V\0' -I . vMakc •(Paniml JsikvMAc «iPammeierK W )-,-! . 'W )")) ))» ;

•tlndef XNOPROTO

BaseNodeinieract>onPage(2)Virtual Block Type BaseN ode

UserLayer NelworkLayerApplicalionLa\

DataUnkLaye EnvToUser

User
UserLayer

luwLocUpdaW FiWLocFWq Frt®cocUpdat«

Application 
ApplicationLay ei

- ^Sf>23 Noa«

Network 
Netwofkl_ay sr 

 , Down

ELi
DataLink: S
DataLinkLayerl

Wink

Virtual Block Type IRem oteProcedures(2)

REMOTE PROCEDURE 
AddPara;
;FPAR
IN/OUT Parameter,
IN/OUT ParamList,
IN Charstring,
IN Integer,
IN Ctiarstring;
/'Defined in process 
ProcessUser, block UserLayer'/

REMOTE PROCEDUREK REMOTE PROCEDURE^
MakeSP3 MakeSP2
;FPAR IFPAR
IN/OUT SP3, IN/OUT SP2,
IN Ctiarstring, IN Ctiarstring,
IN Integer, IN Integer,
IN ParamList, IN ParamList,
IN/OUT SP4; IN/OUT SP3;

REMOTE PROCEDUREK 
MakePacket 
;FPAR
IN/OUT Packet,
IN Nodelndex,
IN Nodelndex,
IN Integer,
IN ParamList,
IN/OUT SP2;

REMOTE PROCEDURE^ 
MakeSP4 
;FPAR
IN/OUT SP4,
IN Ctiarstring,
IN Integer,
IN ParamList;

SP34
UserLi
FHeLi
FHeLoc

Down
SP43,
EndSim

Block Type UserLayer

-T\

(MI)J

Pop
■(PO)]

ProcessUser

I odelD, 
cjcUpdale. 

;eq. 
Update

,<x R(

SP34,NodelD, 
UserLocUpdate. 
FileLocReq, 
FileLoc Update

SM 3,
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.,1 .|ViWdMo.l-lcl P.,u„l

#(ExpcctcdFLocItKlcx) cm; 
for(cnl =0;cmc#(M AX_EX P_FLOC) ;cnt -t-p) 

if(xEq_SDL_Charslring(Param2.A(cnl).FID."V\()"))| 
Param2. Alcm)=Param 1. 
return Param2;

I
return Parani2;

mindef XNOPROTO
extern #(ExpcctexlFUx:List)«(Remove) (SDL_Charslrtng Paraml,#<ExpcctcdtT.ix:List) ParamI 
«else
extern «(ExpecledFLocList) «(RemoveXParam 1 ,Param2)
SDL_Charïtring Paraml;
«(ExpecledFLocList) Param2;
«endif

«(ExpectcdFLocIndex) cnt; 
for(cnt=0;cnt<«(MAX_EXP_FLOC);cnt++)( 

if(xEq_SDL_Charstring(Param 1 ,Param2.A|cnt l.FID)) {
Param 2.A |cnt|.nD = "V \0 \ 
return Param2;

return Param2;

ENDNEWTYPE;

 ..................END EXPECTED_FLOC LIST ■

Process <<Block Type U serL ayer»  ProcessUser UserFunctK>ns(4)

NodoltXTI^odJ 

^ ReadlnpuTj

UsadD Charstrmg.
UPF UsarProfiteShoft aNewUsefPfoNeShod, 
UPfovtoc Integer 
UPrevtocStf Oarstnng = VV]
UCvrLoc integer 
UCuiTtocStî Charstnrg.
TempPara Parameter =NewParameler 
TempParaljsl ParamList «NewParamüst. 
TompSP4 SP4 =NewSP4

^ Readlnpuij

I ! 7 (unregUsery
« P y  I _________ /  (UsertD.USy^i

ddParafTempPar.
TempParaUsL

•U»erlCX,1.UsaflD)

fddPara(7empPar
TempPaiaUst. 

"U jrrLcKM.UCurrLoc

[^MakeSf jAddPar

RegUse

^ Readlnput j  ^ ' j

^ Readlnpulj

^ Readlnput j
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P r o c e s s  <<Block T ype  U s e f la y e r > >  P r o c e s s U s e r

T*rfvP*«‘Par»Nam* & F Su# . 

P4[«mpPan>Ckà.>jELlaaQi0(I>F*FS

P r o c e s s  <<B lock T ype U serL ay e r»  > P ro c e s sU se r F ileL ocationsC

g

feE T (A u*T ^ 
Flô T(FWD ImTijne;

 ĵ In*

tjpKoctoi .a#«lo-# 
<F^0 E«paocl|a>

DCL
FLoc Integer,
FLocStr Charstring,
FPrevLoc Integer,
InlTime Time,
InlTimeStr charstring.
FlnTlme lim e,
AuxTime Time,
TempExpFLocEIe ExpectedFLocEle:=NewExpectedFLocEle, 
ExpFLocList ExpectedFLocList:=NewExpectedFLocList;

T IM E R
FLocT(Charstring,Time);/*FlD,IniTime*/

P ro cess  « B lo c k  Type U serL ayM essP assing(4)e  
--------

^  R e a d ln p u t j

S P 3 4 (T e m 6 S P 4 )

D iagC Error 
m e s s a g e  noKValid' e m p P a ra U s t

T e * n p S P 4 !S P 4 P trs

R e a d ln p u t

T em f P a ra := G e tP a r  im (0 , 
fe m p P a ra U s t

T e ru C P a ra lP a ra

(T e m p P a ra lB a ta
DiagCI 
m e s s a g e  n o n /a l id  )

Erro\̂  
a g e  t r ^ a

\i/_____  \L
^  R e a d ln p u t^  ^  R e a d ln p u T j
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E xported  P ro ced u re  A ddP ara  

P f p a r '  ...........................

I IN /O U T P a ra  P a r a m e te r  
! IN /O U T  List P a ra m L is t,  
jIN  N a m e  C h a rs tr in g ,
;IN  L In te g e r ,
[IN  D a ta  C h a rs tn n g ,

1( 1]

P a r a tP a r a N a m e  = N a m e , 
P a ra !L e n g th := L , 
P a ra !D a ta := D a ta

List:=
A d d (P a ra .L is t)

Exported P rocedure  M akeSP4

1>'PÂR
I IN/OUT SPATemp SP4, 
1 IN Name Charstring,
|IN L Integer,
I IN Pars ParamList;

1 ( 1 )

(O
SP4Temp!SP4ID:=Name,
SP4Temp'SP4Length:=L,
SP4T em p!SP4Pars:=Pars

Procedure RegUserReq U ntitledl(t)

TempFiD Charstnng. 
UFrtoslOSlr Charatnng

( JPF'UPravto^

I '
jam pPa/aU stLClAftTwnpPâ st

ddP«ra(TampPan .
ddPara<TempPan

TampParabst.

ddPara(TampPan 
TampParabst. 

i  I.InlToSftingiUPF

, ddParaiJampPan 
TampParabst. 

l.lntToStnr>g(UPF

otalUF las))

Level 1(1)Block Type ApplicationLayt

SYNTYPE CHagTypaTCharslnngN/'/-ÜJCTAUTC

TLrstfur.FRag',FE««U',-URem-,

ENDSYNTYPE OagTypa,

Upper App

FilesUp

’robeFilefĉ laETic »m]

UsersFlles R egistered,

UsersDown F esDown 
lA * FileOiag,M[(Up Down),

LowerApp
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» B ()D Y
flilm k'l X N O P R O T O
c x ic m  « (F D c lA j ia y l » (N cw FL )cl< \rrdyM vuuU  
#clsc
e x te rn  « (FD elA iTay) # (N e w F l)e lA /ra y i 0
{
re tu rn  vM ak e  ff(F D e!A rrav )lvM ake  «(FD elE !eM »(Z ert>_tinu ;K »(Z ero_duratH m ))). 
)

)Hxpt(*na).ni>;nsT •

()iniATORS
Ck«r M)clLk'>HklKk 

•ifo!kf XS<)PK<m)
f «tfin #,
c « p r o  #(11 k l E k  1 # ( V i . a - l V l W c H  1

Liutb vM4ke,-<n>t(EkM#(/e»(..iu

ffjindel X N O P R O T O
ex tern  f ftF D elA rray ) #( A dd) (»(FlX*IEIc) P a ram l .# (F Ü elA rray ) P a ra tn2)

ex tern  # (F D elA rray )  «{A d dX P a ra m l.P a ra m 2) 
ff(FD elE le) P a r a m l .
«(F IX 'lA rray ) P a ram 2;

#{F D eU ndex) cm ;
lo r(c n l=0.c m < # (M A X _ F _ D E L ..A R R A Y ).cn l+ + ) 

jf (y E q F _ S D L _ T im c (P ara m 2 A (c n i| A m v a lT in K .» lZ ero _ iiin e ))){  
P a ram 2 A (cn t )= P aran i I . 
re tu rn  Param Z :)

re tu rn  Param Z
1

ENDSVlV.'nTt

•••• r.l>FJ..AKRAY •

•w.ilVlAn.)
(VIJtATORS
Wa FIWIFk nVI.Vr-y->Fl>cJ.Vr*H 
ricj* - >HVlAnj>

# iln d e l X N O P R O T O
ex tern  « (F D elA rray )  « (C le a r)  (« (F D elA rray ) P a ram l )

ex te rn  « (F D elA rray )  « (C lear)) Par am  11 
« (F D elA rray ) P a ra m l.

I
« (F D elln ile x )  en t.
lo r(cn t=0-.en t< « (M A X _F _D E L _A R R A Y );en t+ + ){  

P a ra m l A (cm I A m v a lT im e = « (Z e ro  tim e).
I

re tu rn  P a ra m l :
I

E N D N E W T Y P E :

' E N D  F D E L  A R R A Y  ■

P ro c e s s  U pperA pp 
--------

Sim C ontro l(4)

DCL
ThisNode Integer, 
ThisNodeStr Charstring:='\AO

o
G e^ndPassN o<^ll

N odelD (T I(^ode^  •

odeStn=lntTo String 
(ThisNode)

NodelDCnii^ode) 
VIAU ?
y Readlnput j

C _ J
EndSim I
EndSim 
VIA FilesUo

EndSim 
VIA Intemat

EndSim \  
VIA U s e r s W

I

P r o c e s s  U p p erA p p ProcessSP43s(4)

IMPORTED PAOCEDUREN

H ( Irar.TacnpPankmListD’Data.
I IhWr «StnfMloTifTMirtniTSirt
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Process UpperApp 
------

FlleLocations(4)

OCL
N ew L oc Integer 
O n g T im e  Time

R e ad ln p u t

F ileL ocU pdFileL ocR e
(FIO,,Orrg (FID .N e

FileL ocR e FileL ocU pôele
(FID .O ngT (FID .New L

^  R e ad ln p u t j  ^  R e ad ln p u t j

DCL

DiagMess DiagTypc.
DParl Char^lritig.
DPar2 Inlcgcr.
TenipSP4 SP4:=NcwSP4.
TcmpSP3 SP3:=NcwSP3.
TcmpParam Paraitictcr=NcwParamctcr. 
TctitpParaniijst ParaitiLisl:=NcwParamLisl. 
SP4Natrtc Charstnng,
L Integer,
I Integer,
UPF UserProFtlcShort:=NcwUscrPnaltIcShnn, 
UID Charstnng,
U PrevL xStr Charstnng,
UCunLncStr Charstnng,
FID Chamtnng,
TcnipFID Chaistnng.
TeriipFLtK.' Integer,
DF DataFile,
FScarchRcs SearthResType.
IntT Tinte,
IniTStr Charstnng,

P r o c e s s  U p p erA p p D ia g M e s s a g e s (4 ) Procedu re  A ddU serfleq 1(1)
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Procedure  BreakDownUFIDs 1 ( 1 )

DCL |\
FID Charstnng. 
t( Integer:

ÎIN P ara  Param eter,
: IN/OUT UPF UserProtileShort;

True

 I Pals
ixtraclSubst
(FID.Para.k)

UPFIUFile s:=Add(FID.U =F!UFiles)

Procedure ExIractSubstr
LG In teg e r

S u b s trln d x  In teger. 
S lrO n e  C h arstr in g

1 IN/OUT D ata  C h a rs tn n g . 
I IN P a ra  P a ra m e te r  
I IN D ata ln d x  In tege r,

( P a r a 'D a t ^

________I False

S trO n e  iS u b s tn n g  
(P a ra lD a ta .i . t)

D ata  - S u b s tn n g  
(Para!D ala.L O .(i-LO )l

P ro ced u re  R em U serR eq 1 ( 1 )

rempParam :=
GetPara-n(l-1,TerTtpP< ram  List)

i>L

false
l:=l+1

raramlPai^ame
Else

■UserlD'

D iagM ess:= UID :=
'Error lead ing  P ara r letersT rm pParam lD a a

Rem oveUsi
(UID)

idDiagToUt

Exported Procedure M akeSP3 1 ( 1 )

!;FPAR fy
! IN/OUT SP3Tem p S P3 ,| 
! IN Name Charstring, ] 
I IN L Integer. i
I IN Pars ParamList. i 
I IN/OUT SP4Part SP4; I

SP3Temp!SP3ID:=Name.
SP3Temp!SP3Length:=L,

SP3Tem p!SP3Pars:=Pars.
SP3Tem p!SP4Pan:=SP4Part
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Procedure AddFileReq

rem p P a ra m  à  
G etP a ra  n(i-1  T em pPlram L ist}

(OF)

I D iagM ess = 
E rrorftead ing  P a rar iet<

T em pP aram 'O a ta StringTolnl
fT em pP aram 'O aJa)

StnngToInt
(T em pP aram 'D ata)

P ro ced u re  R em F ileR eq

rem pP aram :=
G etP araT i(i-1 ,T em pPi ramLisI)

i>L
True

JetnfjParamlPar^ame
Else

FilelD'

D iagM ess:= FID ;=
Errorl lea d in g  P ara r letersT im pParam lD a a

Rem oveFilf
(FID)

Procedure SendDiagToUser

LIJ O
I

Cle;
ïmpParamLisI = 
r(TempPararr Jst)

ldPara(TempParai}- 
TempParamList, 
□lag’, 1,DiagMess

f 1akeSP4(TempSP' 
ligM.TempParamL

O le
T ‘mpParamUsi =

r(TempPararr Jst)

SP34(Tern^4)

1 ( 1 )
P r o c e d u r e  R e q u e s tR e m o te F ile

: ( O

SP4PaftndBK Inloger 
TempFID ChareJfing. 
îemçOastStr Cttantnng 
TempOosI iNepef.

TornpOeslStr -  
TempRafamiDalë. 

*fnpO*s» «SlnnoToIi I 
TampOwlStf)

kfara(T0mpParai 
TonpParamLtsJ. 

est I.TempOeslS

^ara<TempPari
TempPar^rLs)

>»g.1,Th*sNo<teSti

Tern̂ PafaiTttst.
■FtO.l.TwrpflD)

,SP3(T9fTpSP 
RemoteFiteRoq-.a 

TejteParamLisl.Terrp:
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Procedure StartFileReq 1 ( 1 )

)riO Teir̂ afanaLtt)) —

 L-EüUüfi
=GetParai iByNai 

sejiD TampPara aLisI)

Procedure Rem oveRem oteU ser

urn.,'

AAiPara(T*mpPafWT>
TampParamLisl

Ong'.iThtsNodaStr)

UaWSP3(TampSP3.

AdcJPara(T empParam 
TempParamLis«.

>*»r l.lntToStnng(DPaf2

Process LowerApp 

r"  7v

E n d S im  /

>

lnitialisations(3)

DCL K
T h isN o d e  InTogei

Gê LndPassNor̂ lD

N o d e lD f lh iS  
VIA C o n tro l /

^  R e a d l n p u l j

Z J

P r o c e s s  Low erA pp

^RM dtnpulj

jsP3?lTfT^P3) I • I

IO.E«pF«.Bi)!lfWT (AukEO))

i«T(AurflO»TempExpfiWEkf e  «AtatFO. 
WTtpFvF*#Ek'F«»SP3 -AubSP3 
Aux Tim* Sir =<G*tParamByNam# 
iT >UBSP3'SP4PafrSP4P«H^)4a. 

r«fT^ tpF4»£te'lreT «StfingTorxn*(AiatT rnaSa/ttead^paj
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i x :l
TcnipPiiraLisI HarainLisl:=NcwParamLisl,
Tcm pPara Paraiiieii:r:=NcwParanieler.
AuxPara Param etcr.=N cw Paraniclcr,
AuxFID Charslrm g,
TcnipSP.I SP3.=NcwSP3.
AuxSP3 SP3:=N ewSP3,
IniTmic Tim e,
FinTinie Time.
AuxTime Time,
A uxTim eSir Charstrm g.
A uxIniT Time,
TempExpFileEIc ExpeciedFileEle:=N cw ExpccledFileE le, 
ExpFilcLisl ExpccteilFilcLisl:=NewExpcctedFileLisi;

TIM ER
FileT(Charstring);/*FID */

P r o c e s s  L ow erA pp P ro c e s s S P 2 3 s (3 )

I rteiainpui j OCl

DwkÿMew Charelnog

3
D FIn toF B ftisI

\  jempParaLisi I jempPariLsi I 
j  T^npSP3'SP3P^i^T»pSPi-SP3P^

»(G«<P«rifTV

} RoadJnpU LTempParmAw#)

Po*ert»l tJkxlunfl L

i  . . . . . .
! Po(*rtitl btocfca>g d«Uy|,J Adctf j  j

fak»SP3<TerrY>SP:

ipPanUsLNuttSf

P r o c e d u re  D F In to P a rL is t

--------7.:;FPAR
! IN DF DataFile, '1
I IN/OUT ParList ParamList;!

1 ( 1 )

DCL [
AuxPara Param eter:=N ew Param eter

■FPi rio))

'FSiz

AddPara(AuxPara,
ParList,

i’,1,lntToString(DF!

AddPara(AuxPara,
ParList,

•FIDM.DFIFilelD)

AddPara(AiixPara,
ParList,

,1,lntToString(DF!l
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P ro c e d u re  R e c o m p o se D a ta F ile 1 ( 1 )

T am pPara;»
G etPafam B yN am ofF tD '.

Tem pParaList).
0F 'F il6 lD :sT em pPara^0a(a

Param  not found;

_____ LfûUûd___
T em pPara:»

G etParam B yN am »{T P no’.
T am pParaL et). 

no ;=S trm gT olnt(T em pPara ' )ata)

Tem pPara  » 
G atPafam B yN am eC FSiza’.

Tem pParaList). 
ize *Stf»>gToint(TempPara

P r o c e s s  « B l o c k  T y p e  A p p l i c a t i o n L a y e r »  R e g i s t e l n i t i a l i s a t l o n s ( 4 )  
------

I
>

DCL t
ThisN ode Integer.
T hisN odeStr C ha rstn n g  « V\0

fw a r tN o d e im

Tt^cxjej I

ThisfijodeStr =lnfToplring 
(ThisN ode)

NodeiD(ThiSNode) 
TO P robeU sérs

^  R e a d ln p u l j

P ro c e s s  « B l o c k  T ype A p p lic a tio n L a y e r»  R e g is te red U se rs

SMrmUs«f^«He SeanzhAesTyp# 
UMftbtfulBoolMn.
UPF UswPiofltoShort .J4ei»U9*rf»fo«*»Short 
UMfCChmMimmg.

SeLÂÜwRwl «

UPF<UPrw«toc-

Ut^VCunloCT.ThLNok. 
».-Add(UPf.U»*i )

IJffF IUCw I w 'UtW ^ ^  .

P r o c e s s  « B i o c k  T y p e  A p p lk U se rF ile sR e q u e s ts (4 ) i

UFteslO» fi*elOsLotaN*wFi»elOsLs

R e q u e s t
UsfirFII»

SlanftoH<5(UIDl

r

Process « B lo c k  Type ApplicatioMeasurements(4)r
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Pfcxzedufe R e q u es tU serF iles
SYNTYPf ZwoOK>«*>to(*9M

P r o c e s s  « B l o c k  T y p e  A p p l ic a t io n L a y e r »  R e g is te re d F illn it ia lis a tio n s (4 )

ThisNod« Jnlegw.
TNsNodeStr Charstnng « ‘W)',

IniT >Slnng(Thi&N d«)

P r o c e s s  < < B lock  T y p e  A p p ilc a tto n L ay e r> >  R e g is te re d F ile s F u n c tio n s (4 )

m t
F4#s FM.m -N»wfileLi$t. 
S*archF«WAe*ull S*afChA**Typ*

tes -PamovJ sivchFit»R«^.
(FiflD.Fite»)] S ^ c N F iW D .^ )

(FMO.FHm )

(FWDfZoi

rFR*Q'.OFt«»JO)

P ro c e s s  <<Block Type ApplicatK>nLayer>> R eg iste redF ile s

5cL K
TempFDelEt* FDe'El#. 
Amv*ir*n# Tm*.

TempFIDalArrty FDelArrav.

T»m(tD«lEiLÂrnvi(T(m»

T»>T<|:OBlEf‘F D ^ FD<i

T «f4pF 0*U ir^ .^  
wryF Î IEl*.TwTvFp#lArT«Y,
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P r o c e s s  P ro b e U s e rs

P ro c e ss  « B lo c k  T ype A p p lica tionL ayer»  R eg istered  M easurem ents(4)

 ̂Readlnpî

F R «sHesp{^s.Tam f>F )eJAfray)

R eadlnpuljTkmpFDaiArra) , 
Q«Jr(T«mpFDelA t

Readlnput

^  NodBlCXTt̂ odB)

>

ŒJ
{PU9=OpenŴ 

ReOü$w//-9{|

O

(FU3),FU4 ^tose<rU4}

=clô %8)FU7 =Ctose(FU7)

^  Ifu? =OpenJ

Ô Ô Ô Ô

S£T(M£AS,ÇFFSeT*TC)j,STAflT,TUl 

%

FuS-OpeoW fcu6-Op«Kiw( |fU7 =OpenJ Ifus =Open! fmegUwrn/rSl iRegUser»7/61 éR«gU»e«//7b ËRegUwmVf

P rocess ProbeFiles

mfKÎTTFCre

FFl.FF2.FF3.FF4FF5,FF6.FF7.FFfl.FF9,
FDW1.F[)*B.FD*O.F0eM,FD*6,FD«l6.FD*l7.FDeia.FDeQ T«xiFi*e. 
F4*# FMLtttcNrarFMLitl.
FtfesOeiayt FCwArray-

[pFZ.Opef#^ |FF3-Op*nw| |FF4.0p«f4M
■gF4iVyi| [R>gFif«//g| |RagF4et/r3| |R egF^»//4 |

O Ô Ô O
^  1% ^

i.jjfFsXricI.STÂ T^
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P r o c e s s  P ro b e F ile s

P rocess ProbeFites O penFDelFiles(3)

.op*^ kr^M.rw-vfrDelays/nj : FDei#Y»//2| | FDe<ays/r3 j |rD#«av* '«J

De« Jopemyt foe* .'openlA fOeirCop  ̂ *De« PDetaystfSj |FDeteyi//6| |FQ1eyi/rr| |FD*imy,,/e|

P n n tF ile b e la y s

P ro c e d u re  P rm tF ileD elays

'ÔCÏ---------

AS!o2Êta?6e|Ek
B lo ck  T y p e  N e tw o rk L a y e r 1 ( 1 )

Route{Charstring).
LookRoule(lnieger).

SP12.SP23.1

ctm
RoutUp

Internal

'[Empty]

RoutDownP r o c C r e a t

Down

Routing(O.I)

U p p e rN e t

L o w e rN e t
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Process UpperNet

r . . . . . . . . .

a
I

VIA In lem al,

E n d S im  
VIA Ctrt

lnitiallsations(3)

DCL K
T h isN o d e  In teg e

G ^ A n d P a s s N o d b lD

N odelD fTW sN ,

delofThiSNode)

K hi^ode)

%
^  R e a d l n p u l j

ZJ

P r o c e s s  U p p e rN e t

IMPORTED PROCfDUHtN
M akeSJ

iRe<f RemoiefMRe<r TWeA* p

P r o c e s s  U p p e rN e t

r  T
P r o c e s s S P 1 2 ( 3 )

 ̂Readlnpulj

SPl2(T enrfSP2)

Exporled Procedure M akeSP2 1( 1 )

ITfpar" .....................
IlNADUT SP2T*mp SPS.* 
I IN Name Charstnng.
!IN L integer. 
IINParaPeramUst. 
IINOUT SP3Part SP3;

c )
SP2Temp!SP2ID:-Nwne. 
SP2Temp'SP2Length -L
SP2Temp'SP2P«n;-Par».

SP2Temp'SP3Part;-SP3Part

1 ( 1 )Procedure ExtractDest

i> T e rh p S P y
S P 3L ength

Falsa

T ernpP ara.=
G( iParam O .T em pParaL  st)

em pO es(:=S lnngT oli
(T em pO estStr)

T em pP araL ist.= 
C teaf(T em pParaL ist;
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■ P r o c e s s  R o u tin g 1(2) P r o c e s s  R outing R o u te T a b leD ef(2 )

N E W T Y P E  
S T R U C T  
P e s t  I n te g e

NHV,"n Ph: RouteTypc 
STRUCT 
Deii Integer 
Link LinklDType.

ADUINCi
LITHRALS
NewRoulc. 
/•AUT(D> 
#DOt)Y
#ifndef XNOPROTO
ewern RoutcType) »(NewRoute) (vuh1>
extern »(R‘HitcType) #(NcwRixiic) (» 
•end if 
(
return yMake.#<RouieT>peH-l . *W)-);

HNDNEWTYPfc RoutcType.

NHWTYPt: RtHiieTableTypc 
aT> & I NT * Indcx.RiHitcType) 
l.m -R A l.S  
NewRixiteTable;
OPERATORS

Search:Nodelmiex.RouteTableT)pe->Sean:hResT>pc.
LUth'uli RouteTableType-'>BiK)|ean.
Add lnieger.link[DT>pe.R(HiteTabkTypc->RouieTah!e1>pe: 
keaKwe:RouieTableTypeJ'ii>delndex->RouteTableType;
OetRoute Nodelndex RowteTableType->1.1 nklDType:
Clear: RouieTablcType- >RouieTabkTy pe.
CbangeRoute: NodefndexI.mklDType.RouteTableType->R(HiteTableType. 

/•#A1)T(B)

•ifndef XNOPROTO
extern •fRouteTabkType) #(NewRouteTabk,t (void) 

c x t ^  #( RoutcTabkType) «(NcwRoulcTabk) Q

return (yMake_»(RouieTabkTypeHyMiikc_#(RoutcTypeM-L "W )')»;

•ifndef XNOPROTO
extern«<SearchResType) #<Search) (•(Nodelndex)Paraml.#(R«>uieTableTVpe) Paraml)

extern •(SearcbResTVpe) *(Scan:h) (ParamI.Paraml)
•(Nodelndex) Paraml.
•(RouieTablcType) Paraml 
•endif
I

•(Nodelndex) cnt;
for(cntîsO;cnl<#( MAXNODE);cn t̂ -̂  ) I 

:f(Paraml = P afam l A(cot) Dest) return •(Found);

extern SDL.Boolean »(ListFuli)(Paraml) 
•(RuutcTahleType) Pdraml

•ifndef XNOPROTO
extern #(RouteTabkType) «(Add) (Sl)l._lntcger Param I .•(Linkll)Type (Paraml 
•(RuuteTabkType) Param))

extern •(RouteTabkType) *(Add)(Paraml.Paraml.Param))
SIM..Integer Paraml.
•(LinklDType) Paraml 
•(RouteTabkType) Param).
•endifI

•(Nodelndex) cnt:
for(tnt=0;cnt<*(MAXNOI)K).cni++) 

iftParam) A (cnt|.D ei:t=-l)(
Param) Afcni] I)est=Param I.
Param3.A|cnt|Link=Panml: 
return Param).

return Param);

•ifndef XNOPROTO
extern • ( RouteTabkType) •(Remove) (#(Nodclndex) Param 1 .•(RouteTabkType) Paraml)

extern • ( RouteTabkType) •(Remove)(Paraml Paraml)
•(Nodelndex) Paraml.
•(^uteTabkType) Paraml:

•(Nodelndex) cnt;
for(cnt=0;cn«#(b{AXNODF):cnt++)| 

if( Param 1 == Paraml.A( cnt ) l)ext ) (
Paraml.A(cnt| Dest = -I;  
return Paraml;

return Paraml;
)

•ifndef XNOPROTO
extern •(LinklDType) *(GetRoute) (#(Nodelndex) Par ami.•(RouteTabkType) Paraml)

extern #(ljnklDType) «(GctRiHiiexPanimI.Paraml)
•(Nodelndex) Paraml;
•(RouteTabkTy pe) Paraml.

•(Nixklndcx) cnt;
for(cni=0;cnt<#(MAXNODF);cnt*-^){ 
if(Param2.Alcnil.Dcst==Param I) 

return Paraml A|cnt| Link;

•ifndef XNOPROTO
extern SDL.Bookan •(l.ulFuU) (•(RouteTabkType) Paraml)

•ifndef XNOPROTO
extern •(RouteTabkType) (Clear) (*(RouteTabkType) Paraml)
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ex te rn  # (R o u ieT ab leT y p e) # (C lea r) (P a ra m l ) 
# (R o u ieT a b le T y p e) P a ra m l.
#endil'
I

« (N o d e ln d ex ) cn t.
lo r(c n t= 0 ;c n t< # (M A X N O D E )x n t+ + ) | 

P a ra m l ,‘\ ( c n t ) .D e s t= - l ,
P a ra m l A lcn tj.L tn k = "V \0 " ;

1
re turn  P aram  I :

« ifndel X N O PR O T O
ex te rn  « (R o u teT a b le T y p e) « (C b an g e R o u te ) (« (N o d e ln d e x ) P a ra m I. 
« (L tn k ID T y p e) Param 2. « (R o u teT a b le T y p e) Param jl)
«else
ex te rn  « (R o u teT a b le T y p e) # (C h an g e R o u te )(P aram I,P ara m 2 .P aram .3 ) 
« (N o d e ln d ex ) P a ra m l;
« (L in k lD T y p e ) Param 2;
« (R o u teT a b le T y p e) P ara m );
« en d if
I

«(N o d e ln d ex ) cnt;
fo r(cn i= 0 ;c n « # (M A X N O D E );cn t-H -){  

if(P aram  l= P a ra m 3 .A (c n t] .D e s t)  (
P a ra m ).A (c n t) .L ink = Param  2; 
re turn  P ara m );

1 
I
return P a ra m );

E N D N E W T Y P E  R ou teT ab leT ype;

Procedu re  C reareR ouieT able

Procetdure AddRoute

|:F P A R .......................
ilN  D e s tP a r  in te g e r . i 
l I N L P a r  L inklD T ype;!

1 ( 1)

C )
F D uteTable;=A ( d  

(D e s tï a r .L P a r .R o u tt T ab le )

1( 1 )P r o c e d u r e  N e ig h b o u rs

%ghl «(ThwRow-l)*

Up «ThwNode-TOTALC
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P r o c e s s  L o w erN e t f u n c t io n  s<2L

^ R eadlnpulj

DCL
TempSP2 SP2.= N@wSP2.
EmptvSP3 SP3 *NewSP3.
TempParaList ParamUst =NewParaml_jst 
TempPara Parameter sNewParameier. 
TempRouie Charstnng.
TempDest Nodelrvjex,
TempDestStf CharstnngSP2l(Tem 6SP2) SP121T

URemReq . FileReq
FileResp£ûuleR

/  Wan Route j empParaList
T#npSP2'SP2P

Readlnput

RoutefTen^oul^ j T errfpPara =GetPdrartf 
( fT sm p P a ta u i) f  Readlnpul Readlnput

empParaList
rtlempParallist)

L Ü Tern DestSif «TempPara )ata. ( Readlnput
empOest sStnngT 

(TempDestStf)

a :
(Tem pD est^

SP2(Temp

^ WaitRoute j

SP2t(T
VIAD

^Readlnput

P r o c e s s  L o w erN et inilialisaL|ons(2)

Gt̂AndPassNoî D

y

Block Type DaiaLlnkLayer 

r T
Declarations(2)

InputB ufferj

^LinkCrealio^ SIGNAL 
PDel (Packet).
PackDelayOor>e, 
lnOut(Packet.Chars!nng). 
MReq.MRftsc>(inleg®f.lnt0g«f.lnteger), 
TLost packets.number ot delay p rocesses'/

SIGNALLIST Delay=PDel.PackOelayDone.

Block T ype  D a taU n k L ay e r ln te ra c tio n P a o e (2 )

U p p erO a ta L ir*

|SP12] [NodelO]
InN U nk

^robelB j

^NodelO EndSen.l 
M R e s p _ _ J

O u tU p
ControJIN

^ a c k e tD e la y
O ulN U

c o n tro l Up

I O utBuf{0 
O u tpu tB ufte^'^ In p u tB u tte r

I n f l  inkW U nk

OutUUUok

(gUfîDp
M akeL ink

C on tro l W j  ]  U nkC feation^-
[ C r e a l e L i n k J V   /

OutSUnk
InSUr^

$ — ]

P ro ce ss  Type OutputBuffer lnitialisations(2) 
-------

DCL 
T h isN o d e  In teg e

C Z J C P
IT

l i
Initia lisa tions!

NodelDfî odey ' J

^ R eadlnpulj

[ N o d e io l

N i l J
F ]
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P r o c e s s  T ype O utpu lB u tte r

JD est

Exported Procedure MakePacket 1 ( 1 )

I .F P A R  
; IN /O U T P  P a c k e t .  '  
lO n g  N o d e ln d e x ,
ÎO e sf  N o d e ln d e x  
[L In teg e r .
[ P a r s  P a ra m L is t. 
•IN /O U T  S P 2 P a r t  S P 2

Œ J)
p i O rigin = O n g , 
P 'D e s I  = D e s t. 

p iP a c k L e n g th  =L. 
P 'P a c k P a r s  = P a r s ,  

p iS P 2 P a r1  = S P 2 P a i1

P r o c e t ju r e  E x tra c tL in k A n d D e s t 1( 1 )

TempParaList;»
CtearfTempParaLiSl)

TempPara:»
GetP^am(i.TempPi

TempParaList:»
TempSP2'SP2Pars

___ I 'Desf
empOest:=StrmgTolf

(TempPara!Data)

TempPara;» 
G«Peram(i. TempParaL

Tea )Para:»Clear(TempF ara). 
TempParaList;»

Clear (T empParaList)

P rocess Type InputBuffer lnitialisations(3)

r..........

( _ J

EndSim 
VIA IBM

DCL K
ThisNode integer;

I iilialiseNodely

N o d e lD (H ^ lode ^  j

> NÔdelD(Th'Î!>Node)
VIA IBM y

^  Readlnput j

vL[lnOut]

'^ '[N o d e lD ] "'[(D elay)]

i { p ]

s^resp.NodelD.l
EndSim

SP21 .EndSim
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Process Type mpulBufier

IMPOATFD PAOCFDLIRE K

P r o c e ss  Type InputBuffer M easu rem en ts(3)

^ Readlnput j

NowWO+TtCK m ART

MResp(Losn?ack, 
Processed P^rck.lncomin

LostPack:=
)cessedPack Readlnput 1

irfcgmingPach

Readlnput

Procedure M akeA ndSendPacket 1 ( 1 )

r ampParaUsl:BCtoa 
(TempParalist}. 
TempParaLisl.*

BmpPara:*GetParar
(O.TempParaLiSt)

empParaList; ; 
Ck irfTempParal ist)

TempOest.C ,TempSP2)

I r»Out( Tam^ackaCTam pünk )

P ro ced u re  F indR oute 1 ( 1 )

T err D P a ra !P a ra N a m e := X  e s t ',  
■ em p P ara !L en g th ;= 1  

T e m p P a ra !D a ta :=
IntTi S tr in g (T e m p P a c k e l l l ) e s t )

Tem pPi ra L is t:= C le a r (T e m p P  a ra U s t) ,  
T e m p P a ra L ls t:= A d d  
m p P a r a .T e m p P a r a L  st)

Mak ;P 2 (A u x S P 2 , 'R o u t  
< m p P a ra U s t .T e m p :

T e m p P ; ra := C 1 ea r(T er  ip P a ra ) ,  
T e m p P a ra l  is t:= C le a r(T e i ip P a ra L is t)
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I Process Type LinKCrealion

(  C r e a te s  )r

OB

CtrlUp

P ro ce d u re  C rea leE as tU n k

CfeateL>nk(ThisNc

P r o c e d u r e  C re a te S o u th L m k

P rocess UpperOataLink

X«SP2'SP?tO . 

4rtSP7'SP3P«rt'SP

P ro c e ss  ProbelB [ÔCÛ--------^
ThisNode Integer. 
ThisNodeStr Charstnng 
FP1.FP2.FP3.FP4.FPS, •P6.FP7.FP8.FP9TextFila.

^ Readlnput j
TIMER TIU;

NodelD(ThANode)

SEKNOW4 5ACK.MEAS FREO.TIU)

^ R ead lnp ulj

FPl;=<3k)se(FPl).FP2:-ao*(FP2). 
FP3:=C lose{FP3).FP4:»aoj >(FP4). 
FPS:*C lose(FPS).FP6:«aoj î(FP6). 
FP7;*< k)8e(FP7).FP8:=ao! î(FP8),
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P ro ce ss  ProbelB
LosfPack Iniegef -0 i 
NPacKeis iniegef =0/ 
incPack Integer j=0.

FP8 »OpenW

SET(MEAS_{ fFSET*T,C^ .START.TlU)

P ro c e ss  ProbelB W riteM easO )
^ R eadlnpuij

fpack.NPackels.tacPack)

Pl//Thi»Nodi^/Now.

'F P t^ncPa6P2 := FP2 /rT h ,sr iftkt fPSTThîsNÔd^/N ow, 
(FPi)sFP6//LosiPlck,

P7//Th»*Nod4//Now.
:=FP7//Lo«fP^k.
.«££ZtihEadets.

P rocess PacketDelay

r —
1 ( 1 )

O
j z l  

( “l‘ )

P(T e m p P a ^ t)

DCL r
TempPackel Packet

TIMER
PackT;

SET(NOW PACKET_DE(-AY,PackT)

r
^ Wait j

PD el(T em p^ckel)

Block Type FirstNode

1 inherits BaseNodefJ'.

1 ( 1 )

Control

^CrealeLinkj

I DataLink 
"N

Virtual B lock  T y p e  D a ta N o d e 1 (1 )

r»ihente Ba»»NÔde:7>
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Block Type NellF

ConlrolNl

SimControl

NelF_

lOu

Net_
Pope

P ro c e ss  <<Block Type NetlF>> SimControl 1(1)

CD
I

lnitialFilesCreation(2)P rocess NelFM anag

FileLocationRequesls(2)Process NelFManag

OngNortelD A u k L o c  IrUogw 
Floe Inlegof
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I Process NetPopu

SendSlan
FileReq

Process NelPopu UserLocalions{2)

Procedure SerrdSlarlFileReq

Procedure SeodR egU ser

(TD

Virtual Block Type Population

f(Populn). (Pofwln)j

U8WsO**bw(UL ocCWabMe) 

SIGNAlltST ToMok*Ü9«reOai»bas«.

".p)] [(P-FM)]

[{PopuOuflJ
UM obility

P r o c e s s  In itialU sers

ddU serf

w o .WToStnngd), 
UO.-USERWIO. 

W>FWIO;-UD. 
UPf S!UIO>UIO

Î - f tE S  *CR USER

Here.ocj.Oeie»Seedjsee<<Ul

R>ndR>«INode:»On ôm>
(RMi im/kM«(MAXNOOe*1).R r ^ ) .  

R ncMod*-Ftt(RandR*aM« »)

U PFIf#.* «T«frpUFites.J 
eoipW.oc£t*'Us*r£te .UPf 

ULocOalibase .Add 
VFpW.oc£li.ULocOf t>M )

k ,g U .,r (U P F _ s\
hwnpULoc&WIW^o.
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S ledU =GelS 
(SeedlmUse

DCL
RanLiK  RandüïnC ontro l.
R anFID  RaiK lomCinurol.
SccdU  Iniegcf.
SccdU R cal Real.
ScetlF Iniegcr.
ScedFR cal Real.
.SccdU F ilcsT exiF ilc .
Sccd lm U scr T exlFilc.

I inic^LT îîO,
R andR ealN odc Real.
RandN (xle Integer.
R calO ne R eal = : .
R caiZero  R eal =0.
T cm pU L otE Je  U L o cE Ic := N e w U L « Q c.
U Loe D atabase  LTLocDaiaha.se.
U PF_S U serP ro filcS ho rtiaN cw U serP ro l'ilcS ho rt 
U P F  U serP rofile  sN cw U serP ro lllc .
T cm pU F iles F ilcL isl:=N cw F ilcL isl. 
T cm pD ataF ile  D ataF ile  =N cw D ataF ilc .
U ID  C harsiring .

TIMER PopuiniD cl.

P r o c e s s  U M o b ility  . ------------.

r "  C____)
1(1)

(  M o v e U s ^ r

DCL
UID C harsthng .
NewULoc Integer.
U PF U serProlile.
S eed U ser TexlFila.
S e e d !  Integer.
S e ed?  R eal Real.
B a sic S e ed  R andom C ortro l. 
F1.F2 TextR le,
U L ocD atabase  U L ocD atabase;

F1;= )p en W ('U lT r c e  ) 
F2:= DpenWCU2Tf ic e )

O peiiR C S eedU serd tx t')
S e e d !

B asicS eed : = 0 e fn e S e e d ( 5 e e d l  )

W aitD ata

U sersO at
ULocDat

UPF:=G etUProfile
(UID .U LocD atabase

I lo c D a ta b ase isP u tU P rev L o  
1C .U L ocO atabase.U PF'U C urrl 

I iL ocD atabaseisP utU C urrL o  
(I ID.U LocOatabase.N ew U Lot 

U L ocO atabase:=PutF lagailDUl ocfŷiflhaaa-n
StartF ileRe^K
(U ID .N e w U ^ )

1
SlartTick \  
TO  C l o c k T ^

i
^ M o v eU se rs  j

Tick / S to p U W o b A

1

M oveU sers c
S e e d U s e r s

ose (S e e d U se  )

1̂  F2:=C l^se(F 2)

^ M o v eU se rs  j EndSim  
VIA M o b N y ^

^ M o v e U se rs J

*1 S « e d 1  R » a i  R e a ( * F l o « t ( M A X ^ S E E 0 y 2 .

S .  * d i  = S # # d ( e a w c S *  4
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Procedure PrinlTrace 1 (1 )

=Puirtei«Uneft»PulNfwLinsf 2)

1(1)

1( 1 )

(  ExlraclF )a



model JdO

Procedure ExtractFile 1 ( 1 )

F f p a r  I
I IN FID Charstring, ( 
1 IN/OUT DF DataFII

DF!FllelD;=FID

DF!Prio:=GetFPrio
(FID.FLocDatabase)

P ro ce ss  D e layP rocess

DCL k
FID ChafStnng. 
O ngN odelD  Integer, 
IniTime Time;

TIMER
FLocT,

Idle

FileLocRegfFID.
OngNodelH jniTim e)

SET(N O  V4.F_LOC.DE L.FLocT)

Wait

FLocT

FileLocReqSel(FID,
OrigNodelD/miTime)
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Glossary of terms

A CTS A dvanced C om m unications T echnolog ies and Serv ices - an EC program m e,
successor to R A C E

AE A pplication  entity

A EI A pplication  entity  invocation

A IN  A dvanced In telligent N etw ork  (B ellcore IN)

A N SI A m erican  N ational S tandards Institute

A SE  A pplication  service elem ents

A SN  A bstract Syntax N otation

A TIS A lliance for T elecom m unications Industry  Solutions (U SA )

CA S C hannel associated  signalling

C C A F Call contro l agent function

C C F  C all contro l function

C C IT T  International C onsultative C om m ittee  on T elephony and T elegraphy  - a
S tandards m aking com m ittee o f the ITU  (now  IT U -T )

C C S C om m on C hannel S ignalling

C P E  C ustom ers’ P rem ises E quipm ent

C S l C apability  Set 1 (C C IT T /IT U -T  specification  series)

D FP D istributed  Functional Plane

D PE D istributed  P rocessing E nvironm ent
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DUP Data User Part

EC Commission of the European Union

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EU European Union

FCC Federal Communications Commission

FDT Formal Description Technique

FE Feature Entity

FEA Feature Entity Agent

GFP Global Functional Plane

GSL Global Service Logic

IN Intelligent Network

IN A Intelligent Network Architecture

INAP Intelligent Network Application Protocol

INAP Intelligent Network Access Point

IP Intelligent peripheral

IP Internet Protocol

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

ISO International Standards Organisation

ISUP ISDN User Part

ISP Intermediate Services Part

ITU International Telecommunications Union

ITU-T ITU Telecommunications standards (was CCITT to 1993)

KBS Knowledge Based System

LATA Local Access and Transport Area

LE Local Exchange

MSC Message Sequence Charts

MTP Message transfer part

NRIC Network Reliability and Interoperability Council (USA)

NRC Network Reliability Council (USA)

NSP Network Services Part

ODP Open Distributed Processing

OFTEL The government office responsible for the telecommunications regulation in the
UK
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OLO Other licensed operator

GMT Object Modelling Technique

ONA Open Network Architecture

ONP Open Network Provision

OSI Open Systems Interconnection

POI Point of Interconnect

POTS Plain Old Telephony Service

PTO Public Telecommunications Operator

QoS Quality of Service

RACE Research and development on Advanced Communications in Europe, an EC
programme

SACF Single Association Control Function

SAG Single Association Object

SCCP Signalling Connection Control Part

SCE Service Creation Environment

SCF Service Control Function

SCP Service Control Point

SDF Service Data Function

SDL Specification and Description Language

SIB Service Independent Building Block

SLEE Service Logic Execution Environment

SP Service provider

SP Signalling Point

SRF Specialised Resource Function

SS7 Signalling System Number 7

SSF Service Switching Function

SSP Service Switching Point

STP Signal Transfer Point

TC Transaction Capabilities

TCAP Transaction Capabilities Application Part

TINA Telecommunications Information Networking Architecture

TMN Telecommunications Management Network

TO Telecommunications Organisation
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TTCN Tree and Tabular Combined Notation

TUP Telephone User Part

UDF User Datagram Protocol

ULE User Lost Erlang

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication Service

UPT Universal Personal Telecommunications

VPN Virtual Private Network


